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CHAPTER XIX . 

LAPLACE'S FIRST THREE MEMOIR& 

I 741. THE investigations of Laplace on Attractions and the 
kip of the Earth fall naturally into five divisions. The first 
division consists of three memoirs, which treat the subjecta 
without the use of what we now call the Potentdal F'rcllction, or of 
that branch of analysis which we now call Laplacge F u d m .  
The second division consists of a separate volume which uses the 
Potential Function The third division consists of variow me- 
moirs which use both the Potential Function and Laplace's Fun* 
tiona The fourth division is formed by the republication of the * -  
preceding researches in the first and second volumes of the 
M&.;Pue CG&. The fifth division consists of researches sub- 
sequent to the publication of the second volume of the Mdcanique 
Cmeste ; they are reproduced in the fifth volume of the M&nW 
CGbste. 

We shall consider in the preaent Chapter Laplace's first three 
semoira 

74% We begin with the seventh volume of the M&m de 
Kdlitma2iqus...pr d i m  &rvaw...1773 : the date of publi- 
ation ie 1776. This volume contains two memoins by Laplace, 
rhich among other subjecte treat largely of Probability: see 
9 473.. .476 of my History. ..of A.obabdity. The part of the 
olume with which we are now concerned is entitled Sur hzjigure 
e lu T m 6 ;  it occupiea pages 624 ... 634. Xt ie not stated when 
lese investigatione were sent to the Academy; but f h m  the 
tle of the volume in which they appear we see that Laplace 
as not a member of the Academy when they were sent. 

T. M. A. VOL 11. 1 



748. Laplace begins t h w  on page 684 : 
Loreqne Newton vodut d6terminer la fignre de la Terre, il am- 

md6m cette Phi% comme une masae fluide homogene, et il wppoea 
que la figure qu'elle m pnbe en vertu de son monvement de rotation eat 
celle d'un sphBmide elliptiqua Cette euppoeition Btoit fort p~.Bcaire; 
lea GBom&tree en ont eneuita d6mont.14 la posaibilit6 ; main ai la figon, 
nthaaim pour PBquilibre, nu lieu d'btre elliptiqug eQt Bt6 d'un autre 
genre, on nuroit 6t6 fort emb-6 pour la dBterminer, parca qu'il est 
beeamp plaa fbde de s'eeenrer ai une figure donnee convient B l'6qni- 
l i b ,  qne de ahercher immBdiatement cellea qui penvent y convenir. 
Ce dernier Problhe eat eane contredit un dea pointa lee plus int4res 
~ e n e  da SystBme du M a d e  ; voici quelquee recherchee qui y mnt rtb 

ti- 

7e4: Thus the following is the problem to be diecuesed: a 
maee of homogeneous fluid in the form of a figure of revolution 
nearly spherical rotates with uniform angular velocity round its 
axis of figure and remains in relative equilibrium ; determine the 
form. I call this problem Legendre'e, because he wae the first 
to solve it with tolerable succeea 

7U. Let there be a circle of radius unity ; let 9 be the angle 
which the radius to any point makes with a fixed radius: so that 
the ordinate of this point is sin*. Produce this ordinate until 

it becomes sin 9 + - where a is very small, and y is some sin *' 
function of 9. Put x for cos*. m e n  Laplace h v e a  a t  a 
differential equation between y and x of an infinite order, to 
determine the required generating curve; that is a differential 

equation involving - * Ma a,--- d'' and so on i n j i n h  

746. The preceding notation does not look very promising; 
in faot hplace  doea not explicitly start with it, but h v e a  a t  it 
aa he proceeck Unless y is very small when * is very small the i 

process is not satisfactory. Moreover Laplace in order to form his 
differential equation expands a function into a series without dis- 
cussing whether the seriee is convergent. 



w 
747. The main result a t  which he arrives deserves notice. 

He wishes to know whether equilibrium would subsist for any 
other form  beside^ an exact sphere when there is no rotation. 
He cmnnot completely solve this problem ; but he shews that y 
cannot consist of a series of the form + bd' + cx" + . .. , where 
X, p, v, . . . are numbers in descending order of magnitude. That 
i y cannot consist of a finate number of terms each involving a 
power of x; nor can y be an infinite series of dsscsndiq powers 
of x: but he doea not sEew that y cannot be an infinite series of 
&ikg powers of x. 

When the fluid is supposed to rotate Laplace's demonstration 
amounte to shewing that among all seriea, finite or S n i t e ,  which 
can be arranged i~ deacending powers of x, the only admissible 
form of y is GI? + b + o ; where a, b, and o are constants. 

748. Laplace's demonetration is difficult, but satisfactory; 
that ie to say afbr the pointa to which we have drawn attention 
in Art. 746, no very serious objection will occur to a reader. 

After finishing his demonstration, Laplace says on hie page 5%: 
.. Je dois okmerver ici que M. d'Alembert e d6jB fait m e  remarque 

mmblable pour le  an^ oil lea expossne de x mnt dta nombree entiera et 
posit& (ooyea Zs rome V dss 0pwcu.h de oe grand Cbhmiltre). 

Theae words are quite consistent with the supposition, that 
Laplace had found the error which we have pointed out in 
D'Alembert's procesa ; because to make a remark ia far less than 
to (iimmhk See Art 576. 

749. Laplace concludes with these words : 

n seroit utile d'6tendre cea rechemhes au caa oil lea oouchea de k 
flnide mnt intqplernent dsnsee; o'& ce que je me propom de 

dana M autm M6moira 

The intention here expressed was not carried into effect until 
the publicstion of Laplace's seventh memoir in the Paris Mknoirtu 
for 1789. 

750. All that Laplace's first memoir contains on our subject 
is qroduced with better notation in-his second memoir to which 

1-2 
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me shall proceed in our next Article: it ia therefore nnnecesssry 
to treat the first memoir with much detail. In  the second memo& 
we shall find that the radius vector of the generating curve ia 
denoted by 1 + a f (cos Jf), where a is very small ; so that what was 

called sin ++ G; in Art. 745 is equal to the sin+ {l +a f (msJf)] 

of the second memoir: that is of the first m e h i r  is 
sin * 

sin+f (cos Jf) of the second memoir, or y of the first memoir 
is sin' + f (cos +) of the second memoir. In  the second memoir 
y is put for f (COB 9). 

751. I n  the Paris MGnunnunr~ for 1772, Seconde Partie, published 
in 1776, we have a memoir by Laplace entitled Bechercha stir k 
Calcecl I d @  et szlr b S y a W  du M i ;  at  a later part of 
the volume there are some Additha to this memoir: among 
theae Additions we have a section entitled De l'E'quilib4.e dcs 
SpMroida homogbaa, which occupies pages 536. ..554 of the 
volume. 

762. The problem proposed to be d i s c u d  is the same aa that 
of the preceding memoir: see Art. 74. Laplace was not able 
to solve the problem completely; but he reproduced hi former 
demonstration, somewhat improved, that for a large number of 
figures the relative equilibrium was impossible. 

753. But although he did not in this memoir mive  at the ne- 
cessary form for equilibrium, yet he obtained a very remarkable 
result : namely, that the law of the variation of gravity, whatever be 
the form of equilibrium, is the same as for an oblatum. We will 
give in substance the method by which Laplaca obtains this result. 

W e  may remark that Lplace investigates the polar exp- 
sion f6r an element of mass, namely in the usual modern notation 
r'drsinOdO@: see his page 539. The investigation is in fact 
the same aa we now have in our elementary books : see IntsM 
t%hdlus, third edition, Art. 207. 

I n  his first memoir Laplace used this polar expression but did 
not investigate i t  ; he merely says, " on trouvera facilement.. ." : 
aee his page 525. See also Art. 710. 



754. Let there be a curve differing very little from a circle, 
and symmetrical with respect to a diameter. Let half the length 
of t h i s  diameter be unity, and let the length of a radirls vector 
inclined a t  an angle + to the diameter be 1 + a f (cos q), where f 
denotes any function, and a is a very small quantity the square 
of which we shall neglect. Suppose a solid formed by the revolu- 
tion of this curve round the diameter which divides it symmetri- 
cally; take this diameter for the direction of the axie of x:  then 
the equation to the surface will be 

We propose to find the attraction of the solid a t  a point 
aitnated on ite surface ; this point without loes of generality we may 
take in the plane of (x, y) : let + be the angle between the radius 
vector of tfi point and the axis of revolution 

Put ~ = f c o s + + ~ e i n + ,  y = f ~ i n + - q c o s + ;  thus (1) be- 
comes 

J C P + ~ +  s? =I +.f{€ 
cos++ q sin + 
J(E'+q'+d) 1 ....... (2). 

We can now pass e d y  to polar coordinates which have their 
origin at the attraded point: put 

f=h-rsinBcos+, q = ~ ~ i n e ~ i n # ,  ~ = r c o s e ,  

where h = 1 + af (cos +). 

use 8 for Lplace's p, and - + .for his q.] 
2 

Thus (2) becomes 

d(h' - Zhr sin 8 cos # + 4 
...( 3). 

We proceed to b d  from (3) the value of r to the order of 
approximation which we require. 

If a = 0, we should get r = 2 sin 0 cos + ; assume then 
r = 2  sin B C O S # + ~ ,  

where p will be very small. 
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Subetitute in (3) and we obtain 

cf(cos+) -2asinS8cos'+f (ma+) +p&8cos+=a f (u), 

whereocetandeforcos+-2sin'8~+cos(+++); so that 

a (2sin'8cosS+-1) a . p =  sin 8 cos +. f (-+)+ sin 9 COB + f (4. 

We may also m n g e  the value of p thus, 

and this shews that p remains ~maU even when sin 8 cue + Is very 
small : for then we have f (u) very nearly equal to f (coa +). 

Now the attraction at the point reaolved along the radius 
vector 

the Limits for 8 are 0 and w ; the limits for + are - 6 + 8) and 

7r - -B, where B is some function of +, which is of the order of a. 
2 
It is easy to see that for our approximation we may proceed 
aa if 8 were zero. Denote this resolved attraction by A: thus 

A = 2//sins8 cosl+ d8@ + cf(cos+) /lain 8 (2 sin'$ msl+ - 1) d8@ 

+ a // sin ~ f ( u )  @. 

The first and second integrations may be easily effected ; with 
respect to these it is exactly true that we may proceed as if fl 
were zero : and we obtain 

47r %7r A k  -g - f (m +) ++.//sin Y(U) dB@. 

Let B denote the attraction resolved in the meridian plane at 
right angles to the radius vector; then 



= ~ / / s i n ' ~ ~ s i n i p d B d $ + 2 a f  ( ~ ~ ~ + ) / j s i n ~ ~ s i n i p m ~ i p , d d $  

"1 - f  ( c ~ + )  sin e sin ip a q. 
+ a l l f (  cosip 

It ia easy to see that the first and second integrah vanish 
a0 that 4 

~ = ~ / j f  (4-f (COS+) .)gineOiDipdeq: + 
thie integral is finite, for f  (u) - f (coe +) vaniahee when coe ip 
vanishes. 

  he last integral may be transformed. By integration by 
parts we have 

when this is taken between the limits 0 and w the first term 
vanishes ; so that we have 

eo that 

w w and this d h e a  when taken between the limits - 3  and . 
l'hns finnlly 

B- 3. &+\/me.e.)gin dedg ............ (4). 

755. We shall now shew that 
dA 2aw B 
-a- f ( E O S + ) & + - ~  ............... (6). 
d+ 3 
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du 
We have = f (cos $1 sin $ + a// sin 8f'(u) - d8 d+, 

dJr d\lr 

and u = COS' 8 cos 9 - sin* 8 cos (24 + Jr), 

du sq that - = - cos* 8 sin + + sin1 8 sin (2# + 9 ) .  
d Jr 

Hence 

dA 2 m  

G = -3- 
f '  (COS $) sin + - a sin $ cos' 8 sin 8f' (u) dB d+ 

2m 
a f' (00s $) sin $ - 

B 
F '  

Tbis is the first appearance in Laplace's writings of a tbeorem 
which he seems to have valued highly: see Art. 652. We shall 
meet the theorem again several times: i t  appears in a different 
form in the Mdcanique Ct?hi%, Livre 1x1: 5 10. 

756. Now let us suppose that the attracting body is a fluid, 
or at least that there is a superficial stratum of fluid. Then 
for relative equilibrium the resolved part of the force along the 

'tangent to the meridian must vanish. This part consists of the 
resolved parts of A and B, together with the centrifugal force. 

The direction of A is nearly at right angles to the tangent; 
the cosine of the angle between the directions is - af' (cos 9 )  sin +. 
The direction of B makes only an indefinitely small angle with 
the tangent. Hence, denoting the angular velocity by cu, w e  
have 

B -  Aaf'(cosJr) sin+-cu*sin$cos$=O; 

that is, neglecting the square of a, 

. , 

Let P denote the gravity at the point considered ; 

then approximately P = A - o'sin' +, 



dP d A  therefore - = - - 2ws sin + cos + 
dJr d+ 

2aw. 
3 

SJ sin + ros + by (5) =- f'(cos+)sin+--- 
2 

6 5 ' Therefore P= constant - - o' sin' + - Po - I J sin' +, where 4 
P, denotes the force of gravity at the pole. This ie the result 
which, aa we stated in Art. 753, Laplace established. 

757. We shall now form the differential equation of an 
infinite order at which Laplace amves. 

dy 
Put f (cog$) = y, and cos 9 = x, so that f (cos +) = - &' 

Then f (u) = f' {cos i /r - 2 sin' 8 cos + cos (# + +) ] 
= f (COB + - B) say ; 

hence expanding by Taylor's Theorem this becomes 

dy ZY 2 f l d  . y d ' ~ + . . .  - - z - +  ----- 
dx d;c' pdd pdx4 

Then equating the values of B given by (4) and (6), and 
dividing by sin +, we obtain 

dy The term - - will disappear from this equation, because 
ax . 

/Id 8 sin 8 d0 d+ between the proper limits 2lr 
'3' Thus 'we 

have 



768. The integrations with respect to 8 and + in (7) can be 
easily effected. Consider first the integration with respect to +. 
We have 

n u s  we require I:(ma++ms (q++)j*c~+. 
- - 
s 

Now { c o s + + c o e ( ~ + + ) j n = m s * + + r c o e ~ + c o s ( ~ + + )  

When we integrate between the limits the ternu, which in- 
volve odd powers of cos (2+ + +) disappear, and those which 
involve even powera are easily.obtained. For example, take 

put t for 2+ + +, then we get 

and this obviously = - 

In this way we easily see that {coa + + coa (2+ + +)In cI+ - - s I 



mie is not Laplace'e method; but eeems to me rather 
kpler.] 

It ie obvious that the integration with respect to 8 can be 
easily effected. 

759. We shall now shew that except in the particular case 
of y = &+ bx + c, the equation (7) cannot be ~ati&ed by a 
value of y of the form d+W.+cx'+ ... whereA,p,v, ... are 
in d e e d i n g  order of magnitude. 

For substitute this asaumed form of y in (7) ; then the term 
which involves the highest power of o on the lefbhand side will 
be found to be 

--l/alesinemv ( L - ~ ) s ~ ~ ~ o - @ - ~ ) @ - ' ) s ~ ~ B  
l? 

If L=  2 the ,coefficient of d-1, that is of x, must be equated 
tv' to -- 
2a' . 

But if X ie not = 2, the coefficient of d-1 must be 

equated to zero. 

sineooele{i -(I - h l t p - q d e = o ,  

thatie L s i n e ~ ~ e { i - ~ o ~ s - ~ e ~ d g = o ,  I,' 
that ie , 

e 
suppose (-l)U+l=- 1, this reduoes to X (i - Kl)=o; 

l@thath=O, 0rh=1.  

2X 
If we mppose (- l ) s+ l=  1, it reduces to = 0 ;  M that 

X = 0. Laplace strangely multipliw up by 2X + 1, so that he 
1 

intmducea the solution 2X + 1 = 0, which gives L = - 3 : this he 

rejecta because it would make y impossible when x ie negative, 



and infinite when x = 0. But the apparent solution a+ 1 = 0, 
really does not occur; but is introduced by Laplaca without 
reawn. 

Hence it follows that if we put y = a.2 + bx + c+q, then q 
cannot take the form of a series, finite or infinite, arranged ac- 
cording to descending powers of x. 

760. It will be observed that the principle of Laplace's 
demonstration resembles that which D'Alembert adopted in the 
fiRh volume of his O p m u h  ~~. But, as we have 
seen, D'Alembert went astray in the details of his process: see 
Brt. 576. Laplace repeats the 'remark relative to D'Alembert 
which we quoted in Art. 748. 

761. Laplace then extends his result, and shews that y can- 
not be a fntction, the numerator and denominator of which are 
series arranged in descending powers of x. 

762. Laplace's own statements of his theorems are liable to 
objection. He does not say explicitly that his series are arranged 
in &Cen&in.g powers of x j but this limitation is obvious in hi8 
demonstration. He proves that y cannot be a aeries which has 
a highest power of x ; but he does not prove that y cannot be an 
inh i te  series of ascending powem of z. See Art. 747. 

763. All that this memoir contains is comprised in the 
theorem which Legendre first demonstrated that the generating , 
curve must in fact be an ellipse : for thus the form of the surf- 
apd the law of gravity are definitely settled. 

L a p l m  refers on his page 645 to Pexcellent OPlvrqe & 
M. Clairaut sur la jigure de la Terre. 

764. I n  the Paris Mkmoires for 1775, published in 1778, we 
have a memoir by Laplace entitled Recherchss sur plwieurs points 
~ Z L  flystkllze du blonde. One section of this memoir is Sur la lei 
de 1& Pesallteur at la crurface dss sphhofda homogknee et kipilibre; 
this occupies pagea 75 ... 89 of the volume. 



766. The investigations here given are an extension of those 
in the volume for 1772. There Laplace had found the law of 
the variation of gravity on the assumption that the spheroid is a 
figure of revolution; here he considers the case in which the 

, 

epheroid is not assumed to be a figure of revolution 
' I This -1t is really involved in the former ; for Laplace sub: 

eequently shewed that the spheroid must he a figure of revolution, 
I in fact an oblatum. 

!j 

~i I 766. Let 0 be the centre of a sphere which nearly coincideg 
ir I with the spheroid, M any point a t  the surface; we propme to 

r , obtain expressions for the attraction a t  M. 
9 Let R be any other point on the surface. Let OR= 1 +ap', 

where a is a very small quantity, and p' is a function of the 
elements which determine the position of R ; these elements may 
be conveniently the colatitude yb', and the longitude h'. Then 

: I OM= 1 + ap, where p is what p' becomes, when +' and h' 'become 

I 
-+ and X respectively. 

Now make M the origin of the usual polar coordinates r, 8, 
and + ; where MR = r. 

Let A denote the reeolved attraction along MO; let B denote 
the resolved attraction a t  right angles to hfo, and in the meridian 
plane of H, towards the pole; and let 0 denote the remlved 
attraction a t  right angles to the directions of A and B. Then 

p use 0 for Laplace's and ;-+ for his *.I 

767. We have to find an expression for r. Laplace uses a 
diagram for thie purpose. 



In the diagram O P  is the diameter from which the colatitudes 
are measured. 

R Z  is perpendicular to the plane MOP ; RL and ZL are per- 
pendiculars to OM. 

M R = r ,  RZ=rcos8 ,  M L = r s i n  f?cos+, ZL=rsinf?sin#.  
Now OR'= OL'+RLS= ( O M - r s i n B c o s + ~ + R L t ;  

that is O R =  OJP-2OMrsinBcos#+12; 
therefore 

(1 +allr)*= (1 + up)'- 2 (1 + a p ) r  ~ inBcos+  +r*. 

Solve this quadratic in r, and neglect powers of a above the 
first: thus . 

The upper sign must be taken ; for the lower sign would lead 
to a value of T of the order a : therefore 

a (P' - ll) r = 2  (1 +ap) sin Bcos ++_-- 
sm e cos+' 

768. The limits of the integrations, without introducing any 
error of the order we are retaining, may be taken to be 0 and .rr 

lr 7r 
for 8, and - - and - for #. Hence using the value of r found in 

2 2 
the preceding Article we have 
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sin 0 sin + ae d+, 

cos 8 ~=a]](p'-p)=+d~d+. 

Here B is estimated towards the pole; if we estimate B from the 
pole, as Laplace does, we must change the sign of the expression. 

769. Laplace then incautiously says that 

p' sin 8 singa B = - a  

but he never uses these erroneom forms, and probably the intro- 
duction of them is only a misprint. These erroneous fonns would 
make B and C Sn i t s .  

770. In order to effect the integrations in the values of A, 
B, and C, supposing p' a known function of 9' and h', it would 
be neceessry to connect $' and A,' with 8 and +: to this we 
proceed. 

It will be seen that p' enters with the coefficient a ; and thus 
we may use approximations in our equations. 

In the diagram of Brt. 767, by projecting on OP the straight 
line OR, and also the broken line made up of OL and LZ, we 
have exactly 

OR cos $' = OL coe $ + LZsin + 
=(OX-rsinBcos+)cos$+rsin8sin+sin+; 

that ia OR cos +' = OM cos + - r sin 8 cos (+ + +). 

Hence to the order which we have to retain 

cosq = cw+-2Bineecos+ cos (+++) .......... (1). 
RZ - T cos e 

Again, sin (X' - X) = 
OR sin 9'- OR sin # ' 

Hence to the order which we have to retain 
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I 
6uafione (1)'and (2) theoretically give us the required con-' 

' nection of +'.and A' with 8 and +. 
I 

771. Laplace proceeds to establish the following result : 
d A  Zra dp B q = - r ~ + r .  

This corresponds to equation (5) of Ah. 755. There is a dif- 
ference in sign however, became Laplace here estimates B fimn 
the pole, where- in his second memo4 he estimated i t  towards 
the pole : we shall for convenience keep here to the method of the 
third memoir. 

Laplace arrives at his r d t  by four pages of integration and 
differentiation : we shall not reproduce this investigation; as 
Laplace himself afterwards gave a simpler proceas, and we shall 
have to return to the subject. 

This is the second appearance in Laplace's writings of the 
theorem to which we have referred in Art. 755: it is here a- 
tended to the case of a body not of revolution. 

772. In the same manner as the theorem in Art,. 771 
established, we may shew that 

773. If we now consider the condition of relative equilibrium ~ 
of a fluid mass, or of a mase covered with a superficial stratum of ~ 
fluid, we arrive as in Art. 756 at  the following results : 

I 

where B is now estimated from the pole. 
I 

And we have now besides 

These general results must have been very interesting at the 
time they were given: but they have since lost much of their I 
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value, because it is known that under the supposed conditions 
the mass can only take the form of an oblatum: this was eat* 
blished by Laplace in his fourth memoir, and the demonstration 
is reproduced in the Y6canique C6kate : see Livre III. 5 26. 

774. Laplace extends his procem; for he supposes that 
besides the attraction of the mass itself there may be external 
forces: and in particular he considers the case of an external body 
which is in relative equilibrium with respect to the attracted 
body. In this case we 6ave as usual to find, not the absolub 
attraction at a point, but the excess of this attraction above that 
at the centre of gravity of the mass. Laplace's method i pecu- 
liar: see his pages 87 and 88. The result is correct, but a reader 
will probably venfy it, as he easily may, before he accepts i t  

775. On pages 261 ... 267 of the Paris M6-re8 for 1776, we 
have an Additiolt to the memoir we are now consideling. This 
Addition gives us a simple proof of the theorems of Brte. 771 
and 772 in the more general form which they take when the 
force of attiaction is supposed to vary as the nth power of the 
distance. The investigation depends on the ssme principlee ae 
that in the M h i q u e  Cd&e, Livre 1x1. 5 10; and the results may 
be said to be summed up in equation (1) of that section, inasmuch 
as they will follow from that equation by differentiation. But the 
Potential Function is not used in the pages now under notice. 
These pagea are in substance reproduced in the fourteenth section 
of Laplace's Thhrie.. .& la Figure des Planeta of which we s h d  
hereafter give an account. 

776. I will notice some remarks on page 262 by which 
Laplace tries to shew that if there is one figure of equilibrium 
for a rotating spheroid there will be an infinite number. 

Let 1 + ay be the radius vector to any point of the surface, 
where a is indefinitely small (injniment petit), and y is any func- 
tion of 9 the colatitude and m the longitude. Let aB denote the 
tangential attraction; then for equilibrium we mu& have B = 0. 
Let y be such a function of 9 and 61 a8 to satisfy this: then he 
say8 the condition will also be satisfied when we put 9 + a for 9, 
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and w + b for w ; where a and b are constants Let y' be what 
y becomes by thia change. Then he says that there will be equi- 
librium if the radius vector be 1 + ay'; and therefore also if the 
radius vector be 1 + ay + noy' where n is any constant. 

I presume that Laplace doer, not suppose any rotation here, 
or any action but that of the fluid mass itself. Thus in fact we . 

have a case something like that of the coexistence of small mo- 
tions in Dynamics. 

If we suppose the mass to rotate then the argument will have 
to be slightly modified. We cannot then change 0 into 0f a, 
but we can change w into w + b ;  and thus as before we shall 
still have an infinite number of mlutiona. Compare the Mhniqud 
C&&te, Lime n L  § 26. 

777. The h t  three memoirs by Laplace on our subjecta are 
mperseded by his investigations of the third division : see Art. 741. 
The first three memoira may be considered to attach themselves 
to the researches of D'Alembert, and to continue those researches. 
In his writings of the third division Laplace may be said to derive 
great assistance from Legendre. It will be necessary as we pro- 
ceed to be particular with the chronology of tfhe memoirs by 
Laplace and Legendre ; for we shall find indications that Legendre 
was not quite satisfied with Laplace's silence as to the.matter of 
priority: see also Pont&oulantls Systkns du Yonde, VoL 111. 

page =* 

778. The order then which we shall have to adopt after thus 
coneidering Laplace's h t  three memoira is the following: 

Legendre's first memoir ; this is in the Mhwir a...p ar diver8 
&vane. .. VoL x. 

Laplace's treatise De la F@e des Planetes; this is contained 
in a work published in 1784. 

Legendre's second memoir; thia is in the Paris M&wirtw 
for 1784. 

Laplace's fourth memoir ; this is in the Paris Y m ' m  for 1782 

Laplace's fifth memoir ; this is in the Paris Mhmn'rm for 1783. 



Laplace's sixth memoir ; this is in the Paris Yhwirm for 1787. 
Legendre's third memoir; this is in the Paris Hkrea for 1788. 
Legendre's fourth memoir; thia ia in the Paris Mdbwirea for 1789. 

, Laplace's eeventh memoir; this is in the Paris Mhrea for 1789. 

When a volume of the Paris Md-rm is mid to be for a 
epecified year, i t  by no means follows that all the memoirs which 
it contains were written during or before the specified year. The 
order in which we have placed these writings of Laplace and 

. Legendre is the order of their production, as will appear by our 
ertracts from them aa we proceed. 



CHAPTER XX. 

LEQENDRE'El FIRST MEMOIR. 

779. A VERY important memoir by Legendre is contained 
in the tenth volume of the Md-r es... pr&& par divers 
&vam ... The date of .publication of the volume is 1785. The 
memoir, however, must have been communicated to the Academy 
a t  an earlier period ; for in the treatise De la F@u~e des Plandes, 
which was publbhed in 1784, Laplace refers to the researches of 
Legendre which constitute the present memoir : see page 96 of 
Laplace's treatise. 

Legendre's memoir ia entitled Recharches 8 2 1 ~  F a ~ w n  05% 
spUrdides htnrwgheiz ; i t  occupies pages 411 ... 434 of the volume. 

780. Legendre begin0 thus : 

M. Maclaurin eat le premier qni nit d6terminti l'attraciion d'un 
IJpb6roide euptique pour lea pointa situ6a dane son int6rieur on ii 
8nrface. Lea propwitions qu'il a Btabliea B ce mjet, et d'oil r M t e  m e  
solution ei eimple du problhe de la figure de la Tern, eervent de base 
k eon excellente Pibe snr le Flux et le Reflux de k Mer, et sont 
connuee de toue lea CBom&trea Le m6me Auteur a conad6r6 a d  
l'attraction dm Sph6roidea elliptiques eur lee pointa situb au dehorn ; 
mais il s'est born6 aux points ~itut5a aur l'axe on sur l'6quateur pour lea 
Sph6roides de &volution, et aeulement aux pointa plac6 dam la direc- 
tion d'un dea troie axes, lorsque le Sph6roide a tontea aee coupes ellip 
tiqnea Ces deux objeta ee tronvent comprb dam un t h h r h e  re- 
marquable, dont M. Maclaurin donne 1'6nonc6, art. 653 de son Trait6 
dm Fluxiom; thkodime dont MM. d'A3embei-t et de la Grange ont 
donne depuie la d6momtration; le premier, dane lea I&moiree de 
Berlin, am& 1774, et dans le tome VII. de sea Opueculaa; le second, 
dane l a  M 6 m o k  de Berlin, annQ 1775. 



'11 ne paroft p que lea Ckomhtreg aient pow6 plus loin lam 
rechmhes wr cette m a t i h  intAreesante ; car, quoique M. de la Grange 
ait coneid614 le problhe dana toute sa g6n6ralit8 (MBm. de Berlin, 
annb 1773), l'inthgmtion n'e I4uaai & ce grand OBomBtm que den8 lea 
as d6j& h l u n  par M. Machuria @eat dam la d e  de concourir 
&la perfection de cette thbrie, que j'ai entreprie lea Rechemhea dont 
je vaie rendre compte. 

We see from this extract that, as we have stated in Art. 260, 
Legendre underrates what Maclaurin really did demonstrate. 

781. We will now give in substance Legendre's treatment 
of Maclaurin's theorem in attractions. 

Let the equation to an ellipsoid be f+ <+ ?f = 1 : required d b d  
the attraction a t  a point on the prolongation of t.he axis of x at the 
&tance h from the origin. 

Let t be the dietance of any point of the ellipsoid from the 
r attracted particle,'# the angle between r and its projection on the 

plane of (x, z), and + the angle between this projection and the 
aris of X. !l%e element of mass is 12 cos &&d+dr ; and thus the 
attraction reaolved 'along the axis on which the a t t d  particle 

, ia situated ie 

that is cos' + cos +d+d+r. 

We first integrate for r ;  the limita are rl and I; where r, and r, 
are the limiting radii vectores drawn from the attracted particle 
to the ellipsoid in the direction assigned by the angles + and +. 
Thus rl and r, are the roots of the quadratic equation 

heme we find that 



Now (r, - rJ coss + cos + can be integrated with respect to + ; 
for we may put the expression to be integrated in the form 

Kd+ cos + J(As - B sin' +) 
1 + L sinP+ 

where A, B, K, and L do not involve +. 
The integral with respect to + is to be taken between such 

..limits as make r, - rl vanish, that is between the limits given by 

A 
sin +=kg. 

A 
Bssume sin $ = sin C; thus the integral becomes 

Kit' cos'cdc - 
B A' 

1 + L- sin* c 
fP 

w 7r 
The limits for Care - - and - , This gives for the value of 

2 2 
the integral 

*gB{,/(, L + q') - 1). 

Substitute for A, B, K, and L; and then the required attraction 
becomes 

c'sin'++b'coss+ 
a' - c' a' sin' C#J + b' cosS C#J h 

The limits of + are such as make r, - rl vanish when $ = 0 ;  
hence they are obtained by putting A = 0 :  we shall find that this 

g ; ~  
sin += f 6 

J(hs- as+ bs) 

b sin 8 
Beaume&+= . then the Limits of 6 wi l l  be - w 4(hx -aX+b3 ' 
9r and dl . Put M for *$ that is the volume of the ellipsoid. Hence 

'finally the attraction is equal to 



3 M h  ! 
h'- a'+bS+ (9-P) sin' 

( ~ - ~ , d ~ h ' - a ' + b ' ) I :  { J( h'-a'+ b8+ (as- b3 ain'0 ? 

Now for confocal ellipsoids a' - b', a' - 2, and b' - c' are con- 
atant; hence for such ellipsoide the attraction at the wigned 
point varies a9 the mass of the ellipsoid. 

782 Legendre expresses his belief that the theorem of 
blaurin respecting the attraction of confocal ellipsoids holde 
whatever be the position of the attracted particle ; see his page 413. 
This we now know is true, for i t  was demonstrated by Laplace. 
But Legendre was at this time unable to give a complete demon- 
stration; and so confined himself to the case of ellipsoide of 
revolution. 

In order to prepare the way for this demonstration he firat 
establishes a very remarkable theorem, namely: if the attraction 
of a did of revolution is known for every external point which is 
on the prolongation of th axk it ie known for every'exkmql ppoznt. 

783. Legendre's demonstration of the important result just 
stated is conducted by the aid of aeries. We here for the first 
time meet those famous coefficients which it ie usual to call 
L a p l a d s  m-; and we see that to Legendre really bel'onge 
the honour of introducing them. 

Them functions might with propriety be called Legendre's 
functions when they involve only one variable, and Laplace's func- 
tione when they involve two: Legendre himself seems to acquiesce 
in this in a paaeage at the beginning of his fourth memoir. But 
in consideration of the great use which Laplace has made of these 
coeEcients, and of the important extension which he has given to 
the theory of them, I shall continue to use the common English 
title of Laplace's coefficients for them, after having formally recog- 
nieed the rights of Legendre. 

We may observe that Legendre's researches with respect to 
Iaplace's coefficients are reproduced with extended generality in 
hh E?cercicss L Calcul InMgraZ, Vol. 11. 1817, pages 247.. 273. 



784. An important work on the branch of analysis of which 
Laplace's coefficients is the origin is Heine's HandSzrch der Kzlgel- 
functwna, published at Berlin i n  1861: to this I shall occasionally 
refer. The preface to Heine's work gives the evidenc8 for the 
priority of Legendre to Laplace in the introduction of these mf- 
ficients; and also for the recognition of this fact by Jacobi and 
Dirichlet. 

785. The following is the definition of Laplace's coe5cientcl: 
Let (1 - 21 cos yb + a*)-4 be expanded in ascending powers of a ; 
and let Paan denote the general term: then P, is a function of 
cos yb, and is called Laplace's coefficient of the nth order. 

7% In the present memoir Legendre h a  occasion to use 
only the coefficients of an men order, because he supposes that 
his attracting body is symmetrical with respect to the equator. 
He writes down the values of P,, P,, P,, and P,; and from these 
the general form of the coefficient for an even order may be easily 
perceived. We have, as shewn by Heine in his page 6:  

where x = cos +. Legendre's values are particular caw of this 
general expression. 

This general expression may be easily obtained by fht ex- 
panding (1 - 21~: + alj-4 in the form 

and then selecting the term in a" from each of these. 

787. Legendre arrives at an important property of Laplace's 
coefficiente. Suppose that for a or c o ~ +  we write 

cos 8 cos 0' + sin 8 sin I coe OD, 

then P, becomes a function of 8, I ,  and o ; integrate with respect 
to a, from 0 to % ; then the result is a funcfion of 8 snd B. Tbis 



, . m l t  will be of the form 27rf (cos 9) f (cos B) ; that ia it will be 
the product of a certain function of cos 8 into the Bamg function 
of cos B ; and f (cos 9) is in fact P,, when x is put for cos 8. 
Legendre demonstrate this for the case which he requires, that is 
for the caae of a coefficient of an even order; and he obtains the 
correct form for the function which we denote by$ Legendre's 
demonstration shews his energy and perseverance, but to a modeni 
student it will appear laborious and uninviting. 

The property here considered follows immediately from the 
general expressions which have been since given for Laplace's 
coetlcients when treated as functions of 8, B, and o, in the manner 
above indicated. See the Mhniqw Ct?hte, Lime III. 5 15. 

788. Another important theorem respecting the coe5cienta 
is briefly indicated by Legendre on his page 426 : i t  is demon- 
strated in Legendre's second memoir, being the last of the seven 
theorems which are there investigated : see Art. 830. 

789. In this memoir we meet for the first time the function 
V which we now call the Potentdal, and which denote the sum 
of the elements of a body divided by their distances from a fixed 
point. The introduction of this function Legendre expressly 
assigns to Laplace. The following are the circumstances 

A point is situated outeide a d i d  of revolution. Legendre 
has to determine the attractions of the solid at the point, along 
the radius vector which joins the point to the centre of the solid, 
and at right angles to this direction. He haa found a series for 
the former ; and he says the latter might be determined by similar 
investigations ; then he adds : 

... maia on y parvient bien plm faciement B l'aide d'nn Th6or~me 
qua M. de Is Place a bien voulu me communiquer : void en quoi 
consists 

Then follows the theorem which is enunciated and imme- 
diately demonstrated.' The theorem is that the attraction along 

the radius vector is - d--Y and the attraction at right angles to dr ' 
dV 

the radiue vector is - - where r is the radius vector, and B . 



$he angle' which it makea with the axis of the solid : theae attrac- 
tions being estimated towards the centre, and the pole respectively. 

Theee statements relative to the function V are now well 
known and given in elementary books. 

790. We may obeerve that the name Potential was fiiat used 
by the late George Green, in his h a y  on ths Application of 
Mathmmbkd Analysbs to the !Phm&a of W + y  and Mq- 
&, published in 1828: me his page 9, or page 22 of the  
volume in which Green's works were collected and reprinted 
in 1871. (Xauss used the word in his memoir entitled AUgmei~ 
LehrsCitze in Beziehmg auf die.. . An&hungu-dAbetossungs- 
KT&@, published in 1840. Aa Gauss does not refer to any 
previous authority wo are, I presume, to infer that he had inde- 
pendently selected the name. 

791. Let us brietly indicate the demonstration of Legendre'e 
remarkable theorem enunciated in Art. 782. We shall use the 
p o W  throughout, whereas Legendre himself only used it 
partially. But substantially the demonstration we shall give 
is Legendre's. 

Let r and 8, as in Ar t  789, be the polar coordinates of the 
attracted 'particle; let # and B be the corresponding two polar 
coordinates of an element of the attracting body; let ca be the 
difference of longitude, as we may call it, of the attracted point 
and the attracting element. Then, taking the density as unity, 
the element of the attracting mass is /' sin B d$' & dr'. Thus 

r" sin B dB da, dr' 
-2w'cos++1+)' 

where cos+= cos 8 ~ 0 s  B + sin Bsin Bsino. 

r' 
Expanding the denominator in ascending powers of - we have r 

We integrate first with respect to r'; and, since the attracting 
body is assumed to be symmetrical with respect to ita equator, 



the limits will be - 8  and 8, where 8 is the radius vector of the 
aolid corresponding to a colatitude B. Thus 

Now we integrate with respect to a, between the limits 0 and 
%r. Then by the theorem of Art. 787, we obtain for V a series 

Maa. 
of which the first term is ---- ; and for the following terms 

T 

the general form is . 

(2n + 3) 
(cos 8) F sin 8 a. 

The l i b  for B are 0 and " The integration could not be 9.  
effected until the form of the attracting body is assigned so as to 
make s a known function of B. We shall denote the integral 
by L,; it will be some numerical quantity. Thus the general 

Here f, (cos 8) is a certain known function of cos 8 which is 
independent of the form of the body ; moreover this function doea 
not vanish when 8= 0. Now if the attraction is known at all 
points which are on the prolongation of the axis, i t  follows that 
.V must a h  be known for all such points. Hence all the quan- 
tities of which L, is the type must be known. Therefore Vie 
known for all external points ; and therefore the attraction ie also 
known for all external points. 

The demonstration is in substance reproduced by Laplace in 
the M h i q u e  Celeste, Livre III. 5 17. 

792 It mu& be observed that the preceding demonstration 
is eatisfactory only eo long aa r is greater than the greatest radiue 
rector of the body, so that we may bo sure of having convergent 
series throughout. The subject is discussed by Poisson in the 
Connaiseance des Tenre for 1829; he shews that the formulre 
used by Legendre and Laplace are correct, to the third .order of 
the standard small quantity inclusive. I have exte~tded Poisson's 
investigation in a paper published in the Proceedinp of tha Royd 
w y ,  Vol. xx. 



793. We can now demonstrate Legendre's extension of 
Maclaurin's theorem respecting the attraction of an ellipsoid of 
revolution. 

Put b = c in the result of Art. 781 ; tlien it becomes 
A 

s/(hy - a' + bs - (b' - d) sin'd} 

and {h' - a' + hs - (bs - a9 sin'@)-+ can be expanded by the Bi- 
nomial Theorem in a convergent series of powers of 

(b' - a') sins# 
hS-$+b' ' 

eo that the attraction can be expressed in a convergent series 
which is a function of a' - b', and thus remains the same for con- 
focal ellipsoids of revolution. 

Thus for points on the prolongation of the axis of revolution 
the attradione of confocal e l l ip ids  at the aame point are as the 
mseses of the ellipsoids. Then by the aid of Art. 791 it follows 
that this will hold for any external point 

Legendre himself integrates before expansion ; this does not 
affect the essence of his method. The integral takes different 
forma according as a ie greater or less than b. 

794. In condusion we may &rm that no single memoir in 
the hietory of our subject can rival this in interest and importance. 
During forty years the resources of analysis, even in the h&& 
of D'Alembert, Lagrange, and Laplace, had not carried the theory 
of the attraction of ellipsoids beyond the point which the geo- 
metry of Maclaurin had reached. Legendre now extended the 
chief result of that geometry, by shewing that i t  was true in the 
case of an e l l ip id  of revolution for any external point. The 
introduction of the coefficients now called Laplace's, and their 
application to the remarkable theorem of Brt. 782, commence a 
new era in mathematical physics. Moreover the existence and 
the value of the potential function were now first manifested. 

It is not too much to say that this memoir is the foundation 
fo; all that Laplace added in the theories of Attraction and the 
F i  of the W h  to the worka of Maclaurin and Clairaut. . 



CHAPTER XXI. 

LAPLACES TRUTISE. 

795. WE are now about to notice a work by Laplace entitled 
!l'&& du Mouwrment et ds la F@e Elliptiqole des PltMldss ; thie 
is a quarto volume which was published in 1784. The title-page 
.and preface occupy xxiv pagee ; then the first part, which is on 
the theory of the elliptic motion of the planets, occupies pagea 1.. .66 ; 
the second part, d i c h  is on the figure of the planets, extends from 
page 67 to page 160 : an addition to the first part ia given on 
pages 150. ..152, and a l i t  of errata on page 153. > 

I 796. The volume is scarce, and aeems but little known. The 
late Professor De Morgan in a note to his article T& in the 
Englieh Cyclvpadia remarked : 

When a pereon is distinguished by one particular work, hia other, and 
particularly hi previous, writings, even on the anme subject, go out of 
notice. How many pmone, for instance, know that Laplace published . 
(separately h m  the Memoire of the Academy) a small work on the 
elliptio motion and on the figures of the planeta, in 1784 t (See Lalande, 

, Bibl. Ilabron. ann. 1784.) And how many biographical ~~40unts of 
I e p h  mention it t 

My copy of this work formerly belonged to Mechain, and 
' mb~equently to Arago. There are some irregularities in the 

paging: no pages occur numbered 105, 106, 145, 146; on the 
other hand, pages numbered 129, 130 occur twice. 

r 

According to a bookseller'e catalogue, a (Xerman translation of 
the work by J. J. A. Ide was publiehed at Berlin in 1800 ; but I 

, have not seen it. 
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797. The c i rcums~ces  which led to the publication of the 
work are thus stated by Laplace 'in the preface, pages xviii and xix : 

Une dea propri6tA lea p l y  remarquablea de la loi de pasanbur qui a 
lieu dam la Nature, eat de b&iner lea orbitea dea c o p  dleetes par dea 
lignea du second ordre, et leurs figurea par dea a u b  du aecond ordre, 
du moins lorequ' on fait abetraotion des petitea in6galitQl qui troublent 
leurs mouvemens et leura figuree. Gtte propri6t6 m' a hit naftre depuie 
long-terns 1' id& d'exposar dam un ouvrage particulier, lea principaux 
&dtata du mouvement et de la figure elliptiquee dea PlanBtes; maie 
antrain6 par d'autres occupations, j'aumie enti6rement renond & oe 
travail, cane le deeir qu'un MBgietrat @dement diatingu6 par son rang, 
par ee naiesenoe, et par see lumieres, m'a ihmoign6 plueieurs foig de voir 
lea propri6t& dea mouvemene elliptiquea et paraboliquea, d6duit.m de Is 
wule conaid6ration dea 6quationa di%hntiellee du second ordre qui 
d6terminent B ah.que inatant, le mouvement dea COW destea antour 
du Soleil. 

In a note at the foot of the page the name of the distinguished 
magiatrate is given : M. de Saron, M d e n t  du Parlement, Hono- 
raire de l'Acad8mie Boyale des Sciencee. 

The pawage is very intereating as recording thus early a 
design which was afterwards carried out on a larger d e  by the 
publication of the M h n i q w  C&h. 

798. In a manuscript note in my copy it is Btated that 
M. Bochart printed the work at his own expense ; I presume that 
thie is another name for M. de Saron. 

Poisson has recorded the fact that an ellipsoid of revolution, 
used by Coulomb in hie experiments on electricity, was turned by 
M. de Saron. Mkmires ds I'ldtut, Vol. XIII. 1835, page 601. 

799. The work which we are now about to examine may be 
said to form the transition between Iaplace's first three memoirs 
'which do not reappear in the Mhn;puS C&@ and the subse- 
quent memoh which do. In the present work Laplace introduces 

'what we call the potentid, but not what we call La3dizds ficnc- 
tiom; although thew functione had already been used by Legendre: 
see Art. 783. 



80. The treatise De kc Figure dss Planetm is arranged in 
seventeen sectio'ns; the h t  seven sections relate to attractions; 
the next six to the relative equilibrium of a mam of rotating fluid, 
and the rest principally to the value of gravity at the d a c e  of 
such a body. 

801. The first section, on pages 67 and 68, ia preliminary. 
The equation to an ellipsoid is given under the form 

d+my'+nz'=k9.  

This notation appears repulsive to modem readers, trained to 
study symmetry; but it has been adopted by very eminent mathe- 
maticians. Lagrange in his memoir of 1773, and Poisson in his 
memoir of 1835, also employ m, n, k in the sense here adopted. 

802. The second section, on pages 69 ... 73, defines the po- 
tential function P, and expresses by means of it the attraction 
of s body on a particle resolved parallel to three coordinate axea 
88 we have already seen in Art. 789, the function was introduced 

I by Laplace into mathematical science. 

803. In the third section, on pages 73 ... 78, polar coodimtea 
are employed. It is shewn that V may be expanded into an 
U t e  series; and in particular some of the propertits of thie 
series, in the case of an ellipsoid, are noticed. 

804. The fourth section, on pages 78.. .86, is very important. 
Laplace forms three equations involving V, and the differential 
coefficients of V taken with respect to m, n, k, and the coordinates 
a, b, c of the attraded particle. Then from these Laplace obtaim 
a demonstration of the theorem which I call by his'name, being 
the extension of Maclaurin's: see Art. 254. This is the h t  a p  
pearance of the demonstration in print; But we learn from 
page 97 of the treatise we are considering that the demonstration 
was communicated to the Academy in May, 1783 : ees Art. 806. 

The demonstration is. given in an improved form in Lapla.de 
fourth memoir; and in this improved form it is reproduced in 
the M b i q w  C t ? ~ ,  Lime 111. 5 6 and 5 6 : we shall defer our 

, remarks on it until we treat of the MCi;aneus C I U  
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The operations of the fourth section of Laplaoe's treatise are 
somewhat developed in a memoir by Plana in the Memorde. .. 
So& Italicclza, Vol. XV. Modena, 1811. 

805. The fifth sedio$ on pages 86.. -90, treats of the attrac- 
tion of an ellipsoid on an internal particle. The attraction par- 
allel to an axis of the ellipsoid ia reduced to a single definite inte- 
gral; thus Laplace values and appropriates the treasure which , 

D'Alembert deliberately threw away : see Art. 651. This section 
is embodied in the Mkcan,iqqu Ckleste, Livre 111. 5 3. 

We know that the integral can be expressed by means of 
elliptic fundions ; Laplace had convinced himself that it could 
not be expressed by the ordinary functions, but he did not publish 
his'argument. After shewing that the integral, although definite, 
involved all the difficulty of the i d j n i t e  integral, he says on 
his page 90 : 

L'inthgrale ind6finie dee fonctions di%Xrentiellea de la fome 
a?& -, eat impossible, except6 dam lea deux wa auivants, 

J(1+ d) (1 + P 4  , 
sqavoir lorsque l'une ou l'autre dea quantiffi a, et /3, est nulle, ou 
lomqu'ellea mnt kales; je me'euis aseur6 que dans tous lea autres cu,  
l'intkgrale ne p u t  p a  etre exprim60 par une fonction finie de quantit6e 
alg6briques, d'm de cercle et de logarithmw; ainm l'expmaiion inthgrale 
que nous venone de trouver.. ., est la plus ~imple que l'on puisae donner 
B cette vdeur, et il seroit inutile de chercher B la r6duire en termee his. 

In his fifth section Laplace demon~trates what he calls a re- 
markable result, namely : that a particle placed within an elliptic 
shell of any thickness, and of which the outer and inner surfaces 
are perfectly similar, will be in equilibrium. This is apparently 
the firat formal statement of the reault; but, as we have seen in 
Art. 662, Frisi may be considered to have obtained it. 

806. The sixth section, on pages 90 ... 97, continues the sub- \ 

ject of the attraction of an ellipsoid on an internal particle ; and 
i t  effects the integrations in the particular case of an oblatum. 
This is embodied in the Mkcanique C&te, Livre III. 5 7. 

The section concludes with a sketch of the history of the 
problem of the attraction of an ellipsoid. The mistake is made 



with respect to Xaclaurin which I have pointed out in Art. 260. 
lkplace next speaks of the very ingenious method by which 
Legendre had shewn that the theorem given by Maclaurin for the 
case of a point on the prolongation of the axis was true for any 
position of the point with respect to ellipsoids of revolution: 
aee Brt. 793. Then Laplace concludes thus : 

... maia la m6thode de M. le Gendre, fond& mr la consid6ration des 
mitea, n'est pas applioable anx ellipeoidea qui ne sont point de dvolution ; 
il ktoit cependrrnt trh-vraisemblable que relativement B cea ~ph6~oidea, 
le t h b r h e  de M. blaclaurin e'ktendoit enoore B un (mint situ6 d'une 
maniere quelconque eu-dehora; msis I'impsibilit4 d'iut4grer lea attrae 
tione difErentiellea, du moim mus la forme que leur donnent lea m6- 
thodea oonnues, rendoit assez difficile la d6rnonatration de ce thkdme:  
a@ qnelqnea tentntivea inutiles, j'y euis enfin parvenu par la mkthode 
prMdente dont j'ai &it part B l'Acad6mie au mois de Mai 1783. En 
cherchant h transformer lea attrectiona diBrentieHes, on parviendroit, 
tielon touts apparence, B lee mndre inthgrables, par nn choix convenable 
dea coordonnh; mais la m6thode que j'ai suivie, m'ayant conduit 
.ssez eimplement an h l b t  que je cherchois, je n'ai point tent4 d'autrea 
mopens, et j'ai pens6 que le nonvel usage qu'elle p rbn te ,  du 'calcul aux 
differelrcea plutiellea, pourroit &tre utile dane d'autrea cimmtenoes, et 
par cette raison inthresser lee QBomBtree. 

I do not understand what is meant by the confident expecta- 
tion that the expression for the attraction could be integrated by 
'a suitable transformation: this seems to contradict the statement 
made by Laplace in his tifth section : see Art, 805. . 

807. We now paas to the relative eq~~ilibrium of a rotating 
fluid mass. The seventh section, on p w  97 ... 103, contains the 
general equations of fluid equilibrium. This section is embodied 
in the Mkcaniqb Cdhte, Livre I. 5 17 and 5 34. 

The section is followed by a R81narpus which criticiees some of 
Newton's investigations. I do not understand this criticism; 
Isplace seem to aesert that there is some fatal error of princi- 
ple which attaches to Newton's investigations on the Figure of 
the Earth, the Tides, and Precession and Nutation: but in the 
fufth volume of the Ytniqtre Cdate it is stated on the other hand 

T. M. A. VOL 11. 3 
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that Newton laid the true foundations of the theoriea of all these 
subjects. 

Laplace's words in the present Treatise are: 
Newton, dam ee thhrie de la figure de la terre, mppoae attte planete 

homogt3ne et fluide B ea surface; il d6termine dana oette bypothihe, 
l'applatiesement qu'elle doit avoir pour &tre en Quilibre en vertu de son 
mouvement de rotation, et de l'attrmction de toutee sea partiea. 

Dam sa thhrie dn flux et du rdux de la mer, il cherche la @re ' 

qne cette maam doit prendre pour &tre en Bquilibre en verb de son 
mouvement de rotation, dea attractions de tout@ sea parties, et de cellea 
du Soleil et de la Lune. 

Ce grand Chbm8tre ne dest pas a p m n  que ei lea choses se p a h i a t  
ainsi dans la nature, il ne ponmit y avoir, en vertu dea attnrctiom dn 
Soleil et de la Lnne, aucune tendance an mouvement dana l'axe de rota- 
tion de la term, et qn'ainei il n'y a m i t  ni p h i o n  dea 6quinoxeq ni 
natation dans l'axe tau.agtre. 

808. The eighth section, on pages 103 ... 113, treats of the 
relative equilibrium of a homogeneous mass of rotating fluid, acted 
on by distant bodies aa well as by its own attraction. The pro- , 

blem is that which we have noticed in Art. 629. In the Mkean;P.. 
Ct?hte, Livre III. $ 23, the action of the distant bodies is treated 
in a simpler mode than in the present section. At the end of 
Art. 629, I have drawn attention to two circumstances which i t  
seems to me that D'Alembert ought to have noticed ; Laplace 
sap nothing about the first, but he alludes to the second, though 
in scarcely an adequate manner. The present section containa an 
important remark, to tvhich I have already referred in Art. 153. 

809. The ninth section, on pages 113.. .116, applies the pre- 
ceding section to the case of the Moon supposed fluid and homo- 
geneous. Laplace arrives at the conclusion that the elongation of 
the Moon's diameter directed towards the Earth is four times as 
great as the elongation of the diameter which is at right angles to 
this and in the plane of the Moon's orbit. We will briefly indicate 
the process by which this is obtained. W e  have shewn in Art. 633, 
what Laplace assumes at the outset, namely that the axis of rota- 
tion will coincide with one of the principal axes of the Moon, and 
the radius vector to the Earth with another. 
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TakethenooeX=O,cosp=O, n=O,m=O; thus theaxisofa 
is that of rotation, and the axis of x passes through the Earth, the 
centre of the Moon being the origin. 

Then the last two equations of Art. 617 reduce to 

, In Art 616, we have spoken of a part of the action of M which 
ie not what we call a disturbing force ; in the present problem this 
part ie duly regarded, and is in fact balanced by what in common 

I language is called the centrifugal force arising from the revolution 
of the Moon round the Earth. Moreover this revolution gives rise 
to the following relation connecting the quantities involved : 

Thus the above equations become 

We now require the valuea of A, B, and 0. 

a'- b' a' - 
Put b for - d and ti' for - . 

a' 
', then d and d' being sup- 

posed small we have approximately by Art  620, 

I n  like rnBlLnner we can express Band C; supposing that e' and 
P will not be sensibly changed if we take b' or d for denominator 
instead of a', we have 

Hence we ahall obtain finally 



M a' 
where w stands for - . - , i t  being assumed that w remains sensi- v R" 

2 bly unchanged if we multiply i t  by - 
a' ' 

6 
Thus eta - e' = - w, so that e" = 4 (e'' - d) ; and this amounta 

2 
to Laplace's statement that one elongation is four times the other. 

M 1 a 
Laplace supposes that - - - and that - = sin 15' 45" ; and 

v - 7 0 '  R 
29712 

thus he finds that a = - 118845 
29711 

c, and b = -- 
118844 " 

810. The tenth section, on pages 116 ... 122, is devoted to the  
case of a homogeneous fluid mass rotating with uniform angular 
velocity, and acted on by its own attraction. Laplace says : " I1 eet 
visible qdalors, le ~ ~ h d r o i d e  sera un ellipsoide de dvolution.. ." 
This is however more than he demonstrates, for he collfines him- 
self to demonstrating that the oblatum is a possible form of rela- 
tive equilibrium: eee brt. 168. Laplace obtains the equation 
which connects the angular velocity with the ellipticity of the  
generating ellipse : see Art. 262. Laplace's investigations are 
embodied in the Mdcuniqus Cikde, Livre III., Chapitre IIL On hie 
page 121 Laplace says that we may presume the Earth to be 
homogeneous from the centre up to a few leagues from the sur- 
face; at  a subsequent period he leaned to the opinion that the 
density increases aa we approach the centre; see the Mhnique  
C ~ ~ ,  Livre III., page 101, and Livre XI., page 12. 

4 

811. The eleventh section, on pages 122.. .125, resumes the 
equation of the preceding section which connects the angular velo- 
city with the ellipticity. Laplace demonstrates certain resulta 
which he ha tes  thus : 

11 suit deb que pour nn monvement de rotation donn6, il y a ton- 
j o m  denx figurea elliptiques applatiea vere les p8les, qui satisfont B 
1'Bquilibm. Cette remarque i n ~ ~ n t e  sur la poasibilite de plnsieurs 
figurea d'Bquilibre relatives B nn mbme mouvement de rotation, eat dQe 
B M. d'Alembert ; maia il n'en avoit pas d6termin6 le nombm que j'ai 
trouv6 m reduire B deux, par l'analyee preddente dont je fie part A cet 
illnetre &metre dans le mois de Juillet de 1778. 
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The researches of D'Alembert on this subject are contained in 
tbe sixth and eighth volumes of his O p m d a  &ti-: aee 
Brts. 581, 585, and 657. 

With respect to the first sentence of the preceding extract we 
may obserfe that the words il y a toujours require to be limited, 
for Laplace shews in his next section that if the angular velocity 
be too great, an oblatum is not a possible form of relative equi- 
librium. 

Laplace demonstrates that corresponding to a given ?ngular 
velocity there cannot be mors than two oblata; but he doea not 

I' explicitly shew that there will always be two oblata, provided the 
1 angular velocity be less than a certain limit It would be very 
i auy to supply this; but perhapa Laplace thought that it waa 
i unnecessary to repeat what had really been given by DAlembert. 

Laplads demonstration is sound, but is leas simple than that 
wbich he afterwards gave in the &tiduan&p C d h ,  although 
depending on the same principles. 

Laplace givea approximate investigations for determining the 
oblata in the extreme cases of a very small ellipticity and a very 
great ellipticity. 

The section is reproduced in an improved form in the M& 
nipw Cdhts, Lime III., Chapitre m. 

812. The twelfth section, on pages 125.. .128, discusses the 
limiting value of the angular velocity for which an oblatum is 
possible, and gives numerical results for the case of the Earth. 
Alao i t  is shewn that an oblongurn is not a possible form of rela- 
tive equilibrium. The section is substantially reproduced in the 
Mhn;nUe C&atea Lime HI., Cbapitre nt 

813. The thirteenth section, on pages 128 ... 131, appliee the 
principle of conservation of areas, aa we now call it, to the subject; 
the section is substantially reproduced in the ~M&niqus CVZate, 
L i m  III., § 21. 

The section is followed by a h r q m  which deserves to be 
noticed. Laplace alludes to what had been shewn by Clairaut 
with r-ct to the Figure of the Earth considered as heteroge- 
neous. Talung the excentricity of the atrate as a small quantity 
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of the first order, and neglecting small quantitiee of the eecond 
order, it was shewn that equilibrium might subsist with elliptical 
strata Then Laplace proceeds thus : 

Nous renvoyons em cet objet A eon excellent Ouvrage sur la figure 
de la Terre, et nons now contenterone d'observer ici, qne l'6quilibre 
rigourem est impossible dans l'hypothbe de l'ellipticit4 des couches; car 
il I.6aulte des formulea pdddentea, que dans ce css, l'attsaction des 
couchea int4rienree du spheroide aur un point place B la surface, rr pour 
expression, une fonction transcendante des coordonn6ea de ce point; 
ainei l'huation donnh par la condition de l'6quilibre B la surface, aeroit 
transcendaute, et par consequent ne pourroit coinoider avec la supposi- 
tion de l'ellipticit.4 dea conches ;... 

I am unable to understand the argument by which it is 
inferred that the equilibrium is strictly impossible in the case of 
elliptical strata : it seems to .me that in the same way it might be 
asserted that the relative equilibrium of an ellipsoid of rotating 
fluid would be impossible, and this is contrary to Jacobi's 
theorem. 

814. The fourteenth section, on pagee 132 ... 137, present8 to 
us a matter to which Laplace seems to have attached great 
importance, and which has given rise to some controv<rsy. It 
may be considered as consisting of a theorem which has already 
appeared three times in Laplace's writipgs : see h 755,771, and 
775. 

The section is in substance taken from the Addition to the 
third memoir, which we noticed in Art. 755; and it is embodied in 
the Mdcanique CkLte ,  Livre 111. § 10. The main result is an 
equation which is numbered (1) and is thus expressed in the 
M i i p  C4le8te: 

This is obtained on the supposition that attraction varies as 
the nth power of the distance, and that V is the sum of the p m  1 

duct of every element of mass into the (n+ 1)th power of the , 

distance of the element from the attracted particle. The notation 
is different, but the mode of investigation in the present treatise ia 
like that in the Mhanique Cdlests. 
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I f  da repmsnts an infinitesimal iength measured in any di- 
I 

rectionY then - 2- fl ia the value of the attraction estimated 
n + l  ds 

in the direction of the element. ds ; Laplace makes this rema& 
on his page 134 and it is now familiar to us from our elementary , 
books. 

I n  page 264 of the Addition to the third momoir, and in 
page 136 of the present treatise Laplace makes a remark with 
respect to the case in which n = - 1, that does not seem quite safe. 
He says that in this case the vertical attraction is constant over 
the surface of the spheroid. But we cannot strictly apply our 
formuh to this case ; for instance, the expression for the attraction 

--- dV - cannot be used when r + 1  vanishes 
n + l  CE8 

Let ds now represent an element of arc on the surface of the 

attracthg body ; then -2 Erepresents the attraction resolved 
n+l ds 

dong dr. And - 2 crepresents  the attraction resolved along 
n + 1  dr 

the radius r towards the origin, or resolved along the normal very 
approximately if the body &J very nezu-19 spherical; denote th& 
by +. Thus from (1) we have 

and as A and A' are constants on the surface we have 

Hence from (2) we see that the attraction resolved along a% 

IS--- 2a a • Thus we have a result which Lapkee erpreapes in 
n+l ds' 

the following words : 

A la sarkroe de tout aph6rofde homene intiniment pea di0Xrent 
@ m e  sphere dont le rayon est prie pour l'unite, l'attmction horizontale 
dirigb suivant nn petit d)t6 da sphhide, et multiplitk par oe o8t6, eat 
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a , per la difEhnce dm attmctiona ver t idea  @ale au produit de - ---. 
anx detu  extrhiffi de ca c&t& 

' This result substantially includes as particular casee the for- 
mulae of Arts. 771 and 772. 

815. The fifteenth section, on pages 137.. .140, offers some 
remarks on the general problem of determining all possible forme 
of equilibrium of a fluid masa which correspond to given forces : 
this is obviously much more difficult than the mere verification 
that a certain assigned form is admissible. Laplace says that the 
general solution is impossible, at least in the present state of 
analysis ; and we may add that after the lapse of nearly a centu y 
the statement seems atill applicable. 

It will be convenient to give a general equation which Laplace - 

forms. 

Suppose that A, B, C are the attractions of the body itaelf 
parallel to the coordinate axes, on a particle whose coordinates are 
a, y, e. Let P, Q, R be the corresponding other forces which act. 
Then for equilibrium the following must be the differential equa- 
tion to the free surface of the fluid : 

Hence the equation becomes 

o=-- d v ; p & + ~ d ~ + ~ d o ;  
n+ 1 

therefore V= (n + 1) (P& + Qdy + Rde) + a conetant. I 
816. The sixteenth section, on pages 140 ... 144, inveetigates 

the law of gravity at the surface of a nearly spherical msse of 
fluid in relative equilibrium. 

Denote the gravity by p ; then with the notation of the pre- 
ceding Article 

pS=(A+P)'+(B+ Q)'+(C+R)', 



If P, Q, and R are small compared with A, B, and C we have 
t approximately 

Here J(AS+ B3 + 0') expreeses the attraction exerted by the 
nearly spherical body itself; i t  will be approximately along the 
normal or the radius vector: we will denote it by +. 

Then in the m n d  term of p it will be sufficient to put for 
d, B, and 0 approximate vduea which must hold inasmuch as the 
mass is nearly spherical. Taking a for the radius of the sphere 
which nearly coincides with the mase we have approximately 

Therefore 

By the aid of the value of + which is given in equation (1) of 
i Art. 814, a d t h e  value of V found in Art. 815, we obtain 

where H is some constant, which will be known by a single 
observation of the value of gravity at the surface of the masa 

This result was obviously much valued by Laplace at the time; 
he says : 

Nous voila donc parvenus dkterminer direatement la loi de la 
pearnteur, ce qui eat d'autant plne remarquable, que la figore dn sphb 
mide dont & loi paroft dkpendre, noas eat entihment incomw. 

This is a generalisation d what he had before obtained for the 
ordinary law of attraction, that is for the case in which n = - 2. 

Laplece proceeds to consider the case in which P, Q, and I?C 
involve the action of other bodies as well ae the so-called centri- 
fugal force. If we confine ourselves to the latter, and take OP for 
the angular velocity, we have 

P = 0, Q = oo'y, R = OP'S. 
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Hence 

If m = 3 we see that p is constant. If n = - 2 we have the 
case of nature. 

The main resulk of the section are reproduced in another form 
in the bddcanip Cdkah, Livre III. 5 36. 

817. The seventeenth section, on pages 144...150, investi- 
g a b  what the law of attraction must be in order that a spherical . 
shell may attract an external particle in the eame manner as if 
the shell were condensed at ita ce-. The investigation, here 
given for the fimt time, was substantially reproduced in the 
Yt4xm;P.S Cdleste, Livre 11. 5 12. In the reproduction Laplace 
added an investigation of the law which makes the resultant 
attraction of the shell on an internal particle zero. Both have - 
since passed into the elementary booka. 

818. On the whole we may say that the present treatise forms 
a valuable contribution to our subjects. I n  the theory of the 
attraction of ellipsoids we have for the fiwt time the single defi- 
nite integral by which tho reeolved attraction a t  any internal . 
point is expressed; and also the important theorem of Laplace 
with respect to the attraction at an external point. The theory 
of the Figure of the Earth, considered as homogeneous, appears 
in the form which i t  has since retained; Laplace demonstrated 
the point left unsettled by D'Alembert as to the number of pos- 
sible oblata correspondmg to a given angular velocity, and shewed 
that an oblongurn was not an admissible figure. To these results , 
we must add the general expression for the force of gravity at the 
surface of a fluid spheroid, and the investigation as to the attrac- 
tion of a spherical shell on an external particle. The treatise 
may be said still to survive in the pages of the Mdcanique C&&, 

.where so much of it ie reproduced; and it well deserves t& 
abiding honour. t 



CHAPTER XXII. 
4 

LEOENDRE'S SECOND MEMOIR. 

819. IN the Paris bfG-re8 for 1784, published in 1787, there 
is a memoir by Legendre entitled Recherch sur la Figure dse 

I 
Plrrdtes I i t  occupies pagea 370.. .389 of the volume. The memoir 

. was read to the Academy, on the 7th July, 1784. 

.820. The object of the memoir ia to shew that under certain 
conditions the obWum is the only form of relative equilibrium for 

, a mam of rotating fluid: the conditions will appear in an extract 
given in the next Article. We will first reproduce a note bearing 
on the history of the subject which occura at  the beginning of the 
memoir. After refemng to D'Alembert's Opus& Mathdmut+, 
Vols. v. and VII., and Laplace's memoir of 1772, Legendre wys : 

La proposition qni fait l'objet de ce MBmoire, Btant dBmontr6e 
8- m a n i h  beauooup plus satante et pllur gBn6rale dam nn MBmoire 
que M. de la Place a dBjB pnbli6 dam le Volume de 1782, je dois faire 
obeerver qne la data de mon Memoire eat anthienre, et qne la proposi- 

: tion qni puoft ici, telle qu'elle a BtB 1Qe en jnin et juillet 1784, a donne 
lien M. de la Place, d'approfondir cette matih, et d'en p&ntar aux 
(3Bom8trea, une thbr ie  compl8ta. 

821. Legendre states the conditions of hie demonstration 
thue : 

J e  ~nppose, comme on paroft l'avoir fait jasqn'8 p~.Beent, qae le 
figare cherchb ast celle d'un d i d e  de rkvolution pen dBl-ent d'une 
sph&re, et  partage en denx parties +ee et semblables par son Bqnatmr. 
L'attraction de ce sph6roide s'dvalne facilement B l'aide dea formalea qne 
j'ai d o n n h  pour at objet, (MMrea dbs Sa~~lld 6 t r ~ m 3  lOmd x.) ; et 



j'en tire Phuation du m6ridien exprim& par m e  suite infinie, 6quation 
d'une forme trkUErente de mlle qu'a trouvtk M. de la Place, pour le 
cas oil le sph6roide ne differ0 qu'sniment pen de la ephh .  J e  his 
voir ensuite que la s6rie reufermb dane cette bquation, eat tonjours con- 
vergente ; qne l'ellipse y est comprise dvan t  le thbdme de Maclourin, 
et qn'ancnne antre =be n'y peut aatidkke. 

The equation obtained by Laplace to which Legendre here 
refers is I presume that w:, have given in Equation (7) of Art. 757. 

822. Legendre begins with demonstrating seven theorems 
respecting the coefficients which he had introduced in hie firet 
memoir, and which we now call Laplace's coefficients. 

Legendre says : 
Pour d6montrer cee dive- propoeitiom, j'ai recow aux proprikffi 

d ' w  e q h e  particnliBre de fonctions rationnellee, qui ne ee aont point 
encore prbnt8ae atu Analptea, et qui parobsent m4riter leur at- 
tention ;. . . 

823. Legendre, as in his first memoir, uees only coefficients of 
an evenorder. We will atate the seven theorems he demonstrate, 
and give references for the demonstrations. See Art. 7%. We 
assume that P, has the meaning assigned in Art. 786, so that P, 
is a known function of x. 

' 

824. When x = 1 then P, = lt This is obvious from the 
definition of P, ; for when x = 1 then P, is the coefficient of d" 

1 
in the expamion of - . 1 - a  

825. If m be any positive integer l e a  than n, then 

P, de = 0. 

Heine, page 37. 

826. If m be any positive integer 

Heine, page 38. 



827. If m and n are different-positive integers 

And 

Heine, page 34. 

828. The function P, can be decompoeed into n factora of the 
form 12 - 2, 2 - x' - $, . . . where G, /3, 7, . . . are real unequal 
proper fractions. 

Heine, page 23. 

829. While x lies between 0 and 1 the function P, is always 
' less than unity. 

Heine, page 8. The demonstration consiets in developing P, 
in a series of cosines of the multiples 'of 8, where cos 8 = rc; i t  is 
found that every term is positive, and so the greatest value is 
when 8 = 0 : then, as we have seen in Ax% 824, the greatest value 

L ieunity. Legendre gives the demonstration. I do not understand 
what Heine means on his page 8 by ascribing priority to Laplace 

' in giving this form to.P,. Heine says: "Aw dieser Reihe, welche 
Laplace entwickelt, ~chliesst Legendre dase Pa seinen griissten 
Werth fiir 8 = 0 erhiilt" Heine refers in notes to Laplace's memoir 
of 1782, and to Legendre's of 1784 ; but the latter memoir was really 
the earlier in composition, ae Heine shews in his Preface. Heine1s 
P ie what we call Pa; but i t  must be remembered that at present 
with Legendre only coefficients of an even order explicitly occur. 

The passage of Laplace's memoir to which Heine 'refers is 
reproduced on page 41 of the Mdcanique Cdl&, Vol. 11. Laplace 
does really no more than Legendre had done. Laplace formally 
writes down a general term, while Legendre writes down d c i e n t  
particular terms to render the general term obvioua 

836. . ~f k be any constant 

Heine, page 43. 



831. Having thus finished his preliminary analyeis, Legendre 
proceeds to form the equation which determines the nature of the 
meridian curve, in order that relative equilibrium may subsist. 

Let V be the potential of the maas for a point on ite surface 
whose radius vector is r, and mlatitude 8. Then by Art. 789, and 
Huygens's plumb-line principle, we have for the condition of r e b  
tive equilibrium 

PP'r'sin*tJ ......................... V+ =constant (11, 

where PP ia the angular velocity. 
Legendre arrives at an equation precisely equivalent to this ; 

and then he say13 on his page 379 : 

.. .(3ette Bqnation eat la m@me qu'a donnee M. de la Pleoe, dam le 
volume de 1'Acadhie de 1772, et dans 8a Thhrie dn mouvement et de 
Is, figure dea plani?tea, page 137. 

This ie substantially true ; but to prevent mistake, we must 
obaerve that in the volume for 1772, Laplace does not introduce 
the fundion V: the r e d t  he gives there coincidee with our equa- 
tion (6) of Brt. 766, and b in fact what we should obtain by 
differentiating (1) with respect to 8. 

Now put for V its value from Art. 791. Thns if Mdinote 

the maas, and u, stand for k7Lmfm @ , we have (2n + 3) r*'. 

832. - Next Legendre shews that equation (2) is satisfied when 
the meridian curve is an ellipse, at least if the angular velocity 

... does not exceed a certain value ; this occupies pages 382 387 of 
the original memoir. We will not reproduce this, for, aa Legendre 
himself remarks, there can be no doubt of the truth of the proposi- 
tion after Maclaurin's mearches : and we shall be able to give the 
essence of Legendre's proms without this subeidhy part 

833. We know then by Art. 262 that there is wletive 
equilibrium for an oblatum if 

X- Yd(1 - f l=jX=my;  



and with the values of X and Y given there this reducea to 
I t ~ l = " ~ ( ' - ~  ((3- Pa)&*s-3aJ(l-d)]. 

-8- 
i 

Hence eubstituting in (2) we know that if we take 

the following equation w a  be satisfied : 
Jc1- ((3 - 2 6  sinsx r - 3s ~ ( 1 -  8)) sins e 

e' 

Put sin + for e ; then 

- - (3 +tan1+)+- 3tan+ 
tan' + . 

Row we have a known formula 

b 

and thus the preceding expreesion becomes 

Put k for tan1+, and x for cos 8. Then equation (3) becomes 

where 

I) must be observed that a ie a function of M and k, being 
determined by the equation . 
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b u t  for the sake of brevity we will retain a and not substitute for 
it in terms of M and k. 

834. Thus equation (4) has been obtained subject only to 
two limiikions : the seriea which we have used must be convergent : 
and the angular velocity of rotation must lie within these known 
limits for which an oblatum is a possible form of relative equi- 
librium. 

Legendre obtains an equation which is substantially the same 
ee (4). He has however divided the equation by MI and he hae 
taken a = 1 ; these two steps however do not appear to me 
advantageous. Legendre himself gives so little explanation of his 
procese that after this stage I am compelled to add much to hie 
brief outline in order to render the whole matter intelligible. 

835.. Legendre himself does not distinctly state what he really 
demonatrates with more or less success; so that we must supply 
this omission. Suppose there to be a given mass of flnid ; le t  this 
rotate with any angular velocity comprised between certain specified 
limits, then there is a corresponding oblatum, or rather two 
oblata ; ao that we have a series of oblata corresponding to a s& 
of angular velocities. Now Legendre shews that there is no other 
aerie% of figum possible except oblata He does not shew tbt' for 
isolated vduea of the angular velocity no solution exists except an 
oblatum. But i t  may seem very natural that if any solution 
beeidea an oblatum is possible, such solution will be possible 
throughout soma range of angular velocity, and not merely for 
certain valuea of the angular velocity finite in number. 

Moreover ae to angular velocities beyond the specified limih, 
Legendre's procese gives no information ; so that at the utmost all 
that it proves is, if an oblatum is possible no other figure ia 
possible ; and as to the casea in which an oblatum is not pomible 
it says nothing. 

836.' Equation (4) waa obtained by considering one figure; 
but it will hold for all figure4 provided we give to the word 
constant a proper interpretation. This word wmtunt must be 
understood to mean constant with respect to x ;  ao that it may 



involve k. The essence of Legendre's process now is to consider 
that (4) muit hold for all values of k within a certain range ; so 

I 

that if the left-hand side be supposed developed in powers of k, 
, the coefficient of each power of k must be equal to a constant. 

Noreover not only must (4) hold for all values of k within a 
certain range ; but so also must the following 

837. We know then that (4) and (5) are satisfied by 

a' 3=1+M. 

Suppose if possible that they are also satisfied by 

where p,, p,, p,, ... are any functions of x. Subetitute in (a), and 
pick out the term which involves k ; we need not attend to such ' 
terma as depend only on the M which oavrs in g, beta* we 

b ~ 
know that all such te- must have a constant value. 

In .u, we have a term 

- 2n-P, atk P, p, dx ; I 
64 M 

and in - we have a term --hi. 
t 2a 

And from (5) we have 

Hence finally equating the coefficient of k to s constant, we 
have 



where y is some constant. 

We may express thie result thus : 

where ym stands for lo1 p,p, 

Now multiplying (8) by P, and integrating between the 
limits 0 and 1, we obtain by Art. 827, 

therefore %,A 3 4 n + 1 1  

therefore y, = 0. 

Hence we see that p, reduces to a constant which we denote 
by %- 

838. Now we shall shew that y = 0. 

For from (6) we have 

{l +kx'+kpl+kpl+ ...]-tax, 

that ia by (6) 

In this put for p, a constant 33. ; then equate the coafficients 
of k in the expaneions of the two sides, and we have 



that is 

so that y iii zero. 

839. Having thus shewn that p, is zero, we may in precisely 
the same way shew that pt is zero ; then that p, is zero; 
and so on. 

Thus it is impossible that (4) can be satisfied by such a value 
of P as is determined by 

840. Such is Legendre's demonstration. I may remark that 
I do not see why he did not introduce in the wumed value 
a' 

of -, a term independent of k, say p,,; for his process would 
r' 

apply to po and lead to the conclusion that p, must be zero. 

841. I n  Art. 837 the method of shewing that y" is zero, 
deaervea notice. This is the first appearance of a particular case 

b 
of the general proposition now well known, that a given function 
can be expanded in only one series of Laplace's functions. 

842. I n  estimating the force of the demonstration the main 
point to be considered is the convergence of the series employed. 

The expamion of 16. in terms of tan* is convergent only 
eo long as tan* does not exceed unity; so that 8 mu& be less 

1 
than -. This range is much narrower than the range for which 2 
an oblatum is known to be a p~ssible form of equilibrium ; for in 
the extreme case in which an oblatum is possible the ratio of the 
axes is almost that of 272 to unity. See page 126 of Laplw'e 
Frgure &es Planeta, and page 386 of this memoir by Legendre. 

I Legendre himself does not potice this instance of the subject 
of convergence. 

Then there is the question whether the series which is used 
for V in Art. 831 is convergent; it is on this series that our funda- 
mental equation (4) dependa Legendre does advert to this point 

4-2 
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and considen that he establishes the convergence of the series for 
K We will now consider his arguments. 

843. Since P, changes sign n times between x = 0 and x = 1, I 

he suggests that the positive and negative parts of Psm f (x )  & lo1 
neiitralise each other, especially when n is very large. This is 
unsatisfactory. For though we may thus be led to believe that 

IO1 P, f (5) dc will be in general very small when n is very large, + 

yet this does not shew that the ser ie~  of which this is the nth term 
is convergent. 

Legendre takes as a special case that in which f (x )  = za. The 

value of j ' P, a?& is known from Art 826. I n  this orse we shall 
0 7 

have, as Legendre remarks, for the value of Pmxa&, when n is I: 
very great, approximately -- A where A is a constant This 

,&a+# ' 
reeult can be obtained by the theorem called Stirling's Theorem. 
The series which has for ita nth term the expression just given 
iB certainly convergent. Thus in this special case Legendre 
establishes his statement. 

Legendre says nothing as to the convergence of the expansions 
which are employed in the processes of Arts. 837 and 838. 

Poisson in the Connuissanca des Terns for 1829, page 366, alludee 
to Legendre's remark on the convergence of his seriea Poisson 
holds justly that it is not sufficient to prove that the series which we 
finally obtain are convergent ; i t  ia necessary for the soundness of 
our demonstration that the series should be convergent throughout ; 
hence the expression used by Legendre for V cannot be considered 
to be obtained with rigour : see Art. 792. 

844. It remains to estimate the valne of this investigation. 
Legendre himself seems to have fluctuated in his opinion. 

In the extract we have given in Art. 821 Legendre apparently I 
distinguishes between the hypabhesis that a body is little different 



from a sphere (pel1 diffdrent), and the hypothesis that a body 
differs infinitesimally from a sphere (infiniment peu). E e  con- 
sidered that his own demonstratio: applied to the case of a body 
not restricted, like the body to which ,Laplace confined himself, to 
be indefinitely close to a sphem in form. 

In  the extract we have given in Art. 820 Legendre seems to 
allow that Laplace's demonstration in the volume for 1782 was 
more clever and more gereral than his own. I presume the greater 
generality means that Laplace did not restrict himself to the 
case of a solid of revolution. Laplace. still retained the hypo- 
thesis of a body deviating extremely little from a sphere. I n  his 
memoir in the volnme for 1789 Legendre seems to maintain the 
superiority of his own demonstration. The passage will be quoted - 
hereafter. Legendre in fact claims as the merit of bis own solu- 
tion that he did not assume the body to be almost spherical. 

l ' h is  is the great merit of Legendre's process. H e  does not 
restrict himself to the w e  of a body very nearly spherical; and 
although the demonstration cannot be regarded as perfect, yet 
there is a good attempt at  the problem in its most general form, 
so far as a surface of revolution is concerned. 

846. Laplace says in the Mkcanique C M ,  Vol. V. page 10: 

M. Legendre a hit'voir ensuite que si Is figure eat de fivolution, eUe 
doit, pour l'6quilibl-e &tre elliptique ; et j'ai reconnu que mla eat exact, 
srurs supposer une figure de r6volution. 

This passage seems to me unsatidactory ; i t  leaves out of sight 
the important fact that Laplace expressly limited himself .to the 
case of a nearly spherical body, and that Legendre did not. 

846. Ivory in the Philosophical Tralz~actww for 1834, pago 
526, refers to Legendre's memoir. Ivory says : " To the niathema- 
tical processes employed by that eminent geometer, no objection 
can be made." Ivory however proceeds to object to the memoir for 
other reasons which depend on his own abnormal notions as to 
the conditions of fluid equilibrium. I hold on the contrary that 
Legendre i~ sound as to hydrostatical principles, but weak in the 
mathematical iavestigations, because his series are not necessarily 
convergent. 



047. Jacobi in a paper in which he enunciated the theorem 
that a rotating ellipsoid of fluid might be in relative equilibrium 
spoke in the highest termd of Legendre's inveetigation ; see 
PoggendorfT's Annu&n, Vol. xxxrrr. 1834, pages 229.. .233. Ai?ar 
observing that corresponding to a given angular velocity there 
might be two oblata aa figurea of relative equilibrium, on: having 
a small ellipticity and the other a large ellipticity, Jacobi proceeds 
thus : 

Die emte dieeer Liisungen, die dm wenig abgeplattete Umd~*ehunge- 
e l l ip id  giebt, hat durch legend re'^ bewundernswiirdige Arbeiten iiber 
die Figur dm Erde eine griissere Bedeutung erlangt. D i m r  Mann, 
desseu Ruhm mit den Fortechritten der Mathematik mnimmt, hatte 
durch Einfiihrung jener merkwiirdigeu Audriicke, durch welclre wir 
hent in den Anwendungen die Functionen eweier Variabeln darstellen, 
die allgmeineten Unhauchungen iiber dienen Oegenstand moglich 
gemecht. Er  eeigta, daaa uuter nllen .Figuren, die nicht m sehr von 
der spharischen G d t  abweichen, so d n s ~ ~  ea moglich ist, die Anziehung, 
welche auf einen Punkt der ObeHiSche ausgeiibt wird, nach den Po- 
tenzen d i m  Abweichuug nu entwickrln, dm wenig abgeplattete Um- 
drehungsellipsoid, wie es Clairaut und Maclanrin bestimmt hatten, die 
einzig mogliche Figur des Gleichgewichta eey, und m a r  nicht in irgend 
einer Anniiherung, mndern in absoluter, geometriecher Strenge. Wenn 
man bedenkt, dass man hier aus Relntionen zwischen dreifuhen Inte- 
gralen, dorm Griinzen unbeknnnt sind uud welche Conatanten enthalten, 
zwischen denen eine unbekannte Relation statt findet, die Gleichung 
ewischen den drei Variabeln nl suchen hat, welche die Granzen giebt 
und xugleich die unbekannte Relation zwischen den Constanten be- 
etimmt, so stauut man iiber die Kiihnheit und daa Gliick dieses Unter- 
nehmena Es ist m bedanern, darrs der Autor der Mimuiqw c&ub es 
nicht fur aweokmiiseig hd, dm merkwiirdige Theorem in min weit- 
uchichtigea Werk auftunehmen. 

,. Perhaps Jacobi waa rendered partial towards Legendre by their 
aommon interest in the theory of elliptic functions, and by the 
kindness with which the veteran mathematician had received and 
appreciated the efforts of the rising genius: see the A n n a b  
Scienti&ua dB 1'Ecole Notrnals &p&imre, Vol. vr. 1869. I 
bave been swayed by Jacobi's opinion in endeavouring to render 
the essence of Legendre'e investigation accessible to studenta 



CHAPTER XXIII. 

I UPLACES FOURTH, FIF!CH, AND SIXTH MEMOLRIJ. 

848. LAPLACE'S fourth memoir on our subject is contained in 
the Earb M i m  for 1782, published in 1785 ; i t  is entitled 
Thhie cia atlractim dss spMr& et dB la FigPLr6 dse Pkadta 
The memoir occupies pages 113.. .I96 of the volume. 

I 
849. The memoir is divided into five sections; the last of 

these relates to the oscillations of a fluid of small depth surround- 
ing a sphere ; this belongs to the theory of the tides which we do 
not diecuas in the present work. Thus we are concerned only with 
the  other four sections. 

I Speaking generally, we may say that this memoir is reproduced 
i n  the M i n i p u s  Cdleete ; most of it is verbally reprinted. W e  
shall therefore confine ourselves to a brief account of it, reserving 
more detail for the analysis we shall give of the Mdcanique Ck'lests. 

1 830. The h t  section treats of the attraction of ellipsoids, 
With respect to this section Laplace says in his page 113 : 

...j e donne nne thbrie cornplate dee attractions des sphbroidea 
tambb par dea surfacee du second ordre; cetta thhrie a d6jB paru 
dam I'Ouvrsge que j'ai publib aur le mouvement et enr la figure 
elliptique dee PlanBtea ; maia elle eat ici prhntge d'nne maniare plue 
directe et plus aimple. 

Laplace here has in view principally the demonstration of the 
theorem which I have called by his name ; this demonstration was 
first publbhed in the fourth section of his Treatise, but is given in 
the present memoir in a simpler form: see Art 804 
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. Laplace re& his demonstration now on one partial differential 
equation instead of three, which he used in the Treatise. 

The present section forms Chapter I. of the third Book of the 
Mhnipecs Cd7e&. I observe only two chmgea. 

In the memoir Laplace merely statee that his element of 
volume ie a rectangular parallelepiped, of which the three dimen- 
mons are dr, rdp, and r mn p dp : in the Mdmnipus Cdk& he 
unnecessarily goes through the process of transforming the rec- 
talgular expression dx dy d i  into the above polar form. 

The partial differential equation which occurs in the M&ndpus 
Cdlbte, Lime IU. 5 5, towards the beginning of the section, is rather 
simpler than the corresponding form in the memoir ; but the two 
are pi.actically equivalent: .the form at the end of this section of 
the Mhnique C d M  ia identical with that which corresponds to 
it in the memoir. 

851. The second section of the memoir treats on the develop- 
ment in a series of the attractions of any spheroids : this section is 
reproduced in the eecond Chapter of the third Book of the Y b  
nipecs Cdk&. 

In this section we have for the first time the partial differential 
equation with respect to the coordinates of the attracted particle 
which the potential V must satisfy: it is expressed by means of 
polar coordinates in the form 

In the memoir we are merely told that it is easy to convince 
oneself by differentiation that this equation holds. In the M h -  
nique Cdk& we are also told that this equation is a transforma- 
tion of the equation in rectangular coordinates 

#V bV crv - +- + - =o. 
dx' dy* d 2  

And in the 'H .n ique  Cdhte, Livre 11. 5 11, there is a sketch 
of the process of transformation. 



It is curious that the equat.ion should first occur in the polar 
form, which is much less obvious and simple. than the rectangular 
form. 

On pages 138.. .la of the memoir we have some investigations 
as to what we call Laplace.'s coefficienta A general eirpression is 
given for these coefficienta in terms of two variables ; but it in- 
volves an error: for Laplace assumes, on his page 141, that his 
i + n is always an even number. The mistake was corrected by 
Legendre in his memoir of 1789, page 433. Laplace gives a correct 
form in the b l h n i p w  Ct?hte, Livre 111. 5 15. 

852. The third section of the memoir treats on the attraction 
of spheroids, which differ but little from spheres : this section is 
also repl-oduced in the second Chapter of the third Book of the 
M k n i q w  C4ht.e. 

This section begins with a demonstration of the equation to 
which we have already drawn attention: see Art. 814. Here 
Laplace restricts himself to the ordinary law of attraction, and puts 
his equation exactly in the form of equation (2) of the Mhniqus 
C W ,  Livre III. 5 10, namely 

the demonstration however here given is different, and we will 
reproduce it. 

Let p denote the density: let r, 8, + be the usual polar coordi- 
nates of a fixed point; and let i, B, 4' be variable coordinates. 
Then the value of Vat the point (r, 8, +) is given by 

where p stands for cos 8 cos B + sin 8 sin 8' cos (+ - 4'). 
Suppose that at the surface of the spheroid we have r'=a (l+ay'), 

where a is very small, and y' is a function of B and +' ; and let y 
be the value of y when for t?' and +' we put 8 and + respectively. 
Then we may suppose the spheroid to consist of a sphere of the 
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radine a (1 + ay), and of an additional shell of which the variable 
thickness is saw - y). 

The potential of the aphere is easily found to be 

The potential for the additional shell may be represented by 
an expression eimilar to the above for V; we may put ao (y' - y) 
instead of dr'. 

Let V,  denote this part of the potential, ao that 

Hence, by differentiating with reapect to r, we have 

d V,  - _,I""' (r - r'p) sin r(*' - y) dB d$' 
dr (rs - 2mtp -I- ~7~ 

Now suppose the fired point to be on the surface so that 
r = a (1 + ay); then neglecting 2 we get 

And to the same order of approximation we have 

- a'a 11 p sin B (y' - y) dBd$' K-  J 
(1 -p14 

Then, denoting the whole potential by V, we have 



Thus to our order of approximation 

therefore 

Thb  method of investigating the equation coincides subatan- 
tially with that recommended by D'Alembert : see Art. 662. 

863. We may notice another procase in the memoir which is 
not repeated in the Mdcaniqw CGle&. 

Suppaee y to be a rational function of p, d(1-  p') COB Q, and 
J(l -py sin w ; and it is required to transform y into a series of 

' 

Laplace's Functions. 

Suppose that y is of the ith degree ; and assume 

y=Y,+Y,+Y,+I';+ ... +Y, ............... ( 9 ,  

where P, is a Laplace's function of the order r, so that 

then we see that 

In like manner let y, be derived from y, as y, waa from y ; and 
then y8 in like manner from y,; and so on. Thus we obtain 
equations of which the general type is 

(- 11, y, = (1 .2)? Y* + (2 . 3y Y* + -.. + ( i (i + 1)lr Y,. 

The equatione (I), a d  @), and the other i -  1 equations of 
the type just expressed, serve to determine Y,, Y,, Y, ... X. 

Another process is given instead of this in the Mhniqus  
CLkte, Livre III. 5 16. 



864. The fourth section of the memoir treats on the Figure 
of the Planets ; this section is reproduced in the fourth Chapter 
of the third Book of the Mhnipus  Cdleete. 

Suppose that X, Y ,  Z denote the accelerating forces parallel 
to the axes at  the point (x, y,  a)  of a fluid in equilibrium. Let p 
denote the pressure, and p the density. Then * = Xdx + Ydy + Zdz. 

P 
Now Laplace proposes to consider that part of the right-hand 

member which arises from the action of a distant body. 
Let S denote the mass of this dietant body, 8 its distance 

from (x, y, a ) ;  then at  first sight - - might appear to be the  
s' 

term required. But Laplace makes the hypothesis that the centre 
of gravity of the fluid mass is at  reet ; and thus he wants not 
the action of the distant body, but what may be called the dis- 
Curbing action. Hence we have to apply in the reversed direction 
the action of the distant body on the centre of gravity. Laplace 
does this in three ways in three different places. In  the !lk?m'e ... 
ds la Figure des Plades he makes an approximate investigation 
which is correct though a little tedious : see page 108 of the work. 
This method is the same as D'Alembert used : see Art. 616. I n  
the present memoir Laplace proceeds without approximation ; but 
his method is wrong: see page 158 of the memoir. I n  the ille- 
caniqw Cdleste he uses a brief and correct method without ap- 
proximation ; see Livre 111. 5 23. 

Let u denote the distance of 8 from the centre of gravity of 
the fluid ; and let a, @, 7 be the angles which u makes with the 

Scosa Scos@ Scosy axes. Then we have to subtract -- , - , and - -- 
uC d .  

from the forces at  (x, y, a) parallel to the axes of x, y, a resped- 
Sd8 

ively. Thus instead of - we now have 
sS 

- :* - $ (COS a& + COS 8d.y + COS '$2). 

Hence the part of (Xdc + Y++ &) which arises from the I 
action of this distant body is 



S cos z The error in the memoir is this : instead of subtracting -- 
a' 

S(acos a-x) 
Laplace subtracts =s ; and similarly for the other axes. 

8-55. The memoir treats on the figure of a planet supposed 
homogeneous on pages 154.. .179. The theory here given is re- 
produced almost word for word in the Mt!w,nipue C h t e ,  L i n e  111. 

22 ... 28. And with the exception of the correction noticed in 
the preceding Article the M4canique Ct?hte adds nothing to the 
memoir. 

On pages 179 ... 186 of the memoir Laplace treats of the case 
in which the planet is not supposed homogeneous: but the memoir 
really gives very little on this b e d .  I n  fact the memoir contains 
observations only on the value of gravity and of the length of a 
degree a t  different parts, of the Earth's surface: these observa- 
tions occur in the Mdcaniqus Ct?leste, L i n e  III. 5 33; but the 
application there made to Bouguer7s hypothesis does not occur in 
the memoir. 

836. On the whole we see that the theory of attraction and 
the theory of the homogeneous figure of the Earth are given in 
this memoir substantially as they were afterwards reproduced in 
the J fhn ique  Cbhste. 

817. The important property with respect to twg Laplace's 
functions of different orders that 

is first given in this memoir. The case in which m = n is not 
explicitly considered; this was investigated by Legendre in hie 
memoir of 1789: see Heine's Handbuch der Rugelfunctionen, 
page 265. But i t  ought to be noticed that the remarkable equa- 
tion (1) of the Mr?ixnique Ct!hte, Vol. 11. page 44, which involves. 
all that applies to the case in which m = n, is implicitly contained 



in the memoir of 1782 ; see page 152 of the memoir: but the 
equation is not explicitly brought into notice. 

858. The memoir is a very valuable contribution to our sub- 
ject. We may especially observe that here for the first time it is 
demonstrated, without assuming a figure of revolution, that the 
oblatum is the only form of relative equilibrium for a nearly 
spherical mass of rotating homogeneous fluid. To thk  matter we 
shall return hereafter. 

859. Laplace's fifth memoir on our subject is contained in the 
Paria Mihoirm for 1783, published in 1786 ; it ia entitled Mkrnobe 
acr b Figure de b Terre. The memoir occupies pages 17 ... 46 of 
the volume. 

860. Laplace first considers some measures of lengths of de- 
grees ; see pages 18 ... 23 of the memoir. He uses four, namely 
those in Peru, at the Cape of Good Hope, in France, and in Lap 
land : he qnotes the lengths from Frisi's Cosmograplaia. In  order 
to deduce from these measures the elements of the Earth's 
dimemione Laplace rises the method which is explained in the 
Mkacndpua Cdbte, Livre IIL § 39. Laplace obtains for the ratio 
of the axes of the oblatum that of 250 to 249 ; but he considers 
that the measured lengths do not w e e  very well with the elliptic 
fignr'8. 

Laplace finds that the observations of the lengths of the 
seconds pendulum agree reasonably well with theory ; he uses a 
table which k given in Frisi's Cmgraph ia ,  VoL n. page 139, 
and by the aid of Clairaut's theorem he deduces as the ratio of 
the axes ofthe oblatum that of 321 to 320. 

These discussions as to the lengths of degrees and of the 
seconds pendulum appear in a much more elaborate form in the 
YkcanipuB Cdleste, Livre III. 39, 41, and 42. The method of 
treating discordant observations which is explained in § 89 does 
not appear to have found much favour. 

861. Aesume that the radius vector of the Earth ia an ex- 
preesion of the form 

l+a(Yo+ Y,+ Y,+ ...), 



where a  is amall, and Y, is a Laplace's function of the r th order. 
Laplace shews that if the centre of gravity is the origin Y, is zero; 
see pagea 25.. .27 of the memoir. The process is reproduced sub- 
stantially in the M i n i q u e  C&&, Livre IIL § 31. We must 
observe that the density of the Earth k not aesumed to be con- 
etant; the proposition had been already given in the fourth 
memoir assuming the density to be conetant. 

Laplace also investigates what consequences follow aa to the 
form of Y, if we assume that the axk of rotation ia a principal axis 
of the mass ; see pages 28 ... 30 of the memoir. The process is 
reproduced s u b t i a l l y  in the M&n+e C?t?leate, Lime m. 5 32. 

862. Laplace in his pages 30 ... 34 makes some remarh on 
the value of gravity and of the length of a degree of the meridian 
a t  different places on the Earth's surface ; the remarks coincide in 
effect with those in the fourth memoir: see Art. 855. A numeri- 
cal example is given in illustration; this we will reproduce : the 
form& which we shall uae will be found in the MtcMliqw C%a%, 
Lime m. 5 33. 

The point to be illustrated is, that there may be deviations 
from the figure of an oblatum which will be eeneible in the 
measurn of the lengths of degreea of the meridian, though hardly 
mnsible in the obeemtiona of the lengths of pendulums. 

Suppose that the radins of the Earth is 

1 + aY,+ aY6, 
whew a  is very emall, Y6 is a Laplace's function of the sixth order, 

and a x = )  (Ps- 3- 
Then the formula for the length of a seconds pendulum iR 

I L ~ + a ~ , + j ( r ~ - ~ ) + ~ a  ye]; 

that is 

~ b + ~ + n ) ( r l - 3 +  5 a ~ , } .  

1 
where j = - 289 ' 
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, And from observatiou it follows that the value of h is such 
7 that j + h = - - h nearly. 4 

' Let denote the ratio of aY' to a  Y,. Then the corresponding 
tatio which occurs in the length of a seconds pendulum, namely 

the ratioof 5aY,  to ~ + h )  ($-3,is--  

A p n ,  the expression for the length of a degree of the meri- 
dian is 

I d a h  
c l - 5 a q - 4 1 a ~ + a p - ( Y l +  K)--*- ( q +  Y~}. 

dp l - p  dors 

With the above value of Y, this becomes 

41X 
The ratio of - 411 Y, to  - 3h (p' - ;) is equal to - . 3 

p i s  is numerically nearly five times - - 7 
Hence we may say that the disturbing effect of the term a Y ,  

is about five times as great on the length of a degree as it ie on 
the length 'of the seconds pendulum. 

863. The memoir after a few remarks on I>arsllax proceeds 
p page 35 to the subject of precession and nutation, with which 
we are not concerned. 

We may observe however that in his pagea 38 and 39, Laplace 
investigates the form of a homogeneous uolid which haa every 
rtxis through the centre of gravity a prince'@ axis. He comes 
to the conclusion that the fifth power of the radius vector mea- 
sured from the centre of p v i t y ,  must be equal to a mriea of 
Laplam's functions in which the function of the mcon& order does 
not appear. Laplace however ought to have excluded a h  the 
term of thejirst order. The oversight was c o d  by Legendre 
in his fourth memoir, page 442. 
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On the whole tho present memoir cannot be considered of 
very great importance. The new matter which it furnishes con- 
sists of the results noticed in Art. 861, and the method of 
treating discordant observations to which we alluded in Art. 860. 

864. Laplace's sixth memoir on our subject is contained in 
the Paris Meinoires for 1787, published in 1789; i t  is entitled 
MB~wire sur la TMwie de I'Anneau de Satumte. The memoir 
occupies pages 249 ... 267 of the volume ; i t  consists of eight 
sections. The corresponding part of the Mkcaniqus Ckleate is the 
sixth Chapter of the third Book. 

865. The memoir begins by stating some facts relative to 
the ring. Huygens is named as the person who first explained 
the appearances; and Cassini as the person who observed that 
the ring is divided into two nearly equal parts by a dark band. 
Then Short with a powerfd telescope perceived several concentric 
bands. Laplace proceeds thus : 

Ces observations ne permettent pas de douter que l'anneau de 
Saturne ne soit form6 de plusieum annmnx situ6a A peu-pr& dans le 
m&ne plan ; elles donnent lieu de croire que de plus forte telescopes y 
feront apercevoir un plm gt.and nombre d'axlneaux. 

La thkorie de la pemnkur univurselle qui s'accode si bien avec lea 
pLBnomhnes que prhentent lea mouvemens et lea f i p e a  dea corps 
c6leste8, doit 6,dement wtisfaire il ceux que nous offre l'anneau de 
Saturne ; mais jusqu'ici personne n'a entrepris de d6terminer ea figure 
d'aprh cette t11Eorie ; ear l'expliwtiou que M. do Maupertuis a doun6e 
de la formation dea anneaux, dnns son discours sur la figure des wtres, 
n'Btent paa fond& sur la loi de la gravitation mutuelle de toutea les 
parties de la mtrtihre, mais sur la supposition d'une telldance dea mol6- 
culev dea anneaux Vera plusienrs centres d'attraction ; elle ne doit 6tre 

t 
re@& que comme une hypothhse ingiinieuve, propre todt ail plus B faire 
entrevoir la pssibilit6 dea anneaux dans le cas de la nature. En appli- 
quant B cet objet, lea recherches que j'ai donnBes dans nos MBmoires de 
1782, sur les attr.rctions des spheroides et sur la figure dcs plan8tes; je suis 
parvenu aux rbul tab s$vans qne j e  ne p d n t e  que comme un easai 
d'une th6orie de l'anneau de Saturne, qui p u m a  Btre perfectionnhe, 
lorsque de nouvellea observations fnites avec do p n d s  thlescopes, auront 
fait connoitre lo noml~re et Ies h e m i o n s  des anneaux dont il paroft 
form6. 

T. X. A. VOL 11. 6 
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L a p b  tben dates the hypothesis he makes, namely that a 4 
film of fluid spread over the muface of the ring remains in 
equilibrium in virtue of the forces which act on it ; and he givea 
a reason for the hypotheeie, as in the Mhnipus Cdate. 

866. L~p lm ' s  second section is devoted to the function V ,  
which we call the potential i 

At a point (m, y, 8)  e.ternaI to the attracting mass, V satisfies 
the equation 

6 V  bV 6 V  C ..................... -+- +-a0 (1). dy' dZ 
This ia the Grst appearance of the equation in rectangular 

coordinates : see Art. 851. Laplace aays : 

Cette Qquation rapportbe ii d'autree ooordonnk~, eat La base de la 
thbrie quo j'ai pdamt4a ~IUU nos Mknoifes de 1782, m u  lee attrsotions - 
des sphhMes et m la fignre des plan&m. 

For the case of a solid of revolution the equation (1) may be , 
transformed into 

where r'= d+ y'. 
For the caae~ of a sphere it may be t d o r m e d  into 

3 d V  d'v 
--&+-SO, dr' 

where S.=d+y'+s'. 

Inplace applies the last equation to determine the value of F 
Eor the cam of a sphere. He uses it both 'for an external and 
internal particle ; but his process is unsound with respect to the 
internal particle, as we now know that equation (1) is not true . 
in that case: we shall return to this point The correct process 
wae given by Poisson in the donmissance des T m  for 1829, 
page 363, and is now in elementary booka See Stdm, Ad. 240. 

867. Inplace's third section contains an interesting procan. 

Let p, be the attraction of the ring at a point of the inner 4 

circumference, r, the distance of thie point from the centre of 



Saturn, B the mass of Saturn, os the centrifugal f m e  at a dt of 
distance, arising from the rotation of the ring. Then 

R p, must be greater than 3 - n;. 
r1 

In like manner if p, and r, refer to a point on the outer cir- 
cumference of the ring, 

B 
p, must be greater than 4n; - 3. ", 

8 ("I' - r93 Hence p, + 5 p, must be greater than ,.:,.: 
I 

"1 

Let p be the attraction at the wrtrrce of Saturn, R the radius 
s of Saturn. Then Q = - - P* 

H e m  p, + 5 p, muat be greater than F m ? .  
4; r, r, 

Now Laplace says that the mass of the ring ia much lees than 
that -of Saturn, and a sphere must exert a greater attraction on a 
particle at its d a c e  than a very fiat body of the same mass. On 
both these accounts q must be much greater than p, or p,. Hence 

it follows that my,' - 9 9  
9=;r,' 

must be a very small coefficient ; and 

hence r, and r, must differ bat slightly. But this would not be 
the case with Saturn if it formed a continuous ring; for obimva- 

5 7 R1(+-t - r:) tion dews that 9, = - Rand r, = - R, and thus 
3 3 =.228806. 

rtr,' . 
This is far too great to be admitted. Hence even if observation 
had not mede known the division of Saturn's ring into aeveral con- 
centric rings theory would have been s&mt to convinm us of it. 

This investigstion is not Apudnced h the Mh* U$2at%. 
Plah doubted the validity of the inference ; he published a paper 
on the subject in De Zach'e Carrq-  A&cnunna+e, Vol. I. 
1818, pagea 346 ... 950, in which he states his result8 : and hegives 
.his proces~ in detail in the Turin Mbno&+ VoL xxrv. 1820. 
We will return presently to Plana'e criticisma 

5-2 
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868. LapIace's fourth gection conaistj of an apbximate  p d  4 

cess tb shew that the ring may be of the form obtained by re~olv- 
ing an ellipse about a straight line in its plane, outside it, and 
parallel to the minor axis; the minor axis being supposed very 
small compared with the major axia 

Take the centre of Saturn as the origin. Then the equation 
. I  

1 
of relative equilibrium of the supposed fluid fiIm will be 

' 1 

1 constant = - 
s ....................... v+,/(~+z3 (318 

where r and s are taken as in (2) of Brt. 866. 

Then since V is symmetrical with respect to the plane from r( 
which s ie measured we s h d  have, if we expand V in powers of z, 
approximately 

V= A+ Bz'; . 
where A and B are functions of r. That ia there wiy be no term 
in V involving the first power of z, or indeed odd powers of r ; and 
tern in k and higher powers axe rejected. 

With this value of'? we have from (2), by considering the 
terms independent of z, 

And 

80 that (3) becomes 

Next Laplace sllpposes r = 1 - u where I is constant and u ia 
small; so that I is a mean value of r. ' \  

Let Q be what A becomes when 1 is put for r. 

Then 

S S S u S P C '  
- = + - + - nearly, 
7' r C" 



so that (4) becomes 

fl d Q -  Let I be found from ol - - + - - 0, P dl 

and put c for 

thus (5) becomes 
cu' + (a, - c)d = constant. 

This gives an ellipse as the generating figure. The approxi- 
mations are rather rude ; and t.he process is not reproduced in the 
bideunique Cdleste : see Livre In. 5 4 8  

869. In  his fifth' section Laplace finds approximately the 
attraction which the ring would exert a t  any point of ita surface. 
He  treats the ring in fact as if it were an ellipsoid having a princi- 
pal section coincident with the section of the ring, and the axis at 
right angles to this section infinite. Then he can find the attrac- 
tion by fonnulre given in his fourth memoir. The result is the 
same as we have in the Mbcanique C4leste, Lime 111. at the end of 
§ 44. Then Laplace finds the equation to the generating ellipse 
of the ring in the same form as in the Mekaniqua Cdhte, VoL n. 
page 161. 

870. In  his ~ i x t h  section Laplace discusses the result obtained 
in the fifth section ; and here we have the matter which substan- 
tially is reproduced in the Mdcanique Ckleste, Vol. 11. page 162. 

The memoir also contains a numerical illustration which is not 
reproduced in the M i n i p u s  C W ;  it may be of interest to give . . 
~t here.. 

Laplace supposes that the breadth of the interior part of the 
R 

ring is ; this he says may be admitted without violence to the 

bbservationa Moreover he takes the inner radius of this ring to 
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b 

6 
be - R as in Art. 867. Thus the distance from the centre of 

3 
6 1 43 

Saturn to the middle of the ring, will be R + R, that is - R. 
24 

Denote this by a. 
1 The semiaxis major of the generating ellipse is thus - R ;  
8 

1 1 
suppose'the semiaxis minor to be - of this, that is - R. 10 80 

Now Laplace shews in the. Memoir, and in the Mkcaniqus 
Cdate, that 

where X is the ratio of the major to the minor axis of the gene- 
rating ellipse ; the density of the ring being taken as unity. 

Let p be the mean density of Saturn; then (6) may be 
written 

P x p - 1 )  ..................... (7). 

43 a 
Put 10 for X, and - for -, then (7) gives 24 R 

and therefore 

This ia then the ratio of the density of the ring to the mean 
density of Saturn; the value will be found to be 2.13. 

R R 
Then the volume of ring will be Zlra x lr x x a ; that is 

43nlR Hence the ratio of the volume of the ring to the 
12 x 8  x 80' 

The ratio of the maas of the ring volume of Saturn is -- 
102M ' 

1 1 
to the mam of Saturn is therefore - x which is about - 

p 10240; 36' 
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I 

These results present according to Laplace nothing that is 
'impossible. 

I have intwduced the example mainly on account of an 
application which I want to' make of it to Art. 867. In the 
investigation which led to equation (6 )  Laplaoe treated the ring 
as an infmite cylinder in estimating the attraction at a point 
of its surface. In this way, for the attraction at the end of the 

4vr + x semiaxhi ; major axis of :he generating ellipse, he obtain8 - 
4 w R  

thus in our example this becomes - x - 11 8 ' 
This then is the p, or p, of Art. 867; for to this order of 

' Hence re approximation they are e q d  And p = 2 = - 3 
have 

1 1 This is about -, with the value of - found above. 
14 P 

This in fact so far agrees with what Laplace had stated, that 

it makes a small; but it can hardly be said to make q much 
4 

grmtm than p,. However in taking the thickness of the ring 
1 

to be of the diameter of Saturn, the thicknee3 is probably 

exaggerated. 

871. We will return to the remarks made by Plana, to 
which we adverted in Art. 867. Plana t ~ t s  the ring as the 
difference of two circular cylinders of slender height; so that 
instead of a flat ellipse he supposes a narrow rectangle to gens  
rate the ring by revolution. He supposes the thickness of the 

ring to be of the diameter of Saturn. 

Then according to hi numerical calculationsl using the nota- 
tion of Art. 867, 

p, = -39722, 
p, = 397846. 



7 He takes his unit of distdnce such that,  r, = 1 ; then T, = - 
5 ' 

3 
and R=- 

5 ' 

Hence according to Laplace, if the density of the rings be 
supposed the same as the density of Saturn, we ought to have 

5 
p, + - p, greater than r)' {I - . 7 3 5  

Y 

5 
The values of p, and p, make p, + - 2% = .681395. 7 

But $ Gc%,'b - (;)I = .57605 ; which is indeed less than 

' 5  p, + - pI ; but not much less. 7 
I t  is possible that Plana's numerical values of p, and p, are 

not quite accurate ; I think they are not: but still the result may 
be of the nature he indicates. 

Plana adds that the thickness which he has ascribed to the 
ring is'in truth greater than can be admitted. If i t  is diminished 
then p, and p, are diminished, and Laplace's inequality ceases to 
hold; and in order to restore i t  we must suppose the density 
of the ring greater than that of the Planet. 'Plann concludes 
thus on page 420 of thc Turin M m ' e ,  Vol. xxrv. : 

Maia il ne me parait pos que l'on puke  tirer de-18 la division de 
l'annean en plusieurs anueaux cbncentriqoes, d'aprsx un raisonnement 
aemblable 8 celni que M. Laplace a expos6 il la page 256 de son M& 
moire eur la figure de I'annenu de Saturne, imprimk d a n ~  lea volumes de 
l'Acad6mie des Sciences de Pwis (annke 1787). 

We observe that according to Plana's figures we find that 

&=- '397 supposing the ring and Saturn of the same dolaity : 
p 2.5132 

1 1  
this is between - and &. 

6 r 
But I do not see the force of Plann's remark, that to restore 

the inequality wc must increase thc clcnsity of thc ring. I t  
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might be said that to restore the inequality we should diminish 
the difference between r, and r, By Art. 867, we require that 

6 6 
p, + aor, - should be positive, and also p, + --, - cur,, where r, 

"1 ", 
is greater than r,. Then it is obvious that if p,-and .p, are small, 
r, and r, cannot differ much. 

I t  appears in the course of Laplacepe investigations that 
8 

(LXZ=- 
1 

as ' where a = - (r, + r,). 2 

872. Laplace's seventh ,section contains the demonstration 
that if the ring were circular and perfectly alike in all its parts> 
its equilibrium would be unstable. The demonstration is repro- 
duced in the dlhnique CLl~te ,  Livre 111. § 46.. I t  involves the 
following properties of Taplace's coe6cient.a when expressed as 
functions of cos 8 : 

if n be odd / : P . ~ S = O ;  

if n be even I,' ~ ~ d e = , f - ; : - ; I ? . ,  '3: 
The mechanical problem discussed is equivalent to that of the 

resultant attraction of a circular ring on an internal particle. 
The method which Newton uses in discussing the attraction of 
a spherical shell on an internal particle may be easily used ; thus 
i t  will appear. that the only position of equilibrium is a t  the 
centre of the ring, and then the equilibrium is unstable. 

873. Laplace's eighth section consists of two paragraphs. The 
first relates to the mutual action of the rings ; i t  is reproduced in 
the Micanique C&e& formi~~g the last paragraph of the Chapter. 
The second paragraph in the memoir makes some statements 
as to the oscillations of the rings; these are not reproduced in 
the part of the Micanipus C i h t e  with which we are concerned : 
the motion of the rings round their centres of gravity is discussed 
.however in Livre V. Chapitre 111. 



CHAPTER XXIV. 

LEGENDRE'S THIRD lKEMOIR 

874s IN the Paris Mkm'res for 1788, published in 1791, there 
is a xnemoir by Legendre, entitled Md.mo&re sur Iss Ii&grales 
Uoubles: it occupies pages 454 ... 486 of the volume. The memoir 
was presented on the 12th of December, 1789. 

875. Legendre thus states t.he object of his memoir in hi 
first paragraph : 

J e  me propose d'indiquer dane ce MBmoire, un moyen de trcmefor- 
matidn auquel an n'a pas fait attention juaqu'8 p&nt, e t  qui paroft 
t h p r o p r e  B b i l i t e r  1'Bvaluation des int4grales doubles ou multiples, 
leaquellea servent B d6terminer lea aolidith dea corps, leurs surfaces 
courbes, la position de leura centre6 de gravit4, dGC. L'objet qoe j'ai 
particuliikernent en vue, eet d'intkgrer par ce moyen lea formules qui don- 
nent l'athwtion d'un aph6roide elliptique quelconque sur un point 
extkrieur ; d'oa r6sultera la dkmonstration directe de ce thkrsme d6jh 
connu : Si dew (lp- &iptiquCe ont leurs t& sectiolLs pnpnn.ci& 
d k d e a  dcs w h w  foyers, lea a t t rac th  qu'ile exercent eur un r n b  point 
extipisur, uumd b pnZme direction, st seront anbr'elles comme lews 
mQ%6ca. 

876. Legendre then proceeds in his next paragraph to speak 
of this problem in attractions : 

Cette proposition que j'avoie dkmont* rigoureusement pour lee 
sphkroides de dwlution (SUV. btrung. Tom. x), et qui devenoit infhi- 
ment probable pour ceux dont toutes lea coupea aont elliptiqueg a l'avan- 
tage de ramener le cas des points exterieurs B celui des points s i tnb  
eur la surface du sphkroide, et de Muire sinsi B une forme trOaeimple la 
valeur a h l u e  de l'attraction. Mais si la verit6 de ce t h b s m e  peut 





change of one independent variable ; or at least his results may be 
easily obtained in this way. It is hard to see much force in t he  
concluding words of the extract we have made in Art. 877. 
Legendre's page 470 gives the only case of an apparent double 
transformation. In fact the title of this memoir by Legendre is 
bad: it should have been On ths attraction of ellipsoids; for that  
is really the subject discussed. I n  the well-known Repertoldurn 
Commentationurn by J. D. Reuss there is no reference to this 

.memoir in the sections where the titles of memoirs on attraction 
are recorded. 

c 
' 879. Legendre's second section gives the general formulae for 

the attraction of an ellipsoid a t  an external point ; these formulre 
take the shape of double integrals. Legendre uses tlre method of 
:polar coordinates which had been adopted by liggange in 1773, 
and which is now in all elementary books : see Statics, Art. 226. 

880. Legendre's third section is devoted tb the particular 
case'in which the attracted particle is in a principal plane of the 
ellipsoid. In this case one integration can be effected by the 
ordinary proceM, that is without adopting any novel method of 
cutting up the ellipsoid into elements. Legendre says on his 
page 463 : 

... Ce cas est d'autant plus intkressant B d6velopper, qu'il avoit 
Cchapp6 B tous ceux qui se sont ocoup6s de cette matisre, et que la 
fhQrie de l'attraction des sph6roidm de r6volution s'y trouve c o m p k  
dans toute ~a ~6n6d tR .  

Legendre's treatment of this particular case is sound but very 
laborious ; he leaves much work to be effected by the reader, the 
results being given, but many of the intermediate operations being 
omitted. For instance, he states on his page 465, a result which 
we may state in our own notation thus : 

(M+ N sin +) d+ (X+a+c)M-bN 
/ - r a + b s i n + + ~ s i n * ~ = ~  s A.~(L-. 

where A=dI(a+ c>l- be). 



It is supposed here that a, b, and c are such that ' . 

a+bs in++cs in '+  

cannot vanish. The student will find that this result is correct, 

, but the  verification will be tedious. 

Plana has supplied the details of Legendre's operations in a 
memoir published in Crelle's Journd fitr.. .Muthematikt, VoL xxv~. 
pagea 132 ... 146. 

881. Legendre's fourth section is devoted to the general 
problem of the attraction of an ellipsoid a t  an external point. By 
a change of variables Legendre effects one integration out of the 
two which are involved. The process is very laborious; much -is 
left for t he  student to perform for himself, the results being rather 
indicated than worked out. 

Plana has supplied the details of Legendre's operations in a 
memoir published in Crelle's Journal fir.. . Mihenmtik, Vol. XX. 

pages 244.. .270. 

It would be impossible to render Legendre's method intelligible 
within the  limits of the space we can devote to the present 
memoir. We may however state the nature of the decomposition 
which he effects of the attracting ellipsoid. A series of conical 
surfaces is described after a certain law, each cone having its 
vertex at the attracted point ; the outer cone touches the ellipsoid. 
Then the one integration which Legendre effects, amounts. to 
determining the attraction exerted parallel to an axis by the 
portion of the ellipsoid which is comprised between two indefinitely 
close conical surfaces out of the series. The series of cones is 
obtained by varying a parameter tu which is zero for the tangent 
cone, and has its maximum value when the cone dzgenerates into 
a &might h e .  

Now the remarkable fact is that Legendre succeeds in obtaining 
an expression free from the integral .sign which represents the , 
resolved attraction of one of these portions of a conical shell : and 
when we look a t  the very laborious process by which the result is 
obtained, we may safely pronounce i t  one of the most extraordinary 
mathematical feata ever performed. 



883. A point of some intereat in the Integral calculus presents 
itself in the course of Legendre's first integration : see his page 477. 
Be usual we state the matter in our own notation. A certain 
definite integral, which we crrn see ie necessarily finite, becomes by 
hndormation 

where the constants are such that the denominator of the expres- 
sion under the integral sign never vanishea To effect the inte- 
@tion the fraction is resolved into partial fractions, say that 

Legendre then implicitly states that between the limits - a, 
and oo the integral gives 

eo that he considera 

This last integral may be asserted to be zero in this ~ense ; 
it consists of a positive,and a negstive part each of which ie 
in$&&, which may be taken to *balance each other: but this ie 
hardly satisfactory. 

The best method is to proceed thus : 



I Suppose we take thi between the limits 0 and t, we obtain 

Now by the theory of the decomposition of rational fmetione 
vn we we that - + 2 = 0 ; thus the term in log e disappears from 
c c. 

the above result ; A d  when t is made indefinitely great we obtain 
simply between the limita 0 and a 

I 

m a m  c log-+-A log'. 2c a 2 c , a l  

In like manner between the limita - a) and 0 we obtain 
the same numerical result with the opposite sign. Thw the 
entire integral ie zero. 

883. In the course of hi investigations Legendre arrives at 
the following result which he justly calls a remarkable theorem : 

Si on imagine plusieurs sphbideu mmblabla, dont la denait6 roit k 
, 

m h  eb l a  ares eitnik dans la m h e  direotion, et qne om sphhider 
a g h n t  mr un mbm p m t  ert8pieurJ l'attrection dn phu pe&t eph6roide 
sers 6quivalente celle d'une portion de chacun dea antreg retranohh 
p u  la enrfaoe mnique dam l'htendue de I@e w est #gal au mareiarwll 
de cette qnantite dans le plus petit sph6roide. 

4 Legendre says that this proposition 'can be easily verified in 
the case of concentric spheres. On examination it will be found . 

I' that in this caee the proposition coincides with the reault given in 
Brt 251. 

It may be convenient to state explicitly by meam of ~symbole 
the general reault which codtu tee  this remarkable theorem. 

i Let aJ b, a be the aemiaxea of an ellipsoid; let $9, h be the 
d a' 

m o ~ t a o f a n e x t e r n a l p o i n t .  L e t n = F a n d n = -  I 8' 



Put u for x1+my'+m'-as, 

v for fx + m.57y + & - as, 

Cforf'+ 9n$+ nh?- a'. 

Then the attraation exertod at the external point by the M y  
bounded by the ellipsoid 

U = 0, 
and the cone 

t?- 4.u = was' 

is independent of a ;  that is this attraction is a fiinction of 
f; g, h, m, n, and m. 

If we transfer the origin to the externaI point, the equations to 
the ellipsoid and the cone become respectively 

884. Legendre we see arrived at his theorem incidentally as 
he was developing a new demonstration of Laplace's theorem ; and 
the improvement subsequently effected by Ivory in the treatment 
of Zaplace's theorem has probably much diminished the interest 

, which would otherwise have continued to belong to Legcudre's. 
Nevertheless it is to be wished that a simple investigation could 
be supplied of the remarkable result; and perhaps this may be. 
attained in consequence of thus drawing attention to it. The 
nature of the theorem .will become more obvious if we consider 
the particular cme in whicb the external point is situated on 
the prolongation of an axis of the ellipsoid, which can be worked 
out without much difficulty. 

Suppose then that with the notation of the preceding Article 
g = 0 and h = 0 ; and let us seek the attraction of the .element 
comprised between the ellipsoid and two cones corresponding 
respectively to the parameters a, and w + dw. 

With the usual polar notation the attraction will be equal to 

IJdr d8 a3$ sin 8 cos 0. 



The limits for r will be r, and r, which denote the two die- 
tances from the external point to the ellipsoid corresponding to 
an assigned direction determined by 8 and Q,. 

The limits for 8 will be 8, and B,, which differ infinitesimally, 
corresponding to the change of m into w + dm, while other quan- 
tities are constant. The limits for + will be 0 aad 27r. 

Thus our expremion first becomes 

j ' / ( r . - r ~ s i n ~ m ~ ~ +  j 

L and then it may be written 

dB 
the negative sign ia used because - is negative. dw 

It would only remain to tranafonn the expression under the 
integral sign into a function of w and +, and to integrate with re- 
eped to Q, from 0 to %. 

Let t stand for cos' B + m 8in'O cos' + + n sin'b sin' +. 
Then from equation (1) of Art. 883 we find that 

and equation (2) of Art. 883 becornea 

j.'coe'B- fZ= J ........................ a (3) ; 

thus 
t 

dB ' Again the value of & is to be found fmm (3) ; this giiea 

P Hence .the expression for the attraction becomes 

T.M.A. VOL IL 6 



The vdnea of &'O and d 8  mu& be found fiom (3), and 
eubetituted in t ; then our expression beoomee 

that is 

Thus the expression for the attraction of the element is defi- 
nitely found, and i t  is independent of a 

885. The following is the conclueion at which Legendre ar- 
rives respecting the attraction of an ellipoid a t  an external point. 
Let a, 6, c be the semiaxes of an ellipsoid; let f, g, h be the co- 
ordinates p d e l  to these semiaxes respectively of an external 
point ; and let M be the mass of the ellipsoid. Then the attrac- 
tion parallel to the semiaxis a is 

where k denotes the greatest root of the equation 

Thus the attraction depends only on the mass and on b' -a' 
and 2-a'; therefore we have Laplace's theorem, namely that 
if there be two confocal ellipsoids the attractions which they exert 
a t  the same point external to both are in the same direction and 

t,o the masses, 

The expression for the attraction was first given by Laplaoe 
in hie Thbrie.. .de la figure des Pladlee, being deduced by him 
from hiti theorem: here Legendre has obtained the expreaeion 
independently, and deduces the theorem. 

886. Sinoe the attracted point is external to the ellipsoid we 
r s. h' 

- 

have the condition that - + l, -t- - 1 is positive. Legendre's 
a' 

demomtration is worked out on the supposition that something 
more than this holde, namely that f '-a' is positive. Legendre 



himself draws attention to this; he justifies himself by esserting 
. that there can be but one formula which represents the attraction, 

and that if the formula is obtained for the assumed case in which 
f is greater than a this formula must be the general formula 
See his page 472 

This is undoubtedly a drawback from the value of Legendre's 
demonstration ; but so far aa I can perceive it is the only draw- 
back. 

It must however be admitted that the demonatration ie 
extremely complicated ; so that in fsct it seems like a stupendous 
feat of mathematical athletics. By means of Ivory's theorem, as it 
i &led, the difficult integrations which Legendre encountered 
are avoided; so that .probably little more than an historical 
interest would now belong to the investigations of Legendre. 
Moreover, t . ~  we shall see, Poisson has obtained the formula of 

, Art 885 by an easier route. 
We will briefly notice the opinions of Legendre's method 

expressed by subsequent writera 

887. Ivory's theorem, as it is called, was first published in 
the PhilosqphQcal TmneacEiolas for 1809. Ivory remarks on his 
page 347: 

Is h n d r e  haa given a direct demo'&ration of the theorem of 
La Placa, by integrating the fluxional expresstbns of the attractive 
forces ; a work of no small diffioulty, and which i not ammpliehed 
without complicated calculations. 

Legendre himself published a memoir on the attraction of 
homogeneous ellipsoids in the Md-re8 ds I'lnetitut for 1810. 
Here he speaka thus respecting the last section of his memoir 

j of 1188 : 
J'ai ensuite conaidCB le problbme dam W t e  8s gbBralit.6, et  j'ai 

hit voir qu'on puvai t  vaincw lea difficulffi de l1int6gration, de m a n i h  
P pmmnir d n  an thbr8me deaid. J'avoue n&nmoine que 00th 

, partie de mon MBmoire n'a que le merite d'btre direde, et de montrer, 
d b  l'abord, la pomibilite de la solution, mais que d'ailleura l ' ana lp  en 
eat d'une e x d m e  oomplication. 11 Btait donc B d e s k  qu'on d h u v r i t  
une route plus facile pour parvenir an mQme &ultat. 

6 2  



84  LEGENDRE'S THIRD ~ o I R .  

A memoir by Poisson on the attraction of a homogeneous 
ellipsoid is published in the Mdnwir es...de 1117L8titUt, Vo1. XIIL 

1835: the memoir was read to the Academy on the 7th of 
October, 1833. Poisson says on his page 499 : 

Dans le MBmoire que' je pr6setlte aujonrd'hni B l'Acadbmie, je me 
propose d'envisager In queation sous un nouvean point de vue, et de 
mnsidbrer directement et indbpendamment l'une de l'antre, lea intkgxa- 
tions relatives aux points inthrieurs et aux points extkrieurs, de sorte 
qne le double problame de calcul integral que pn%ente I'attraction d'un 
ellipoide homoghe, puisae &tm r6solu d'une maniare compl8t.e. C'eet 
B quoi Legendre eat parvenu dam le cas particulier oil le point attin5 
appartient au plan de l'une des sections pritlcipales de l'ellipsoide ; mlris 
quand ce point eat ext4rienr et situ6 d'une maniare quelconque, I& ~ l -  
c~da deviennent inextricablea dans la method0 qu'il a suivie (M6moires de 
l'Acad6miel annee 1788, page 480) ; et Legendre e'eat born6 il en dauire  
une d6monstration nouvelle du th6orame de Maclaurin, snr la rauction 
du cas du point exthrieur il celui du point inthrieur; d6monstmtion 
plus dimte, mais encore plus compliqu6e que celle que Laplace avait 
donnb aupamvant, qu'il a reproduite dans le 111' livre de la M ~ n i q u c  
&te, et que Burckhardt a comment& dans sa traduction allemande de 
cet oumage. 

Pontkcoulant in the Supplement to the fifth Book of his 
Thkvrie analytiqve du Syddme du Monde, reproduces the sub- 
stance of the memoir of Poisson, which has just been noticed. 
Having arrived a t  Eormulae which correspond to that of Art. 885, 
Pontdcoulant adds in a note : 

Cea formulea correspondent B celles qu'avait obtenuea Legendre dans 
savantea recherche8 snr lee attractions des epheroidea elliptiqua 

(Mknoicea a% C A d h i e  dm S W ,  1788); maia ce n'est qu'B travera 
une drie de calculs inextricables, et en althrant m&me les e x p r d o n s  
primitives des attractions par dm wnsid6rationa qu'il justifie, il est v&, 
maie qui laissent toujours quelques doutea dans lea esprits, qu'il y eat 
parvenu. 

1 
C h d e s  in the Mi?motmotre8.. .par divers Savanh, Vol. Ix. page 637, 

says of Legendre's investigation, " ... n6cessitaient d'autres calcuh 
qui v e n t  inextricables." Chasles gives the following reference . 
on his page 635 : 

Voir l'excellent m6moim de M. le baron Manrice, sur lee travaux et 
1- &it. de Legendm (B&lw@pue wiw& ds &n&; janvier 1833). 



Poinsot appears to have entertained a very favourable view of 
Legendre's investigation. See the Paris Cmptes Rendw, Vol. VI. 
page 869. Poinsot inskts that Legendre's solution was the h t  
direct solution, though he adlnita that i t  was long and com- 
plicated. 

888. I will now make some remarks s u g g d  by the pre-. 
ceding extracts. 

What Poisson calls Maclaurin's theorem, I call Laplace's 
theorem; the propriety of my appellation is sufficiently obvious 
from what has been already said : see Art. 254. 

I may observe that Poisson repeats his opinion of Legendre's 
investigation in nearly the same words in the Paris Comptes 
Rendus, Vol. vr. page 838 : he says, "...mais l'analyse ... 8tait 
vraiment inextricable." To my satisfaction Poisson there has 
thhr2me de Laplace instead of th4ordnte de Maclaurin. 

I t  will be seen that Poiseon, Pontdcoulant and Chasles all 
use the word imxtricables with respect to Legendre's investiga- 
tions. Poisson says, in the first extract, that Legendre's investi- 
gations become inextricable ; this probably means  imply that 
Legendre could not extract from his definite integral the result 
which he wanted by any direct process, and so was obliged to 
adopt an indirect process. With Ponkkoulant and Chaslea the 
word seems used merely as equivalent to complicated. At all 
events I do not consider that any objection holds against the 
soundness of Legendre's process ; though this word might perhaps 
appear to imply such a suggestion. 

I do not feel quite certain as to what Pontdcoulant means by 
saying that Legendre altcn the primitive expressions ; I suppose 
i t  refers to the indirect considerations which are introduced by 
Legendre on his page 480 : but I should be at a loss to point out 
the precise step which appears doubtful to Pont&oulant. 

889. We may observe that Poisson's own investigations of 
the attraction of an ellipsoid, to which we refer in Art. 887, are 
conducted by decomposing the ellipsoid into similar infinibimal 
shells. Legendre expressed rather incautiously the opinion that 



bis own method of decomposition appeared the only one that was 
applicable ; he sap on page 486 of his memoir : 

...a ne pamit paa, qu'il y ait d'autre moyen que de dBcompceer, 
oomme nom itvons fait, le sph6roide en couches on envelopp coniquea 
dam lesquelles o est wmtant : . . 

Poisson has drawn attention to the incautious remark: see 
the Paris Cmnptes Rendus, Vol. vn. page 2. 

Poisson, ae we see in Art. 887, refers specially to page 480 
of Legendre's memoir; and he repeats the reference in the Park 
Cmnptes Rsndw, VoL VI. page 838, and Vol. vu page 2. 

The passage is to thie effect : Legendre has arrived at an 
expression which denotes the attraction of one of his conical 
elements, and which must be integrated in order to obtain the 
attraction of the whole ellipsoid. Then he states that the matter 
looks hopeless, but nevertheless, by a particular consideration, he 
attains hie end. Poisson seems to me to lay too much stress on 
the passage. Legendre's words are : 

Quoique la difiiculte se trouve aimi comid6rablement diminub, d e  
n'eet cependant pae d u i t e  au point oil elle doit btl-e pour faire sortir dn 
&adtat le thhdme que now avom en vue. SBns doute qu'une substi- 
tution ultkrienre Muiroit lee chose8 B leur dernier Btat de simplicit.6; 
meie cette substitution ne se pdmnte pas naturellement, et faute de 
l'apercevoir, il n'y anroit presque aucune conolusion B tirer de tant 
de calculs. Henreneement une d & r a t i m  par t idare  rmr la forme 
de I1exp&on @'), nons dispense d'attaquer de front cette =cult6 
alghriqug et va nous wnduire an r&dtat d'une manih  trhsimple. 

When Poisson says that Legendre confines himself to giving a 
new demonstration of Laplace's theorem, i t  would be natural to 
repb that this was his 'sole object, and also a very important 
&je& 

890. An account of Legendre's investigation of the attraction 
of an ellipsoid at an external point, by Professor Cayley, will be 
found in the fourth volume of the Cambridge and Dublin Ma&- 
snatdoal J o u d ,  1849. Legendre's investigation is said to be 
" one of the earliest and (notwithstanding its complexity) most 
elegant ~olutione of the problem" 



CHAPTER 

LEGENDRE0 FOURTH MEMOIR 

891. IN the Park Mkmoire8 for 1789, published in 1793, 
there are two very important memoirs on our subject, one by 
Laplace, and one by Legendre. The memoir by Legendre occupiea 
pages 372.. .454 ; it is entitled &hits des Recherches 821T kz Fkgu~8 
des Planktes. The fallowing note is given a t  the foot of page 372: 

On trouve dam M IdBmoh de M. de la Place, imprime B la de 
ce volume, dea recherchw analogues aux miennes. ST quoi j'obaerve 
que mon M6moire a 6t4 remh le 28 BoCit 1790, et que la date de d m  de 
M. de la Place eut @rieura . 

892 Legendre begins thus : 

J'ai d6js conaidM le cae de l'homo~n6it4 dam les M6moirea de 
I'A&e, am& 1784, et j'ai fait voir d prwri, que la @re elliptique 
eat la eeule qui convienne B 1'6quilibre. On savoit bien auparavant que 
cette figure satiefaiaoit rigo~mmement ; mais il n'Btoit point d6montr6 
qae ce fit la mule, et m&me ~lnaieurs &mBtres penchoient en faveur de 
la proposition contraire. J e  croia avoir fond6 ma d6monatration snr une 
analyse rigourense, et dont il n'eniatoit aucme trace dam lea auteurs qui 
m'ont pnMd6. Il eet vrai qu'on trouve ddsns le volume de l'Aaul6mie 
de 1782, un t rhbeau M6moire de M. de le Place, oh la propmition dont 
je parle eat d6mont1xk, aimi qne plumenre autrea du &me genre, en 
ndgligeant le q& et lee n u t m  puiaeoncea de la form centrifuge. I h i a  
qnoique je ne eoie pas aitA dam cet ouvrage, j'ai &ja observe dam une 
note, B la ate de mon M6moire de 1784, que mon travail est le premier 
en date, et qu'il a donne lieu B M. de la Place de suivre ses id& sur le 
m h e  objet, et de g6n6raliser mea &ultata 

It muat be remembewd that in the reaearchea to which 
LBgaadre here refers, he assumed the figure to be m e  of ro 



voluth;  Laplace's demonstration is free from this restriction, 
although it assumes that the figure differs but little f rom a 
sphere. 

893. On his page 374 Legendre says : 

Pour parvenir aux nonvelles formulee de Yattrsction, il a falln d6- 
montrer avant tout plusiem th&r@mes trbinthressans, sur une es- 
de fonctions que M. de la Place a coneid6&a le premier dam m n  
M6moire imprim6 en 1785, et qni eont une g6n6dktion de oelleg dont 
j'avois detail16 les propriethe dana mon Memoire de 1784. On verrs 
qu'en adoptant le fbndement dee dhonstrationa de M. de la P b ,  Jai 
trait6 oette matiare aveo plus d%tendne, et je Buie parvenu den 
x6anltate entihment nonveanx. 

The generalisation etrected by Laplace consisted in treating 
the functions as functions of two independent 'variables ; Legendre 
had formerly treated them as functions of olze variable. 

894. Up to page 428 of his memoir Legendre confines him- 
self to figurea of revolution. He fht  investigates general formulre 
of attraction; and then discusses three different hypothesea as to 
the nature of the body. 

Legendre's notation is not inviting ; I shall ,not preserve i t  
completely, but must retain as much as possible for the sake of 
comparison with him. 

895. Legendre employs V to denote the sum of every ele- 
ment of the attracting body, divided by its distance from the 
attracted point ; that is, V is what we now call the Potdial. 

896. Lqendrs says 6hat there is s difficulty as to this eub- 
ject which ought to be mentioned :. see his page 376. If e par- 
ticle be within the hollow part of a shell, whose surfaces are 
homothetical ellipsoids, it experiences no attraction. Therefore, 
the potential must be zero. But the potential cannot be zero, 
since it is the sum of a number of positive elements. This con- 
tradiction forms his difficulty. 

There is, however, no difficulty, but only an extraordinary 
error involved in the words which I have put in Italics. All that 



h: is necessary is that the potential should be co7lstant: it is not 
h,: n m  that this constant should be zero. 

897. The function P,, which in Legendre's first memoir had 
presented itself only for even values of n, now presents itaelf for 

Ju . both even and odd values. We have given the general form 

eq" of P, in Art. 786. It may be convenient to notice the form 

Y 9 
which Legendre uses, and which is equivalent to that we have 

,d, given. His expressions for the first seven functions are these, 
., supposing the variable to be x : 

898. On his page 378 Legendre gives the theorem which we 
noticed in Art. 787. It may be easily verified for the first two or 
three functions. He says that a general proposition ' which in- 
cludes this will be found in the memoir; there is a blank as 
to the Article in the memoir to which he here refers: he means 
his Article 41. 

899. On his page 379 Legendre gives the theorem which we 
have noticed in Art. 791. 

900. Legendre requires the value of the potential fur any 
point within the mass or on its surface. Let T, 8, t#~ be the polar 
coordinates of the point; let r', O', +' be the polar coordinates 



of my element of the maas ; let = coe B ; let p be the density. 
Then the potential, which we will denote by I? 

where t stands for cos 8 cos 8' + sin 8 sin B cos (+ - +'). 
The expression 1 is expanded in a aeries ; and 

J(r" - 2m't + T') 

to ensure a convergent seXes we must expand in ascending powers 
r' 9' of that one of the two quantities - and - which is lem than . r r' 

unity. In this expansion we shall denote by Y, the coefficient, 
which we call Laplace's coefficient of the n* order. 

901. Legendre's formulae for V may be said to be substan- 
tially equivalent to Laplace's, as given in the fourth memoir, and 
reproduced in the M h n i q w  C4hte;  there are two cases, namely, 
when the point considered is on the surface of the body, and when 
the point considered is within the body. 

The method of obtaining these formulse, however, is not 
quite satbfadory, as I have already remarked in Art. 792. 

902. On his pages 382 ... 394 Legendre discusses the first of 
his three hypothesea : see Art. 894s He proposes to determine 
the figure of a planet of which the interior is solid and composed 
of strata similar to the surface ; the superficial stratum is s u p  
posed to be fluid. This problem was discussed by Laplace in 
his fourth memoir. Laplace does not assume that the strata are 
all similar. Laplace takes for the radius vector of any point 
of e stratum a (1 + ay'), where a is the parameter of the stratum, 
and a is very small. If we assume that y' is independent of a 
we in effect suppose that all the strata are similar. Laplace does 
not make this assumption, which however would have but little 
effect on the solution of the problem. 

903. Since there are no external forces supposed to act we 
have as the condition of relative equilibrium of the stratum of fluid 

m'r' V+ - sin' 8 = constant, 
2 

where m ie the angular velocity. 



Adopt for V the expreeaion given in Brt. 900 ; and let df 
r denote the mass of the fluid : thus 

where Urn is put for / / / p l ~  Y',, U dpPd+'. 

NOW at3 the strata are supposed h be figurea of revolution 
round the common axis, r' is independent of + ; thus in Urn the 
integration with respect to +' may be effected by Aft. 898. 
Therefore 

where P,, has the meaning of Art. 897 with p, that is cos 8, sub- 
. stituted for x ; and P, is obtained from P, by changing p to p'. 

Assume r = h  where b ie the polar semiaxis of the body, 
and u is a function of 8. And similarly let r' = put, where u' is 
the same function of B that u is of 8, and p is a parameter which 
belongs to the stratum contidered : hence varies from 0 to b ae 
we p a  from the centre to the surface. 

? 

904. Let a,, stand for ,, I 

a. /II u l ~  ~ , , d p '  
nnd let stand for P 

Y 1' umd$ 
-1 

then we see that 

and that - 



Hence dividing. (1) by M we obtain 

Suppose that u = 1 + v, where v is so small that its square 
1 1  

may be neglected. Hence - = (1 - a) ; and (3) gives 
r 

'V = b&+Q, + bCP, ---- + .... + - 12 sin.8 - constant .. ...( 4). 
h1 

12 T" r4 2X 

905. Now Legendre shews on his page 384 that if m and n 
are different positive integers we have 

and as a particular case of thia 

Also he shews that 
1 

2 ....................... If, (I"-)' dp' = (7). 

Legendre had formerIy established these results for the case 
.in which m and n are even integers : see Art. 827. 

906. From the value of & given in Art. 904, and the value 1 
of v furnished by (4) we may infer that L is of the first order. 
Hence to the order we wish to retain we may change r into b 

J in the denominators of (4). And we also suppose the centrifugal I 

force to be amall when compared with the attraction a t  the , 
equator or a t  the pole; hence bco* ia small compared with 1 
Therefore we have approximately 



barn* 
The term -- can be connected with the constant of equa- 

3M 
b80a 

tion (4). We will put n for - ; thus (4) becomes M 

907. We may observe that a, and f;, have the same meaning 
with us as with Legendre. He uses n for what we call K. He 
uses b as we do ; but as he proceede he supposes b equal to unity. 

908. Thus by the equation (8) Legendre shews that v must 
be equal to a series of what we call Legendre's or Laplace's coef- 
ficienta That is, since b (1 +v) is the radius vector, we infer 
that, neglecting the squares of small quantities, the radius vector 
of any body which will satish our problem must be expressible in 
such a series. Laplace, in his treatment of the subject in his 
fourth memoir and in the MJcanique Cdleste, undertakes to de- 
monstrate that anyfinction whatever can be so expreased. 

We do not assert that these demonstrations by Legendre and 
Laplace are quite satisfactory. 

909. Since u = 1 + v y e  have in like manner u' = 1 + v', where . 
the value of d is to be obtained from (8) by changing P, into P',. 

Hence we find .that to our order of approximation 

Substitute for v'; then for any value of n except. 2 we have 
by ( 5 )  and (7) 

For n = 2 we have 



94 LEOENDRE'S FO- YWOIR. 
8 

From (9) we shall be able to shew that & is always zero when 
n is greater than 2. 

and aa B is less than b, except at the limit, the numerator is less 
n + 3  

than the denominator; so that less than unity. And - bn 2n+ 1 
is less than unity if n is greater than 2. Hence from (9) we must 
have = 0 if m ia greater than 2. 

Hence equation (8) reduces to 

The term in v which involves PI might be removed by having 
the origin of the radii vectores suitably fixed ; in fact by shifting 
this origin through a space g, along the axk 

Then in v there remains only the term which involves P, 
besides the constant; and by (10) we have 

f=- xasbS 
3 (b' - a,) ' 

Kbse = constant + ~ b *  Therefore v = constant - 
3 @' - as) 3 (bS - aJ (1-a 

xb' 
= constant + (6, - aJ ' sin' 8. 

The conatant in the last expression vanishes because by sup- 
position v = 0 when 0 = 0 ; therefore 

xbS ........................ v =  
2 (b' - UJ sins 0 (12). 

910. We may observe that if the density diminishes from the 
3 centre ta the surface we shall have 5 less than nT3. 

b" 



LEUENDBE'S FOURTH W O I R .  

For, by integration by parts 

where p, denotee the density at the surface, and p, at the centre. 

p16-- /"F"~P 
Hence 5 , s  

P n + 3 p 1 b ~ - / p ' 6 8 k d p '  
Po 

the multiplier of - is ler. than unity, for - /:p*dp 
n + 3  

and -1: bn@' dp are both p i t i v e ,  but the latter is the greater. 

911. When the body is homogeneous 

so that when the body i~ homogeneow we have from (12) 

912. Thus far we have really no more than Laplace had 
already given in substance in his fourth memoir; but Legendre 
proceeds to a sewnd appron'matk This is a great addition to 
previous investigations, and it is for the sake of this process that 
I have adopted much of Legendre'e own notation. 

bsx 
913. Put, as Legendre does, e for - 3 (b' - aJ ' so that 

o = e (P, - 1). Suppose that u = 1 + v + w, where v denotes the 
term of the first order already determined, and w a term of the 
eecond order which is now to be determined. Then instead of (4) 
we shall now have to the second order 



We know that to the first order is zero if n is greater than 2 ; 
hence in (13) we may put b for 1. in the corresponding terms ; the ' same remark also holds with respect to &. 

we may put (1 - 311) P,. For the term f l  b' 

ar'sinS8- mZ n 
And ----(P,-1)-s(l+L(PI-l))(P,-1) 2 8  3b' 

i 

Then (11) becomes I 

I 
Now the general expression for f in Art 904 shews that to 

our order of approximation we have for any value of n greater I 
than 2, 

The integration ie fscilitated by the aid of the following 
formula which readily follows from the expressions in Art 897, 

(P, - 1)' = 
18P, - 60P, + 42 

35 

Moreover thie gives I 

Hence from (16), as from the corresponding equation (9)) we I 

may shew that L= 0, except when n = 1 or 2 or 4. The of 1 
n = 1 we need not consider : see Art. 909. I 



The equation for finding & is 

914. Aa we have thus shewn that we need only consider the 
value of for the cases of n = 2 and n = 4, we may write (14) for 
shortness thus : 

w=f+gP,+hP, ,  

where f, g, and h are certain constants. 

Hence we shall find that the numerator of L reduces to 

that is to 

The denominator of & reduces to 2 (1 - 3e). 

Hence 

Also we find that 

Substitute these values in the expressions for g and h, 
which are 

then there will remain only g and h to detenpine. 
T. M. A. VOL. 11. 



98 L E G E N D ~ ~ s  FOURTH MEKOIB. 

We shall find that to our ordor 1 

The value of f may be determined from the relation 
f +g +jc = 0 which holds by reason of the supposition that v + w 
vanishes with 8 : see Art, 909. 

9b4- 15% b'+ 7a4 For abbreviation put k for --~-- . 
9b4 - 7a4 

therefore to the second order we have 

Put for P, and P4 their values, and - b9* for e ; thus we 
3 (b' - a,) 

find that 

32b4 
- -~, sinv8(8-k-7keass8)] ...( 16). 28 (b9 - a,) 

Let b (1 + e) denote the radius vector at the equator; thus 

e =  
nB 32b4 (8 - k) + . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

2 (b' - a,) 28 (bs - a,)' (17)- 

If we introduce the expression for e in the above value of r we I 
shall find that to our order 

r = b {1+ e sin' 8 - 3k8 sinq 8 coeq 81. 

If the body ie homogeneous, we have 

3 1 b4; hence k =  -. 
2 ' 

and then 3e' 



We know that when the body is homogeneous, an oblatum ie e 
rigorous solution; and it will be found that the value of r just 
obtained agreee to the second order with that which we should 
derive from 

, 915. The connexion between e and c ehould be noticed. 

We have 3e 27 e = - - + - ( 8 - k ) e ' ;  2 28 

therefore 2c 9 e=-- + - ( 8 - k ) B  
3 14 

2e ' 2  +- (8 -k )  2, " -3  7 
to our order of approximation. 

916. We may a h  notice that 

6 
36 

"* (9bs (k - 1) + 16aJ 8. = - {9b4 (k-  1) + 16a,bs} e' = - 866 .7  

This expression for C, will be found useful in verifging the 
d t  which will be given in Art. 921. 

917. Legendre expresses the value of the ellipticity in terms 
of the ratio of centrifugal force to gravity. 

Let X be the attraction resolved parallel to the polar axis, and 
Y the attraction resolved parallel to the equatorial axis, at a 
point whose coordinates are x and y. Then we know that 

00 that dV=  -X& - Ydy. 



, But a = r cos 8, and y = r sin 8 ; therefore 
d V = -  (Xcos8+ Ysin8)dr+ (Xsin8- YcosQrd8. I 

I 
Now we see, by Arts. 903 and 904, that 

T 

2CPl 35;Pl+ Thus, . X c o s ~ + ~ s i n 8 = ~ { 1 + - ~ -  + -;r ...}, 

Put 8 = 9Q0, and for r put a the radius of the equator. Then 
the h t  equation gives for the attraction at the equator along th ~ 
radiw 1 

But when 8 = 90°, we have by Art. 897, 

eo that this attraction becomes 

This attraction is the whole attraction at the equator, provided 
the resolved attraction parallel to the polar axis.vanishes there. 
On examining the value of X we see that it vanishes when 
8 = go0, provided the coefficients of an odd orah Yl, 6, 6, . . . 
vapish then. This will certainly be the case if the plane of , 
the equator divides the body symmetrically. We will suppose 
this to be the case; and then (18) represents the whole attrac- 
tion at the equator. 

Let A represent this attraction, and the centrifugal force at 
the equator; and suppose that at t.he equator the centrifugal 
force is i times gravity. 

4A 
Then 9 = i ( A  - a) ; therefore = - 

1 + i s  



; therefore But @ = ms = ---- 

MUK i 3  & 3 . 5  1; ...} ; 
b' l + i  as 

therefore 
3 $  3 . 5  1; 

r r =  -- I - -  +-- -- '{ 2 0 .  2 . 4 a 4  ...}. l + i  a* 

Restricting ourselves to terms of the second order we have 

3 a e  
K = ( i - ' 7 ( 1 - 3 6 ) ( 1 - ~ $ , )  

. Hence, to the second order, 

3as - 5b' %.. 
r r - & +  2  (b' - a$ 

If we substitute this value in the expreseion for the ellipticity, 
we obtain 

as t7b2 
" 2 ( b s - a 3  +28(bt-aJ' 

(21a1- Ilbs - 3kb'). . 

3 1  
In the case of a homogeneous body a,= - 6 bs, and k = ~  ; 

6 then e = & i + 2 i s .  224 

918. Legendre now finds an expression for the force of 
gravity at any point ; this requires some preliminary analysis : 
the processee are carried on so far as to make the resulta true 
to the second order. 

Let L denote the latitude a t  any point. Then 

d (r sin 8) tan.L = - 
d (r cos 8) ' 



this givee to the eecond order 

tanL=cote{1+2c+Q+(3-6k)2~0~219];  

whence we get 
Q h 
2 2 

6k- el sin 4 ~ .  B =  - -L+csin2L--  ~ i n 2 L + ~  

Substitute this value in that of r, and we obtain 

r = b { l + a  co8L+(4-3k)2sinmLco8L]. 

Let r be the arc of the meridian measured from the equator 
to the latitude 5. Then 

a = d b  + bdbp. 
Hence after substitution we find that 

dB Now - is equal to the radius of curvature of the meridian. 
d L  

Therefore if D be the length of the degree of the meridian which 
hes its middle point a t  the equator, the length of the degree of 
the meridian which has its middle point at the latitude L, is 

919. Eliminatn Y h m  the equations of Art. 917; thus 
we get 

The two series may be incorporated by the aid of the following 
general theorem : 

dP* P,(n+l)  cos9- s h m 8 - - = ( n + l )  P ,,............ 
dcl (19)s I 

ao that we get 



If we assume as before, in Art. 917, that &, g,  &, ... vanish, 
this reduces to 

920. Legendre says nothing about this general theorem; 
though I presume he must have known i t :  but it would be 
sufficient for his purpose here to verify the truth of the theorem 
for the simple cases of n  = 0, 2, 4. I do not perceive the theorem 
in the work of Heine already cited. 

The theorem may be established in various ways. We may 
use the general expression for P, given in Art. 786, and verify 
the theorem by examining the coefficients of the various powers 
of x. Or we may use the general expression for P, first given by 
Rodrigues ; namely, 

where T Btands for 12 - 1 : see Heine's Handbuch der Rugel- 
fincCionen, page 10. Here x takes the place of our former p. 

E"or thus the expression on the left-hand side of (19) become6 

( n + l )  d"T" T d"+'T. 
IC- +r- 2 . b  2 b  dc"+l' 

1 d"+'P+' 
and the expression on tbe right-hand becomes 2yn 7, 

which is equal to 

and therefore to establish the theorem we have only to shew that 

Now this may be established by comparing the coefficients of 
the various powers of a. Or more simply thus. It is obvious that 



hence, developing each member, we get 1 

thus (20) is established. 1 
921. Let II denote the gravity at the latitude L. Then 

ns;nL=x.  
For when there is relative equilibrium II is the whole force at 

the point considered, and its direction is that of the normal. 
Hence II sin L must be equal to the force resolved parallel to 
the polar axie. 

X ~ h u a ,  n = - = ------ { P , + ~ P , + ~ P .  3~ 5~ +... . sm i5 9 sin L 1 
~ e ~ e n d r e  evaluates this expression to the second order. I 

have verified his result which may be thus expressed: 

5a, 
where 7=9k-- bS ' 

46 3k 45 a, 9 a, ya=-+-- +--k. 
7 7 5b' 7 b n  

922. Let II, denote the gravity a t  the equator so that 

Hence we find that 1 



where 7 ,  stands for 71 - (3 - 4) (4 - 2) 9 

that is f ir  

Therefore the gravity a t  the pole is 

In  the case of a homogeneous fluid obhtum we know that 
the graety a t  the pole is exactly (1 + E )  times the gravity at the 

3 equator. This is accordant with our result : for if we put a, = - b1 
a 5 

and k = i  we have 

5a 5% 4-->=I, and 9 k - F + 7 r = 0 .  b' 

923. I n  the case of a variable density we no longer have 
Clairrrect's fraction exactly equal to e : see Art,. 171. This fraction 
ia now equal to 

denoting this by w we have 

Put for e on the rightchand side ita value in terms of i from 
Art. 917 ; thus we obtain 

If we restrid ourselves to the first term on the right-hand side 
we have Clairaut's theorem. 

If the body is homogeneous (21) becomes 
6i  6%- 

w + e = - +  - 2 112' 
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Denoting the expression on the righehand side of this equ* 
tion by A we shall fhd that (21) becomes 

2 (5a,-3b3 (15b'-aS)+12(2k-1)b' w + e = A + -  112 (b' - aJs 

924. Thus the solution has been carried to the second order 
inclusive. Legendre says that i t  would not be difficult to push 
the approximations further; and he states what will be the  general 
form of the expression for the radius vector: see his page 394. 

Legendre remarks that the formulse shew that the au-men- 
tation of the length of a degree of the meridian, and the augmen- 
tation of gravity both vary approximately ae the square of the sine 
of the latitude in paesing from the equator. to the pole. Thus it 
is impossible to admit the truth of a law suggested by Bouguer, 
namely that the augmentation of the length of a degree varies as 
the fourth power of the sine of the latitude : see Art. 363. 

925. On his pages 395 ... 420, Legendre discueeee the second 
of his three hypotheses : see Art. 894. He proposes to determine 
the @re of a planet considered in a fluid eta ta  This problem 
had not been discussed before, except by Clairaut on the assump- 
tion that the strata were ellipsoidal. 

Here t e  require the value of 'the potential for an internal 
point. Accordingly V is now taken to be equal to the sum of 
two series ; the general terms of these are 

and 

This expression will be accurately true if we suppose the for- 
mer integral t ~ '  extend over those parts of the body for which r' 
is lese than r, and the latter over those parts of the body for which , 
r' is greater than r. But Legendre is not sufficiently careful He 
makes the former integral extend over those strata of the body 
which are beneath the stratum on which the point (r, 8) is situated; 
and the latter integral over those strata which are beyond thL 
stratum. Thie value of the potential had been given by Laplace 

I 



in hie fourth memoir, page 179. Poisaon firet shewed that the 
formula of Legendre and Laplace was really true, though it had 
not previously been strictly established : see Art. 792. 

926. The strata are now not to be assumed similar ; so that 
when we put T' =@u' the value of is' must not be assumed to be 
independent of @. We shall denote by 6 the value of @ corre- 
sponding to the stratum on which the point (r, 8) is situated so . 

that T = 6u. And as before the value of @ at  the surf- will be 
denoted hy b. 

Let 

and 

Let 

let 

and let E. = : 1; pnd". 

The equation for relative equilibrium is 

Hence dividing by 4m, we obtain 

Here a, ie the value of a at the m u h e  ; so that if M de- 
top note the whole maes we have M= &a,. The term -f is not 

expres~ed because it does not involve T or 8 explicitly, and lo 

may be auppoaed comprised in the constant. 



927. Suppose that u = 1 + u, where u is so small that its 1 
square may be neglected; then we have from (22), to the kt 
order of small quantities, 

Thus we may put 

v=A,+A,P,+A,P,+A,P,+ ......; 
and we shall have 

A,+A,+A,+  ...= 0, I 
because r = 6 when 8 = 0. 

928. Now 
CU' 1 L=l p r ' m d ~ ' = n T ~ o w p ~ ~ ' * . d ~  

o dr' 

When we substitute for v' the second of the' two expressions 
on the right-hand side gives rise to a series of which the general 

term is pn jOcp $ ( 6 1 . 4  d& 

Substitute the value of X, in the expression for given in 
Art 926 ; then, by the aid of Axt. 906, we obtain 
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In like manner we find that 

so that a = j o c p ~ d ~  + l c p  -$ (PA.) dp. 
0 

W e  will denote the first of the two expressions on the right- 
hand side by u ;  so that when we neglect the small quantity of 
the first order we may put a = u. 

I n  the same manner we find that . 

which we may express thus 

where Nu i s  a constant, namely 

929. Now for any value of n except 2 we have 

Substitute for and t,, ; thus we obtain 

I n  the case of n = 2 we have 

But this is of substantially the same form as the general equation, 

for 4 - 2 is a constant. 



930. This is the first appearance of these important equa- 
tions for all values of s. Clairaut had substantially amved at 
the equation for the case of n = 2; and D'Alembert in addition 
a t  the equation for the cases of n = 1, and n = 3. See ht. 444. 

931. In the particular case of n = 1, we can shew that A, 
must be zero. For then we have 

Here by A, when free from the integral sign we mean the 
value corresponding to the value 6 of the parameter; and the 
same remark applies to p when it occurs h e  from the integral 

da 
sign. Differantiate with respect to g, observing that - = p b ;  thua 

' 

de 
we get 

Integrate the last expression with respect to g; thus 

But the left-hand member vanishea when g=b; hence the 
.constant must be zero ; therefore 

d Differentiate with respect to g ; hence p (gA,) = 0 ; therefore i 
A, = i, where C is a constant. But C must be zero, or A, would ! 

I 
be infinite a t  the centre. Hence A, is always zero. I 

I 

932. Take the general equation (23) and differentiate with 
respect to g;  thus 



therefore 

Differentiate again ; thus 

Qn Tbis equation is a little simplified by putting - for A, ; for 
u 

thus we get 
Q P ~ P  6Q. -.(,+I)-5- - Q,= 0 ............ (27). 

d 6  6 u dg 

933. Legendre now proposes to  demonstrate that A, mud 
vanish for every. value of n greater than 2. The demonstration 
rests on the following principles : A, must satisfy the equation 
(26) ; also A, must always be a small quantity ; and, moreover, 
i t  is assumed that the density diminishes from the centre to the 
surface : see his pages 399.. .403. 

Legendre's demonstration bears a general resemblance to that 
which Laplace afterwards used : see the Mdmndpue Cdle.ste, Livre 
nL 5 30. But the two demonstratione are not identical. I have 
discussed the matter in a memoir publiehed in the Cambridge 
Philosophical Transactdone, Pol. XII. 

9%. Let us now take the fint step of the demonstration. 
The dietinction between IS and g need not be retained hereafter, 
when we ehall be free from integral s i p .  

The eolution of the differential equation (26) will give A, in 
the form 

AU==Cfi@) + 0 1  

where 0, and C, are arbitrary constants, and f,v) and A@) are 
definite functione of 6. Now Legendre and Laplace shew in 
effect that one of the two functions fr GB> andfidB> will be infinite 
when IS= 0 ; euppose that this is A@). Then since A, ie alwap 
to be a small quantity, we must have C,= 0. 

We will now give the method by which Legendre shewa that 
fl@) will be infinite when 6 = 0. Since the density decr- 
h m  the centre to the surface, whatever be the law of density, 



we may assume that when /3 is very small, p = g p ,  ,where m 
is positive or zero, and g is a constant. If m is not zero the 

density will be infinite at the centre; but still the hypothesis is 
admissible, provided the mass included within a finite volume is 

Ihr 
bnite. But this maw = 41rIPfldt9 = & 8.-. Hence, provided 

m is not greater than 3, there is nothing inadmissible in our law 
of density. With this law of density we shall have 

Hence (27) becomes 

The solution of this differential equation is 

Q, = C,P + cp-8 
where . ~ = ; + l / { ( n + a ' - m ( 3 - m ) ] .  

Now it is obvious that if C, is not zero, Q, will be infinite 
when 6 = 0; for c iR greater than unity, since it is not l a  than 2, 
and nz not greater than 3; and d fortiori A, will be infinite, 

because A, = Q" . Hence C* must be zero. 
u 

935. We may observe that an investigation resembling the 
preceding was given by Clairaut : see the pages 277 ... 281 of his 
Figure de la Terre. A peculiarity in Legendre's investigation is 
the admission of a possible infinite density a t  the centre. What 
Legendre says on this point appears to me satisfactory. Laplace, 
however, holds that the density must be finite a t  the centre. 

Laplace treats this first step of the demonstration in a differ- 
ent manner, as we shall see hereafter. 

936. There will then be only one arbitrary constant in the 

value of A, ; for' we have A, = A * ') . To determine thia 
u 



constant we use equation (23). Suppose that b=6; then the second 
part of the right-hand member vanishes : hence we must have 

(en + 1) 0b"A. = I : p  6 @"+'A3 dS, 

where u and A, on the left-hand side denote the values of these 
quantities when fl is equal to b. 

One very obvious way to eatihfy this condition is to suppose 
4 = 0. 

937. But it remains to shew that C, = 0 is the only way to 
'satisfy the relation just given. To thil, Legendre proceeds; he 
first shews that A, m k t  increase from the centre to the surface, 
and from theis he deduces the required result This is true when 
n = 2 as well as for other values ; the demonstration applying as 
well to  (24) as to (23). Laplace's process rests on the same prin- 
ciples as Legendre's, but is rather simpler. 

938. Thus we have only left the coeficient A, This cannot 
be explicitly determined until some law of density is assumed. 
But without assuming any particular law we arrive at the result 
that the strata are ellipsoidal, and that the excentricity in- 
creases continually from the centre to the surface 

Legendre finds also the law of gravity, and shews that 
Clairaut's theorem holds: see his pages 404, 405. 

. 
L 

939. Legendre gives three examples of laws of density in 
which the equation for finding A, can be solved: see his 
pages 406. ..412 

940. The first example is that of a homogeneous mass. We 
@@ may take p = L Thus u = - . Hence equation (27) becomes 
3 

whence Q. = C,B'" + C F .  
.Then in order that Q, and A, may not be infinite at the 

centre, we must have CI = 0. Hence • 

A, = 3 cp-'. 
T. X. A. VOL. 11. 8 



Then to determine C, we employ the equation obtained 
d 

by differentiating (23) : see Art. 932. Tbns - (3 C I m  must 
dB 

vanish when p =  b ; therefore C, (2n - 2 )  = 0. 

Hence C, = 0 ; except when ra = 1, and then it would not 
follow necessarily from this result that Cl = 0. In the case of 
n = 1, however, we must have C,= 0, in order that A, may not 
be infinite at the centre. 

When la = 2 we have A, = 3 C, ; and we may find the value 
of C, by differentiating (24) and putting b for B in the d t .  
Thus, 

1 d -- 6~ 6~ 
P db(3C1b?=-B, so that 3C,=-- 6 '  

941. For the next example Legendre supposes that 1 
p = g P - + h F .  

This, as we have seen in Art. 934, is admkible if m ia not greater 
3 

than 3. Legendre s a p  that m is greatsr than $. It ia obvious 

that we may without loss of generality suppose that m is either 
3 3 less than p or greater than -; and towards the end of the di6 2 

3 cussion Legendre really supposes m to be less than - But we 2'  
shall make neither supposition as we can proceed as well without. 

The constants g and h are not necessarily both positive ; but p 
must always be positive. Thus if we suppose h negative we must 
have m greater than m - 3, so that p may be positive at  the 

p may be positive at the surface. 

I centre ; and ah0 hbd must be numerically lees than gb", 80 that 

I 
With this value of p we have I 
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Hence, as in Art. 934, we have 

Q, = CIPf 

To determine the constant 0, we employ the equation obtained 
by differentiating (23) : see Art. 932. This leads to 

This is of course satisfied by C1 = 0. It may indeed also be 
satisfied by supposing 

But it will be found that if (28) is supposed to hold the condi- 
tion that the density diminishes from the centre to the surface 
is not satisfied. For 

dp and if we use (28) we shall find that - vanishes and chsnges 
dB 

eign when 

3 
and unlesa m = - some value of 8 less then b will satisfy thia 2 
equation. 

We may .observe that by comparing the values of a and 
dp 3 it follows that if - could vanish and change sign, r e  

dB dB 
should have u vanishing also; but this is quite inadmissible. 

We may also  hew in the following way that equation (28) 
cannot subsist. From this equation it wquld follow that 

pB when 8-6;  but u----- U P -  which ie 
n+c' 

8-4 



PS" -. for c is greater than unity, and ra ia not less than 2. 
n + c '  

I 
In the case of ra= 2 we find the value of the constant C1 

by differentiating (24), and putting b for p in the result Thus , 
where the subscript 1 indicates that b is to be put for @ after tbe 
differentiation. Thus 

therefore Cs = - 

The ellipticity of any h t u m  ia - :A,, as in A&. 909 and 

3 0  914, that is - & B" ; this may be expressed thus 

Let e, denote the ellipticity at the surface ; then 



6~ 
Hence we see that e, is less than - . For now 

4 

and hence i t  will be found that c is greater than m and also - 
greater than 3 - m. Hence c - gb-+Ma. is 

(3-m)mmgb^+ (3 - m )  hbn 
positive ; for its sign is the same as the sign of 

m [c- (3 -m)jgbm+ (3 - m) (c - m )  hbm; 
and this is positive, even if h is negative. 

From (29) we see that the ellipticity increases continually 
from the centre to the surface. For since C, is negative, it will be 

d€ 
folind that the sign of - is the same as the sign of 

dB 

and this ie positive for its sign is the same as the sign of 
m {c - (3 - m)} gBa" + (3  - m) (c - m) hSm. 

942. For the next example Legendre supposes that 
. mB 
b 

p = .  
B 
5 

I will here, though with some reluctance, follow him in putting 
b= 1, as the formulm thus become simpler. Hence we take 

sin mt9 
P =  - . If m have any constant value less than T, we thus 

B .  
obtain a density which ia always positive and which diminishes 
continually from the centre to the surface. The density at the 
centre is denoted by m ; and the density at the surface by sin m 

With this value of p we have 
sin mp - m/3 cos mfl 

u =  
m' 3 

and 
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Hence equation (27) becomes 

Legendre states. without demonstration the integral of this 
equation ; namely Q, ~ 

+ n (n' - 1) (n' - 4) (n' - 9) (n + 4) 1 
2.4.6.8m4@' 

- ...I 

Since n is supposed an integer the series are finite. 
I 

The integral m y  elso be exhibited aa the sum of two infinite 
series; namely Q, 

I t  is easy to verify these statements. 

Laplace has given some of the details of the process of inte- 
grating the equation in the Mdcuniqw Celeste, Lime XI. 5 9. l 

a 
The solution, it is now known, urn be put into the following i 

compact symbolicah form I 

where after the differentiations we put m' for a. See the Cambridge 
Mathemaw Journal, Vol. 11. page 195. 

t 
We shall confine omelves to the case of n = 2. . 

I 



Thus 

Here C, must be zero in order that Q, may not be infinite a t  
the centre. Thus 

The constact C, must be determined by differentiating equa- 
tion (24) and putting 6 = l after the differentiation. 

Hence we find that 

ms-2 sinym+m sinmcosrn' 

3 
The ellipticity of any stratum is - A, ; hence denoting the 

ellipticity by c we have 

3 -c; 1-- 
2 {( _:,) an mfi + 

e=- 
uin mB - mB cos mB 

Let c, denote the ellipticity at the surface and eo the ellipticity 
at the centre. Then 

5n (sin m - m cos m){(3 - ma) sin m - 3m cos m] 
el = 2ms (m' - 2 sina m + m sin m cos rn) J 

K (sin m - rn cos m)' 
' 0 ~ 2  (ma- 2ssin~m+msinmcosm) ' 

Legendre states the numerical results which will be found 
corresponding to various values of m. We collect them in the 

1 
following table ; taking K = - 288 ' 



I n  the second case Legendre says that the density at the 
2 1  1 

centre is to that at the surface in the ratio of -- to -; but i t  3 2 
27r J3 

should of course be in the ratio of - to - 3 2 '  
In the third case which he gives he considers the ellipticity 

very nearly equal to the actual ellipticity of the earth's surface ; he 
says that the mean density is three times that at the surface: this 
may be easily verified. 

943. In  his pages 412...420 Legendre proceeds to a second 
approximation for the case of his second hypothesis, that is of a 
planet in a state of fluidity. He obtains the formub for this 
purpose ; for an application of the formula he supposes the fluid 
homogeneous. 

.944. In  his pages 420.. .426 Legendre discusses the third of 
his three hypotheses : see Art. 894. He proposes to determine the 
figure of a planet of which the interior is solid and composed of 
ellipsoidal strata in which the ellipticities follow any law. 

Let e be the ellipticity of any stratum, c, the ellipticity of the 
The only equation which must be satisfied is (24) applied - a 

to the surface. And as e = - - A,, we thus get 2 



l 'he expression for the value of gravity at the surface may be 
found, and i t  may be shewn that Clairaut's theorem holds. 

945. Legendre makes. some remarks as to the numerical 
raluee of the quantities. 

Let tm denote Clairaut's fradion; then if the earth were 
1 

homogeneous and fluid, we should have tm = - Pendulum 230 ' 
1 

observations shew, however, that tm is greater than - on this 230 ; 
point Legendre refers to Laplace's fifth memoir. Since then oz is 

1 greater than - it follows by Clainrut's theorem that e, must be 
230 

1 
less than -. 

230 
1 The result found by experience that w is greater than -, is in 

230 
agreement, Legendre says, with the theory for the case of entire 
fluidity. I am not certain as to what he has here in view. 
Perhap he alludes to the values obtained in Art. 942. Or perhaps 
he means that assuming p to diminish from the centre to the 
surface, we can shew by the formula of ArL 944, which will hold 

5 6 
here, that el is leas than - K, so that tm is greater than - c The 4 4 

6 
theorem that el is less than - K is easily deduced from the formula; 4 
indeed Clairaut gives this: see page 227 of his figure de la Terre. 
The result holds if e increases from the centre to the surface, or 
even if only p e  does : see Art. 329. Hence the result holds if e is 
mnetant. But this particular case Legendre himself treata We 
have then 

Now he says that we know the coefficient of el on the right- 
3 

hand aide to be leas than 3. This is true, drnrrning W the 



M t y  decreases fm the csntre to the surfacs: see Art. 910. 
1 3 5 

Therefore el - - K is leas than - el ; and hence r, is. less than - rr. 
2 6 4 

946. Legendre considers that the pendulum observations 
1 1 

make u = - very nearly ; and thus el = - very nearly. He 180 318 
says it is easy to imagine hypotheses respecting the density and 
the ellipticity of the strata which will produce this value of el. 
For example, suppose that the densities along a radius increase in 
arithmetical progreesion from the surface to the centre. Let 1 be 
the density at the surface where the radius is 1; let m be the 
density at the middle of the radius ; then p = 2m - 1 - 2 p  (m - 1). 
Let all the strata be similar, so that the ellipticity is constant. 
Then 

whence 

1 1 ' If we suppose K = - and make m = 8, we find that el = - 288 ' 320 ' 
In  this case the mean density on a radius is about eight times 
that at the surface.' But the mean density of the Earth is 

+ ' times that at the surface, that ia 41 times ; which a p  
2 

pears quite admissible. But other hypotheses might give the 
same value of el with a much less value of the mean density; 
this appears in Art. 942. 

947. Legendre adverts to the subject of precession and nuta- 

tion. The expression occurs as a coefficient in the 
/P  $43 

values of therte quantitiee found by theory. Hence, comparing 



the values found by observation we may determine t h b  co- 
efficient, and thus obtain information as to tbe Figure of the 
Earth. We have already seen that this idea was used by . 
D'Alembert : see Art. 385. 

Legendre considers that the comparison confirma the value 
1 

of el which he had adopted, namely about - 318 ' 

948. Legendre says on his page 425 that the solutions 
hitherto given have been restricted to the case of figures of , 

revolution, but we might desire an investigation of a more gen- 
eral character, so that the figure of revolution, if it must of 
necessity hold, should be a r e d t  of investigation and not an 
hypothesis 

But he does not think i t  possible to obtain mitable formulae 
for the attraction of bodies of any figure. But still a form may 
be given to the radius vector which shall be applicable to a large 
number of figures. 

This i n  fact leads Legendre to consider the properti- of what 
we call Laplace's coefficients, and accordingly pages 426.. .442 are 
devoted to the demonstration of various theorems of analysie. See 

Art. 783. 

949. With respect to these theorems Legendre cays. on his 
me 426 : 

Plusie- de tea thbdmea mnt d b  $ M. de la Plrrce, qni en a donne 
la d6monetrstion dam eon MBmoire de 1782, fond& sur une Bquation 
~ U X  differences partiellea $ laquelle lea fonctiona doivent satigfaire. J'a- 
dopterai ici le fondement de me d6monstrationg m& on verra qne j'ai 
mmid6r6 cet objet s m  un point de vue *t, et qne je sub parvenu 
a da  Wtata entidrement nouveatu. 

950. The first thing Legendre does is to find an expression 
for what we now call Laplace's coefficient of the nu order : eee 

pages 426.. .432. 

Let (1 - 2et +2)-( be expanded in ascending powere of t, 
where t = cos tl cos 9' + sin 8 sin 9' cos (9 - 9') ; then the coeffi- 
cient of E" wil l  be called Yn. We shall put p for cos 0, p' for 
c ~ @ ,  and + for # - 9'. q 



Legendre shewa that 

Here P, Q has the value sssigned in Art. 786. 

Legendre's investigation is better than that given by Laplace 
in his fourth memoir; and an important error of Laplace's is 
corrected. Laplace had omitted the terms involving cos in 
the case in which n + r is odd : see Art. 851. The investigation 
ia the MLcaniqus C e W B  Line  III, is correct and much resembles 
Legendre's. 

951. Let 2, and 2, be two Laplace's functione, of the n* and 
m* order respectively. Then n and m being different 

This had been established by Laplace in his fourth memoir: 
Legendre demonstrates this in his 433 ... 435. 

Laplace's demonstration depends on the fact that Z, and 2, 
mtisfy the partial differential equation of Ast. 851. Legendre 
assumes for Z, and 2, expressions of the Rame form as Y, and 
Y,, but with arbitrary constants as the coefficients of the various 
terms. 

Legendre also indicatge the form which the value of the d6uble 
integral will take when m = n. In  this case the following result 
is interesting and important, 



where Z,, indicates what Z, becomes when 8 and # are changed 
to 0' and +' respectively. Also Y, is Laplace's dh coejk imt .  
This important result was first formally given by Legendre. 
L a p h  however had really obtained it. For i t  forms equation 

. 
(1) on page 44 of the Mknique  Chhte,  Vol. XI.: and this equa- 
tion is implicitly involved on the page 152 of Laplace's fourth 
memoir, but he does not there bring it into special notice. 

Aa a particular example suppose that Z, = Y,, ; then Z', = 1 ; 
so that  

962. A part of Legendre's investigation may be usefully 
presented here. 

Let P, and P,, be Legendre's coefficienta of the ma and na 
order respectively, the variable being denoted by x ;  then will 

For by integration by parh we have 

But by the fundamental differential equation of Art. 851, 

Thur P,. 

Differeritiate both sides r - 1 times : thus 



therefore 
P I P n  c1 P, 

( I - - * F  - 2 m r P p n = ( r . - T - n a - n ) - -  OY MI ' 

which we may put thus 

Hence substituting in (31) we obtain the required result. 

I n  the same manner as (30) was established we may obtain a 
similar result with (h + r )  (m - T + 1) instead of (n + r )  (n - r + 1) 
as the cdefficient. 

Hence if m and n are different, we must have 

If on = n we have from (30) 

By mccessive applications of the formula we can obtain the 
value of the integral. For instance, if r = 1 we have 

953. For an example of the formula Legendre proposes this 
problem : to determine the solids, homogeneous or heterogeneous, 
for which every axis passing through the centre of gravity is a 
~rincipal axis Laplace had considered this problem for the case 
of a homogeneous solid in his fifth memoir: see Art. 863. 

If we take q y, s for the rectangular coordinates of the ele- 
ment of mass dbl, we must have i 



the origin being at the centre of gravity, and the integrations 
extending over the whole body. 

Let r be the radius vector from the origin, and suppose that 

the integral pv'dr is taken from the centre to the surface along I 
any radius, and that the result assumes the form of a series of 
Laplace's functions 

q+ u,+ q +  ...... 
Then, as in the ~ ~ n i q u s  C e a ,  Livre III. 5 32, the above 

three conditions determine to some extent the nature of U,. The 
general form of U, being 

the conditions shew that we must have 
a* = 0, H, = 0, H* = 0. 

Legendre's treatment iti in subetance the same as that which 
was adopted by Laplace. 

The next step in the problem ie to observe that we must 
also have 

Legendre treats thia by estimating the value of 

where a, fl, y are awnstante. 

We have 
d+f l$+ys '=a#~~s 'e+$ein*e@? c d + + y  sina+) 

If we use the same supposition as before relative to pt'dr, we 

shall find that our integral reduces to . 
I 



For the problem we have in hand this expression must retain 
the same value when out of the three constants a, @, 7 any two 
are made zero, and the third unity. I 

Therefore we must have H =  O and H4 = 0. Thus we shew, 
in fact, that U, must vanish completely. I 

Again, since by supposition the centre of gravity is the origin, 
we must have I 

Treat these in the same manner as the other conditions. Hence I 
we shall find that if pr'dr be supposed developed in the form of I 
a aeriea of Laplsce's functidne, 1 

z,+z,+z,+ ...... 
then Z, muat , vanish. I 

This fact Laplace forgot to notice when he discussed the 
problem in his fifth memoir: that is, supposing the solid to be 
homogeneous, he ought to have excluded also the function of 
the $rst order from the fourth power of the radius vector. In 
the Mdcanique Cdleste he doea not solve the problem ; but only 
so much of it as leads to H,=0, H,=O,  H,=O. 

Legendre says that it is easy to satisfy simultaneously the can- 
ditions which have been obtained. As a general example for a 
homogeneous solid he supposes that we exclude from r" all terms 
in which cos B and cos + are raised to odd powers ; and so take 

d'P6 s p a  + C,P6 + C, --, sinP B cos 24 + 1 2 , ~  sin4 B cos 4+ 
dcc dcc 

+ . . . . . . . . . 
See Brt. 950. I 

By reason of the exclusion of the odd powera the centw of 
gravity is a t  the origin: 



de a very simple example we may take 

#= A. + B,P,, 
which is equivalent to 

Thus if a solid be generated by the revolution of t h b  curve 
round the initial line, the moment of inertia will have the same 
value for any aria which passes through the origin. 

954. Legendre devotee his pages 443...445 to formulre of 
attraction applicable t o  an infinite number of figures which are 
not solids of revolution He supposes the solid to be composed of 
strata, and that any assigned power of the radius vector of a 
stratum can be expressed in terms of a series of Laplace's fun+ 
tione. Then he gives an expreseion for the potential at any 
point. L a p h  had already obtained rcm.lts subatantially equi- 
valent in hie fourth memoir. 

955. On hie pages 4165...447, Legendre considere the figure 
of a planet supposed entirely fluid. He now sssumea that the 
radius vector of any stratum io of the form of a series of Laplace's 
coefficients, 

,e(l+Z,+Z,+Z,+ ...... 1. 
Thus he obtaiw equations of the same form as .those in 

Art. 929 ; but i d  of A, we have now 2, 

Hence he concludes that 2, must vanish for values of n 
greater than 2. 

Therefore the form of the planet must be that of an oblatum ; 
thie of course is only shewn under the assumption just stated ae 
to the radius vector. Laplace had obtained this result for the 
case of a homogeneous maas in his fourth memoir ; now Legendre 
extends it to a mase of variable density. 

Legendre's inveetigations are substantially the same as thorn 
subsequently given by Laplaca in the MZoanique C L M ,  Lime 
In. 5 29 and 5 30. 
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956. On his pages 447.. .454, Legendre considers the case of 
a solid planet covered by a very thin stratum of fluid. 

The equations to which we have referred in Articles 959 and 
956 now hold, not generally, but at the surface ; thus we cannot 
now shew, as in Art. 955, that 2, must be zero when n is greater 
than 2. This part of Legendre's memoir had been substantially 
given by Laplace in his fourth memoir ; and is reproduced in the 
kl&nique Ckleste, Liare III. 5 31, 5 32, and 5 33. 

967. It will be seen from our account of Legendre's memoir, 
that it occupies an important position in the history of our 
subject. The most striking addition which is here made to 
previous researches consista in the treatment of a planet supposed 
entirely fluid ; the general equation for the form of a stratum is 
given for the first time and discussed: see Art. 929. The investi- 
gation carried on to the second order of small quantities, which 

. 
we have reproduced in Arts. 913 ... 923, is also deserving of notice. 
Moreover, here for the first time we have a correct and convenient 
expression for Laplace's n* coefficient : see Art. 960. 

Aa we have stated in our analysis, Laplace adopted in his 
Mhniqus Ckh% the substance of much of Legendre's memoir, 
Which htu thus become permanently incorporated in our subject. 



CHAPTER XXVI. 

LAPLACE'S SEVENTH MEMOIR. 

958. LAPLACE'S seventh memoir on our subject is contained 
in the Paris Mdmoires for 1789, published in 1793, being the Rame 
volume as contained Legendre's fourth memoir. In  the first 
176 pages of the memoirs in this volume the word Hoyak occ'urs 
as part of the heading of the left-hand pages; but this word is 
omitted in the remainder of the volume. The explanation is 
furnished by the announcement on the back of the title page : 
'Lee vingt-deux premibres feuilles des mdmoires de ce volume, 
dtoient imprimdes avant l'dpoque du 10 aofit 1792." 

Laplam's memoir is entitled fir puelques points du &s@ms 
dec d; i t  occupies pages 1.. .87 of the volume : we are con- 
cerned only with pages 18 ... 55. 

959. The pages 18. ..43 constitute one section which is en- 
titled BUT la &gr& m r b  dm dridiem, et wr lea longueurs 
o b s d  du pendule. 

960. The pagea 18 ... 21 of the memoir consist of general 
remarks which are reproduced in the beginning of 5 38 of Livre 
nI. of the Mhniqus C&te; the rest of this long section of the 
Mdcanip Cdleste does not occur in the memoir. 

The pages 21 ... 27 of the memoir contain an account of a 
mode of treating the measured lengths of degrees, so aa to de- 
termine from them, if possible, the elements of an elliptic figure. 
Zaplace says on his page 21 : 

Cependant avant que de renoncer entiarement B la figure elliptique, 
il hut determiner d e  dam laqnelle le plus grand kart dee degree 

9-2 



m& eat plae petit qne dam toute autre figure elliptiqne, et roir si 
cat 6cart eet dana lea limits des errem dea obeervatiom. J'ai don116 
dana nos MBmoires de 1783, une m6thode pour h u d r e  ce probli?me, 3 
je l'ai appliqnb aux quake mewree dea de@ du nord, de Franoe, du 
cap de Bonne-Wranca et du P h u ;  mais oette m6thode devient 
t&p6nible1 lorsque l'on ooneidare ii la fois nu grand nombre de degrk  
La m4tbode suivante est beaucoup plns simple. 

These pages of the memoir constitute that part of 5 39 of 
Livre III. of the Mhniqus  Ckbste, which follows the first three 
pages. It will be observed that Laplace proposes to obtain from 
observations the same kind of result as in his fifth memoir, 
namely, that in wbich tbe greatest deviation of the observations 
is the least possible: but he now expounds another m d e  of 
obtaining the result, 

In  the Mhn+ Oh%%, Livre ur. 5 39, both methods are 
given; namely, in the first three pagee the method of the 6fth 
memoir, and in the remaining peges the met.hod of the seventh 
memoir. 

961. On pages B... 32 of the memoir the method is applied 
to nine measured lengths of degrees. In  the corresponding part 
of the Mhnique  Ckkde, namely 5 41, only seven meaaured 
lengths of degrees are used. In the memoir two French degrees 
are used. One is in the latitude 45' 43', " .. .que M. l'abbd de la 
Caille, dam nos Mdmoires de 1758, a fix8 B 57034 to&." The 
other is in the latitude 49' 23', " ... et quYaprRe plusiem vdrifica- 
tions, on a fix8 enfin B 57074.5 toisea" In  the Mt5xniq-w C d h  
only one French degree is used, namely, the mean length of the 
degree of France as determined by Delambre and Mhhain. 

One of the degreea of the memoii is not used in the Mix- 
nigue Cdkde, namely, one which he thus describes: 

Le de@ de Hollande, par 62' 41' de latitude, m d  primitivement 
par Snelliua, -et ensuite mtiti6 p q  MM. de Cassini, qui l'ont fix6 ii 
67146 toinea La grandeur de ce degr6 vient d'&tre codrmb par lee 
nouvellee m a u r a  que l'on a hitee en Angleterre, et aveo leequellea elle 
a t  fort pen prib &accord. 



The conclusion from the numerical calculations is thus stated: 

h i ,  de quelque mani8re que l'on combine lea neuf d e w  prbddene, 
quelque rapport que l'on choisisae pour celui dea deux axea de la tern, 
il est impossible d16viter dam l'ellipse, une erreur de 108'; et comme 
cette erreur 6tant la limite de celles qui pouvent &tre admieeg elle a t  
par oela mbme inliniment peu probable ; il faudroit, b u r  admettre une 
figure elliptique, mppoaer dea e r r e m  plus grnndes encore que 108', 
dens quelquea uns de cee degrk  

La vslear que noun venom de trouver pour y, donne nne ellipse 
dont lea axes eont dam le rapport de 249 ii 250. Dam cette ellipse, lea 
troia plun grandee erreurs tomberoient sur les degda de Penailvanie, du 
cap de Bonne-Efirance, et du Nord. En c o n a i d k t  avec attention 
lea memrea de cae trois d e g r 4  il me semble i m p k b l e  qu'il ae mit 
glisd dane chacun d'eux une erreur de 108', sur-tout aprh les rbductions 
que j'ai d6ja faites an degr6 du nord. Ii me paroft donc prouv6 par lea 
meaures px.Bc&lentee, que la variation dea de@ dee m6ridiem terreatres 
e'karte sensiblement de la loi dn c d  du einue de la latitude, qni 
daulte d'une figure elliptique. 

This conclusion may be compared with the corresponding 
passage in the Mkcanique Cklsste. There instead of the 108 
tokes we have 48.6 double toises, that is 97.2 toises; the degree 
in the Mt?canique Ckleete is taken in the centesrtesrm.al scale. The 
signification of y is the same in the two places; in fact, if y be 
divided by the mean length of a degree of the meridian, the 
result is three times the ellipticity. In  the memoir y is found to 
be 6M.73 toises; in the Mkcanique Ckleste it is 616.404 his-. 

1 The ellipticity in the Mdcaniqus Ckleste is found to be - 
277 ' 

In  the MCcanique CLlate the inference as to the inadmissibility 
of the elliptic law of variation of the length of the degrees is stated 
less confidently than in the memoir. 

962. In  pages 32 ... 36 of the memoir Laplace expounds 
another principle which may guide us in treating the observa- 
tions ; this part of the memoir forms 5 40 of Livre 111. of the 
M k n i q w  C6le.de. Laplace here proposes to find an ellipse 
such that (1) the sum of the errors should be zero, and (2) the 
sum of the errors taken with the positive sign should be a mini- 
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mum. H e  calls such an ellipse the most probabb all+ in the 
Mhmniqus C k W :  see page 144 of VoL 11. The following sen- 
tence respecting the author of the principle is given in t h e  
memoir, but not in the M h n i q w  Cdlete. 
M. h v i c h  a donne pour cet objet. une m6thode ingenieuse qui 

eat exposee B la fin de l'kiition franpise de son Voyage astronomique et  
ghgraphique ; maie comme il l'a inutilement compliqu6o de la mneid6- 
ration deu figures, je vnis le pr&enter ici sous la forme analytiqne la plus 
simple. 

Boscovich had previously expounded his principle in his s u p  
plementary annotations to Stay's poem P h i h o p h k  Recentioria 
See Arts. 611 and 514. 

963. On page 36 of the memoir Boscovich's method is ap- 
plied numerically to the niae measured lengths already adopted. 
In like manner in 5 41 of the M h n i q w  Ce'hte, Boscovic~t's 
method is applied numerically to the seven measured lengths 
adopted in that work. I n  the memoir Laplace thus finds, for 

. the length in toisea of a degree of the meridian a t  the latitude 8, 
the expression 

66753 + 613.1 sin' 8. 

H e  states his conclusion thus : 
Le rapport des axes de la term eat alors celui de 278 B 279 ; mais 

I'expression p&&iente donne une erreur en plus, de 137'. 7 dans le 
degre du Nod, et une erreur en moins, de 109'. 9 dam celui de P e d l -  
vanie, ce qui ne peut pas Btro admis. On voit ainei qu'il n'eet pas 
possible de concilier aveo line f iy re  elliptique, lea d e g A  du meridien. 

This may be compared with the corresponding passage in the 
M4cunique C i k t e :  see Vol. 11. page 141. The length in toises 
of a centesimal degree of the mel.idian at  the centesi~i~al  latitude 8 
is found to be 

51077.7 + 493.86 sinre. 

964.. The memoir now passes to the subject of the length of 
the seconds pndulum : on pages 37 and 38 we have thirteen such 
measures, with references to the authorities. The following table 
gives in the first column the place, in the second the latitude, 
in the third the length of the pendulum in lines, and in the fovrth 
the name of the observer on whom the result depends. 
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............ Equator 0' 0' 439'21 Bouguer. 

............ Portobello 9'34' 439'30 Bouguer. 
......... Little h v e  18"27' 439.47 Bouguer. 

Cape of Good Hope 33'18' 4W14 La Caille. 
... Rome :. .......... 41'54' 440.38 Jacquer and Sueur. 

Vienna ............... 48"12'3OU 440& Liesganig. 
Paris.. ................ 4s0501 440.67 Bouguer. 

............... London 51'31' 440.75 Graham. 
A 

Arensbourg ......... 5S01 5' 441.07 Griscow. 
Pernavia ............ 58'26' 441.10 Griscow. 
Petamburg ......... 59'56' 441.21 Qriscow. 
Pello.. ................ 66'48' 441.27 Maupertuis. 
Ponoi ............... 67O4'30" 441.41 ' Mallet. 

Laplace says that the lengths have been reduced to a vacuum, 
to the level of the sea, and to the temperature of about 1 4  of 
Uaumur.  With reapect to the length a t  London, Laplace says 
that i t  has been determined by assuming with Maupertuia that the 
Paris seconds pendulum, if transported to London, makes 7.7 
more oscillations in a day. I have put Graham's name to this 
length because he obtained the result which Maupertuis adopted ; 
see Maupertuis's La Figure de la Terre.. .page '172. 

For the observatione of Qriscow Laplace refers to the Nouveaw 
M h ' r e a  ds Pt?tersbou~g, Vol. VII. ; and for the observation of 
Mallet to the Niveaux Mt?-rs ds Pt?tersbozl?g, Vol. XIV. part 11. 

965. In the corresponding part of the ~Whnique  C h i %  
fifteen lengths of the seconds pendulum are used ; the observa- 
tions at Rome and Pernavia are omitted; but observations at  
Pondicherry, Jamaica, Totdouse and Gotha are introduced. 

Moreover the length a t  Petersburg is now stated to rest on 
observations made by Mallet, and is put a t  a smaller value. The 
length a t  Paris is taken for the unit, and that of Petersburg is put . 

at 1.00074. 

It will be seen in the memoir that although the difference 
between the latitudes of London and Paris is more than four 
timea as great as the dxerence between the latitudes of Paris 



and Vienna, yet the differen- between the lengths of the F- 1 
dulum is less in the former case than in the latter. In the 
M4mniqw Cdlmte this anomaly ie reduced by putting the length 
of the pendulum at Vienna greater than in the memoir, namely at ' 
-99987, that of P+ris b e i i  unity. But no reason ia assigned for 
the change. I 

There is however a curious mistake in the MLcanique C&de. 
According to Laplace's words the last two lengths which he usea 
stand thus, the latitudes being in the centmind scale : 

Pb. Latitude. Length of Pendulum. 
Ponoi ............ 74'32 1.00137 
Pello ............ 74'53 1.00148 

There can be no doubt that Ponoi and Pello must interchange 
places. The centesimal latitude 74'22 corresponds to the ordinary 
66'48', which is the latitude of Pello according to Maupertuis; 
and the 1.00137 correriponds to the 1.0014 of Maupertuis; see 
pages 162 and 179 of La Figure ds la Te rre.... 

The mistake is of course reproduced in the netional edition of 
Laplace's works ; it escaped the notice of the accurate Bowditch: 
the Lble occnra on page 470 of the second volume of his trans- 
lation of the M4canique C h t e .  

966. The lengths of the seconds pendulum adopted in the 
memoir are subjected to the two methods of treatment which were 
applied to the lengths of degreerr: see pages 38 ... 43 of the me- 
moir. The corresponding investigation in the Mhnique C b t s  
will be found in 5 42 of Livre III. 

The length of the seconds pendulum in the latitude 8, ex- 
pressed in lines, is found in the memoir to be by the first method 

439-3090 + 2.4286 sin' 8, 
and by the second method 

439'2110 + 2.5827 sin'8. 

From the latter expression, by using Clairaut's theorem, 
1 

Laplace finds - for the ellipticity. Although this value is 
a59 
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much d e r  than that which result8 from the measures of de- 
gmea, yet Laplace thinks that it is not too small. Besides the 
evidence from pendulum observations, Laplace appeals to the 
phenomena of precession and nutation; and aleo to the value 
of the ellipticity of Jupiter as an analogy in favour even of a , 
still smaller ellipticity. 

967. The words which Laplace usea with respect to Clairaut'e 
theorem should be n o t i d  ; he says on page 42 of the memoir : 

Ce &ultat a g6n6ralement lieu, qnelle qne noit la figure de la tern, 
pourvu que lea variations dea longuenrs du pendule snivent, B fort peu 
prh, la loi du cul$ dn sinus de la latitude ; ce qui, cornrne on vient de le 
voir, eat le c .  de la natnre ( V o p  nos AGnoirtw powr l'm* 1783). 

The language seems too strong ; for I presume Laplace really 
intends to assume that the strata are nearly spherical. His refer- 
ence to the memoirs of 1783 is not very precise.' I think he . 
means to direct attention to the use he makea in that memoir of 
formulse which he bad obtained in his memoir of 1782, and which 
are reproduced in the M h i q w r  Chhte, Livre III. 5 33. 

968. The p a p  44 ... 55 of the memoir constitute a section 
which ia entitled Sur la Figure ds L +e; it begin8 thus : 

J'ai fait voir dane noa M6moim pour I'onnb 178% que ei 1'0x1 
q q x ~ ~ ~  lo Teme fluide et homogGne, figure ne pent htre que cells 
d'un ellipsoide de r6volution. J e  me propose ici d16tendre ce I.Benltat, 
an caa oil la Tern ayant 6th primitivemant fluide, elle seroit form& de 
couchee de denaitka variables. M. Clairaut a d6ja fait voir que la figure 
elliptiqne remplit dena oe cas, lea oonditiom de 1'Bquilibre; maia il 
dagit de prouver qu'elle eat la eeule qui sets- B ces conditions 
Pour cela, je vab rappeller quelquea propositions que j'ai d6montr6ee 
dann lea M6moirea ci*. 

Theae pages of the memoir treat then of the figure of the 
Earth considered aa a heterogeneous fluid; they occur in the 
MGccrniqua Ct?leete, Lime 111. s29, 30, and 31. Laplace however 
makes no substantial addition to the results which Legendre 
had obtained on the subject in hie fourth memoir. 
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MISCELCBNEOUS INVESTIGATIONS BETWEEN THE 
YEARS 1781 A.ND 1800. 

969. T m  present Chapter will contain an account of various 
miscellaneous investigations between the yeam 1781 and 1800. 

, 970. We have first to notice a memoir by Euler, entitled 
Enodatio di$m&atis super Figura Term a vi csntrifuga 0n:unda. 

This memoir occura in the Nma Acta.. . St Petersburg, Vol. IL ; 
the volume is for the year 1784, and wwas published in 1787. The 
memoir occupies pages 121. ..I30 of the volume. 

The memoir was presented on the 2nd of Nov. 1775. 
If the Earth is considered as fluid and nearly spherical, and 

the fluid is acted on by a force tending towards the centre, then 
whatever be the law of force, if the centrifugal force be small 

1 compared with t.he attractive force, the ellipticity is about -; 
578 

see Art. 57. But Euler says the measures of degrees give the 
1 

ellipticity about - This is the dSculty to be resolved. 200 ' 

Instead of adopting the theory of universal gravitation and 
attempting to determine the figure of the h r t h  from that, Euler 
supposes a force tending to the centre which is some function of 
the dktance, and also a transversal force. This transversal force 

he arbitrarily assumes to be proportional to sin 8 cos 8 
r , where 

r and 8 are the usual polar coordinates. By taking the magni- 
tude of this t-ransversal force such that its greatest value at the 



1 
surface is - of the a t t k t i o n  there, Euler manages to arrive 

300 
1 a t  the ellipticity which he wants, namely - 

200' 
Such a memoir at the beginning of the eighteenth century 

would not have caused any surprise; but it is certainly remarkable 
tha t  i t  should have appeared towards the end of the century. 
T h e  memoir is quite destitute of value, and it is difficult to see on 
what ground i t  could have been published neaxly fifty yeam after 
Maclaurin had established the relative equilibrium of rotating 
fluid in the form of an oblatum ; and also after Laplace had pro- 
duced his work on the F q m  of the Phnets. 

971. We have next a memoir by W. L KrafFt, entitled &ay 
rehtif a m  reckches de M. De Z a  Gmge sur Pattraction dm 
sphkofdes elliptiques. 

. 
This memoir occurs in the Nopa Ada.. . St Petenburg, Vol. 11. ; 

the volume is for the year 1784, and was published in 1787. The 
memoir occupies pages 148 ... 160 of the volume. The memoir was 
read on the 8th of March, 1787. The author is, I presume, the 
same as that of the essay noticed in Art. 687. 

K&s object is to obtain by the aid of rectangular coordinates 
what Lagrange obtained in his memoir of 1773 by the aid of polar 
coordinates; namely the attraction of an oblatum a t  any point of 
the axis or of the axis produced, and a t  any point of the equator. 

KraWs memoir then adds nothing to preceding resulta, but 
constitutes an example in the Integral Calculua which might he 
used for the exercise of students. 

If the major axis of the oblatum is to the minor axis as 101 is 
t o  100, KrafFt says that the attraction a t  the Pole is to the attrac- 
tion a t  the Equator as 1 is to '99773. Kratff refers to Elller's 
memoir of 1738, where the ratio is stated to be as 1 is to '99803. 
See Arts. 229 and 693. 

At this time the Academy of St Peteraburg was under the di- 
rection of a lady; and the historical part of the volume in which 
these two memoirs are contained makes frequent reference to 
Madumc la Pr inwue de Dmchkaw. 
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972. The celebrity of Bemardin de Saint-Pierre may justify a 

short notice, though all which he contributed to our subject was 
the revival of an antiquated blunder. I n  his Et& ds la NQtPlW 
he maintained that the fact of the increase of the length of a degree 
of the meridian, in passing from the equator to the pole, established 
the oblong form of the Earth. The work was published in 1784 ; 
more details on this point seem however to have been given in a 
subsequent edition ; but I have had accesa only to the collected 
works of Saint-Pierre, published in 12 volumea at Paris in 1818, in 
which the matter occurs in VoL In. pagea vii ... xii, and in Vol. v. 
pagee 413 ... 417. The nature of the error is the same as we have 
pointed out in the case of Keill : see Art. 76. Such an eminent , 

eirample might be cited as some excuse, but we must remember 
that owing to the steady advancement of knowledge, even a 
novelist a t  one epoch may be fairly-expected to understand ele- 
mentary principles which puzaled a professor of an earlier century. 
The author of Ibcd and Virginia, however, seems to have had no 
qualifications for the pursuit of exact science ; besides his error as 
to the Figure of the Earth, he advocated an absurd hypothesis of 
his own to account for the phenomena of the Tides. 

973. Cousin. A work entitled Introduction d C&& & 
t'rlstronmie Physique, was published in 1787 a t  Paris by Cousin. 
The author styles himself Lecteur et Profeemur royal, de PAca- 
&mid roy& & Sciences. The work is in quarto; the title, 
dedication, and preliminary discourse occupy xvi pages; then the 
text follows on 323 pages : there are two plates. 

974. The part of the work with which we are concerned is 
the fourth Chapter on pages 135 ... 176, which is entitled De 
C& m h U s  dee corp, hsqu'elle r h h  dee atCracth de 
tozctes les partk pi l%6 cornpent. 

975. Cousin finds the attraction of an ellipsoid of revolution, 
oblate or oblong, on, an internal particle ; he follows the method 
of Lagrange given in the Berlin Memoirs for 1773 : see Art. 707. 

With respect to an external point, Cousin refers to the first a 

and second memoirs by Legendre; and contents himself with 
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working out the case in which the attracted particle ia on the 
prolongation of the axis of revolution. He gives the mult for an 
oblatum and for an oblongum. 

976. Cousin passea on to the equations of fluid equilibrium: 
H e  begins very unfortunately, on hie page 141, by confounding 
equality of pressure with equable transmkion of preseure. He 
aaaerta that a fluid will not remain at rest unleaa all points of ite 
surface are acted on by equal normal forces. This of course ie 
untrue. 

However, he obtains the correct equations of fluid equilibrium ; 
and says he will make some applications of them. He refers to 
Clairaut's Figure de la Terre, to Euler's memoir of 1765, and to 
D'Alembert'8 Opwcz1h Mathdmdquse, Vols. v. and VI. 

Accordingly he applies the equations of fluid equilibrium to 
the relative equilibrium of rotating fluid; and arrives at 'the 
accurate equation connecting the angular velocity with the excen- 
tricity. He shews that there cannot be more than two values of 
the excentricity of an oblatum for a given angular velocity. He 
proceeds in a manner which would be naturally suggested by 
pages 47.. .67 of the sixth volume of D'Alembert's Op& Ma- 
~ n a a ~ .  Aa Cousin gives no reference, I presume that we 
may attribute to himself this demonstration, that only two values 
are possible. Laplace gave th first demonstration in his Pipre 
dss Planetse; see Arb. 657 and 811. Cousin's demonstration ia 
perhaps a little simpler than Laplace's of 1784; but inferior to 
that adopted in the Mhnique C d W .  Cousin's is founded on 
IYAlembert's, but avoids the errors in it : see the Opusculea d i d  
m a t i p ,  VoL vm. pages 292 and 293. 

There are, however, a few words inserted in hia process by 
Cousin which should be noticed. He says on his page 148: " On 
parviendroit aq mdme rbultat en eupposant le demi-axe plus 
grand que le rayon de l'dquateur; ..." I t  would seem that Cousin 
was not aware that an oblimgum could not be a possible form of 
relative equilibrium; yet Laplace had drawn sttention to this 
fact in the Figclre dss Plmuitm. See Art. 818. 



977. Cousin establishes the theorem due to Maclaurin which 
I q m n g e  has diecussed in the Berlin M b i r a s  for 1775: see 
Art. 720. 

Cousin do- not, like other French mathematicians, assert that 
Maclaurin only enunciated the theorem : Cousin says more cau- 
tiously on hie page 148 : 

Maclawin a cherch6 (Trait4 dce no. 663) e'il n'y auroit pae 
qnelque a n a l e e  eemblable entre dea aphhides homogenes qui ne aemi- 
ent paa dtm solides de r6volution.. . 

Cousin's demonstration is somewhat simpler than Lagrange's; 
1 suppose it is Cousin's own, for no reference is given. 

978. Certain approximate formula?. which Cousin gives may 
be reproduced; his notation is rather different from that which 
is common, and thus his results may be usefully recorded. 

Let c be the smaller %miaxis, and c (1 + a) the larger semi- 
axis of an ellipsoid of revolution. Then for an oblatum: 

the attraction a t  the pole . 

the attraction at the equator 

And for an oblongum: 

the attraction at the pole 

the attraction at the equator 

Then if an oblatum of rotating fluid is in relative equilibrium 1 
and t9 denote the ratio of centrifugal force a t  the equator to the 
gravity there, not the attr& there, we must have 



whence 

Here /3 = - where j denotes the ratib of centrifugal force 1-ja 
a t  the equator to attraction there. 

979. Cousin investigates approximate expressions for the 
attraction of an ellipsoid, not of revolution, at a p i n t  on its 
surface. He applies them to determine the form of relative 
equilibrium of the moon, supposed homogeneous and fluid. The 
investigation is of the same character aa Laplace had given in his 
fligure dss Ph&; but Cousin does not refer to any preceding 
author for it : see Art. 809. 

980. Cousin proposes on his page 156 to to the caae in 
which the fluid is not homogeneous but composed of ellipsoidal 
shells. He says on his page 158 that he baa tried to develop and 
generalise what Clairaut had said in the second and third chapters 
of the second part of his F+re de la Terre. The attempt at 
generalisation consists in discussing the relative equilibrium of a 
revolving ellipsoid which is nearly spherical. See Cousin's pages 
156. ..163. The process is long and tedious. Cousin arrives a t  
an equation connecting the angular velocity with the ellipticities ; 
and a t  a reeult which is analogous to Clairaut'e theorem. But the 
investigation is a failure. Cousin makes out that the attraction 
on a particle a t  tho eurface of an ellipsoid is exerted in the meri- 
dian phm, which is not true to the order of approximation h e  
requires. Tbe fact is that he takes the particle on the surface to 

I be in a plane, and then he forgets this restriction. 

We now know from the discussions on Jscobi's'theorem that 
the relative equilibrium of a rotating ellipsoid of fluid is indeed 
possible, but in that case the ellipsoid ie not nearly spherical. 

If Cousin's investigation had been accurate, he might have 
drawn from his equation ( K )  on page 163, the inference that the 
nearly spherical ellipsoid could not be in relative equilibrium. 



For in thia equation s inp  is variable, and so we must have ' 
H -  I = 0, and this renders the e l l i p i d  a figure of revolution 
It ia curious that he makes no remarks on this fact, which pn+ 
sents itself so naturally in his investigation. But he givee no 
adequate account throughout of what he wishes to prove or of 
what he has proved. 

s 
981. Cousin then conridere the special case of an oblatum ; 

his result is correct, and exactly corresponds with that which 
k given by Clairaut on hie page 217, and which we have rep* 
duced in A r t  323. Cousin then proceeds to urge the same ob- 
jection to another formula of Claimat's which D'Alembert brought 
forward in the sixth volume of the Optmu& hfathkmdiqw, and 
elsewhere : see Ma. 328 nnd 377. The objection seems to me to 
be of no importance. 

Cousin arrives at what I call Chirmt's derived equation : see 
Art 343. 

982. Cousin's pagee 167 ... 176 are taken from Laplace's third 
memoir, to which, and to the eecond memoir, Cousin refers. The 
main result ie that which we have noticed in Art. 765, and which 
is embodied in the second equation of Brt 773. 

The error or misprint which occurred for a moment in Laplace 
seems to be seriously adopted by Cousin: see Art. 769. 

Cousin, in fact, allows himself to use the integrals 

and [tan ydy, between the limits 0 and r; but the expression 

to <e integrated becomes infinite, and M) we -ot trust the 
process. 

However, Cousin's final results are correct, ae they can be 
obtained without this suspicioue step : Laplace himeelf obtained 
them correctly. 

983. On the whole, although I consider that the design of 
euch a work as Cowin's is excellent, I cannot praise his per- 
formance. He presents Clairaut's miin results, substituting more 
snalytical work for Clairaut's, which has a geometrical character; 
and he givm the eubetance of Laplace's third memol. He adds I 
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nothing of his own ; nor does he effect any improvement which 
renders the investigations more simple or more interesting. Ae 
we have seen he is not uniformly accurate ; and his work is ren- 
dered repulsive by the want of distinct statements as to what he  
is about to investigate. There is a meagre summary on pages 
314 and 318 of the contents of the chapter ; but i t  is far too brief. 

Cousin does not introduce the Potential function, nor Laplace's 
functions, though both of these had already been brought under 
the  notice of mathematicians. And he never refers to the work 
of Iaplace on the Figure of the P Z a d ,  of which dre have given 
a n  account in Chapter xxr. 

984. In the Philosophical Transactim for 1785, published in 
tha t  year, we have a memoir entitled An Account of the Meamre- 
mmt of a Bade on Hounslow-Heath. By Major-Qmzerd William 
Roy. * 

The measurement of this base may be considered to be the 
foundation of the important Trigonornetrical Survey of Great 
Britain. Other memoirs relating to the progress of the survey 
are  given in the Philosophical Transactions for 1790, 1795, 1797, 
1800 and 1803. 

The memoirs cue substantially reproduced in the Accownt of 
fi Operations carried on for acccnnplishing a T+ommetrical 
Survey of England and Wales. . .. This work consists of three 
quarto volumes published in 1799, 1801 and 1811 respectively : 
in the prefaces to the first and third volumes will be found notices 
of tho differences between the original mernoi1.s and the republi- 
cation. We shall not need to give any notice of the original 
memoirs. 

The account of the measurement of the base seems to have 
been translated into French : see Voiron'e Histoire de CAtttromymie, 
page 228 : he calls the locality Hmlon.euheat. 

985. I n  the Paris MG-rm for 1785, published in 1788, there 
is a memoir by La Lande, entitled MGmire mr la puantitt? du 
Caplatissslnent o?e la Terrc. The memoir occupies pages 1...8 
of the volume. 

T. M. A. VOL 11. 10 
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La Lande refers to observations of the length of the seconds 
pendulum at Spitebergen, made by Lyons in 1773. From this, 
and Bouguer's determination of the length of the pendulum at  the 

1 
equator, La Lande obtains - ae the value of Clairaut's fraction 

186 
1 1 

Then Clairaut's theorem gives - for the ellipticity, so that - 
302 300 

may be conveniently adopted. These values differ very little 
from those a t  present received. 

We see on page 7 that La Lande now possessed the tobe which 
1 formerly belonged to Mairan, and considered i t  to be - of a line 
11 

shorter than the toise of Peru. 

986. In the fiihophical Tramactions for 1787, published in 
that year, there is a memoir entitled An A m n t  of the Mode pro- 
posed to k followed in  detemnining the relative &t&n of ths 
Hoyd ObeGlvatories of h w i c h  and Paris. By Major- O d  
WdicMz Roy. The memoir occupies pages 188:..228 of the 
volume ; with an Appendix on pages 465.. .470. 

The memoir begins by referring in these words to the operation 
which we noticed in ArL 984 : 

Two yeere have nearly elapsed since an aocount of the measurement 
of a base on Houndow-Heath wan laid before the Royd Society, being 
the firat part of an operation ordered by hie Majesty to be executed for 
the immediate purpose of aecertsining the relative situations of the 
Royal Observatories of Omnwich and Paria ; but whow chief and ulti- 
mate object hsa alwaya been considered of a still more important natnre, 
namely, the laying the foundation of a gene& m e y  of the British 
Ialanda 

The memoir points out the stations which would be suitable 
for determining the relative situation of the two Observatories 
m e r e  is an account of the execution of the proposed design in the 
I?h&qAicaC Zkansacthne for 1790, which is reproduced in the 
work cited in Art. 984. 

On pagea 224 and 335 of the memoir it is suggested that trigono- 
metrical m e y e  might be undertaken with advantage, in the East 
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Indies, near the mouth of the Amazon, and in Russia. The b t  
and the last of these operations have since been conducted on a I 

very extensive scale ; let us hope that Brazil will soon undertake , 1 
the other. 

The memoir contains some elaborate numerical calailations 
which are more closely connected with our subject than the details 
of the proposed survey. A table is given in which seven nume- 
rical results taken from the great French arc of the meridian are 
compared with the values which would be obtained from certain 
assumed forms of tshe Earth. Ten such assumed forms are con- 
s i d e d ,  namely, a sphere, seven ellipsoids of revolution, and two 
other spheroids. The differences between the observed and the 
calculated valiies are much the least for the spheroid which 
represents Bouguefs hypothesis, that the increment of the radius 
of curvature varies m the fourth power of the sine of the latitude. 
General Roy gives a decided preference to this hypothesis ; he is, 
I think, the only follower of Bouguer in this respect. We read 
in a note on page 211 of the memoir: 

. . . . . . when the comparieon is fair1 y drawn betlveen this and every 
other system tbat haa hitherto been submitted to the consideration of 
the public, M. Bougner's will be found to be justly entitled to the pre- 
femnoe, which I have here endeavoured to give i t  Hia works shew, 
that he was a man of very enperior abilities, eminent aa a mathema- 
tiaian, and perhape the beat practical one that ever exinted. 

I was glad to find the high opinion which I had previously 
formed of Bouguer confirmed by the testimony of General Roy, 
which I had not seen when my Article 363 was written. 

987. There are some points which require notice in General 
Roy'e memoir. 

The first ellipsoid which he considem is one in which the ratio 
of the axes is nearly that of 179 to 178. Thie ratio has been 
aesumed on the authority of pendulum experiments; it is not 
quite clear to me how the ratio was deduced. General Roy asye: 

With regard to the firat ellipeoid, mippoeing the euth to be home 
geneow, it is well known, tbat tbe d o  of ite m m i d i a m ~  m y  
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be found, by comparing with each other the lengths of the pendulums 
that vibrate seconds in different latitudes. 

What I think General Roy did w~ simply to make use of the 
theorem given in Art. 33; but this is very strange, because we  
know that if the Earth be considered as a homogeneous fluid, 

we have also the theorem given in Art. 28, namely, that r = v; 
and i t  is a very arbitrary proces~ to adopt one of these two results 
of theory a i d  reject the other. 

The last ellipsoid considered is one in which the ratio of the 
axes is that of 540 to 539: we are not told what suggested the 
assumption of this ratio. 

General Roy also gives a table of the lengths of degrees of the 
meridian, and of degrees of great circles perpendicular to the 
meridian, and of degrees of great circles oblique to the meridian, 
calculated for Bouguer's spheroid which seemed to agree so well 
with the observations. But a formula giben by Bouguer presented 
obvious difficulty, and General Roy made some arbitrary changes 
in consequence. h k e l y n e  however pointed out that there was 
a misprint in Bouguer's formula; this had led to the difficulty 
and caused some error in General Roy's calculations: the A p  
pendix to the memoir relates to this matter. I may state that 
the misprint in Bouguer's formula would seem to be sufficiently 
obvious : I had corrected i t  in my copy of the book before I saw 
General Roy's memoir. 

Some other errors in the present memoir are corrected in the 
Philosoplcical Transactions for 1790 ; aee page 201 and a page of 
Errata. 

988. A few words may be given to two works by one author, 
which profess to treat on our subject, but are quite worthless. I 

The first is entitled, An entire new work, and .method of pro- 
ceeding to d~cover  the variation of the Earth'8 dipmeters,. . . by 
Thomu WiUiams, Invator.. ..London,. .1786. 

The second is entitled, diethod to dbcover the difmence of the 
Earth's diunteters;. . . by Thomas William. London.. .1788. 
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The first is in quarto and consists of a Title and text on 16 pages, 
and 4 pages of Tables. The second is in octavo, and consists of 
viii + 75 pages, besides Errata and Tables on 14 pages, and two 
Plates. 

The pamphlet in quarto gives an outline of the author's notions, 
which are exhibited a t  greater length in the octavo volume. H e  
was obviously an illiterate and unacientific person, and his publi- 
cations consist of arbitrary hypotheses and assertions; they are, 
moreover, so obscure as to be almost unintelli$ble. In'modern 
language we may say that he assumes the formula a+  bng to re- 
present the length of a degree of the meridian; w h e r ~  n is the 
number of degrees in the latitude, and a and b are constants. H e  
determines the constants by the lengths of the degrees in Peru 
and Lapland, and he maint.ains that the formula will then agree 
reasonably well with the other measured degrees. 

Moreover he assertv that the ratio of the lengths of the two 
extreme degrees of the meridian is also the ratio of the diameters. 
Thus he concludes that the equatorial diameter is to the polar as 
46 is to 45;  and consequently that the polar diameter is 174 
miles shorter than the equatorial. 

The author touches on the subject of a universal standard for 
weight! and measures. He suggests th&t the English foot should 
be defined, such that 365472 feet will he the length of the degree 
of the meridian in the latitude of London. For a unit of weight 
he duggests the weight of a cubic foot of sea-water. 

Bound up with the copy of the octavo volume which I have 
examined, there is a printed document by the author, entitled, 
Proposals for defraying, by subscription, the expences attending the 
making experiments for ascertaining whether the Earth be a solid 
M y ,  crs at present nrpposed, or only a shell. The nature of the 
experiments is not stated; the author thinks that from some , 
calculations and experiments which he has already made, "the 
Thickness of Matter composing the Shell is not above 50 Miles." 

The copy of the quarto pamphlet which I have examined 
c~nta ins  the following note in manuscript, which is probably due 
to the author himself: 
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If any part of this work e h d d  seem ambigiolls and not M y  com- 
prehended in eo short a spaoe the Author is ready to illoaterate any such * 

And it is aleo the Authore earneat requeet that if any person a- 
quainted with the subject Judge it to contain any Ermr to point out the 
Error and send it me as my object in view above alt6inga is the 
Truth of the thing Asserted and which all the World ought to be 
acquainted with, as the En. arising in a misconception of tJ& fitter 
ie a Source for many othera 

989. I n  the Paris M$tnoirm for 1787, published in 1789, will 
be found some articles bearing indirectly on our subject, which we 
will briefly notice. 

On pagea 216 ... 232 there is a memoir by La Lande, Sw kr 
memr6 ds la Terre, qu% Fmlpublia en 1528. 

This memoir is important in connexion with the history of the 
measurement of the length of a degree ; but this is a matter 
which we do not prof- to treat upon with any detail. Fernel 
observed the sun's meridian altitude at Paris ; and then proceeded 
northwards for one degree. The length was determined from the 
number of revolutions of the wheel of a carriage by which he 
returned to Paris. The length of a degree thus deducad is usually 
given as 56746 toiserr La Lande however considers that allow- 
ance should be made for a change in the length of the toise, thus 
bringing Fernel's result to 57070 toises, which differs by only a 
toise from the received value i t  the date of La Lande's memoir. 
But there seems to be a serious error as to what was really the 
length of a foot according to Fernel, which completely changer, 
La Lande's conclusion : see Penny C y c w i a ,  article Weights 
and Mixaura. 

990. On pages 352 ... 383 there is a memoir by Legendre 
entitled, Mhoire m r  h Ophtioni'trigononu?tviques, dd les 
rMlate &pendent de la $gum ds la Term. 

This memoir investigatm formul~  which are necessary for the 1 
reduction and the calculation of triangles on the surface of a 
spheroid. The formulse are applied to the triangles formed 
between Dunkirk and Greenwich. 



The memoir contains, I presume for the first time, the theorem 
which we now call Legendre's theorem; it is not demonstrated, 
but only enunciated in these words : 

ThBo&me concernant lea triangles sph6rique1, dont lea dffi sont 
tda-petits par rapport au rayon de la sphare. 

Si la somme des h i e  anglea d'un triangle qh6rique infiniment petit, 
1 

eat wppos6e 180d + to, et que de chaque angle on retranche q 

a h  que la somme de9 anglea restans soit p&b?ment de 180: lee einna 
de cea angles seront entr'eux comme lea &ffi oppos& ; de sorte que le 
triangle, avec l a  angles ainsi diminn&, p o r n  btre comidC6 et h o l n  
comme s'il ktoit parfaitement rectiligne. 

991. On pages 506 ... 529 there is a memoir by Monge en- 
titled, dIGmormorre sur quelques efets &attraction ou de r d w m  
apprente entre lea moUct~Ees de rnatihe. 

This is an account of experiments relating to phenomena of 
the nature of what is called capillary attraction. 

992. I n  the Paris Mdrnoires for 1788, published in 1791, will 
be found some articles bearing indirectly on our subject: we will 
give the titles: 

I. A report made to the Academy on the choice of a unit of 
measures, by Borda, Lagrange, Laplace, 'Monge, and Condorcet. 
The report is dated 19 March, 1791 : i t  occupies pages 7.. .16 of 
the historical portion of the volume. 

11. An account of the labours of the Academy on the project 
of uniformity in measures and weights : i t  occupies pages 17.. .20 
of the historical portion of the volume. 

111. A memoir by Cassini on the connexion of the Observe ' 

tories of Paris and Greenwich, with a sketch of the antecedent 
geo,pphical operations in France : i t  occupies p v e s  706.. .717 
of the volume. , 

IV. A memoir by Brisson on the uniformity of measures of 
length, volume, and weight ; and on a new method .of construct- 
iug toises which. were to serve aa standards : i t  occupies page8 
722 ... 727 of the volume. 
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V. A memoir by Legendre on the series of triangles which 

serve to determine the difference of longitude between the obser- 
vatories of Paris and Greenwich. T h i  memoir occupies pagee , 
747.. .754 of the volume : i t  is. a continuation of a memoir in the 
M h i ~ e s  for 1787. 

I 
I 

993. A very important theorem with respect to attractions 
occurs in a memoir on Electricity, by Coulomb, in the Paris 
bid-res for 1788, published in 1791 : see page 677 of the 
volume. The theorem may be thus enunciated : Let there be a 
closed film of matter which attracts according to the ordinary 
law ; let the form of the film be any whatever, provided that the 
resultant attraction a t  an internal point ie zero: then the result- 
ant attraction a t  an external point which is indefinitely near any 
part of the suface is h p ,  where p ia such that p is the quantity of 
matter in an element o, of the film close to the attracted point. 

The proposition is not formally enunciated in this manner by 
. Coulomb; but i t  ia substantially involved in his demonstration. 

The principle of his demonstration is the same as had been used 
by Lagrange in 1759 : see Art. 561. 

Suppose two points P and P indefinitely close to the film, on 
a common normal to the surface ; let P be inside and P outside. 
Through' P draw a plane a t  right angles to the normal ; this will 
divide the film into two parts, an inhitesimal part, say 8, and 
the remainder of the film, say 8'. 

Now consider S as an idniteuimal plane circular area; its 
action at  P' will be 21rp, along the normal : this follows from 
elementary investigations on attraction. The action of S a t  P 
will be ultimately equal in amount to the action of S a t  P', though 
in an ~pposite direction ; thus this action is also 21rp. Then 
since a parti Je a t  P would be in equilibrium, the action of 8' a t  P 1 
must also be equal to 27rp, and be in the opposite direction to the 1 
action of S a t  P, that is in the same direction as the action of I 
8 at  P. Finally, the action of S' a t  P will be ultimately equal 
to the action of S' at  P, that is to 2wp. Thus the joint action of 
S and S' at  P is h p .  



I n  the  particular case in which the film is bounded by con- 
centric spherical surfaces, .the proposition is an immediate result 
of theorems given by Newton. I f  I understand the matter rightly, 
the order of Coulomb's investigations in electricity with respect to 
the proposition was the following: the result given by Newton's 
theory for the spherical film was verified experimentally; then 
experiment shewed that the result was true for films of other 
forms : and finally the theoretical demonstration of the general 
proposition presented ibelf. 

Coulomb fell into a slight error in the application of his 
theorem : see the Cambridge and Dublin dlathematical Journal, 
Vol. I .  page 93. 

994. The first edition of a famous work by Laggrange, appeared 
in 1789 in one volume, entitled, Mdctraniqw Analitipue. There is 
nothing in this edition which bears explicitly on our subject. But 
on his page 474 Lagrange gives, in fact, an integral in the form 
of a series of the partial differential equation 

and from this integral, as we shall see hereafter, Biot drew im- 
portant inferences with respect to the attraction of a body. 

996. We next consider a memoir entitled, On the Resolution 
of Attractive Powers. By Edward Warillg, M.D., F.R.S., and 
Liscagian Professor of Mathematics at Cambridge. 

This memoir is contained in the Philosophical Trmactions for 
1789, published in that gear. It occupies pages 185 ... 198: i t  
was read May 28, 1789. 

This memoir investigates differential expressions for the at- 
t&ion of a straight line, a plane area, and a solid, the law of 
attraction being expressed by any function of the distance. I t  
then passes to other subjects, as for example the differential 
expression for the surface of any solid. I cannot understand on 
what ground this memoir was published, for i t  does not appear to 
contain the slightest novelty. 



996. In  the Ephsmerides Astronmiccs for 1791, published at 
Vienna in 1790. there is a memoir entitled DimwWo FGura , 
Tab& a Solis E c l i '  dsducta, a F r a h  ds Paula IFiea- 
n e c k ;  the memoir occupies pages 387 ... 413 of the volume. I 

This memoir belongs to practical astronomy rather than to t h e  
subject of which we are tracing the history ; so that a very brief 
indication of its nature is all that need bo given here. 

If the circumetancea of an eclipse of the sun are carefully ob- 
served we may obtain the value of the m r s  in the moon's longi- 
tude and latitude which are recorded in the tables ; but this sup 
poses that we know the figure of the earth, which is required in 
order to allow for parallax. If we assume that the ratio of the 
error in latitude to the error in longitude ia su5ciently known, ' 

we can apply our observations of an eclipse to yield information 
as to the ellipticity of the earth. 

Sixteen eclipses of the sun are finally used in the memoir ; 
these occurred a t  various datea between 1706 and 1788: the 

1 
ellipticity deduced is -- But the process is very unsatinfac- 

329 ' 
tory; for i t  is plain that the observations are not of su5cient 
accuracy to warrant any strong reliance ; and they are treated in 
a very arbitrary manner to make them yield a result ' The chief 
practical obstacles comist in the difficulty of determining the 
instants of initial and final contact of the sun and moon, and the 
uncertainty as to the values of the apparent diameters of these 
bodies. The remarks made on these points may be of some 
interest to astronomical observers ; but regarded as a contribution 
to our subject the memoir may be safely pronounced of no value. 

997. A memoir is contained in the Philosophical TrmacEions 
for 1791, published in that year, entitled Considerations on th.8 
Convenienu3 of measuring an Arch of ths Meridian, and of tha 
Parallel of Longitude, having the Obseruatory of Geneva for thkr 
cinnrnon Intersection. By Mark Augustw Pic& Professor of 
Philosophy in the Academy of Geneva. 

The memoir occupies pages 106. ..I27 of the volume, and ia 
accompanied by a map. I 



P i h t  considered that an arc of meridian of about lo 24', and 
an an: of longitude of about 2', intersecting a t  Geneva could be 
very advantageously measured; and he wished the Royal Society 
to undertake the operation. He indicates on the map suitable 
places for the various stations. 

998. A memoir by Waring On Injinib S& is contrSined 
in the Phz'losophical Tranaactioras for 1791, published in thatt 
year. On pages 161.. .I64 of the memoir Waring touches on the 
subject of Attraction. He shews how to calculate the att.raction 
of a solid of revolution a t  any point of the axia, when the attrac- 
tion varies as any power of the distance ; he considers eepecially 
the case in which: the solid is a sphere, and gives the approximate 
result when the solid deviates but little from a sphere. 

The investigations contain nothing pew or important. 

999. In the PhduuophicaC Transactirme for 1791, published in 
that year, we have a memoir entitled The Longituda of Dunkirk 
and Pa&- Grmwich, d e d d f i m  the Tv-bnguhr M i r e -  
msnt in 1787, 1788, myposing ths Eartla to be an EUipaoid By 
dli. I i  Dalby. The memoir occupiee pages 236. ..243 of the 
volume. 

The memoir consists chiefly of numerical results. Lengths are 
aestsmed for the major and minor axes of the generating ellipse, 
which are nearly in Newton's proportion of 230 to 229 ; and it 
is shewn that the various meaaured am, neglecting BeccariaJs, 
agree remarkably well with the values they would have on the 
assumed oblatum. 

On page 240, a theorem is used which is the same with respect 
to the major axis of an ellipse as that enunciated in Art. 479 is 
to the minor axis. 

1000. A volume was published in 1791 entitled Eapos4 dss 
opt?rations f a h  en fiance en 1787, pour I& jonction dss obser- 
vatoires de Paris et cia Greenwich, par M. M. Cassini, M&hain 
et Le Gendre. See La Lrmde's Bibliographic A s t r ~ ~ ~ , i q u e ,  
page 618. 
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I have not been able to consult this volume ; it is the F r e n c h  
contribution corresponding to that made by the English under the 
superintendence of General Roy to the determination of the rela- 
tive situations of the two great observatories : see Art. 986. I 
presume this French work embodies the memoirs on the subject 
which we have noticed in Art. 992. 

The Cassini here named was the son of Cassini de Thury ; a n d  
ie often distinguished from the other members of his illustrious 
family as Cassini IV.  

1001. We pass to a memoir entitled LZT~ro e gicuro mezzo 
per ricoraoscere la A u r a  della terra. Del Sig. Antonio Cagnoli. 
This memoir is contained in the ~IIenu,rie di  Matematica ... della 
Socktd Italians, Vol. 6, Verona 1792. It occupies pages 227 ... 235 
of the volume. 

Observations are to be made of the duration of occultations 
of fixed stars by the moon; and this duration is to be compared 
with that calculated on the supposition that the Earth is spherical. 
The difference in the duration will, according to Cagnoli, amount 
to 86 seconds under favourable circumstances, or even to 130 
seconds. He considers that in this way the Figure of the Earth 
may be ascertained. 

He says on his page 234, he has elsewhere shewn that the 
discordant results obtained in measuring degrees on the Earth's 
surface may be explained by irregularity in the density of the 
upper strata. I do not know to what publication he here alludes. 

The most interesting circumstance connected with Cagnolik 
memoir is the attention which i t  received from a very eminent 
English astronomer. A pamphlet was printed for private cir- 
culation entitled, Memoir on a new and cduin  method of amm- 
ta4niy the Figure of the Earth by means of occultations of the 
fixed Stars. By A. Cagnoli. With notes and an appendix by 
Francis Baily, London, 1819. 

This is a very interesting production ; in consists of 44 octavo 
pages, besides the Title and Advertisement. 

Baily urges private observers to attend to the suggestions for 
ascertaining the Figure of the Earth. He also strongly recorn- 



mends the formation of an Astronomical Society; and this was 
soon afterwards carried into effect. 

Baily alludes to the dissertation on the Figure of the Earth 
by Triesnecker, which we have noticed in Art. 996. But Baily 
had not been able to procure a sight of the dissertation. 

Baily says in a note on page 8 : 

I find it difficult here to give a faithful translation of the anthor's 
words: the original rune thus, Sema che ci possiamo attenere alle 
m v a z i o n i  piii aicure : ed una sola fase, kc. &c. 

H e  translates this, 
"Can we, indeed, expect to obtain more certain observations? 

since a single observation.. ." 
- The fault is that Baily throws into an interrogative form what 

Cagnoli gives as a statement. Cagnoli has jnst been considering an 
extremely unfavourable case, and shews that even there his method 
maintains its credit; and then he proceeds : Besides we may 
obtain more certain observations ; since a single observation. .. 

1002 In  the Philosophical Tramadiona for 1792, published 
in that year, we have an Account of the M e m r e m e n t  of a h e  
Line upon ths Sea Beach, near Porto Novo, on the Coa& of 
Cot.omad1, by Xichael Topping ; thia account occupies p ~ e s  99 
. . ,114 of the volume. 

The base was to serve for a series of triangles carried from 
Madras down the coast of Coromandel. The base did not form 
one straight line, but consisted of six po jions, involving slight 
changes of direction a t  five points. The total length deduced for 
the distance between the extreme stations was 11636 yards. It is 
plain from the account that the operations were of a rather rude 
kind; and the result is not of any importance in the history of 
our subject. The great Indian arc which has since been measured 
does not pass through the locality of this early base, but some 
degrees to the west of it. 

1003. The third edition of La Lande's A s t r m i s  was pub- 
lished in 1792, in three volumes quarto. The pages 1...47 of the 
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third volume form the 15th Book, entitled De la QraPadsur et d.e 
la Figu~e de la Tme. 

The pages are not very correctly printed, and contribute no- 
thing new to' the subject But they collect useful information 
and references, especially concerning the historically famous toises 
of the North and of Peru, and that which had belonged to Mairan. 
There is also a table of the observed lengths of the seconds pendu- 
lum with references. 

1004. We have now to consider a memoir by Lagrange, enti- 
tled, Sur les &PM& ellipliques. 

This memoir is contained in the volume for 1792 and 1793 of 
the Berlin Mk-ra, published in 1798 : the memoir occupies 
pages 258 ... 270 of the volume. 

1005. Let there be an ellipeoid whose equation is 

Lagrange first Gnde the value of 

where m, R, 1 are poeitive integers, and the integration is extended 
over all the elements of the ellipsoid. 

L a p n p  ahem that the value of thia definite integral ie 

where 

This might now be treated as an obvious example of Dirichtet'a 
theorem iq definite integrals : see Integral CatcuCw, Chapter XU. 

Lagrange's own method is very ingenious ; it may be under- 
stood from ooneidering a particular case. Suppoee that we require 



dx dy d. : denote i t  by ZZ Transform to polar coordinates by 

the k u a l  substitutions, 

Thus we obtain re sinP 8 cos4 4 dB ti+ dr. The integration 111 
with respect to T can be immediately effected ; and this givee 

where r, is given by the following equation which is deduced 
from (1) 

sinx 8 cot? 4 sinx 8 sinx 4 cosx 8) 
+ b1 c' = 1. 

The limits of the integrations are 0 and ~r for 8, and 0 and 
%r for +. 

Let 
1 as = - 1 

bs=B# 
1 c'=- 1 

a' 7, and r:=-; R 

then ............... (2)~ 

where R = a sin1 8 coal + + sin1 e sin1 + + y cosl 8. 

In like manner if M denote the volume of the ellipsoid, we 
shall find that 

..................... (3). 

From (2) and (3) we find that 
e 2 PM u= - 6.'i .= s............ ..(B 

Then as we can easily shew that 

we have from (4) 



1006. I t  will be observed that (4) is the most important 
equation in the preceding Article. In the same manner as (4) 
was established we can shew that . 

1007. Lagrange now proceeds to consider the attraction of 
the ellipsoid on an external particle. He introduces what we call 
the potential function, and denotes it by V. If f, g, h denote 
the coordinates of the attracted particle, the attractions in the cor- 

d V  ~ E v  dV 
responding directions are - 

ay' dg'  a '  Lagrange does not claim 

these expressions for himself; and we know that they are really 
due to Laplace : see Art. 789. 

1008. Lagrange says on his page 263 : 
La recherche de l'nttraction du sphBro?de depend donc aimplement de 

la d6termination de la quantit4 V en fonction de a, b, c, f, g, h. Dana le 
memoire dejB cit.6 sur l'attraction des spb&roides, j'ai dtmlu la question 
pour le oaa oa le p i n t  attin5 eat dans l'inurieur ou B la surface ; et dam 
une addition B ce memoire, imprim& dans le volume de 1'Annb 1776, 
je l'ai r b l u e  a& pour le cas oii le point attire eet enr le prolongement 
d'un den trois axea Lea autrea cas ont Btt? r b l u s  d'abord par Le 
Gendre pow lea seuls sphhidee de r6volution, ensuite par La Place et 
Le (lendre pour des aph6roidee quelconques. On ne peut regarder leure 
solutions que comme des chef-d'wuvres d'analym, m& on p u t  d & i r  
encore une mlution plus directe et plus eimple ; et lea pro* oontinueh 
de l'analyse donnent lieu de Yesfirer. En attendant, voici l'usage qn'on 
pourroit firire dea formulea pdddentea dana cette recherche. 

By tHe memoir a!ready cited, Lagrange means the memoir of 
. 1773 ; the attraction is there investigated without any use of the 

functioi V. The anticipation which Lagrange expresses respect- 
ing the progrew of analysis has been completely fulfilled ; for by 
Ivory's method a most direct and simple solution of the problem 
ie furnished. 

1009. The function V is given by 
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Let h = ~ c o s X ,  g=psinXsinp,  f=psinXcosp;  a n d s u p  
pose the radical in V expanded in the form 

then P, will be a homogeneous function of x, y, r of the degree n. 

I t  is obvious by the symmetrg of the ellipsoid that since the 
integrations extend over the whole .ellipsoid, all the terms which 
involve odd values of n will disappear in the expression for V; m 
that we shall have 

1010. Lagrange then considers in detail the t e r n  in V which 
a r b  from P,, P,, and Pa. 

For instance, we must have 

P ,=Ag+By '+  Ce't Ejra+Fex+ Uxy, 

where A, B, 0, E, F, U, are certain quantities which are constante 
with respect to x, y, a. Hence by the general formula of 
Art, 1006, we have 

for the terms which depend on E, F, U obviously vanish. 

But the expression which is under the integral sign in V 
satisfies identically the well knqwn partial differential equation, 
Hence we see that 

#Pa d'P #Pa -+-?+-- 
dxl dy' de' 

-0 ;  

&en n is greater than 2 this will split up into various equations, 
because it is identically true. When n = 2 it reduces to 

A + B +  C=O. 
Thus we may put 



1011. w e  treats the terms which arise from P, and P, 
in a similar mnner. In  both cases he obtains a result of this 
character: one factor is M, and the other factor is a function of 
b* - a' and d - a*. !his, as he himself observes, confirms, as far 
as it goa, the important theorem due to Laplace, which we 
express by saying that the potentials of confocal ellipsoids a t  an 
external point are as their w s e s .  

1012. A memoir by Rumovsky, entitled, Meditatio de Figura 
T e l h  exwtiua copscenda, is contained in Vol. XIII. of the 
Nma Acta Acad .... Petropolitunce; the volume is for 1795 and 
1796 ; the date of publication is 1802. The memoir occupies 

I 

pages 4107.. .417 ; and there is an account of it in pages 74 and 75 
of the historical part of the volume. 

1013. Rumovsky says that slightly different results as to the 
ellipticity of the earth have been deduced from the same data by 
different writers: he attributes this to the use of approximate 
formuls, instead of exact formnlze. Accordingly he undertakes 
to compare all the degrees of the meridian hitherto measured, both 
with that of Peru and with that of Lapland, and to determine the 
value of the ellipticity from every pair. But nevertheless he is 
really content with an approximation, for he, in fact, assumes that 
the curvature is constant throughout each separate degree. 

Rumovsky obtains by his calculation various values for the 
1 1 

ellipticity, lying between --- and - He attributes the dis- 
102 666' 

crepancies to the unavoidable errors in determining zenith dis- 
tances; and as an example of the difficulty of accuracy in such 
matters, he says that the latitude qf the observatory at Paris 
is still uncertain to the amount of two seconds. 

Rumovsky states that if certain correctio~s are made in the 
lengths of the measured degrees, they will agree very closely, 

1 
rejecting the Hungarian arc, in giving - as about the value of 

230 
the ellipticity. The corrections he assigns for the respective . 
degrees in toises are the following: - 40 Peru, - 105 Cape of 
Good Hope, + 99 Pennsylvania, + 75 Italy, + 60 North of France, 
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+ 48 middle of France, + 20 South of France, 0 Piedmont, + 42 
middle of Austria, - 91) Lapland. 

These numbers accord fairly with those proposed by Frisi for . 

bringing the measures into harmony with the same value of the 
ellipticity: see page 95 of the work named in Art. 668. The 
following are some of Frisi's proposed corrections, also in tokes : 
- 50 Peru, - 111 Cape of Good Hope, + 110 Pennsylvania, - 82 
Lapland. 

But although the corrections proposed by Rumovsky are not 
extravagant in amount, he agrees with the opinion which he 
cites from Boscovich : 

q w t i o n e m  de magnitudine et figum Telluris ex menaura gradunm 
non solum absolutam adhnc non ease, sed vix esse inchoatam. 

Finally Rumovsky recommends the measurement of arcs of 
, parallel extending over six or more degrees, the difference of lon- 

gitudes being determined by the aid of exact chronometers. H e  
maintains, against the opinion of Bouguer, that this is a good 
.practical method for determining the ellipticity of the Earth; 
but i t  is almost superfluous to say that the method has never been 
found really advantageous. 

The memoir cannot be considered to be of any importance in 
, the history of our subject. 

1014. I n  the first number of the Bulldin dm 8cience8, p r  la 
1Socidtd Philomatique de Paris, which was published in April 1797, ' 

there is a note on pages 5 and 6, entitled Formulespur &duire 
le rapport des ax@ de In terre, de la longueur de ohm arm du mk- 
ridien, par le C. R. Prony. 

The object of Prony is to supply a formula more exact than 
the ordinary approximations; he gives a result without demon- 
stration, but this may be easily supplied. 

With the usual notation the length of an  arc of th6 meridian 
between the latitudes +, and +, is 
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Let k denote this length ; put for +, - +,, and 7 for +, + +,. 
Then neglecting powers of e' above b4 we find that 

Let letters with an accent apply to another arc of the 
meridian ; then by division 

If we neglect e4 we obtain for a first approximation 

e'= 4 (kk - k'8) 
3(ksinflcos7'-klsin@cosry)' 

This agrees substantially with Prony's formula 

Prony gives the result which is obtained by retaining e4; it 
may be easily verified. The subject is fully treated in Puissant's 
TraiU de Ohod&ie; see the third edition of that work, VoL I. 

pages 317 ... 320. 

1015. In  the Philosophical Tramactions for 1798, published 
in 1798, there is a me~noir by Cavendish, entitled Experiments 
to determine the Density of the Earth. The memoir occupiw 
pages 469 ... 526 of the volume: it was read on June 21,1798. 

1016. This famous memoir, although contributing nothing to 
the theory with which we are engaged, occupien an important 
place in the l i t  of experiments and observations connected with 
the nature of the Earth. The attraction exerted by large balls 
of lead on adjacent small bodies was observed ; and from the result 
the mean density of the Earth was deduced. 

The memoir begins thus : 

Many years ago, the late Rev. John Michell, of thie Society, contrived 
method of determining the density of the earth, by rendering sensible 

the attraction of small quantities of matter; but, as he was engaged in 
other pursuits, he did not colnplete the apparatus till a short time before 
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his death, and did not .Live to make any experiments with it. A& his 
death, the apparatus came to the Rev. Francis John Hyde Wollaston, 
Jackeonian Professor at Cambridge, who, not having wnveniencea for 
making experiments with it, in the mann.er he could wish, wm eo good 
m to give it to me. 

1017. The only part of the memoir with which we are di- 
rectly concerned is the investigation on pages 523 and 524 of the 
attraction of a rectangular lamina on a particle which is situated 
perpendicularly over a comer of the lamina. Cavendish obtains 

L in finite terms the component attraction parallel to an edge of 
the lamina But he says that he knows no way of finding the 
component perpendicular to the lamina except by an infinite series. 
He givea accordingly two expressions involving infinite series, 
I have verified the correctness of his result. But this component 
can be easily expressed in finite terms: see &a&s, page 317. 

Some formulae are given on page 476 relating to the Wuence 
of a resistance which varies as the square of the velocity on the 
motion of a -  pendulum : at  letrst they amount to this. I have 
verified them : but i t  seems to me that in the last line but one 
we must read later instead of earlier. 

1018. Cavendish deduces from his experiments that the mean 
density of the Earth is about 5.48 times that of water. He ad- 
mits that this differs rather more than he should have expected 
from the Schehallien experiment, which gave 4.5, 

We have sketched the later history of this subject in Brt. 733. 

1019. A memoir by Trembley, entitled Observations SUT Cat- 
tmtivn et l'4uilibre des SpMoich is contained in the volume 
for 1799 and 1800 of the Berlin Mdm're8 which was published 
in 1803. The memoir occupies pages 68 ... 109 of the volume. 

1020. In  my History of the Theory of Probability I gave 
an account of several memoirs by Trembley on that subject; the 
present memoir is of the same character as those. Trembley 
merely presents in another manner results which are already 
well known; and his methods in general have no merit to com- 
pensate for the want of novelty in the conclusions., 
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1021. Suppose a mass of rotating fluid in the form of a 
figure of revolution to be in relative equilibrium. Let r and 8 
be the usual polar coordinates of a point at the surface; and 
let a, be the angular velooity. Let V denote the potential of 
the mass for the assumed point; then we know that for rela- 
tive equilibrium we must have 

m*? V + - sins 0 = constant.. ............. 
2 (1). 

Trembley investigates this equation ; see his page 73. 

1022. Suppose J( to denote the value of V a t  the pole ; then 
since 9 = 0 at the pole, we have by (1) 

Suppose V,  to denote the value of Va t  the equator, and a the 
equatorial radius of the earth ; then from (2) we have 

so that 

Substitute the value of u' in (2), and we obtain 

r' sin' 9 ............ a' K+T v, (3)- 

Thus if we know the values of P, and P, we can infer the 
value of V; and this may be advantageous, because the inte- 
grations required to determine the special values J< and V,  
may be less complex than the integration required to determine 
V directly. 

This result however is not to be supposed true for every figure, 
but only for such a figure as is consistent with relative equili- 
brium. Trembley does not make the assertion explicitly, but we. 
may fairly suspect him of supposing that (3) is an algebraical 
identity for every figurn of revolution. 



1023. Trembley determines the value of P, for an oblatum 
on his pages 74 ... 81; hia method however is most laborious and 
repulsive. He keeps the origin of polar coordinates a t  the centre; 
if he had imitated the method given by La-orsnge in 1773, and 
put the origin at the pole, the result would have been obtained 
with eimplicity in a page. 

The result may be easily verified. Letf, 9, h be the coordi- 
nates of any point within an ellipsoid or on its surface ; then i t  
is known that the resolved attractions parallel to the correspond- 
ing axes are respectively Ff, Qg, Hh, where F, Q, H a r e  certain 
constants. Therefore if V be the potential we must have 

1 
V = constant - - (Ff' + Gg' + Hh'). 2 

The constant can be determined by actually calculating the 
value of V for the centre of the ellipsoid. 

In the case of an oblatum we shall thus obtain 

27rat J(1- e') VE 1 
e 

sin* e - - (Ff' + Qg' + Hh'), 2 

where a is the semiaxis major, and e the excentricity of the 
generating ellipse. 

The values of F, Cf, H are given in elementary boob ; for the 
oblatum two of them are equal. 

Suppose that H refers to the polar diameter ; then F and (X 
are equal : also 

a=- 1 -  
s' 

em e} .  
= { J(l ;d)  -l 

We shall thus find that the value of Vat  the pole is 

2 ~ b '  4 
{sin + cos + - 11 , where t+ = sin-' e. 

Trembley's result is equivalent to this, but in obtaining i t  he 
employs a eeries which ie not always convergent. 
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1024. An algebraical identity occurs in the course of 
Trembley's investigation, which may deserve to be reproduced. 
He  shews that 

&(A + 2r) (A+ 2r+ 2) ......( A + 2 r +  2m) = 0, 

where n, denotes the r& term in the expansion of (1 - I)", and 2 
denotes a summation with respect to r from r = 0 to r = n  in- 
clusive ; and m is zero or any positive integer less than n - 1. 

Suppose m = 0 ; then we have to shew that 

n n ( n -  ... 
1 l-z ' ) ( A + ( ) -  + ( - l ) ' ( A +  2n) = 0 ;  A - - ( A + 2 )  +---- 

and it is obvious that this is true, for the expression is equiva- 
lent to A (1  - 1)" - 2n (1 - 1)". 

Then the general proposition can be established by induction. 
Assume that the expression vanishes when m has a certain value. 
Change m into m + 1 ; and let 17 denote the value of the ex- 
pression thus obtained: so that 

...... U=21;n,(A+2r) ( A + 2 r +  2) ......( A + % +  2m+ 2) (1);  
while by hypothesis 

O=Zn, (A+2r)  ( A + 2 r +  2) ......( A+ 2r+2m), 

and therefore by changing A into A + 2 we have 

...... ...... o=xnr (A+2r+2) (A+2r+4)  (A+ 2r+ 2 +  2m) (2). 

Multiply (2)  by A, and subtract from (1); then we shall 
find that ' 

and this is zero, by virtue of our assumption, provided m is less 
than n - 1 - 1, that is, provided m is less than n - 2 ; and this 
by hypothesis is the case ; for we suppose m + 1 less than n - 1. 

1025. Trembley next obtains on his pages 81...83 the value 
of V, for an oblatum ; see Art. 1029. With the notation used in 
Art. 1023, i t  will be found that this is 

ras cos 9 -- 
sin8 r# {r# (2 sins + - 1) + sin 9 cos 91. 
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Trembley's result is equivalent to this ; but, aa before, in ob- 
taining i t  he employs a series which is not always convergent. 

1026. Let Ustand for 
I - then we know that 

J (r' - 2rr'p + 7") ' 

Let U be expanded in a series in the form 

then assuming that in (1) the coefficient of each power of r 
vanishes separately, we have 

This is the way in which (2) is universally obtained. Trembley 
gives an investigation of (2), in which he does not make the as- 
sumption just stated, but starts with the known form of P,: see 
Art. 786. I have not verified Trembley's investigation, which 
occupies his pages 84.. .89. 

1027. Trembley wishes to shew that P ,  = 1 when p 5: 1, m d  
be adopts the following extraordinary method : 

In  (2) suppose p = 1 ; then 

dP, - 2 p - - n ( n + l )  P,; 
dP 

therefore 

therefore (P,)' = Hpn("+l' 

where H is a constant. Thus when p = 1 we have P, = 4 H ;  and 
as H does not contain n, we see that P, haa the same value when 
p = 1, whatever be the value of n. But P, = 1 obviously when 
p = 1 ; therefore, P, = 1 when p = 1. 
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It would be difficult to find worse reasoning. We see that p 
is made equal to unity, and yet supposed to be a variable at the 
same time. And even if the resulting value of (P,)' had been 
fairly obtained, the constant H would be merely constant with 
r q e c t  to p ; to assume that H i s  constant with respect to n is to 
beg the whole question. 

1028. On his pages 90 ... 92 Trembley investigates some of 
the properties of Legendre's coefficients, which hgendre  himself 
gave in his second memoir : see Arts. 825.. .827. Trembley uses 
equation (2) of ArL 1026. From this equation by integrating we 
obtain 

dP, 1 - ) - + n (n + 1 P,dp = constant ; 
dP I,' 

then putting p = 0 to determine the constant we have 

where the suffix 0 indicates the value when p = 0. 

Hence putting p = 1 we have 

dP, has p for s factor, and then (--) = 0. 
dP 0 

d Pn 3 . 6  ... n ~f n is odd (dpI0= - 
( -1)T.2.4. . . (n-  1 ) .  

Multiply equation (2) of Art. 1026 by pm, and integrate; thus 

Integrate the first term by parts, and take unity for the upper 
limit of integration. Thus when n and m are both even we can 
arrive a t  the result given in Art. 825. 

When m is even and m is odd we can arrive a t  the result given 
in Art. 826. Trembley obtains this result, but be has a super- 
fluous f before the right-hand member : nevertheless he says his 
formula is what Legendre found, which is untrue. 
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1029. Return to equation (3) of A r t  1022, and suppose that 
the body is very nearly ~pherical : put r = a (1 + av) where a is a 
small quantity, the square of which may be neglected, and q is 
some function of 8. Thus we obtain approximately 

V =  V,  cosS8+ V, sinS8+2aq sin'B(V,- V,), 
and aa we are sure that the difference between V ,  and must be 
of the order a, we have by neglecting a' 

V =  V,cos'B+ V ,  sins@= V,+ ( y -  V,) cosS8. 

See Trembley's pages 93 and 96. He says that as the value of 
V involves only cos' 8 the meridian curve must be an ellipse; but 
this is mere assertion and not demonstration. He adds: 

... On d6duit de 18 le tbh1.8me qu'a d6montr6 M. le Gendre, que d 
I'on suppose qu'une planeta en 6quilibre ait la figure d'un solide de 
r$volution pea dX6rent d'une sphbe, et soit partag& en deux parties 
6gdes par eon equateur, le xueridien de cette plank% eat n-ment 
elliptique. 

But this understates what Legendre undertook to establish; 
for Legendre did not limit his figure of revolution to be nearly 
spherical ; see Art. 844: at least he does not confine himself to 
the first power of the ellipticity. 

Trembley suggests that probably the theorem of Legendre will 
also hold if the figure is nearly spherical, though not necessarily 
of revolution; he seems ignorant of the fact that Laplace had 
already established this in his fourth memoir : see Art. 858. 

1030. On his page 95 Trembley verifies Laplace's well known 
equation for the case of an oblatum of small excentricity: see 
Art. 862. Taking a for the semiaxis major of the oblatum 
Trembley shews that 

1031. For an oblatum of small excentricity a t  any point of 
the surface Trembley finds that approximately 

where M is the m w  and e the excentricity. 
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This result is obtained on the assumption which is mentioned 
in Art. 1022, namely that the oblatum is a form of relative 
equilibrium for a rotating fluid; so that i t  is not demonstrated 
by Trembley. We may accept the result as true because we ' 
know that the assumed proposition is true. I 

Further, Trembley tacitly assumes that this formula is true for 
any externalpoint, when at most all that has been shewn by him 
is that it may be accepted as true for points on the surface. 

Of course this assumption may be justified, but Trelnbley 1 
himself says nothing about it. We know that for an external 

' 

point V will be of the form i 

I where M d e n o h  the mass; and as the expression may be ad- 
mitted to hold up to the surface, the values of the constants N,, 1 N,, ... may be determined by the aid of the value of V at  the , 
surface. I 

I 

The approximate value of V which Trembley uses may be ' 
easily verified; see Art. 1010. 1 

1032. From the approximate value of V given in the pre- 
ceding Article, Trembley obtains immediately expressio~s for the 
attraction resolved in the direction of the radius vector and at 
right angles to it. These he applies on his pages 99. ..I05 to de- 1 

I 
monstrate various theorems given by Clairaut ; namely, those on 
Clairaut's pages 203, 236, 245, 226, and 217 : see Articles 321, 
336,336,327, and 323. i 

1 
1033. Pages 105...109 of Trembley's memoir do not relate 

to our subject, but to a theorem demonstrated by Laplace re- 
specting the attraction of light by a luminous body, in De Each's 
Iriphekdee for July, 1799. Trembley objects to Laplace's de- 
monstration; I have not examined the -point. 

1034. In  the Mkmorie di Matmtica.. . ..deUa So&& Ituliam, 

i r 
Vol. VIII., Modena, 1799, we have a memoir entitled Sopa alcuw 



pr-ritd concernenti la Qravitd terrestre, by aregorio Fontana. 
The memoir occupies pages 124.. .I34 of the volume. 

Fontana expresses himself diwtisfied with the demonstration8 
given of the proposition that the weight of a body resolved along 
the radius varies inversely as the radius, supposing the Earth to 
be a homogeneous fluid in relative equilibrium ; see Art. 33. 
Fontana refers epecially to a demonstration given by Boscovich 
in his De Litteraria Ezpeditim, page 443. I t  does not however 
seem to me that Boscovich is unsound, though he is brief. I 
presume that the considerations which. Fontana explicitly fur- 

' nishes were implicitly understood by Boscovich. 

Fontana demonstrates the proposition correctly. He also shews 
that the weight of a given body a t  any point varies as the normal: 
see Art. 153. He adds some easy propositions respecting the 
angle of the vertical, that is, the angle between the normal and 

, the radius at any point of the Earth's surfac6. 

The memoir aeems to me to have been out of date a t  its 
appearance. I t  might have had interest and value forty years 
before, but scarcely at the time of publication. 

1035. In  the Mkinoires de FImEitut ... Vol. 11. in 
1799, there is a Report entitled Rapport sur la lnerrure de la 
aihidienne de France et la rRpultuts qui en ont dtt? dliiuits pour 
dt?terminer la base8 du nouveau systdme dtrique. This report 
occupies pages 23 ... 80 of the historical portion of the volume; 
it was drawn up by VanSwinden. 

This report gives an abstract of the operations for determining - 
, the unit of length and the unit of weight in the French metrical 

system. I t  contains nothing of importance for our subject, as all 
the details connected with the measure of the meridian are fully 
exhibited in the work entitled Base du Systi?nts Ndtrigue. 

1036. We shall now notice the work which gives an account 
' 

of the Trigonometrical Survey of England and Wales ; this con- 
sists of three quarto volumes, published respectively in 1799, 
1801, and 1811. The work reproduces in substance various papers 
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which were originally published in the Philosophical Transactions, 
with large additions in the third volume : see Art. 984. 

The volumes are devoted almost entirely to practical details, 
and records of observations, and so they do not fall within our 
prescribed range. Very few pages treat on theory, and these are 
not of an attractive character. 

1037. On page 138 of the first volume we have the formula 
which is now usually called General Roy's Rule for computing . 
the spherical excess in a spherical triangle; the Rule however 
has been claimed for MI Dalby : see Spherical Trigonometry, 
Chapter x. 

On page 154 a section of some importance is commenced, 
entitled Of the l w r i z d  Angles on a &heroid; this is probably 
due to MI Dalby : compare the corresponding section in the 
Philosophical Traitsactimu for 1790, pages 192.. .200. 

The main design of the section seems to be to establish the 
following theorem : let there be two points on a sulface of revo- 
lution, and determine at each point the azimuth of the other 
point; then the sum of the azimuths will be equal to the szsm 
for two points on a sphere which have respectively the same 
latitudes as the points on the surface of revolution, and also the 
same difference of longitude. But the investigation is obscure and 
unsatisfactory, as are also other parts of the section. The theorem 
about the sum of the azimuths is however approximately true if 
the surface of revolution is nearly spherical : see the Account.. . 
of the Primpal Triangulation, in the Ordnance Survey of Great 
Britain, 1858, page 236; also the article on the Figure of the E a r a  
in the Encyclqpcsdia Metropolitans, page 214. 

1038. To justify the unfavourable opinion which I have ex- 
pressed, I will make a remark which may be of service to a reader 
of the original investigation. It will be seen that page 155 pro- 
fesses to establish some result exactly, that is without approxima- 
tion ; but it is difficult to see precisely which angles are denoted 
by the letters employed. I believe it will be found that when 0 
is the middle letter, the angle denoted should be the a ~ g l e  between 
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some pair ~ f ' ~ l a n e s  which intersect in the straight line OS. Then 
in the sixteenth line of the page the angle B OK means the angle 
between the planes BOS and KOS; but in the twentieth line 
of the page the angle BOK .is used for the angle between the 
planes BOR and KOS: these two meanings of the angle BOK 
are confounded, and the investigation rendered unsound. 

On page 171 the following statement is made : 

It haa also been conjectured, that the degree in Peru ia considerably 
too long, in consequence of the lateral attraction of the high lands 
where the measurement waa performed. (Philos. Trans. 1768.) 

I can find no authority in the Philosophical Transaction8 of 
1768 for this statement; and I do not think that there is any 
value whatever in it. 

1039. It may be observed that the measure of an arc of the 
r meridian of nearly three degrees presented the same result as the 

early French operations, namely that the length of a degree a p  
peared to diminish as the latitude increased : see page 109 of the 
second part of Vol. 11. of the work. 

For an anomaly as to the latitude of one of the stations see . 
the article on the F i r e  of the Earth in the EncycZqpcedia Metro- 
plitana, page 236. , 

P 



CHAPTER XXVIII. 

1040. THE first two volumea of the Mkcanique Cd&e were 
published in 1799. We shall be principally occupied with t h e  
second volume; but a few pages in the &st volume are also 
devoted to our aubject. I shall cite the pages of the original 
edition. 

1041. The second Chapter of the Second Book of the Mkca- 
nipus Cmeste is entitled Dee dqwztions difkrentdeUes du m u v ~  
d'un sydm de cgur soulnis d leur attraction mutueb. In 
@ 11, 12, and 13 of the Chapter Laplace digresses to the sub- 

... ject of attraction. The investigations occupy pagea 135 145 of 
the first volume. 

1042. Let Vdenote what we call the potential of an attract- 
ing body on a particle at the point (x, y, s). Laplace gives the  
well known equation 

Z V  d'V dPV 
- +-+---=o ..................... d 2  dy' dam (1); ~ 

a id  then shews how it is to be transformed into polar coordinates 
by the usual formulae 

z=rcosO, y=rsinf3cos+, s=rr inf3sin+,  

ahd putting p for cos 9 :  thus (1) becomes 

We have already recorded the first appearance of these for- 
mula?, and stated that the polar form waa that originally given; 
see Arts. 861 and 866. 1 



1043. If the attracting body be a spherical shell, it is obvious 
that V will not involve B or +, so that i t  will be a function of T 

only. Thus the partial differential equation for V reducea to 

B Therefore V =  A + - , where A and B are arbitrary con- 
r 

dV stants. And the attraction, being - - 
dr 

towards the origin, is 

B ' equal to 2. 

Now suppose the attracted particle to be a t  the centre of the 

I spherical shell ; then i t  is obvious that the resultant attraction 
must be zero : thus B= 0, when r = 0, and therefore B must 

! alwap be zem. Hence g= 0 for all points within the shell. 
I 

; Next suppose the attracted particle to be outside the shell; 
' 

then it is obvious that when the particle is at an indefinitely 
( great distance the attraction must be the game aa if all the at- 

tracting mass were collected at its centre. Thus denoting by M 

when r is indefinitely the mass of the shell, we must have - = - r ' 4  
great. Hence B= M when .r is indefinitely great, and there- 
fore B = M always. Therefore the attraction of a spherical shell 
on any external particle is the same as if the shell were collected 
at its centre. 

1044. The investigation of the preceding Article is unsatis- 
factory, because no reason presents itself for the change in the 
form of V in paasing from the hollow part of the shell to the 
space outside the shell. The fact ia that Laplace's fundamental 
partial differential equation for V is not true when the attracted 

I particle is a constituent particle of the attracting body. I t  was 
shewn by Poiwn that instead of zero on the right-hand side 
of (I) we must then have -4v, where p is the density of the 
attracting body a t  the point considered. The circ~lmstance that 
two ditrerent determinations of the value of the constant B are 

T. M. A. VOL. IL 12 
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required, might have suggested that the fundamental equation 
for V could not hold continuously from the centre of the shell 
to an infinite distance. For then we should have no means of 
knowing at what point one form of V should be given up, and 
the other form taken. 

1045. Laplace now proceeds to determine the laws of attrac- 
tion which make the resultant attraction of a spherical shell on 
an exterpal particle the same as if the shell were collected at its 
centre. The problem was h t  discussed by Laplace in his Figure 
des Planetes... : see Art. 817 ; the discussion has now passed into 
the alementary books. In  his Figure de.s Planetea Laplace em- 
ployed the expansion of functions in a series by Taylor's theorem; 
in the Mkniqwe Cdlsste he does not employ these expansions: 
the earlier method has been adopted in our elementary booka 

1046. It has been observed that Laplace's solution af the 
problem involves rather more than it explicitly enunciates; see 
Schlijmilch's Zichr i f i  fi M i h C i k  und Phydk, Vol. Y. 
page 438. We may put the problem thus: find what must be 
the law of attraction of the particles in order that the resultant 
attraction of a spherical shell on an external particle may be the 
same as if this shell were collected a t  its centre, and attracted ac- 
cording to some law depending on the distance. In  this enuncia- 
tion we do not aasume that the law of the resultant action is to be 
the =me aa the law of the mutual action. We will solve the 
problem as thus enunciated in the manner of the Mkmnique 
Ck&, that is without expansions. . 

Let T be the radius, 8-r the thickness of a shell, p the density. 
The attraction of t h b  &ell on an external particle at the distance 
a from the centre may be expressed in the form 

This i shewn in the Mkcanique Ckleste; see also Static8, Chap- 
ter x n I .  

Let us suppose that the shell is collected at ite centre, and 
that it attracte according to the product of ite mass into a certain 



function of the distance, which we will denote by ~ ( c ) .  Then, 
equating the two expressions of the attraction, we get 

b 

Integrate with respect to c ;  thus 

+ ( c + T )  - $ ( c - r )  = 2 w I x ( c )  b+ Uc ............ 
> (41, 

where U is a constant with respect to c, so that it may poseibly 
involve 7. 

If we represent + (c + r )  - +(c - r )  by R we obtain by differ- 
entiating (4) 

d'R 
= 4 q  (c) + ec+x'(c), 

But by the nature of the function R we have 

therefore 

therefore 

- Since the first member of thie equation ie independent of r, 
and the second member is independent of c, each member muat 
be equal to some constant, which we will denote by 3A. Hence 

L 

where B is a new constant. 

This gives the law of the resultant attraction. We have now 
to find the law of the mutual attraction. We have from (3) * 



&herefore . ' 

c{+'(c t.) -+'(c-r)] - I+(c+.)-+(c-r)I 
............... = 2(Aca+ B)r (5). 

Differentiate with respect to c ; thus 

c{+"(c+r) -+"(c-r)] =GAc'r; 

............. therefore. +" (C + T )  - + I f  (c - r) 6Acr.. (6)- 

Differentiate twice ; thua 
+"'(c + r) - +"'(c - T )  = 6Ar ............... (7)s 
+"" (c + r) - +"" (c - T )  = 0. 

. This shews that +""(c) mud be constant whatever c may be. 
Denote this by E; then 

+'" (c) = fi + El, 

where E, is another constant. Hence by the aid of (7) we get 
E= 3A ; and then 

where E, is another constant. 

By comparing thie with (6) we see that El = 0. 

Thus +(c) =+'+E$+ E, 

and Ad Ec' S(C) =T+++ E~c+E,, 

whew Ea and E, are constants. 

Comparing th&e with (8) we find that 

Ea=-B. 

Thue q l ( c )  =$ +Elc -23; 

that ie G I +  (c) dc =$ + ~~c - B, 



where #(c)  ia the function of the distance which determinee the 
I . law of mutual action. 

Hence a 

Ac' B 
/ + ( c ) d ~ = ~ +  E, - - C '  

'and therefore B 
+ ( ~ ) = A C + ~ .  

b 

Thus the law of mutual action coincides with the Iaw of 
resultant action. 

The same result will follow much more rapidly if we employ 
expansions. For take (3) ; expand +(c + r) and +(c - r )  by. 
Tayloie theorem, and equate the coefficients of r'; thus 

that is 9 (c) = x (4. 
And with this value of +'(c) all the other powers of r will 

diippear from (3). 
/ 

1047. L a p h  now proceeds t o  determine the law of attrac- 
tion which makos a spherical shell attract an internal particla 
equally in all directions. Thb probled occurs here for the first 
time ; and i t  hae since pawed into the elementary books. Laplace 
does not use the expansion of functions. With the notation of 
the preding Article we have now 

therefore + ( r + c )  - + ( r - c )  = Uc, 

where U is a constant with respect t o  c. Differentiate twice with 
reepect toc;  thus 

I 

+"(r+c) -+"(r -c)=O.  

Since this relation holds for all values of r and c, we must 
have +''(c) constant, whatever c may be; ' and therefore +'"(c) 

muat be zero. But +'(c)  = c I+ (c) dc ; thus 

h 24 (c) + c+'(c) s 0 ; 



this gives Ip (c) = $, so that the only law of attraction which 

satisfies the proposed condition is the law of. nature. See 
Art. 705. 

1048. Laplace returns to the general equation (2) ; he says 
that the integration is not possible except in certain cues, as for 
instance that' of a sphere. The integration is also possible, he 
says, when the solid is a cylinder of infinite length on a closed 
curve as base. In  this case if we take the axis of a parallel to the 
generators of the cylinder we see that V cannot contain t. Hence 
(1) reduces to 

therefore V=f,(x + y J- I) +f, (x  - y J- I), where f, and f, de- 
note arbitrary functions 

Laplace himself arrivea a t  thii result in a less simple way, by 
using (2) instead of (1). 

The condition that the curve is to be closed secures that the 
differential coefficients of V shall be finite ; but V itself becomes in- 
finite for a cylinder of infh@ length : hplace does not notice t h k  

1049. If we put x = p cos + and y = p sin $, we shall find 
that (8) transforms to 

If the cylinder is a circular cylinder V will be independent of 
- 

Ip, and (9) becomes 
,dSV dV . 

p - +p- '0 .  
d ~ '  dp 

Hence 

where H is an arbitrary constant. 

To determine the constant H Laplace supposes that the at- 
tracted particle is so remote that the cylinder may be considered. 
to be an infinite rod. Let A denote the base of the oylinder; 
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then the attraction of the cylinder on a particle a t  the distance p 
26 

from the axis, when p is very great, is thus found to be -. 
P 

Thus E= 28,  when p is very great, and therefore E= 2A 
always. 

1050. Suppose the attracted particle is within a circular cylin- 
drical shell of constant thickness and infinite length; then also 

- - we have - dV - - =. And as the attraction is zero when the 
P 

attracted particle is on the axis of the cylinder we must have 
E zero then; and thus H is zero for all internal points. See 
however Art. 1044. 

1051. The pages from the first volume. of the Mkcuniqw 
C h t e  which we have been considering, conhi% valuable matter, 
which may all be ascribed to Laplace himself. 

We have &en in Art. 1048 that Laplace considers that the  
general integration of (2) is not possible. It must however be 
remarked, that if we suppose V expanded in powers of r, we 
obtain from (2) the following equation for determining the co- 
efficient of rn, which we will denote by u,, 

d du, 1 d'u, 
--{(l-r? dcl &}+- w+n(n+~)um=~. 

General symbolic forme have been given in recent times for 
the integral of this equation: see Boole's fiferentid .E+uations, 
third edition, pages 433.. ,436. 

1052. We now pass to the second volume of the illdcaniqm 
Ckleste. 

The Third Book of the Mkcanique Ckleste is entitled De la 
jigure des corps ce'lestes: this work is composed of seven Chapters 
and occupies pages 1.. ,170 of the volume. 

1053. The first Chapter of the Third Book is entitled DM 
attradions cb ephd~oides homogbnes termin4 par des surfaces du 
second ordre. 



The word spheroid is used by Laplace, as in his Second Book, 
without any definition. I t  does not mean necessarily a nearly 
spherical body, for Laplace usually adds this restriction when 
i t  is required. In  fact spheroid with Laplace seems to include 
every thing which is not exactly a sphere, or a t  least every thing 
of which the surface can be determined by one equation between 
the usual polar variables. So also Lagrange and Poisson use the 
term spheroid with the like generality. 

The Chapter contains a full account of the attradion of a 
homogeneous ellipsoid on a particle whether external or internal. 
The Chapter is substantially reproduced from Laplace's fourth 
memoir. See Chapter XXIII. 

1054. Let r, 0, + be the polar coordinates of ~II element of 
the attracting m w ,  the origin being the attracted particle. Let 
A, B, C denote the resolved attractions parallel to  the axes 
towarde the origin. Then, the law of attraction being that of the 
inverse square of the distance, we have 

B = singe cos + dr  dB d+, 111 
the limits of the integrations are to be taken so as to include every 
element of the attracting mass. These formulae are now familiar 
to us from elementary books. Laplace obtaius them by transfor- 
mation from the folrnulae referred to rectangular axes ; and he also 
indicates the direct method of obtaining them. 

1055. Let a, h, c be the semiaxes of an ellipsoid. Let$ 9, h 
be the coordinates of an attracted particle, parallel respectively to 
these semiaxes, the centre being the origin. Then if the attracted 
particle be inside the ellipsoid, or on its surface, the resolved at- 
tractions parallel to the semiaxes are determined by the formulse 



where Mdenotes the mass of the ellipsoid, and L is put for 

Laplace puts the attractions in the above form, though he 
does not use quite the same letters as we do. He uses a, b, c for 

k k  the coordinates of the attracted particle ; and k, - - for the 

semiaxes of the ellipsoid. 
J m '  J n  

1056. The definite integral L involves aU the difficultiee of 
indefinite integration For denote i t  by #I (A', An). Then if we 
require the integral between the limits 0 and instead of between 
the lilnita 0 and 1, we see that by changing x into ul: the 
required result is P Qi (klP, Amr). 

1057. Laplace asserts that the integral L cannot be ex- 
pressed by means of algebraic, logarithmic, or circular functions. 
This apparently means that he had demonstrated this result to 
his own satisfaction ; but he never published the demonstration : 
see Art. 805. 

However, the researches of Abel and Liouville in more recent 
times may be considered to have established the point. See the 
Jmrnul de CEcole Polytechnique, Cahier 23, pages 37, 39, 57 ; also 
Bertrand's Cukul Ink?gral, pages 89.. .110. 

1058. Laplace gives the well-known expressions for the at- 
traction in the special case in which the ellipsoid becomes an 
oblatum. We may then put b = c, so that A' =A", and if e be the 

excentricity of the generating ellipse we have A' = ----- e' The 1-2. 
results will be found in the elementary books: see Statics, 
Chapter XIII. 

1059. Laplace proceeds to consider the case of the attraction 
of an ellipsoid on an external particle ; see his pages 13.. .19. I t  
amounts to developing what we now call the potential in a wries 
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which will be very convergent when the ellipticitiea of the prin- 
cipal sections are small, but is not always convergent. The 
procesa however is tedious, and requires a reader to perform much 
work for himself, or to have recourse to Bowditch's notes in the i 
translation of the Mhniqus  Ckkts. I 

1060. Laplace draws from his expansion the remarkable re- 
sult that the attractions of different ellipsoids which have the same I 

centre, the same position for their axes, and the same foci for their 
principal sections are as their maws. Laplace himself uses the 
phrase the same d r k d i e e ;  the word excentricity denotes with 
him the distance between the centre and a focus, not as in modern 
boob the ratio of this distance to the eemiaxis major. 

The result just stated we have called Laplads thtmem; i t  is 
the complete theorem of which Maclaurin gave a e p d  case : see 
Art,. 254. Laplace himself first obtained the theorem in his i 
Figure o h  Plane%: see Axt. 806. 

I do not reproduce Laplace's method, because i t  would occupy 
l 

a great space, and i t  is now superseded by Ivory's method. As I 
have already indicated, Bowditch'a notes may be consulted with 
adraritage. Bleo Burckhardt in his German translation of the first 
two volumes of the Mkmnique Cklests has commented on Laplace's 
method. A paper on Laplace's method by Professor Cayley 
will be found in the Quarterly Journal of Mathematics, Vol. I. 
pagea 285. ..300. 

1061. I will place here some remarks which will not be quite 
intelligible independently of the Mkcaniqzce Cklests, but may be 
of interest to the student of that work, or of Professor Cayley's 

P P r -  
Laplace gives in Livre III. 5 5 a certain partial differential 

equation which subsists between V and the resolved attractions 
Professor Cayley uees a more symmetrical notation than Laplace 
used; and shews that the partial differential equation resolves 
itself into two. In  his Figure des Planetes, where Laplace tirst 
gave this process, he started with three partial differential equa- 
tions ; and as this book is very scarce, it may be useful to notice 
bere the earlier form. Laplace takes for the equation to the ellip 



soid d + my4 + nz' = kf. I follow Professor Cayley in using 
la? + mys + nz' = k. The coordinates of an attracted external 
particle are a, b, c ;  also A, B, Care the resolved attractions parallel 
to the axes towards the origin ; and V is the potential, so that 

Then each of the three partial differential equations of Laplace's 
earlier work may be resolved into two. The two which spring 
from his first are 

( a d A  b d A  - -- +--+-- 
Ida m d b  ndc 

These equations are true not only for the whole definite inte- 
grab which constitute A and V, but also for every element taken 
separately; should there be found any difficulty in verifying them 
it will be removed by consulting Bowditch's notes, or Professor 
Cayley's paper. The other two of Laplace's equations give rise 
to similar pairs of equations, which involve B and C in the same 
manner aa the first, pair involves A. 

Now put F for aA + bB + cC as Laplace does. Multiply the 
first equation of the first pair by Q, the first equation of the second 
pair by b, and the first equation of the third pair by c. *Then by 
addition we shall obtain 

This constitutes one of the two parts into which Professor 
Cayley's first equation may be resolved. The other part of his 
first equation will consist of 

This equation like the other holds for every element taken 
separately of the definite integrals 























































































































1183. In  the preceding Article we transformed the triple 
integral by cutting up the ellipsoid into shells ; these shells are 
bounded by hm&&d ellipsoih: .this ,is in fact the mode of 
decomposition sdopted by Rodpguw bimself. 

The investigation is given in another form in the memoir by 
Professor Cayley which I have cited in Ark 1178. 

But Rodrigues does not determine any thing respecting the 
attraction of one of t b e  shells just H e n  of. This was first 
considered by Poieson in his memoir of 1835, which is cited in 
Art 887. 

1183. Let us return to the results obtained in Art. 1181. 

v For an external p i n t  we have 8W= 0; so that - does not 
64 

depend on the absolute lengths of the mmiazm, but on the 
excentricities of the ellipsoid. This is in fact Laplace's theorem. 

For an internal particle 

the integration is to be taken w as to correspond to all the shells 
d e  theparticle,tuyfmmr=i# to*=l; and#isdet%nnined 

so that 

1184. The remainder of the procesa given by Rodrigues ma- 
siBfS in obtaining exprewions for the at-tion from the above 
formula for 6 W. We shall not reproduce it, but briefly deduw a 
symmetrical expression for V. 

Let al=a'+t, b '= f l+ t ,  b=./+t; 

then T becomes equivalent to +dt j thus in the ordinary language 
of the Differential Calculus, 



where 
v w=-- 3V 
M-h4{(a1+t)  ~ + t )  ($+ t)]' 

Integrate from t  = 0 to t = a, obseiviqg that W vanishes 
when t is infinite; thus 

Hare V is the of the ellipsoid whose semiaxes are 
q p, 7 at the internal point (h, k, I )  ; and we have 

Then for an external point; by Laplace's theorem, the value of 
W is the same as it would be for an ellipsoid having the semi- 
=- %, PI, 7,s where 

a:-d=&'-fl=lyt-y=tl say, 

and 

Thus for the external point 

where L= h' + E. + P 
aS+t1+t p + t , + t  ++t,+t-" 

that 21, putting tl + t = t', V= 

1185. We pass to the second part of the memoir, which occu- 
pies pagea 374. ..385. This treate oa the attraeion of spheroids, 
which differ very slightly from a sphere, and on the general 
development of the potential function. 

1186. The moet remarkable matter in this park w&ta in 



the treatment of Laplace's coefficients. Rodrigurn says that his 1 
mode of analysis had been employed to a great extent by Ivory 
in the Philowphicat Trnnaactiona for 1812, and by Legendre in his 
Ej?ernernce8 de Calcul Intdgral; but he had not been acquainted ' 
with these works when he composed his thesia 

Nevertheless Rodrigues went in Rome respects beyond Ivory , 
and Legendre; Heine doea not seem to have been acquainted 
with the memoir which we are now examining : see Art. 784. 

1187. Laplace's ma coe5cient may be expressed in the form 

2 sin 8 sin B cos (ST - w') (2'61 M ;t 
m(m+l) i 3 p ~  

+ 2 sin' 8 sin' B cos 2 (w - w ') d'd4 
(m-l)m(m+l)(m+2) dp'dpl* 

+ 2 sin" 8 sin" 8 cos m (sr - tz') P M  
2m 1- dp" dp'" 

Legendre had obtaided this t.esult : see M,. 950. Afterwards 
Ivory gave it, see page 60 of his memoir of 1812. Where Rodrigues 
has the advantage is that he finds for M a certain compact form 
which had not been previously obtained, namely 

This includes a very simple formula for Legendre's m* d- 
ficient, namely 

This is given by Rodriguee. I t  presents itself as J d" (1 -$)" 
d ~ *  

J 

where J is a constant which he does not eqlicitly determine ; but 
thia constant comes tit once from his value given above for M. 

The m l t  was given by Ivory in the l'hhwph* Tramaetbw 
for 1822 ; and 60 is ascribed to him by Heine, on his page 9, 



1188. A result, which is ascribed by Heine to himself and 
Bertram, on his page 89, seems to me to have been 480 antici- 
pated by Rodrigues : see pages 376.. ,378 of the memoir. 

1189. Another result is given by Bodrigues which has been 
claimed for a later writer. This result expressed in the most 
symmetrical form is 

, m and n being positive integers, and n not greater than m. 

Heine on hie page 117 says : " Diese schone, von Jacobi zuerst 
gegebene Formel.. ." ; and in a note he refers to Crelle's J a u d  
fiir Mczthmdk, Vol. 11. page 225 : the date of this volume of 
Crelle's Journal is 1827. 

The qode in which the result preeenta itself to Rodrigues may 
be noticed. 

Suppose T, to denote Laplace's mth coefficient, then we know 
that 

d 1 -+m(m+l) d'T, T,=0. 
- /b' dm' 

Suppose T, expressed in the form 

yo+y, (A,sinw+B,cos=)+y,(Assin9w + B,coa%) + ...; 
then the general coefficient y, is determined by 

n 

If we assume y, = (1 -p9*'x-, we obtain 



Rod*, integrates these two equations ; and thus obtains 

Then as we have LC, = (1 - ~*)"x,,:., by virtue of our original 
amumptioas, we obtain 

Here C, D, P and g are arbitrary matants. 

Thus we have two different general forms of x,; and we have 
also the two following particular forms 

C d"" d"h (1 -$)' , (1 - P3-3 8fld F ~ F - -  dP- 

These are both raCion&l and integmt function8 of p ;  hence as 
the equation which x, satisfies is a linear equation, we are certain 
that by properly determining the ratio of the constant C to the 
constant F these particular expressions will be identical. By de- 
termining the ratio, Rodrigues arrives at the result stated above. 

1190. Let R,= " (' - " ; A d  suppoae that 
d ~ '  

so that Z, and W. express hplace's functions of the order m and n 



respectively. Then Rodriguea s h  that 

when m and n are unequal ; and he gives the form of the result 
when m and n are equal. Legendre had already done this; see 
Art. 951 ; but Rodrigues expresses the result when m and n are 
equal more compactly as he was in possession of the formula of 
Art. 1187, namely 

where S relates to r, and appliea a summation tram r = 0 to r = n 
inclusive; observing that A,a,+ B$, must be replaced by 2B,& 
The method of Rodrigues is good. 

1191. Rodriguee gives the formuh for the. attraction of 
spheroids which differ very little from spheres; there is nothing 
important in this part of his memoit: he briefly investigates 
Laplace's equation which we shall discuss in the next Chapter, 
and expresses no doubts respecting it. 

1192, Rodrigues insists on the necessity of having the series 
convergent; see his pages 376 and 383;. Nevertheless he seems 
unaware of the difficulty which Poisson subsequently discussed, 
and to which I allude in Art. 843. 

1193. From what we have said on this memoir by Rodrigues, - 
it is obvious that the following general remarks may be made. 
So far as relates to the attraction of an ellipsoid the memoir con- 
tains a simple solution of the problem, but adds nothing to what 

' had been previously established. But so far as relater, to Laplace's 
functions the memoir is very important, and deserves a prominent 
place in the history of this branch of analysis. 

1194. Thus in the present Chapter we have noticed four 
complete discussions of the problem of the attraction of an ellip 
soid; namely those by Ivory, Legendre, h u s s  and Rodrigues : 
omitting that part of Ivory's which relatee to the internal particle, 
all are eminent for simplicity, rigour, and completenese. We have 



a h  noticed two other memoirs ; that by Biot, which may be re- 
garded as a commentary on the writings of Legendre and Laplace; 
and that by Plana, which is a commentary on the investigation in 
Laplace's earlier treatise. A memoir by Poisson on this subject 
will come before us in a subsequent Chapter. Practically speak- 
ing, the method of Ivory has superseded all the others; although 
those of Gauss and Rodrigues are very striking. I t  ia remarked 
by Chasles, &Lmcnmcnr @...par dim8 &vccnts. .., Vol. rx. page 636 : 

Maie l 'g l6pt  thhdme de M. Ivory, qui, joint B l ' a n d p  de 
Iagrange pour le c a ~  dea points inttriears, compl6tait nne solution 'fade 
et brieve de la question, h a  tellement l'attention dea &mdtreq qne le 
bean mdmoire de M. Clause, et la solution remsrqoable a d  de M. 
M g u e a ,  oil ee trouvait, implicitement, la considdration d'une couche 
infiniment mince compriae entire deux ellipaoides aemblablee, merent ,  
pow aimi dire, inapequa 

I 



CHAPTER XXX. 

WLACE'S EQUATION. 

1195. IT has been shewn that Laplace gave repeatedly a 
certain equation relative to the potential of a nearly spherical 
homogeneous body at a point on its surface: see Art  1067. 

The equation was finally introduced in the Mkcaniqus Cdle.de, 
I,ivre m. 5 10 ; and in two forma There is the genersl form in 
which the attraction is supposed to vary as the n* power of the 
distance, and the particular form in which n' is taken to be - 2. 

1196. The particular form of the equation is 

Here V is the.potentia1 a t  any point of the surface, r  ia the 
distanoe of that point from a fixed origin which is very near the 
centre of gravity of the spheroid, a is the radius of a sphere 

dV 
which differs very little from the spheroid in volume, and - dr  
is the differential coefficient of V with respect to T, eupposing the 

direction of r unchanged; sa that V + g d r  would ultimately 

be the value of the potential at a second point, normally over the 
point to which V refers, and distant dr from it. 

1197. A memoir by Lagrange on this subject ia contained in 
the J m d  de CEcob Polytechndpus, Cahier xv. Volume vrrx. 
The memoir is entitled Eclairc&sement dune di$cdti! singutikre 
qd ss rencontre dam b C a W  de CAttractwn dm Sph4roGi-m trb- 
peu difkena ds la &idre. The memoir occupies pages 57. ..67 
of the volume, which was published in December, 1809. 



1198. Lagrange remarks that D'Alembert was the first who 
calculated the attraction of spheroids which differ but little from 
spheres ; and that Laplace treated the matter in a new and more 
general manner. Speaking of Laplace's theory Lagrange says : 

Sa thhrie eat fondOe mr un beau thhr&me tr$3-remarquable par sa 
simplicit4 autant qne par sa g6n6m.M; mais ce th&r&me donne lieu 
nne ditEcultR sin@8re, qui p a d t  n'avoir ancore Bt.4 remarquee par 
pemnne, et qui mkrite d ' 6 h  examinb. 

Lagrange then investigates equation (I), and establishes its 
truth ; but shews that by an error, which might naturally occur, 
a different result would present itself. 

We will give briefly the substance of Lagrange's process. 

1199. Reaolve the spheroid into two parts, a sphere of radias 
a nearly coinciding with the spheroid, and an additional part 
contained between the surface of the sphere and the d a c e  of the 
spheroid. Let the radius-vector of the spheroid be a (1 + y'), 
where y' is so small that its square may be neglected ; let y be 
the value of y' at the point considered. Let V, denote the part 
of V which arises from the sphere, and v the part which arises 
from the additional matter ; so that V= V, + v. 

Take the centre of the sphere for the origin of r. Then the 
ha 

value of is ---- ; and that of - is - - 3r dv hm. Hence dr 3r' ' 

Thii is exact. Put for r on the right-hand side ita vdue 
4 (1 + y), and neglect ; thus we get 1 

Hence to establish (1) it  will be necessary to shew that 

1200. The value of v is obtained by approximation. It is 
assumed that the additional matter may be supposed condensed 
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on the & of the ephere of radiue a ; this emmption we have 
had to make on former occasions : see Arb. 424 and 852. Thk 

where du repreeente an element of the epheri-1 surface, snd p is 
t h e  cosine of the a q l e  between the direotion of r and the radius 
drawn to this element. 

Be v is obviously of the order of y, it is assumed that ulti- • 

1 dv- s 
mately in - v + a - we may put r = a, and still have our result e Czr 
t rue to the order of y. 

Now we easily see &at 

then if we put r =  a we might at first suppose that the right; 
hand memkr would be zero ; and thus we should have a result 
different from (2). This constitutes substantially the difficulty 
which Lagrange undertakes to explain. 

The h t  is that if we make r r a  the expression under the 
integral sign becomes infinite in the course of integration, namely 
when p= 1. Thus although the first factor on the right-hand 
side vaniahes when r = a, the second factor may become infinite ; 
and we muat determine the exact value of the expression. 

Refer the surface of the sphere to the usual polar coordinates, 
taking the radiue through the point under consideration as 
the straight line from which 8 is measured. Then we may put 
a* sin 8 dB &#J for &, and COB 8 for p;  therefore the integral be- 

y' mu e de d+ 
comes - 7 a*// • 

(4 - ear coe 8 + a'):' 

Put y' - y + y for y' ; thus we obtain . 

(y8-y)sinedBd+ 

(tL - %r cos 8 + a*)# 



Assuming then for the present that the second integral does 
not become infinite when r =  a, the second term will vanish 
when r = a in consequence of the factor P -a'. 

The integral 
sin9d9d+ -2T sin 9 dl 

j J ( ? - 4 a r m g + o ? t -  j ( t L - ~ r . r ~ + a a ~ ~ .  

ThiR single integral can be immediately found ; the limite for 
9 are 0 and T, and thus we shall obtain finally 

err 1 , that is 
4 T  

Z- ( ~ a  - ~ a )  ( . ' - a ' ) '  

Hence the right-hand member of (3) becomes 

- a' r -k - that is - Bra3 ultimately. 
2- r ( P - a ' ) '  

Thus (2) i s  demonstrated. 

1201. We must now examine if the assumption we have 
made is satisfactory. We have assumed that 

(y' - y) sin 9 dB d+ 

(9 - ear cos 8 + as)a 

remains flnite when r  = a. 
Lagrwge's own treatment consists in integration by park 

Consider the integration with respect to 9, and put p for cox 9. 
Then 

- Y' - Y  

J 

The limits f a  p are 1 and - 1. When p =  1 we have 
y' - y = 0. Suppose that Y is the value of y' when p= - 1. 
Thus we obtain 

-- 1 
dp. 



Therefore if the latter integral is finite when r = a, so also is 
the  original integral. Lagrange in fact aasumee that the latter 
integral ia finite. This cannot be safely admitted however if * should become infinite within the range of the integration. 
d~ 

But in the original integral it is only when p is very nearly 
unity that the function to be integrated can possibly become 
very large. So the process of integration by parta need only be 
employed with mpect to that part of the integral for which p is 
nearly equal to unity. Hence practically the limitation to which 

Lagrange's proceas must be subjected is this : muat be zero or 

finite when p = 1. 
d~ 

1202. Another method might be used. The expression 

vanishes when T = a, provided that the quantity under the inte- 
gral sign L zero or finite when p = 1. When p = 1 this quantity 

0 takee the indeterminate form - by evaluating it in the usual 
0 

way we obtain 

dy' This ia finite when p= 1 and r =  a, provided - ia not du 
infinite. 

Thus on the whole we may admit the truth of (1) provided 

dg L not infinite when p - 1. * 
1308. We have next to notice a memoir by Ivory entitled 

On tha &wn& of tlra Midhod which L a p h e  has given in tlis 
s d  Chuptcr of the third Book of his M i n i p u s  Cdleets for 
computs'ng tha Attrctctions of 6tphsro4ds of every Demriptiim, This 
memoir ie published in the P h ~ h ~  Tmwccctions for 1812 ; 

T. M. A. VOL 11. 17 
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it occupiea pagee l...46 of the volume. The memoir is compoeed 
of two park The first part consists of pages 1...38 ; this m 
written before Ivory had seen Lagrange's memoir in the J o u d  I 
ds C& Polytechaique, and was read to the Royal Society on 
July 4th, 1811. The second part consists of pages 3...45; this 
was written after Ivory had seen Lagrange's memoir, and was 
read to the Royal Society on November 7th, 1811. 

1304. Let us consider the first part of Ivory's memoir. This 
b intended to shew that Laplace's demonstration of equation (1) 
is defective and erroneous. With respect to this equation Ivory ; 
says on his pages 7 and 8:  

... The theorem, i t  may be remarked, ia merely laid down by the 1 

author, and the truth of i t  confirmed by a demonshtion; it does not 
naturally ariee in the of the anal*; and the reader of the 1 
Mbean+ C&ta is at a loss to conjeoture by what train of thought it 
may have been originally suggested. It may be doubted whether the ' 

theorem wee introduced for the aake of demonstrating a method of I 
inveatigation previowly known to be just from other principles ; ur 
whether it preceded in the order of invention, and led to the method of 
inveatigation. 1 

The .history of Laplace's writings, which we have traced, 
settles the point thus raised by Ivory; the theorem w w  given ~ 

b y  Laplace a t  a very early period, and did precede the applica- 
tion which he afterwards made of it to the expansion of a func- 
tion in what we call Laplace's functions 

1306. Ivory remarks on his page 9 : 1 
It M also to be observed that the Mhn+ CAWe hss now been 

many yema before the public: and although the problem of attirmtione 
is the foundation of many importent reeeerchee, and M more particularly 

i 
reunnmended to the notice of mathemat ih  the novelty and 1 
uncommon turn of the anal* ; on which account it may be auppaeed 
to have been scrutinized with more than an ordinary degree of aurioriity ; 
yet nobody has hitherto called in question the accuracy of the investi- 
gation I 

Ivory might have increased the force of his remark by ad- 
verting to the long time which elapsed between the first publi- 
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cation of the theorem and the reproduction of it ip the M k i q u s  
ci?Wi?. 

Ivory concludee the paragraph which contains the preceding 
sentence by saying that 

The writinga of no author on any subject deserve to haw more 
regpad and deference paid to them, than the writinga of L a p b  on the 
subject of phyeid &nomy; with thin no one arn be more deeply 
imp& than the author of this discourse ; and it waa not till after 
much meditation that, yielding to the force of the proofe whioh ue now 
to be detailed, he haa ventured to advance anything in oppoeition to the 
highest authority, in regard to mathematical and physid aubjeda, that 
is to be found in the preeent tiinm. 

1206. I shall not reproduce Ivory's proceoe. I t  seems to me 
longer and more elaborate than was really necessary. I think his 
objections to Laplace's equation may be fairly epitomized by 
saying, as in drt. 1202, that we have no ground for asserting the 

dy' truth of the equation at any point unlees we -me that - 
d~ 

is finite for that point; and he would allow the truth of the 
dy' equation if y' k such that - is always finite. 
d~ 

1207. Let ue consider where the diffioulty really liea in 
Laplace's process. We take the suppositions of Art. 1199, except 
that we now let the sphere tow:h the spheroid at the point con- ' 
sidered; h ' t ha t  the y of that Article in fact is zero. 

Let there be a particle of maee A, situated on the surface of 
the sphem, and at an angular distPnce y f m  the direction to 
whieh r belonga Let 

. Y= d { k S ( l  - cos7)j, 
snd f' - d{(a + dr)' - Zcs (a + dr) cos 7 + a'). 

X. 
Then - represents the part of V which arises from thie par- f. 

I 

ticla, and ' represents the part of V + 2 r  + . . . which so 7 
ariree. 

17--S 
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- Iff be finite we have when dr k small enough 

X X Xdr 
so that f =3-7 G' 

X 1 
Hence n for lu thai parti.de i. comend r e  get ?= - - -* dr f'%' 

I 

dV dV 
aothat 2a-=- I? that is % - +  V=O. dr dr 

Therefore we may say that considering only those particles 
which are at  a jinite distance from the point considered, Laplace's 
equation holds. But at the same time when f itself is infini- I 
kximal, the assertion in (4) cannot be accepted as satisfactory. I 

1208. Ivory proceeds thus. We have 
I 

therefore 
1 1  

I 
I 

Imry expands the fador and to obtain - - - f' f 
dr cending powers of - But this expansion is very unsat*tov 
f" I 

when f' becomes infiniteaimd as it does ultimately. 1 
1209. Ivory himself haa no doubt of the soundness of his 

investigation. He says that " I t  completely overturns the de- i 
monstration of Laplace.. . ". 

1210. Laplace, aa we have seen in Art. 1067, employed the 
equation we are considering to shew that any function of the 
usual angular polar coordinates could be expressed in a series of 
.Laplace's functions. Uf course any limitation which may .be , 
found to apply to the theorem we are considering, ~pplies also 
to %he deduction from it. Accordingly, Ivory does not allow 

I 



that any function can be expanded in a seriea of Laplace'e func- 
tions; hut allom that any rational integral function of p, 
J(1- p') cos (p, and J@ - p') sin (p can be so expanded, where 
p stands for coe 8. 

1211. With respect to Laplace's demonstration of his theorem 
it must be observed that he expressly suppoees the sphere to 
touch the spheroid. Ivory does not adveh to this suppoeition. 
It is obvious that if this supposition be made the condition re- 
quired in Lagrange's investigation will be eatisfied ; and so that 
investigation will furnish an adequate proof of Laplace's theorem : 
see Art. 1260. Bnd by proper precautions we may also fo&ify 
the weak part of Iaplace's own investigation. 

Laplace's supposition amounts to the condition, in modern 
language, that there are to be no airPguCar pointe on the surface . 
of the spheroid: eo that applied to the Errrth it would exclude 
such irregularities as chasms or craters, and ridges or peaks, and 
mountains or valleys with vertical facea. 

No doubt this condition limits to a companding degree the 
range of the theorem about the expansibility of a function in a 
series of Laplace's functions; or rather limits Laplacs's o m  de- 
monstration of it. 

121% We have shewn in Arb. 1200 and 1201 that if 3 ia 
finite when p = 1 the limit when r = a of 

d~ 

a'y' sin 9 a?d d4 
2q. (r - a)IoWL*(fl - %,. coe 9 + a y  

Under the same condition i t  may be shewn that the limit 
when r = a of 

a'y' sin 9 d0 d+ 2TJ 
t+ l  is z. 

( r ' -%rcoe0+a ' ) i  

Ivory eetabliahes this reeult : me hie page 22. 

1313. We may notice the way in which Ivory shews that 6 

rational integral function of the usual variables can be expanded 
in a seriee of Laplace's functions. 



LAPLACE'S EQUATION. 

Let c& denote an element of the surf- of a sphere of radiua 
unity; then with the notation which has been explained in 
Art. 785 we h v e  

'. Ditkentiate with respect to r ; thus 

Multiply tbe d resalt by 2~ and add to the former ; thus 

Now w p p  r =a ; then the limit of the left-hand is 4 q  by 
Art 1812. Therefom 

4wy =Iy# (1 + 3 ~ , + 5 ~ '  + 7 ~ +  ...I do. 
This ia equivalent to Laplace's reeult : see Art. 106'9. 

The method here given is substantidly that which Poisson 
adopted in various places of his writings for establiuhiog the 
possibility of the expansion. 

1214. Ivory makes some remarks on wbat we have called in 
Art, 1195 the general form in which Laplace's equation presents 
itself, when the attraction is supposed to vary se the n* power of 
the distance. Then 

where V belongs to the whole spheroid, and V; to the sphere of 
radius a :  see Art, 814. It is e a ~ y  to anticipate wbat will be the 
nature of Ivory's conclusion. He admits that if n be positive 
the equation is true, and also if n be negative and numericany 
leee than 2. In fact if we proceed after Lagrange's method, as 
given in this Chapter, we shall see that our integrals remain tipite 
as long as n is algebrhcally greater than - 2. 
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It may be taken I. think ae u n i v e r d y  admitted that the 
equation cannot be coneidered established if n is negative and 
numerically greatar than 2. 

1215. Some incidental mattem which occur in the memoir 
may be noticed. 

If 9 and t# are the usual polar coordinates of a point on the 
surface of a sphere of radius unity, we know that the expression 
for the element of surface will be sin Od6d$. If we take another 
pole and transform our expression, and so introduce corresponding 
angles 0, and 9, the expression for the element of surface will be 
sin 8, This is a simple but important tnmaformatidn : 
Ivory uses it on his page 18 : by the aid of it in Art. 424 some 
simplification wm effected of an investigation by D'Alembert. . 

On his page 33 Ivory says, with reference of course to Laplace: 

... On this account the analysis in ~ b .  25, Liv. 38, cannot be 
admitted as satisfactory : and indeed from the wonla a t  the beginning of 
Na 26, we may infer that the author himaelf wee not perfectly aatiefied 
r i t h  &e stridnass and universality of his investigation. 

Laplace's words llowever at the beginning of his § 26 seem to 
me to shew that .the investigation which he was about to bring 
forward was intended to remove the doubta of other people rather 
than hie own, as to the eoundness of hia antecedent method : the 
worde wilr be quoted in Art 1366. 

On hie page 33 Ivory =ye : 

... Although the anal* which Laplaw haa traced out for the 
attnactions of spheroids mud be allowed to be very ingeniow and 
masterly, yet atill there are some mmiderationa which cannot but lead 
ns to think, that it falls short of that degree of perfection which it is 
laudable to aim a t  And in particular the coefficients of the several 
terms of the expension are, in hia p d u r e ,  formed one after another, 
beginnii with the lest term : M, that the first terms of the e&ee cannot 
be found without previody computing all the reat. Thb is no doubt 
am imperfection of some moment :. . . 

Ivory I presume refers to the proceae which occurs toward8 the 
and of Laplace's Livre 111. 5 16. The objection does not seem to 



me of much weight: i t  might be said that we could give the name 
of$rat terms to those which he c a b  the last, for if we have to find 
a set of terms i t  is not of much importance at which end we begin. 

1216. The pages 34 ... 45 of Ivory's memoir form an appendix 
to what had preceded; in these pages Ivory gives an account 
of the memoir by Lagrange which we have already noticed in 
Arts. 1197 ... 1202. 

Ivory begins thus : 

Some time before the end of May laet, a pper of mine wan presented 
to the Royal Society, in which I entered on an examination d a funda- 
mental propoeition in the second ohaptsr of the third book of the 
Mdean* C2eatc. About three months after that paper wan in the 
possession of the Society, towards the middle of Augnet, a large collection 
of foreign books, importad from the Continent, wes received in London ; 
among which were several C d k a  of the J o u d  dc l'Bods h&mchnigUa 
I n  the 15th Cdier, whioh had been pubbhed a t  Paris in December 
1809, although i t  did not find ita way into this country prior to the 
above date, there is a short memoir by hgnmge on the same mlbject 
treated i f  in my paper: and in this Appendix I ahall lay before the 
Society a ehort account of Lagrange's memoir, pointing out what am tbe 
views of that celebrated mathematician in re* ,to the conclneiona 
obtained in my paper. 

1217. Ivory illustrates on his pages 38 and 39 an important 
point to which we are now accustomed to pay due attention ; we 
should describe it by saying that if a function to be integrated be- 
comes infinite within the rallge of integration it will be necessary 
to determine by carefuf examination what the resl value of the 
integral is. 

1318. Lagrange himself in his memoir expressed no doubt 
as to the accuracy of Laplwe's equation ; Ivory however seeks to 
draw a coufumation of his own opinion from Lagrange's memoir. 
But it does not appear to me that in this Appendix Ivory adds 
any matter of consequence to what he had already given. 

1319. A second memoir by Ivory occurs in the same volume 
of the Philosophical Traneactions entitled, On the Attmtimw of 
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ur, axtm&w~ Class of Spheroids. We shall give a notice of this 
memoir hereafter ; at  present i t  is sufficient to my that Ivory just 
alludes td the equation which we are considering, and reasserts 
t h a t  there is an error in Laplace's process: see page 73 of the 
memoir. 

1220. Laplace himself returned to the equation in a memoir 
on the Figure of the Earth which was published in the Md-rm.. . 
ds r I d d  for 1817, and was reproduced in the fifth volume of 
the  M&;Pw C d M :  see pageB 24 ... 27 of the volume. The 
following is the gubstance of the addition which Laplace here 
makes to his original demonstration. 

Take the expreseion which forms the righehand member of (3) 
in Art 1200 ; and suppose the sphere and the spheroid to touch so 
that  y' vanishes a t  the common poiut. Since r is to be made 
equal to a ultimately, we are sure that the expreseion will vanish 
if we except for a moment that part of the integral which arises 
from elements close to the point considered ; this part requires 
special examination. But. since we suppose the spheresand the 
spheroid to touch we have y' varying as r' - earp + a' dtinaately 
in the neighbourhood of the common point; and this ensures that 
the  corresponding part of the integral vanishes. 

1221. Laplace puts his investigation in a form resembling 
that  which we have adopted in Art. 859. ' The pote'ntial is sepa- 
rated into two parts which we have denoted by V and V , ;  and 

. the equation is obtained which we express thus: 

This agrees with Laplace's equation (a) on his page 24; he 
usea V" for our 5, and be s u p p e s  a to be unity. 

1222. Laplace mays on his page 27: 

Telle est la d6momtration que j'ai donnth de cette kquation, dans 
l'endroit cite de LP Mknique ckleate. Quelquea ghmhtree ne l'ayant 
pas bien eaisie, l'ont jug& inexacta L8grange, dane le tome VUI. du 
Journnl de 1'Eoole Polyteahniqne, a d6rnontd cette Bquation, par m e  
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rnelym & pea prbr semblable celle qui me l'awit fait d h m i r  
(Mdmoires de l'Acnd6mie des Sciences, annh 1776, pqp 83). C'& 
pour uimpMer oette m a t i h  que j'ai p&f&d de donner h la MBa- 
nipe date, la dhonstration pWente .  

I do not know who are meant by the words quelqwe gt?bdtrm; 
the words eeem to imply that more than one person had attacked 
the demonstration, but I have found no other besides Ivory, up to , 
the date of publication of Lsplace'ti fifth volume. 

Laplace does not offer to defend the general form of hie equa- 
tion : see Art 1214 

1423. We find something bearing on the point under dis- 
cuasion in a memoir by Poisson on the distrib~~tion of heat in 
solid bodiea, which was published in the J o u d  da FIG& Poty- 
tochniquc, Vol. XII.: see page 159 of the voluma Although 
Poiseon p u b  his remarks in a more elaborate form, yet the fol- 
lowing simple statement constitutes their sum. ~ 

Take the expression which forms the right-hand member of (3) 1 
in Art. 1200. When we make r - a infinitesimal the only part 
of the integral which can be seusible is that which arises from 
elements close to the point considered. Thus we may regard y' 
as constant ; so that the expression becomes 

-%aw/ dv 
(TI - 2arp + a')# ' 

Then continuing as in that Article we arrive a t  the result 
- erasy. 

1 
Although no condition ia stated by Poiseon, it is obvious that 

i t  will not be safe to say that y' may be considered constant unless 
dy' we are sure that - is not infinite when p= 1. 
rLCc 

1224. Ivory returned to the equation in a memoir entitled, 
On ~ expansion in a & of the atOr&n of a @ h i d ,  pub- 
lished in. the Phibqhicd Transactions for 1823 : we ahall here 
notice only so much of the memoir ae dates to the equation I 
under discussion. 

I 



Ivory says on pages '106 and 107 of this memoir : 

We come next to consider the differential equation that takes place 
at the surtace of a ~phemid. Of thb equation, three demomtratione 
have been published ; one, in the second chapter of the third book of the 
Mieanique C6hta; another by the same author, not precisely the same 
with the former, but aimilar to it, in a memoir read to the Academy of 
Sciences. in 1818 ; and a third by M. Poisson, in an interesting and 
profound memoir on the distribution of heat in solid bodiag. The two 
last demonstrations are fundamentally the same ; but aa M. Poircson has 
stated the reasoning more fully, and k e d  the s e w  of the proof more 
pmieely, I wish to refer to his memoir. 

I do not understand what Ivory means by speaking of the 
k t  two demonstrations as fundamentally ths same : it appears to 
me that there is a+ appreciable difference between them. The 
memoir by L a p l w  to which Ivory here refers is that noticed in 
Art. 1220. 

1225. In this memoir 1vory.seems to object not so much to 
the theorem itself aa to  the inference which was drawn from it, 
namely that any function could be expanded in a series of lap lace'^ 
function& 

1226. Laplace himself in a conversation with Sir Humphry 
Davy bore testimony to the talents and labours of Ivory: see the . 
Ahtracts of the Papers printed in the Philosophical T~ansactions.. . 
Vol. IV. page 409. The end which Ivory aimed a t  in hie criti- 
cisms on Laplace's equation may be considered now substantially 
attained ; for the equation eeems to have been relinquished by 

+,most mathematical writers. The theory of Laplace's functions, 
land the theory of attractions, are now usually exhibited quite 
' independently of the equation. 

1227. A paper on this matter by Cf. B. Airy, now Bstmnomer 
Royal, is contained in the & w e  Philosophical Transcrctions, 
Vol. n. 1827. The paper occupiea pages m... 390 of tbe volume ; 
it was r e d  May 8th, 1826. 
. Mr Aiq commences thus : 

In two prpers printed in the Philoeophical Tranmctiom far 1812, 
and in a t h i d  in the Transactions for 1822, Mr Ivory has objected to 
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.mme park of l irph'a inveetigation of the attanction 
differing little from a sphere. That there ore di6cultiea in 
cannot be denied, but that Mr Ivory hae pointed out correctly the 
h m  which the obscnritiee a r k  appema to me quite doubtful 
considering the aubjed attentively, I have oome to the ooncldon, 
in the pert to which Mr Ivory hae most atrongly objected, Laplace's 
investigation may, by a slight alteration, be made free h m  error ; krL 
that an assertion of lirplace which Mr Ivory has admitted without 
scruple, is absolutely unsupported by any demomtmtive evidenoe what- 
ever...... 

1228. The manner in which Mr Airy establishes Laplace's 
equation is very interesting, and deaerves to be studied. In& ! 
of reproducing it I will give a process which is founded on tbe 1 

aame principles. 

Let there be a sphere nearly equal in volume to the spheroid 
and having a common point and nearly coinciding with the sphe- 
roid ; but the two need not necessarily touch at the common point. 

Laplace's equation holds for the sphere. It is also admitted 1 

to hold for that part of the excess of the spheroid over the aphere 
which is not close to the common point ; so that we need only 
consider the part close to the common point. Let a be the value 
of the potential for the portion of this excess which is near the 

' common point; and which we may suppoae to be bounded by r 
ephere of radius f described round the common point as centre. 
'I hen for this small portion of the excees we shall shew that v and 

2 may both be considered &ro ultimately. 

First let us examine the value of a. Resolve the small portion 
we have to consider into infinitesimal cones or pyramids which 
have their vertex a t  the common point. Suppose that as represents 
the s&e which one of theee cones or pyramida would cut from 

1 
a sphere of radius unity ; then j% will be the part of a erieing 

from this cone or pyramid. Hence the value of v will be ulti- 
mately zero. For f is ultimately indefinitely smdL If we snp 
pose with L a p h  that the sphere and the spheroid touch, the 
sum of all the values of a, will be infinitesimal. And if we mp 



pose with Mr Airy that the flphere and tho qheroid do not touch, 
still the sum of all the values of cu will be very small. Moreover 
in this csae there is e speciee of oompeneation ; for aa the sphere 
will be partly within and partly without the spheroid .the ele- 
menta ry  cones will contribute partly positive and partly negative 
values to v. Thus we may safely admit a to be ultimately 
z e r o  to the order which Laplace's equation involves. 

du dv Next let us examine the value of - The part of - which dr' dr  
arises from one of the infinitesimal conea or pyramids expreesee 
the  attraction of that cone or pyramid on a particle at the vertex 
estimated in the direction which h allnoet at right anglee to the 
rub of the cone or pyramid. It is therefore obvious that this 
must  be idiniteeimal. Hence too tbe aggregate arising from all 
t h e  conee or pyramids will be ultimately zero to the order we have 
t o  regard. 

1229. Mr Airy then touches on a matter of less importance. 
H e  sap: 

The accuracy of the investigation in Liv. III. No. 10. being eupl;osed 
to be eshbliehed, I proceed to No. 11. In this article aa it atand's, 
them is certainly an obscurity (attended however with no erroneow 
resulta) which a d change in the notation will entirely remove. In 
the precadhg article Laplace has taken r = Q at the a- point, he 
now supposea + = a (1 + ay) : and whether thb be an inaocurscy, or the 
origin of c~ordinstss be suppoeed to be changed, it ia equally incornp 
henaible to the reader, and equally likely to lead him into error. 

I t  does not seem to me that there is any serious difficulty 
here ; in his 5 10 Laplace makes r nearly equal to a, but he does 
not require that r should be &ly equal to a. 

1230. A more important point is then introduced. Laplace 
undertook to shew that a function y cannot be expanded into two 
different aeries of Laplace's functions. For suppose if possible 
there are two different ex pa mi on^, my 

y =  Ye+ PI+ Y,+ Y,+... 
and y=Xe+XI+X,+X,+ ... 



Hence by mbtraction 

o =  Yo-Xo+ q - X I +  Y,-&+ ... 
Let Z, be a Laplace's function of the c?" order; multiply the 

last equation by 2, and integrate between the usual limits ; then 
by a well known property of the functions we have 

I 

Laplace mys that if we take for 2, the most general function 
of its kind this equation cannot be true except Y,  - 4 = 0. 

Mr Airy considers that there is not the slightest evidence for 
this assertion; and so that the theorem which Laplace wished to 
establish "rests at present entirely on Laplace's unsupported 
assertion.'' 

Mr Airy does not attempt to complete the demonstration 
of the result Y, - X, = 0, but gives another investigation of the 
proposition that a rational function of P, J(l - pl) cos 4, and 
J(1 - p') sin + can be expanded in only one aeries of Laplace's 
functions. 

I do not however consider that Laplace's assertion is d d -  
tute of evidence: here, aa in many cases, Laplace leaves his 
readers to do much for themselves, but I think there is little 
doubt as to how we should here proceed. 

For an example suppose i=  2. Then he would say that 
Y, - & must be of the form A 

where Cv C,, C, El, E, are c o d h n b ,  and f0Q, f,k) are 
cetrtain fun&ions of f i  

Now take for 2, an expression of the form 

ET$,(rc) Jn 2#, 
where H, is a constant, 



Substitute in (5) ; then we we that it reduces to 

and this is impossible unless E,= 0.  

In  like manner we can shew that the other constants which 
occur in Y, - X, must all be zero by reason of (5). 

We may observe that the inference that Y,  =Xi is drawn from 
(5) in modern books in'a simpler manner by the aid of an impor- 
tant equation which Laplace himself gave ; namely the equa- 
tion (1) of the Mdmniqlce Cdleste, Vol. 11. page 44 : see b e .  857 
and 1069. Poisson uses this manner in his l"h&rk...de la 
Chaleur, page 225. 

With respect to this paper by Professor Airy, the reader may 
consult an article also by him in the Philosophical Magazine for 
June 1827. 

1231. The equation is investigated by Pontdcoulant in his 
Worie  Analytique du Systdm du Monde, Vol. 11. 1829, pages 
374 ... 380. Pontkcoulant's process is substantially the same as 
Lagrange's, which we have noticed in Arts. 1197.. .1202. 

1232. The matter discussed in the present Chapter ie also 
. considered by Bowditch in his notes to the translation of the 

~Mhnique  Cdleste; see pages 88 and 92 of his second volume. 
But he adds nothing to what had been previously given 

1233. A very interesting paper on the subject by the late 
James MC Cullagh is published in the Transactione of the Royal 
I&h Academy, Vol. XVII. 1837, pages 237.. .239 ; the. paper was 
read on May 26, 1832. The object of the paper is to demonstrate 
a certain exact theorem of which Laplace's equation may be 
considered an approximate form. We will give a sketch of the 
procem. 

If + be tho solid angle of an infinitesimal cone or pyramid 
of length r i t  is eaeily seen that the potential at the vertex ie 
1 2 +?, and the attraction there is. +r; the density being taken as 

unity. 
H 



Now consider a solid of any shape, regular or irregular, termi- 
nated at one end by a plane ; in this plane take any point PI and 
from P draw a straight line a t  right angles to the plane meeting the 
solid again a t  Q. Let there be a sphere of any magnitude whom 
diameter P Q' is parallel to PQ. Let I"' be another b e d  point ; 
and from the points P, P', P" draw three parallel straight linea 
Ip, Pp', P'p, the first two terminated respectively by the solid 
and the sphere, and the third equal to the difference of the 
other two, without regarding which of. them is the greater. 
Suppose all the points p" taken according to this law to trace out 
a third solid. 

Let Pp, Pp', P'p", be edges of three infinitesimal pyramids, 
with their other edges proweding from P ,  P ,  P" all parallel; 
they will have the same solid angle, which we will denote by +. 
Let r, r', r" denote the respective lengths, and V, I", V" the 
potentials a t  the vertices. From p draw pR perpendicular to FQ ; 
the attraction of the pyramid corresponding to Pp in the direction 

sphere. 
Since r" ie the difference of T and r' we have 

r'+T"-r'f'=2m'= 2PR x P g ;  

! 
of P Q  will be + x PR; call thie A. Let o be the radius of the I 

I 
therefore 

1 1 1 
~+?+-,+T''-~+T'"=%+ x PR, 

that is V+ V'- VU=.2aA. 
This result then holds for every other three pyramids similarly 

related to each other throughout the whole extent of the three 
solids. Thus if we now denote by V, V', V" the whds potentials 
for the three solids, and by A the whle attraction of the first 1 
solid parallel to PQ on a at P, we shall have 1 

V+ V'- 7"=2aA. 
Thi ie Ma Cullagh's exact equation. To express i t  in Laplace's 

notation he obeerves that the attraction A is Bynonymous with 
4 

I 
-- and that V' for the sphere is equal to - ms. Substituting ! dr 3 
theee values we obtain 



McCullngh then shews that if the original ~olid differs but 
slightly from a sphere, and we choose a suitably, then V" will be 
a small quantity of the second order. * 

1234. A few remarks &ay be made on this ingenious paper. 

The plane which terminates the first solid may if we please 
be a tangent plane, and then PQ becomes the normal a t  P. 

The normal attraction at P, in Laplace's use of his equation, 

is not necessa~ily exactly - dV- - but it will not differ from this dr ' 
expression by more than a quantity of the second order a t  most. 
See the' Micanique Celeste, Vol. v. page 26. 

McCullagh refers to a certain &e, as he says, " because both 
Laepnge and Ivory have used this case to show that the reason- 
ings of Laplace are incorrect." But I do not think Lagrango , 

professed to shew that the reasonings of Laplace are incorrect. 
Lagrange shewed that an error might very naturally be made; 
but  he did not ssllert or imply that Laplace had made any error. 

I 
1235. The matter is considered by plan;; see the Aetro- 

I 

nombche Nachrichtsn, Vol. xxxvnr., page 226 : but the article 

I by Plana may be ln-t conveniently studied in connexion with 

I 
Laplaceb Livre XI. Chapitre 11. $$ 2.. .5, to which it relates. 

I 

Resal investigates Laplace's equation ; see his pages 164.. .I66 : 
the method may be considered to resemble that of Art. 1228. 

T. If. A. VOL. 11. 



CHAPTER XXSI.  

PARTIAL DIFFERENTIAL EQUATION FOR V. 1 
1236. Lm V denote the potential of a given mass at a point 

whose coordinates are x, y, z. Then, as we have seen in A I ~ .  866, 
Laplace obtained for V the paitial differential equation 

zv a?v dSV -+-f - = 0 ;  
dcr dy* d2' 

for abbreviation we shall denote this by 

v v= 0. 
About thirty years elapsed before i t  was discovered that the 

equation is not universally true; it is not true if the point 1 
(x, y, c) is a of the body : i t  is only true if the point ! 
(x, y, e) is outside the body or within some cavity of the body. 

1237. The correction was furnished by P o i ~ o n  in P note 
published in the Nouveau &&tin.. . . . .Socit?td Philonratique, Dec. 
1813; The note occupies pages 388. ... .392 of Volume 111. of 
the Nouveau Bulletin; i t  is entitled ~ e n u t r ~ u i s  sur unc &quation 
pui 88 prC& dam & Wonone attraction8 des 8phhott-le8. 

Poisson's method is now familiar to us, for it has passed into 
&he elementary booka. He divides the body intu two parts, 
a sphere which includes the point (x, y, a), and the rest of the 
body. Let V be separated into two corresponding parta, V, and 
V,, of which V ,  belong to the sphere and V, to the rest of 
the body ; then we have 

v y = -   PI 
V .V, = 0, 

where p is the density at the point (x,  y, 2). 
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1438. Poisson says, and justly, that Laplace's form is true 
when the point (x, y, z )  is without the body, or within a cavity 
formed by the body. H e  adds " ces deux ctrs sont, 9, la v6rit8, les 
seuls pour leaquels on ait fitit usage de I'bquation. ..". I do not 
consider this quite correct so far as it implies that no error had 
h e n  made hitherto; for I have shewn that some of Laplace's 
processes are rendered unsatisfactory by the tacit assumption that 
V V is always zero : see Arts. 1044 and 1050. 

1239. Poisson gives two applications of his formulae. One is 
to determine the attraction a t  an external or internal point 
exerted by a sphere in which the density is a function of the 
dista~lce from the centre. The other is to establish a result fir& 
obtained by Legendre; see Art. 1157. 

1210. The matter is considered by Rodrigues in a memoir 
which 11as been noticed in Chapter XXIX. : see Art. 1177. I will 
give his process. 

Let V denoto the potential of a given body a t  the point 
(a, b, c). Let A, B, C denote the corresponding resolved attrac- 
tions ; so that 

Take (a, b, c) as the origin of the usual polar coordinates; let 
p denote the density: then 

A =  -111,cos e sin eded)dr, 

B = - //Ip sins 0 cos ) dB d )  dr, 

C = - !!Ip sint sin g d0 d) dr. 

We will suppose (a, b, c) within the body. Then the limits of 
inteepation for r are 0 and r,, where r, denotes some function of 
8 and 4, which is known from the equation to the surface; the 
limits for B are 0 and 7r ; and the limits for $J are 0 and 27r. 

Put  x'=rcosO, y '=rs inBcos) ,  a '= r s inBs in ) ;  then p 
will be a function of the variables a + x', b + y', and c + sf; thus 

dp=dp +=dp  d p - d p  
da dc" db dy" &-z' 
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dA 
Now - will consist of two terms; one arising from the du 

fact that p involves a, and the other from the fact that the limit 
T,  d S 0  involves a. 

2 cw 9 sin 9 de d+, 

where pl denotes the density a t  the point of the surface which 
corresponds to r,. 

Thus we get 

where as before the suffix 1 is used to denote a value a t  the point 
of the surface. 

Now , JP , dp , dp dp x -, + y  -,+a - - - i=~- -  
ah dy d t  dr' 

Let the equation from which r, is to be found be denoted by 

dF dF dF d F  thus -+ d (& -cos8+- s in8coa++-  d n 8 ~ i n + ) ~ ' = 0 ,  
a?? dc da 

and we have two similar equations ; the three give 

Hence 

But dr = p, - p, where p, is the density st the origin of 
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polar coordinates, that is the point (a, b, c). Thus 

1241. Poisson took up the matter again in hie Mdmoire mr 
la ThLorie du Magnd2isme en Mwremant; this memoir is con- 
taiued in the Mdmoirea & C A c d m i e ,  Vol. VI. which is for 1823, 
and was published in 1827. The memoir was read on the 10th of 
July, 1826. We are now concerned with pages 455.. .463 of the 
volume containing the memoir; and we will indicate the method 
which Poisson adopta 

1242. We suppose the body homogeneous, and take unity for 
its density. Let dx' dy' dt' denote an element of volume of the 
body ; and put r for s/((x - xf)' + (y - y')'+ (e - z')'], so that 

Therefore 

and 

= I//-& (" 7) M dy' dr'. 

Then by applying the same kind of tmsformation that Gauss 
had used, but without referring to him, Poisson p u b  this reault in 
the form 

where da, is an element of the surface of the body, and 1 is the 
angle between the positive direction of the axis of x and the 
normal to the surface at the element d t ~  drawn outwards. The 
integration ie to extend over the whole surface of the body. 
Compare Art. 1171. 

crv Similar t-formations hold for -- and $; thus finally d ~ '  
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e - z' V V = / / ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ Z  + ~ c o s m + -  cos n - ...... (1). 
T r ) f 

Poisson, like Gauss, is careful to consider the caaes in which 
a straight line parallel to an axis of coordinates meets the surface 

. more than twice, so that (1) may be established with adequate 
generality. 

Let i denote the angle between the straight .line drawn from 
(x, y, e) to do and produced, and the normal to the surface a t  da, 

. drawn outwards ; then 

Let dB be the element of a spherical surface of radius unity, 
which is cut out by the cone having its vertex a t  (z, y, z) and cir- 
cumscribed round dtv. Then 

ccsidw = f ide ,  

where the upper or lower s i p  is to be taken according as i is 
acute or obtuse. Thus we have from (1) 

.Now consider separately the various posit.ions of the point 
(3, Y, 4. 

I. Let the point (8, y, z) be outside the body. Then if a 
cone be drawn from this point as vertex to circumscribe the body, 
the surface of the body will be divided into two parts: in onc 
part i is acute, and in the other obtuse. The double integral 
which forms the right-hand member of (2) has for these parts 
values which are numerically equal but of opposite signs. I n  
this -case then 

v v- 0. 

11. Let the point (x, y, z) be on the surface of the body. 

Then the upper sign will have to be taken in (2), and the 
double integral will extend over half the surface of the sphero. 

I n  this casc then 
V J'= - ST. 
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IIL Let the point (z, y, z) be inside the body. 
Then the upper sign will have to be taken in (2), and the 

double integral will extend over the whole surface of the sphere. . 
In this crrse then 

V V = -  49T. 

1243. Hitherto we have taken the body to be homogeneous 
with the density unity. Now let which is any function of 
i, y', and i denote the density a t  the point (x', y', 2'). Then 

V V= ///o'v (t) d.. dy' Y. 

When (x, y, z) is not a point of the body V ; vanish- 

throughout the triple integral. 
(7 

When (z, y, I) is a point of the body we divide the body into - 
two parts, namely one which does not contain the point and for 

which V (i) always vanishes ; and the other which contains the 

point ; we may take -this part so small that P' may be considered 
constant througho~lt it, and may therefore be put equal top, where 
p denotes the density a t  the point (x, y, z). 

Thus V v = P / / / ~  (i) dx' dy' dz', 

where the triple integral extends over that part of the body which 
contains (x, y, 2). Hence by what has been shewn in the pre- 
ceding Article we obtain V V =  - 2rp for a point on the surface 
of the body, and V V= -4wp for a point witbin the body. 

Hence finally 
V V = 0, or - Swp, or - 41rp, 

according as the point (x, y, z) is without the body, or on its 
surface, or with'in the body. 

1244. Poisson says on his page 443 respecting the three 
cmes just considered : 

ghrn8tres ont renlarqu6 le pre~llier cas depuis long-temps; j'ni 
6tZ conduit B In troieiamo vnleur, il y n pluaieum n n n h  p- uno d y s e  
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moina directe qus la p M e n t e  ; j'y joins maintenant la seconcle ; ce qui 
ne laissera plus rien P d6abr  touchant cette Qquation, dont on connait 
l'importance dam un grand nombre de questions, et qui nous sera 
bientbt utile. 

1246. The process of Art. 1242 is doubtless perfectly satis- 
factory for the case of an external point; i t  does not carry con- 
viction to my mind for the other two cases which Poisson cou- 
aidem. As to the internal particle Poisson's original treatment 
seems to me conclusive ; the result is now universally accepted as 
one of the standard theorems in the subject of attraction; As to 
the particle a t  the surface however the case seems different; I do 
not think that Poisson's result has been ever generally accepted 
or used. I shall hereafter return to this point: see Art. 1253. 

1246. Poisson gives another investigation of the formula 
V V =  - k p  in his memoir in the Connaissance des Tmns for 1829. 
We shall return to this in Chapter XXXV. 

If we' take the usual polar coordinates the equation for an 
internal particle becomes 

I n  this memoir Poisson does not give his result for a particle 
on the surface. 

1247. We have next to notice rr paper by Ostrogradsky enti- 
tled Note sur une int&rale qub se rencontre dans Is calcul ak 
Battraction des Sphhoides. This is published in the Mkmoirea de 
F A d m i e  ... St Pe'tersbourg, sixth series, Vol. I. 1831. The note 
was read on the 2nd July, 1828. 

Ostrogradsky after some preliminary remarks cites Poisson's 
equations for an internal particle, and also that for a particle 
at the surface; he numbers the former (3) and the latter (4). 
Then he says : 

Cest N. Poisson qui a trouv6 les Bquations (3) et (4), de mon &t6 
j'ai trouv6 I'6quation (3) sans connaftre la remarque de M. Poisson que 
j'ai vue depuis dans le Bulletin des sciences; quant B 1'6quation 
(4) j'ignore, encore maintenant comment I'illnstre geomdtre que je viens 
de citer y rst pnrvenu. 
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1248. Ostrogradsky states that his object is to indicate how 
we ought to replace the equation given by Poisson for a point a t  
the surface when that equation does not hold. We may express 
the object by saying that Ostrogradsky investigates what the 
equation ought to be for singular points of the surface. 

Thus for exaniple a t  the corner of a rectangular parallelepiped 
Ostrogradsky considers that instead of Poisson's - 2 r p  we ought 

'Ir to have - - 
2 p- 

1249. I do not regard the paper by Ostrogradsky as of any . 
interest or value in the theory of attractions; though it may 
deserve a little attention from a writer on the Integral Calculus. 
The point involved is the treatment of a definite integral when 
the function to be integrated 'has an infinite value; Ostrogrsdsky9s 
process resembles the well-known one of Cauchy. But  I cannot 
say that I Lave any confidence in the ,method which Ostrogradsky 
pursues; and as to his results the remark made at  the end of 
Art. 1245 applies. 

1250. One important statement Ostrogl-adsky makes without 
demonstration ; but says merely " Nous avow fait voir ailleurs ..." 
I have not been able to find the place to which he thus vaguely 
alludes 

1251. I n  Ferussac's Bulletin.. . . . . llcknceb d4iathkmatiqtles.. . 
Vol. XIV. 1830, there is a notice of the researches of Poisson and 
Ostrogradsky on the point which we are considering. The notice 
is on pages 81. ..88 of the volume, signed S., which I presume 
stands for Sturm. 

This notice repeats the historical statement to which I have 
objected in Art. ,1138. With respect to the point to which I 
have alluded iu Art. 12.50, the notice says : " Ostrogradsky has 
 roved ...." If S. knew where Ostrogadsky had given t.he proof 
h e  should have snpplied the reference; if he did not know he 
should have said not, " Ostrogradsky has proved...", but, " Ostro- 
gradsky states that he has proved ...." 

The notice asserts t,hat Laplace's form of tho equation is true 
in some sense even for an internal point: but I do not under- 
stand in what sensc. 
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It says that Ostrogradsky's investigation is far less simple than 
Poisson's ; and with this I entirely agree. 

And finally i t  throws doubt on the truth of Poisson's equation 
for the case of a point a t  the surface ; for instance, supposing the 
body to be a sphere, i t  shews that we may very naturally obtain 
- 4rp instead of Poisson's - 2rp. 

1232 Bowditch notices the correction for the case of an 
internal particle in the second volume of his translation of the 
Mhniqtlt)  CLhte, published in 1833. Bowditch saya on his 
pege 67: 

It is somewhat remarkable, that this defect in the formula, as it waa 
find published by IsPlace, should have remained unnoticed, nearly 
hdf a century; partictllarly as he had expressly called the attention of 
mathematicians to the necessity of having the limits of the integrals 
independent of the co-ordinates of the attracted p i n t  ; . ..and had a h  
conformed to this restriction, in the calcnlations of the first voluma 

It is a great fault in Bowditch's work that he gives scarcely 
any references. Thus in the present case, although he attributes 
the correction to Poisson, he does not say where Poisson first 
published the correction. But as Bowditch speaks of an interval 
of nearly half a century, i t  would appear that he was not ac- 
quainted with Poisson's paper of Dec. 1813. But yet Bowditch 
himself, on his page G4, uses rr method like that of Poisson's 
paper; namely, he divides the body into two parts, one part 
being a sphere which contains the point considered. 

I do not agree with what is implied by Bowditch, that  the 
first volume of the dfkanique Celeste is perfectly free from error 
as to the equation for V; see Arts. 1044 and 1050. 

1233. It remains only to shew that Poisson's equation for a 
point a t  the surface is unsatisfactory. This is in fact considered 
by Gauss in his celebrated memoir entitled A&-ne Mr8citse. .. 
Anzieliu~rgs- und Abstomngs-Krufi, Leipsic, 1844 ; the memoir 
is reprinted in Vol. V. of the editioli of the collected works of 
Gauss: scc pages 304 ... 206 of thc volume. 
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Consider a sphere of radius a, and density p ; take the centre 
as origin of co-ordinates. Let x, y, o be the coordinates of any 
point, Then we know that for an internal point 

2 V = 2rpa' - - 7rp (x' + y' + 4, 
3 

and for an external point 

Hence we find that for an internal point 

and for an external point 

crv hpa8(3x'-?) -- =-- 
&' 3?P 

where r stands for (2 + 9' + 2)'. 
The two values of crv do not agree a t  the ~ u d a c e  : so that db 

crv we must say that is not determinate at the surface, but has 
d b  

two distinct values. 

I n  like manner V V  has not a determinab value a t  the sur- 
face. In fact V V  is an aggregate of three terms, each of which 
has two values ; so that thew are in all eight combinations, of 
which one gives the value of V V agreeing with that found for a n  
internal particle, and the other gives tho value of V V agreeing 
with that found for an external piarticle; the other six remain 
without meaning. 

Oaum says he cannot admit the reasoning by which some 
mathematicians have deduced the value - 27rp for a point a t  the 
surface. 



' CHAPTER XXXII. 

LAPLACE'S SECOND . METHOD OF TREATING 
LEGENDRE'S PROBLEM. I 

1254. D'ALEMBERT attempted to demonstrate that  among 
figures of revolution an oblatum is the only form of relative 
equilibrium for homoge~ebu~l fluid rotating with uniform angular 
velocity; but his process is a failure, as we have seen in Art. 5176. 
Lnplace contributed a little to the investigation in his  two 
earliest memoirs, but Legendre was the first who discussed the 
problem with tolerable success ; and I have therefore called i t  b? 
his name : see Arts. 744 and 763. Laplace subsequently gave 
two demonstrations, without axsuming that the fluid is a figure of 
equilibrium, but only that i t  is nearly spherical ; one of these de- 
monstrations depends on the expansion of the radius vector in a 
aeries of Laplace's functions, while the other does not employ any 
expansion. The demonstrations date from 1782, and are repro- 
duced in the fourth Chapter of the Third Book of the Mhniprre 
C k M .  

1 2  The second demonstration remained for more than 
fifty years unchallenged. At last i t  was shewn to be unsatis- 
factory by Liouville in a note prlblished in his Journal de .&a&'- 
matiques, Vol. 11. 1837. The note is entitled Su r  un p w a g e  & 
ta dlicanique cdleste, reht i f  d la Thkorie de la Figure a h  
Plandtes. The note occupies pages 206 ... 219 of the volume. 
We shall devote the present Chapter to the matter. 

1266. After completing his first demonstration Laplace p w  
ceeds thus in hL 5 2G : 

L'analyse 'pMdente nous a conduita B la figure d'une masse finide 1 
homogPnc en huilibre, mna employer d'autrea bypnthdas que celle d'une 
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figure t&pea 'differente de la eph8re: elle fait voir que la figure ellip 
tiqne qui, par le Chapitm pr&Aent, satidkit B cet bquilibre, eat la eeule 
alors qui lui convienl~e. Mais comme la Auct ion du rayon do sph6- 
roide, dam une drie de la forrne a (1 +cry,,+ aY, + ...), peut faire ndtre 
quelqutm difficult&, nous d o n s  d6mont~-er directement et  indiipndamment 
de cetta r6ductio11, que la figure. elliptique est la seule Q p r e  d'6quilibx-e 
d'une masse fluide homo@ne, douQ d'un mouvement de rotation; ce 
qui, eu confirmant lea rQ.ultate de l'angyse pd&ente, eervira'en m&me 
temps, L dissiper lea doutes que Yon pourroit elever contre la g6niiralit6 de 
cette analyse. 

1257. We have now to explain Laplace's process, and also 
the objection to which it is exposed. Let a be the radius of 
a sphere nearly coinciding with the spheroid. Let the radius 
vector of the spheroid be denoted by a (1 + aY'), where a is very 
small, and Y' is a function'of the usual angular coordinates p' 
and m'. Let Y be. the corresponding value of I" when we put 
p and m for p' and m' respectively. 

Let V denote the potential at the point (p, m) on the surface 
of the spheroid. Then we know that to the order of the first 
power of a 

v= -- 1 2.Y' dpl dm' 4(2 - 2A) . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . ha' 3r + aas/ j' (11, 

where r stands for a (1 + a Y), and X for the cosine of the angle 
between the radius vector to (p, u) and the radius vector to 
(pl, w') : SCe h t .  852. 

Now Laplace in fact transforms the. second term in the above 
value of V, by changing the variables; and thus arrives sub- 
stantially at the result 

This result constitutes a large part of Laplace's process ; we 
shall now examine it, though not quite in Laplace's way. He is 
very brief, and introduces his usual phrases, il eal f&k da voir 
and on trouvem facilenlgnt. The connection between the old 



variables and the new variables will be made manifest in the 
progress of our investigation. 

1258. In  the double inte,pl which we propose to transform 
we shall suppose that p' and sr' are the polar coordinates of a 
point on the sui-face of a sphere of radius unity. 

Let 0 be the centre of the sphere, O P  the fixed radius from 
which 8 and B' are measured, where as usual p = cos 8, and 
p' = cos 8. 

Let A be the point (p, GI), so that POA = 8. 

Take A as the origin of a uew set of coordinates; let A 0  be 
the axis of x, A Y the tangent to A P  the axis of y, and AZ which 
is perpendicular to the plane of the paper the axis of z. Then 
the equation to the sub of the sphere will be 

2x=x'+++aP ........................ (3). 

Transform to polar coordinates by the usual relations 

t = p c o s p ,  x = p s i n p c o s q ,  y = p s i n p s i n q .  

Then from (3) we obtain for the radius vector p the value 

p=  2 s inp  cosq. 



Now we know by the Integral Calculus that the polar expres- 
sion for an element of a surface is 

In the present case this becomes 2p sin p dp dq. 

And we know that 4(2- 2X) expresses the same thing a p, 
that  is the distance between (p, w) and (p', sf), that is the 
distance between the new origin and y, p). 

transforms to I/ Y' 9p sinpdpdq 
P 

8 

that  is to 2 [/Y' sinp dp dq. 

And from the diagram we see that the limits of the inteepa- 
1 

tions axe - r and r for p, and 0 and r for p. 
2 2 

1259. We have now to connect the old variables with 
the new. 

Let  B denote the point (p', w') on the surface of the sphere, 
that is the point (p, p, Q). Let df be the projection of B on the 
plane of (y, z),  and AV the projection of df on the axis of j. The 
straight lines AB and OB may be supposed to be drawn. 

We shall project AB on O P  in two ways, and equate the 
results. 

First consider A B  as made up of the components A 0 and 
OB. Thus we get as the projection 

cos 0'- cosB. 

Next consider AB as made 11p of the components AN, NM, 
and MB. Thus we get as the projection 

y sin@-% cosB. 

Therefore cos ff -cosB=y sine-xcos8,  

so that  cosff =(I-x) ccosB+y sine. 
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Put  for x and y their values in terms of p and p; hence I 

we get 
p' = p co~j'p - sin'p cos (2p + O).. ................ (4)- 

Again a"- a is the angle between the planes POA and 
POB. Hence the perpendicular from B on the plane POA ie 
sin 0' sin (a '  - w) ; and this perpendicular is equal to XY, 
so that 

sin 9' sin (w' - a )  = Z, 

that is sin B sin (a '  - w) = 2 sinp cosp cos p... ......... (5)- 

The equations (4) and (5) are theoretically sufficient t o  con- 
vect the old variables with the new ; but another equation will 
also be useful in some cases, namely, 

s inB  cos(ml- w) =sine-?/ cose-x sine. 

This may be obtained thus : suppose B projected on the plane 
P 08, let L denote the projection ; so that L is in fact the point 
(x, y, 0). Then the equation just written may be obtained by 
two ways of projecting OL on a straight line a t  right angles to 
OP; in one way OL is projected immediately, and in the other 
way it is made up of the components OA, AX, and ATL. 

The quation becomes by putting for x and y their values 
s inB  cos(ur-w)= s i n e - 2  sinqp cosp sin (p+O) ......( 6). 

The equation (6) is not independent of (4) and (5) ; i t  will be 
found that if wo square and add (5) and (6) so as to eliminate 
a' -a we obtain a result which is equivalent to (4). 

1260. Laplace himself does not give equation (5) nor equation 
(6) ; because he does not require them. IIe  begins by assuming 
that the figure of the solid required is to be one of revolution; and 
afterwards gives a supplementary investigation for the case in 
which the figure is not assumed to be one of revolution. Thus in 
this part of his process Y' is a function of p' only ; but i t  is 
convenient for us here to take the most general supposition, 
namely, that Y' is a function of w' as well as p'. 

1261. I n  (4) put 2q + 0 = q'; thus 

p' = p cos'p - sin? cos 2'. .................... 0. 
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Hence from the result of Art. 1258, we have 

Thus i t  will be seen that (8) does not quite wee with (2) 
because the limits of q' are not the same in the two formub. 

If with Laplace we assume that Y' is a function of p' only, 
then by substituting for p' by (7) we make P' a fundion of p and 
of q' such that q' enters through cos q'. ' In this case by the first 
principles of the Integral Calculus the limits for q' may be any 
that just comprise the range 2a, and so we may take them to be 
0 and 27r. Hence if Y' is a function of p' only the formula (2) is 
established. 

But when Y' is a function of v' as well as of p' i t  does not 
seem to me that this passage from,@) to (2) can be always effected. 
I n  this case we must express ur' in terms of the new variables by 
(5) and (6). .Hence we get by division 

dl1-v=tanl 2 sinp cosp cosq 
isin 8 - 2 sin? ms qain (q + ejl 

e q' 
Thus when we put p = - - we shall introduce sin and 

2 2 '  
!zl cos - ; and we cannot assert that the limits of the integration with 
2 

respect to q' can be changed from - 7r + 8 and 7r + 8 to 0 and 2% 

Although the truth of (2) is asserted by Liouville and admitted 
by Poisson, even in the case in which Y' is a function of o' as 
well as p', yet for the reason just given the result seems to me 
inadmissible. See pages 212 and 812 of the volume cited in 
Art. 1268. 

1262. Admitting then the truth of (2) on Laplace's supposition, 
let us see how he applies it. 

Let K denote the centrifugal force a t  the distance unity from 
the axis. Then for relative equilibrium we must have 

a' V + 2 K (I  - CZ)' constant. . 
T. Y. A. VOL. 11. 19 



But from (1) and (2) we have 

Hence, dividing by a', we get 

where C is a constant. 

Differentiate (10) three times with respect to p, and observe 
d ~ '  that by (7) we have - = cossp. Thus 
dt. 

that ia • 

sin p cosap dp = 0. 

Laplaae then says : 
Cette 6quation doit avoir lieu, quel que soit p ; or il eat clair que 1 

parmi toutea lea valeurn comprises depuis p = - 1, jusqu'h p = 1, il en 
existe une que noua dbignerons par A, et qui est telle, qu'abstmtion 

d8Y 
faite du signe, aucune des valeura de - ne surpassera pas celle qui 

dP* 
est relative h A;  en designant donc par H, cette derniare valeur, on 
aura 

Bvidemment eigne que a, e t  le 

facteur sinp COB> eat coktamment positif dam toub  l'dtendue de l'intk- 
' 

grale ; les BlBlnens de cetts int4grale eont donc tous d u m@me signe que H ;  
&oil il suit que l'intkgrale entiere ne peut &tre nulle, h moins que fl ne le 

BY 
soit lui-m&me, ce qui exige que l'on ait gdndralemeut, 0 = - d'oii l'on 

dlhJ ' 

I, rn, n,:tant dea conitantea arbitraires. 



I 
1263. This reasoning, says Liouville, is specious and might 

K at the first glance deceive us; but on reflecting we see. that it 
d'Y ceases to be applicable if the maximum of the function - - could 
d d  

be infinite ; and this would be the case if for example Y = (1 - p9)i 

or (1 - p9)5. 

P 
I n  order to manifest the unsoundness of the principle on 

which this reasoning rests, Liouville takes a very simple example. 
Suppose i t  required to find a function +(x)  which satisfies the 
equation 

I x being an independent variable. 

Differentiate three times with respect to x ; thus 

or, which is the same thing, 

Now if we apply to this equation and the function +(x) the 
reasoning of Laplace, without changing a word, we shall arrive as 

'before a t  the result +"'(x) = 0. But this is absurd, for the value 

of +(x) which satisfies (11) is obviously of the form +(x) =AX$, 
where A is an arbitrary constant. 

Similarly by putting the equation 

jol +(ax) dz = 2+(x) ...................... (12) 

in the form 

we might conclude b j  Laplace's reasoning that +(x)  = 0. But i t  
is obvious that (12) is satisfied by the more general value 
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. Thus in order that Laplace's demonstration should be sufficient 

i 
BY 

it would be necessary to shew that is always bite. But 1 
d~ 

this would amount to imposing additional restriction on the 
value of Y, when the only restriction that ought to be used is 
that Y is to be always finite. Therefore some method must be 
employed very different from Laplace's. 4 

1264. Accordingly Liouville gives another demonstration ; 
it is rather long, but intewting and satisfactory. 

He  restricts himself to the case in which the figure is assumed 
to be one of revolution ; for th'e remainder of the problem he refers 

I 

to the supplementary investigation which, as ,I have stated in 
Art. 1260, Laplace himself gave. 4 

As I have stated in Brt. l2G1, Liouville asserts the universal 
truth of (2) ; yet he confines himself, as Laplace did, to the case 
in which Y' is a function of p' only; and thus his process is not 
affected by my objection to the universal truth of (2). 

The process used by Liouville does not admit of any con- \ 

venient abbreviation ; and I must therefore leave the student to 
eonsult the original paper. 

1265. I now pass to a paper by Poisson, which is entitled 
Note relative d un p s a g e  de la Mhniqus dhte; i t  is given in 
Liouville's Journal de Matht?mtiquss, Vol. 11.1837, pages 312.. .316. 
I shall translate this paper, for the investigation which it contains 
is so brief and simple, that i t  ought to form part of any standard 
treatise on the subject. 

In  the translation,'I shall continue the numbering of the 
equations which has been already used in the Chapter. 

1266. In  the twenty-sixth section of the Third Book [of the 
I'21&anique C d h t e ]  the author proposes to demonstrate, without 
recourse to the reduction into a series, thet a homogeneous fluid 
turning uniformly round a fixed axis has only a single figure of I 

equilibrium which differs very little from a sphere. The objection 
which M. Liouville has urged against the generality of this demon- 
stration is real ; see the number of this Jotlrnd for the month of 



June last : but the demonstration which he has substituted for that 
of the MCcanigue Ct!leste is very complicr\ted, and we may arrive 
more simply a t  the result by the following considerations which 
differ less from those which Laplace used. 

I retain without stating i t  here, all the notation of the memoir 
of M. Liouville, and the equation (10) cited a t  the beginning of 
the second article, that is . 

The radius vector r of any point of the surface is repre- 
sented by 

r = a ( l + a Y ) .  

The unknown quantity Y may be any function of the two 
variables denoted by p and w, provided i t  is always finite. R e  
do not assume that the surface is one of revolution, or that Y 
is independent of the angle m ;  nor do we assume that the fluid 
has its centre of gravity on the axis of rotation: we assume only 
that the figure differs very little from a sphere which would have 
its centre on this axis. The constant a  may differ from the 
radius of the sphere equivalent in volume t o  the fluid, provided 
that the difference is of the order of smallness of a, the same m that 
of K, and the square of which we neglect. 

The rigorous condition of equilibrium consists in this, that the 
gum of the elements of the fluid divided by their respective 
distances from any point of the surface, together with the quantity 
1 
-a% (1 - f l ) ,  which arises from the centrifugal force a t  the point, 
2 
should be constant The part. of this constant relative to the 
sphere of radius a and independent of the centrifugal force, is 

4raa 
equal to -; the 'part relative to thi8 force and to the non- 3 
sphericity of the fluid is - a'C, where C is the constaut of the 
preceding equation. If we denote by 7 ita complete value 
we have 
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Now for each possible figure of equilibrium this constant 7 is 
evidently a determinate quantity, which cannot depend on the 
radius that we take for a, that is to say, on the difference between 
this. radius and that of. the sphere which ia equivalent to the 
given volume of the fluid. The constant C then is indeterminate 
like this difference ; so that for any value we may take for a, the 
preceding equation will determine the corresponding value of C; 
and conversely, if we take for C aovalue which is of the order of 
smallness of a, this equation will determine the radius a. 

Suppose then 
Y = Zp + VIP' -t- X, 

Z and rn being undetermined conatants, aria X a new unknown 
function of p and b ~ ,  the values of which are.always finite. Let c 
denote the greatest of these values, and put 

c-X=Z; 
then the unknown quantity Z can never be negative, and the 
expression for Y will become 

Y=c+lp+mpt-Z 

Substitute this in the equation (10). Let p' denote what p 
becomes in Y', then 

p' = p cos'p - sins p cos 9'. 

Hence we shall have 

k c l  / o ~ o x r p ~  sin p dp d i  = -- 
3 '  

jor\~p~* sin dp  y = - p + - ; 
5 " ( ' 3 

and also we have 

The result of the substitution then will be 



where Z" denotes what Z becomes in P. 
Now since the constants m and C can be taken arbitrarily, 

we may suppose that 

which reduces the preceding equation to 

which may be written in this form, 

L ~ ( z ' -  f.2) sinp $y= 0.. 

Now let h and k denote the values of p and nd, which corre- 
spond to the least of all the possible values of 2; and denote by 
L the least value ; for p = h, and nd ~x k, the last equation will 
become 

But it is evident tEat Z' or Z being by hypothesis a positivo 
1 

quantity or zero, the difference 2'- - L is also positive or zero. 3 
Then as all the elements of the double integral have the same 

1 
sign the double integral cannot be zero unless the factor 2' - - L 3 
is zero; and this condition cannot be satisfied unless Z' or Z is 
constantly zero. 

From the preceding equations we obtain 



Substitute the values of m and c in the expression for Y, sup 
pressing the term 2; and put this expression in the value of r :  
thus 

This result involves the indeterminate constant a2, which 
depends on the origin of the 000~rdinates on the axis of rotation. 
We may make i t  dkppear by a convenient displacement of this 
origin on this straight line; or if we please we may suppose i t  
zero, and write . 

3 ( x - 2 C )  15x 
167r -i6;;4* 

We can also without difficilty make the constants a and C 
disappear from the ~ a l u e  of r. In fact let 

then neglecting the squares and the product of a m d  C, and 
putting for brevity, 

15, -- 
167r - n, 

we shall have finally 

It is easy to see from this expression for r that b is the radius 
of the ~phere equivalent in volume to the fluid, and so is given. 
Thus there is nothing unknown or indeterminate in this expm- 
uion, and we conclude that the fluid has only one possible figure of 
relative equilibrium which differs but little from a sphere : which 
was to be proved. 

This demonstration is more simple than that which is based 
on the reduction of r to a seriea of a certain form, and which 
supposes the properties of the terms of this development to be 
known, as well as the generality of this form of series which had 
been contested, but which I have placed beyond question in my 
memoir on the Attraction of Spheroids in the Additims d la 
Connakance des T m ,  1829. 



in the expreesion a (1 + aY) for r, which makes it coincide with 
the final expression for the rndius vector; and denote by B the 
value of the constant C, which corresponds to these values of a 
and of aY;  and have regard to what n represents, we shall find 
without difficulty that the equation (10) reduces to 

1 B = - 3 r  

We shall have a t  the same time 
4?rbS 1 

7 - 5  

As we have said above, this quantity y ought to be the same 
whatever radius, differidg little-from 4 we take for a; thus we 
must have 

This result coincides in fact with equation (15), neglecting 
always the aquares and the product of n and C. 

1267. Such is Poisson's treatment of the problem: I shall 
make two remarks on it. 

I n  the first place i t  will be wen that Poisson assumes the 
truth of equation (2), which I do not allow. But on examination 
it will be found that equation (a), which has been strictly demon- 
strated, will be sufficient for his purpose; MI that no objection 
can be taken on this ground to the demonstration. 

Secondly, the quantity which Poisson designates by L i~ 
simply zero; for he assumes c to be the greatest value of X, 
and eo when X is equal to c, the value of Z ~ R  leaet, namely zero. 

1268. I venture to propose the following' demonstration, 
which though less decisive than Poisson's may be found worthy of 
study. 

Let us restrict ourselves to the case of figures of revolution. 
Then take the equation which has been already established, 



Assume 

thus we obtain 

Differentiate with respect to p  ; thus 

which may be written 

dZ d Z  1.1. (& - @) cass p sin p dp dql.= 0. 

dZ d Z  
But this is impossible unless - is a constant. For if be 

d/l d~ 
dZ 

not constant take B so that - has its greatest value, then 
dcc 

dZ dz' --- is never negative; and the definite double integral 
d~ d ~ '  

dZ 
must have some positive value, and not be zero. Hence - must 

d/r 
be a constant ; so that Z= lp  + h, where 1 and h are constant. 

This shews that for surfaces of revolution the figure must be 
that of an oblatum, which becomes a sphere if K = 0. 

Then by Laplace's supplementary investigation the solution of 
the problem may be extended to the case in which the figure is 
not assumed to be one of revolution. 

I t  may be objected to the above process that i t  is not quite 
dZ 

satisfactory, for - might be infinite. I t  would I think be a 
dJL . . 

d Z  dr 
sufficient answer to say that if - can be infinite then -- 

d ~  d~ 
will be infinite; and there would be a singular line on the 
surface of the nature of a ridge or chasm, or a mountain or valley 
with vertical sides ; but i t  might be shewn by general reasoning 
that in such cases there would not be relative equilibrium. More- 
over the approximate value of V which we have used throughout 



&mot be held to be safely established unless we admit that 

is never infinite. 

1 1269. But it may I think be shewn that a value of c#(~) 
d4J (4 vhich itself always remains finite, but allows -- to be infi- 

$te, cannot satisfy the equation 
dP 

(; 9 o = r\=+ 0. cossp - sinsp ms p) sinp + dp + c.. .07), 
0 0 

where C i s  a finite constant. This equation is equivalent to (16). 

Let p, and /I, be particular values of / I ;  put u for 

I 

K - K  
d v for 

+ ~ ~ c o s ~ p - s i n ~ p c o s q ) - ~ ~ p l c ~ s ~ P - s i n 2 p c o s ~  

C4, - PI 
jhen we deduce from (17) 

nd this is true however small fi - p1 may be. 

I Now I say that if could be infinite, we could make the 
JP 

'.ft-hand member of (18) incomparably greater than the right-hand r 
,lember ; which is absurd. 

d4 (r For suppose p, to denote the value of p for which - . 
t dP 
jecomes infinite; then we can make u aa large as we please, 
by taking p, - p, small enough. But v will be very large indeed 
only over a very small part of the range of integration; in fact 
I an infinitesimal part. .However let CT denote a small but finite 
part of the whole spherical surface, over which the integration 
with respect to v may be supposed to extend, namely, that part 
within which the very large values of v occui. Then v will be 
numerically less than u, except p should happen to be zero. 
Thus the corresponding part of the right-hand member of (18) 
may be denoted by Xua, where X denotee some proper fraction. 



The re& of (18) may be denoted by (h-a) w, where w denot. I 

some value of v intermediate between the greatest and least * 1 

a set of values which are all finite. ( 

'i 1 
Thus instead of (18) we have I 

47r 
We can of come take u far less than -; and then as 

3 
increases indefinitely, the left-hand member of (19) is obviously fi 
greater than the right-hand. 

The same reasoning holds if we suppose that dfi can bbe + I 
come infinite, twice, or thrice, or any finite number of times. 1 

The argument may be much strengthened by observing thz 
v when very large is not always of the same'sign ; it may be sa; 
roughly to be aa often positive as negative. Thiv atten& ex 
tremely the values of X in (19). 

1270. We may now conveniently introduce Laplace's supplt 
mentary investigation to which we have alluded in A r t  126C 
We have already arrived a t  the following result: if a fluid ma 

'in the form of a figure of revolution, nearly spherical, rotatin. 
with uniform angular velocity is in relative equilibrium, the for 

the case where the figure is not assumed to be one of revolution 

I 
must be that of an oblaturn ; and if thkre is no rotation the obl' 
turn reduces to a sphere. The result is then to be extended i / 

1271. Return to equation (10) corrected rts'in (8). Suppo, 
that besides the value a (1 + a Y') which belongs to an oblatum 
the equation may be satisfied by another value of the radiu 
vector which we will denote by a (1 + a Y' + av'), where v' is son I 

function of 6' and w'. Thus 

h a y  I+@ 

3 - - a/o/-r+e 
P' sin p dp dq' - N = constant, 

where N is the expression arising, aa in Art. 1262, from the ces- 
trifugal force, or other small given external forces. 



Hence, by subtraction, 

v' sin p dp dp' = constant.. . . . . .. . . (20). 

' 

Laplace himself does not state what the limits of the i n t e p  
.ion for q' are; I give them in accordance with my remarks in 
M. 1261. 

The equation (20) is obviously that of a homogeneous spheroid 
in equilibrium, of which the radius vector is a (1 + av), and in 
which there is no force acting besides the attractions of the mole- 
;:ules. Now as the equation is satisfied whatever be the value 
3f w by the radius vector a (1 + av), we may in this radius vector 
change w successively into w+dw,  w+2dw, ... Denote by 

v,, . . . what v becomes by reason of these successive changes. 
'hen the equation will also be estiafied by the radius vector k' 

I a~l+av,&+ao,dw+av~dw+ ...I. 
Hence we may take for the radius vector a (I + a p o d - ) ,  

. o  
vhich .will be the radius vector of a surface of revolution. Now 

1c.s we have shewn in Art. 1268, this must be the surface of a sphere. 
nLet us eee what u must consequently be. 

Let a be the shortest distance of the centre of gravity of the 
pheroid of which the rndius vector is a (1 + av) from the surface ; 

'and let us placc the pole, that is the origin of the angle 8, at the 
extremity of the shorteat distance. Then v will be zero at the 
pole, and positive at every other place ; and the same will be true 

L 

. fur \o*udur. Now as the centre of gravity of the spheroid which 

, has the radius vector a (1 + au) is at the centre of the sphere of 
radius a, so also is the centre of gravity of the spheroid of which 

the radius vector is a (1 + a/o*tdh). The radii vectores d r a m  

from the centre to the surface of the last spheroid are thcrelore 
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unequal if u is not zero ; and so the surface cannot be t h a t  of a 1 
sphere, unless u is zero. Hence we are celtain that a home 
geneous fluid which is acted on by very small external f o m  
and is nearly spherical, can be in equilibrium in only one way. 1 I 

I may observe that there is an awkward note on ~owdi tch ' i l  
page 276, numbered 1183. To make his process sound, instead 

of a (1 + a /OPt i )d~)  for the radius he should use a 

1272. Another paper on the sbbject is given in the  fourth 
volume of the Joumutl de Mat l~ht ique8 1839. This is entitled 
m r a i t  dune Lettre de M. Wantzel d M. Liovville; it occupies 
pages 185. ..I88 of the volume. 

The paper commences thus : I 
Je  me suis occnp6 de nouveau de la question d'Analyse qui a 

but de d6terminer la figure d'6quilibre d'une 
attractions de sea ptu-ticules et a n b Q  d'une v i h e  conatante 
lorsqu'on suppose cette figure peu diff6renta de la 
avoir lev6 l'objection que vons avez fdte B I s  seconde 
dane le tome 11. du J a u d  de M - t i p  (juin 1837), ou plut6 
avoir rendu aette m6thode rigoureuue par une l6ghre modification 

Wantzel's paper is not very clear, and i t  does not seemwto me 
. satisfactory. H e  introduces into some of the expressions a variable 

factor which is ultimately equal to unity; but the step seems to 
me not justified. The paper is not of suficisnt interest to warrant 
me in devoting more space to it. I 

1273. I t  may be useful to give the process by which equa- 
tion (8) can be obtained from the ordinary formula for the trans- 
formation'of double integrals. 

Take the two equations 1 
1 

p' - p coPp + sin% cos (2q + 8) = 0, 

d(1-pm)sin (a1-=) - 2sinpcospcosq=O; 

denote the former by F, = 0, and the latter by F, = 0. 



Then we know that the transformations consist in replacing 
dP1 dm' by 

Now 
dF 
---' = sin 2p {cos (26 + 8) + P], 
dp 

%= sin 2p sin p, 
d¶ 

3 = - 2 sin? sin (29 + 8). 
4 
~ = - 2 c o s 2 p c o s q ;  
dp 4 

dF dF dF dF 
therefore 2 -'--A r 

dp 4.2 4 dp 
= sina 2p sin q (cos (2g + 8) + p] - 4 sinsp cos 2p cos p sin (2q + 8). 

I n  this, the term involving cos 8 

= 4 sixl'p ((1 + cos 2q) sin q cos'p - cos 2p cos q sin 2qj cos 8 

= 8 sinsp coss q sin q (cos'p - cos 2p) cos 8 

= 8 sin4p cos' q sin q cos 8 

= 2p' sin'p sin q cos 8. 

The term involving sin 8 
= - 4 sin'p { C O S ' ~  sin q sin 2p + cos 2p cos p cos 29} sin 8 

= - 4 sinsp {cosap cos p - sin'p cos p cos 29) sin 8 

= - 4 sinsp cos p sin 8 + 8 sin'p cos8 q sin 8 

= - 2p sinp sin 8 + 2p' sinsp cos q sin 8. 

Thus 

dF, dF, dF, dFs - - - - - . . - =-2psinp {sine- ps inp  sin(p+ 8)) 
dp dq dp dp 

= - 2p sinp sin 8' cos (a' - w) by equation (6). 



b d  % ~ - ~ ~ ~ = J ( 1 - h ~ 8 ( w p - ~ ) .  
dp' dw' . ~ G T  dp 

Hence dp' cEer' transforms to 

- 2p sin p sin I cos (w' - w )  

J(l  - p " ) c o ~ ( d - w )  d~ d ~ ,  

that i8 to - 2p sin p dp dq. 
I 

And as J(2 - 2X) = p  it follows that I 

that i~ to -2sinp dpdp. I 



CHAPTER XXXIII. 

LAPLACE'S MEMOIRS. 

1274. LAPLACE published various memoirs during the first 
quarter of the present century. We shall here give a brief 
notice of them, reserving 'a fuller account for the next Chapter, 
which will be devoted to the fifth volume of the Mkcanique Cdleste, 
where most of the investigations are reproduced. 

1275. A paper entitled Sur l'anneau de Saturne occurs on 
pages 450 ... 453 of the Connaissance des Terns for 1811, which 
was published in 1809. The paper occurs also on pages 426. ..428 
of the Nouveau Bulleti~. . .par kc Socikk? Philmmtique, Vol. I. 1807. 

Laplace adverts to the results which he had obtained in the 
third Book of the iU6cunique Ckhste as to Saturn's ring. H e  
says that the fact of the rotation of the ring in about ten hours 
and a half had been suggested by himself from theory and con- 
firmed by Herschel's observations. But some observations by 
Schroeter seemed to throw doubt on the fact of the rotation. 
Laplace makes some remarks with a view of explaining the dis- 
crepancy ; that is, he accounts for Schroeter's phenomena without 
giving up the rotation. 

Laplace gives some account of the labours of astronomers and 
mathematicians on Satul-n's ring in the MLcanique Ckleste, VoL V. 
pages 288 ... 291. H e  says nothing about Schroeter in these pages. 

1276. A paper entitled f i r  la Rotation de la Terre occurs on 
pages 53.. .60 of the Annales de Chimie.. . Vol. VIII., published in 
1818. It is &id to have been read to the Academy of Sciences 
on the 18th of May, 1818. 
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This paper constituted the preamble to a memoir witb the 
same title printed in the Connaissance des Tern for 1821 ; it is 
entirely reproduced there. 

1277. A paper entitled Sur la Figure de la Tmc, et la Loi 
de la pesanteur d sa cnrrfw, occurs on pages 313 ... 318 of the 
same volume of the A n d 8  de Chimie.. . I t  is said to have been 
read to the Academy of Sciences on the 3rd of August, 1818. 

The paper is also printed on pagea 122.. .I25 of the BuUetin.. . 
par la Socit?td Philornatique for 1818. This aeems to have been 
the preamble to the memoir which we shall notice in Art. 1286, 
and which was reproduced in the ~econd Chapter of the Eleventh 
Book of the Mhcaniqw Chkste. The preamble is not however 
reproduced with the memoir, though much of it is in the  
pages 11 ... 16 of the first Chapter of the Eleventh Book of the  
Mkcaniqw C4leste. Still there are some remarks in this paper 
which do not reappear in the MCcaniqw Cdleste. For instance, 
take the following sentence: 

Dana le nombm iniini den fipw que comprend l ' e x p d o n  a m -  
lptique des s u b  de la mer et  du sph6roide terrestm, on pent ea 
choisir m e  qni r e p h n t e  1'6lQvation et les contours des continens e& 
des Plea: ainsi, je trouve qu'tm petit terme du bokikme ordre, ajoute 
ii la partie elliptique du rayon t e m t r e ,  snffit pour rendre conform6ment 
B ce que l'observation semble indiquer, la mer plus profonde et  plus 
Btendue Vera le p61e austral que v m  le $19 borQ1, et m@me pour laiaser 
ce dernier pdle B d6arovert. 

There is nothing about this matter in the memoir. 

1278. A memoir entitled Sur la rotation de la Terre occurs 
m pagee 242 ... 259 of the Con,naissance des Terns for 1821, which 
was publighed in 1819. About half this memoir concerns us ; the 
rest relates to the movement of the plane of the Earth's equator 
and to the movement of the plane of the Moon's orbit. 

12'79. The following interesting paragraph forms part of the 
preamble : 

Le s@me du apheroide ten& et dea fluides qai le reeoavrent, est 
tmubl6 par lea actions dn Soleil et de la Lnne, qui changent continn- 



ellement la poaition de eon 6quateur. L'explioation de ce changement 
observ6 sous lea noma de prhxuh et de n ~ i o l z  eet, B mon eena, le 
rt?sultat le plus frappent et le moins attendn de la d h v e r t e  de la 
peeanteur universelle. Les anciem avaient bien connu que la cause 
du flux et dn d u x  de la mer &ide dana ces deux astrea. K$ler avait 
ooncln de ce ph6nombe et des loia dea mouvemem &leatea, l'attraation 
mutuelle de tontes les parties de la matihre. Mais pemnne, avant 
Newton, n'avait sonpnn6 la cause de la prtkmion dea 6quinoxea, cause 
d'antant plus cachb, qn'elle depend de l'trplatissement de la Terre, 
inconnu jusqu'alonr. Le maniere dont ce grand @matre a d6duit la 
prbxsion, de l'ellipticit6 du sph6roide t e m t r e  et de la bh6orie dn monve- 
ment r6 tmgde dee noends de l'orbe lunaire, deux choeee qu'il avait 
tir&a de sa d b v e r t e ;  cette maniare, digje, quoiqu'inexacte dl plu- 
aieum $pmh, eet un dea plus beaux traits de son @nh. 

1280. The part of the memoir with which we are concerned 
contains r d t s  which are reproduced in the fifth Volume of the 
M- C4Zat.e: see the p q p  16, 17 and 57.. .67. 

The mathematical investigation however is much simpler in 
the  memoir than in the Mikaniqus C4ht.e ; but I think not lees 
satisfactory. 

1281. Laplace establishes the following theorem : Suppoeo 
the  density of every'atratum of the Earth to be diminihed by 
the  density of the sea; take one of the principal axes of this 
imaginary spheroid passing through its centre of gravity ; let 
the  Earth be supposed to rotate uniformly round this axis ; then 
supposing the sea to be in relative equilibrium, this axis will be 
a principal axis of the whole mass of the Earth and sea, and the 
centre of gravity of the imaginary spheroid will also be the centre 
of gravity of the whole mass. The sea is assumed to cover the 
whole surface of the Earth. 

We will now give the mathematical investigation. 

1282. Take the principal axis of the imaginary spheroid for" 
the axis of rotation. Let V denote the potential of the Earth, 

- and V' that of the sea a t  a point on the surfaca of the sea, which 
has for polar coordinates the usual r and p. Let o, be the angular 
velocity of rotation. 

20-2 



Then for relative equilibrium we must have 

Let the radius vector of any stratum of the Earth be a (1 + q), 
and suppose that the density p is a function of a. Let y be 
expanded in a series .of Laplace's functions denoted by 

Let M denote the mass of the Earth. Then 

&ere the upper limit of the integral denotes the value of a at the  
surface of the solid p&. 

I 
Suppose a the density of the sea, and let the radius vector of 

the surface of the sea be denoted by b (1 + ate) ; and suppose 
... r expanded in a series of Laplace's coefficients Z, + Z, + Z, + 

Let ij denote the value of y at  the surface of the solid part. 
Then V' may be found by considering the sea to be the differ- I 

ence between two homogeneous spheroids of density u, one having 
for radius redor b (1 + as), and the other having for radiw vector 
a (1 + a j ) .  

I 
Thus if M' denote the mass of the sea 

Hence (1) may be expressed thus : 

cu'r' -- 
2 (p' - 1 )  = constant. 



Then approximate, rejecting 2 ; thus 

Then in the usual way we equate to zero the aggregate of 
Laplace's fiinctions of ench order. Now by supposition the origin 
is a t  the centre of gravity of the imaginary spheroid ; hence by 
Livre III. 5 31, we have 

and therefore from (2) we have Z, = 0. 

Thus the origin is also the centre of gravity of the entire mass; 
for tho wndition thqt it should be so ia 

and this condition is satisfied. 

Next we have h m  (2) 

And we have other equations by which in general 2, is made 
to depend on Y,; and so the figure of the sea necessary for 
relative equilibrium follows from the figure of the solid part 
when this is given. 



Now we have supposed that the axis of rotation is a principal 
axis at the origin for the imaginrvy spheroid ; hence it follows by 

d 
Livre III. 5 32, that (a6YJ da must be of the form 

where Hand  H' are constante, and t# is the third polar coordinate 
of the point to which r and p belong. 

Hence by (3)  it follows that 

is of the same form ; and this ensurea that the axis of rotation is 
a principal axis a t  the origin for the whole mass. 

1283. A memoir entitled Sur la loa' dB la pe~anteur, en sup- 
p a n t  le spMroikle terrestre hmogkne et de mt?m demitd p la 
mer, occurs on pages 284.. .290 of the Connaksance des T m  for 
1821, which was published in 1819. This memoir is entirely 
embodied in that which I notice in Article 1286, and which was 
reproduced in the Mdcanip C d M ,  Livre X I .  Chapitre n. 

The memoir may be considered to be summed up in the for- 
mula which Laplace gives on page 44) of his fifth volume and calls 
the expresdon remarquable. 

In  the memoir itself Laplace demonstkited the formula on 
the supposition that the Earth hss the same density aa the sea. 
But in an Addition to the memoir on page 353 of the volume, 
~a~lace ' s t a tes  that i t  is true whatever may be the ratio of the 
density of the sea to that of the Earth, supposed homogeneous. 
Also he here states the six results which he draws from theory 
and observation, as he does at the commencement' of the memoir 
noticed in Art. 1286. I quote these six results in my account of 
tho Mdcunique Cdhte, Vol. V. Chapter XI.: see Art. 1301. 

1284. A paper entitled Sur la Figure de la Terre occurs on 
pages 97...100 of the Bulletin ...la Socidtd Philomdique for 1819. 



This is the preamble to the memoir which we notice in the next 
Article, and is reproduced in that memoir. 

128;. A memoir entitled Bur & Figure & Za Tern occurs in 
pages 284...293 of the Cmmissas~cs dm T m  for 1832, which 
was published in 1820. The memoir is said to have been read 
before the Bureau dm Longitudes on the 26th of May, 1819. 

. The memoir is the same as that which appeared in the 
Mknunmotres de PAcaddinie ... for 1818, under the title of an Addition 
to  a memoir in the preceding volume of the Academy. 

1286. A memoir by Laplace entitled Mkmoire acr la Figure 
de €a T m e  is contained in the M h i r e s  de tAcadkm ie... for 
1817, published in 1819. The memoir occupies pages 137. ..I84 
of the volume. The memoir w& read on August 4th, 1818. 

An Addition to  the memoir occupies pages 489 ... 502 of the 
M"-res de PA&&. ..for 1818, published in 1820. 

The memoir and the addition are slibstantially reproduced as 
the tmmnd Chapter of the Eleventh Book of the Mkcanique 
CkIeate; and will be discussed by us hereafter. 

1287. A paper entitled Sur la Diminution de & durke du 
jour par b refroidissement de la Terre occurs on pages 410. ..417 
of the Annab de Chimie, Vol. xrrr., which was published in 1820. 

This consists of the preamble of a memoir under the same 
title printed in the Connaisaance dm T m  for 1823, together 
with a sketch of the analysis employed. The preamble is repro- 
duced almost identically in the memoir. . . 

The paper concludes thus : 
Je developperai dans la connaissance des temps de 1823, cette analpee, 

son extension aux aphdroides peu diffkrens d'une sphsre, et son applica- 
tion B la diminution de 1s d u d  du jour par le refroidissement de la 
terre. 

But this intention was not completely carried out, for there is 
nothing in the memoir as to the extension of the analysis to 
spheroids differing but little from spheres. 



1288. There is an addition to the preceding paper entitled 
Addition au Mkmoire szcr la Diminution de la dur& du jmr par 
b refroidisssemmt de la Terre, inse'rk duns b Cahier dm Annales 
du mot3 Zavril 1820. This addition occurs in pages 315 and 316 
of the Annalee de Chimie ... Vol. xrv., which was published in 
1820. 

This addition gives a formula which i t  says will be demon- 
strated in tho "Connaissance das Ternpa de 1823, qui padtra 
incessamment." The demonstration is contained in the pages 
324 ... 327 of the volume. 

1289. A memoir entitled Sur la Dimhution de la du& du 
jar, par b refioidissement ch la Terre, occurs on pages 245 ... 257 
of the Connaissance des Terns for 1823, which was published in 
1820. There is an Addition to the memoir on pages 324 ... 327 of 
the volume. 

The mathematical part of the memoir is reprodliceti with some 
additions in the fourth Chapter of the Eleventh Book of t he  
Me&nique Ckleste; we shall speak of i t  hereafter. The preamble ' 

of the memoir is reproduced substantially in pages 18.. .21 of t he  
first Chapter of the Eleventh Book. 

1290. Irl the preamble, as given in the hltcz&8ance & 
T m ,  Laplace after stating that the heat increases as we pene- 
trate into the Earth, adds the following sentence : 

... C'est ce que M. Daubui~son a fait voir, dana son excellent trait4 
de Wgnosie. MN. les r6dacteurs des h a l e s  de Chimie et de Physique, 
ont confirm6 ce rhultat, en ajoutant beaucoup d'observations, B cellea qne 
M. Diubuiason avait rapportiks. 

This sentence does not occur in the paper which I have noticed 
in Art. 1287, nor in the Bkcanique CLleste. 

In  the paper which is noticed in Art. 1287, Laplace says that 
he had determined a certain constant by means of the asnual 
variations of temperatures at  different depths ; and he refers then 
to observations made a t  the Observatory of Paris a t  the depth 
of 28 metres. I n  the memoir Laplace instead of these observa- 



tions refers to experiments made by Sawsure; and so also in 
the Mkcanique Ckleste, Vol. v. page 20. 

On the page just cited there is a sentence which does not omur 
in the present memoir nor in the paper'noticed in Art. 1287. 
Laplace is referring to the law of the diminution of heat from the 
centre to the surface of the Earth, and he Says: 

La loi dont il s'agit, que j'ai publi6e en 1819 dans le recneil de I s  
Connaissance des Tems, e t  que M. Poisson a confirmb depuia par une 
mvanta analyse, . . . 

1291. 4 paper entitled fir la De~m'td moyemne ds la T m e  
occurs on pages 410...416 of the Annales de Chirnie ... Vol. XIV., 
which was published in 1820 ; it occurs dso on pages 328. ..33E 
of the Connaissmce des Tems for 1823, which was published in 
1820. 

There are no mathematical investigations. Laplace refers to 
the two ope~rrtions undertaken for determining the mean density 
of the Earth; namely, that connected with the mountain Sche- 
hallien h Scotland, in which Maskelyne, Button, and Playfair 
were concerned; and the experiment suggested by Michell and 
executed by Cavendish. He considers that we may on the whole 
regard the density of the Jhrth to be about 5.48 times that of 
water. 

1292. The paper is interesting; but I do not see why it 
appeared so long after the observations and experiments to which 
it refers. The following extracts from it may be read with 
pleasure. 

The paper begins thus : 

Un des points les plus curieux de la Ghlogie, est le rapport de la 
moyenne densit4 du sph6roide tarrestre B celle d'une mbstance connue. 
Newton, dam aes Principea 11lath6matiques de la Philosophie naturelle, 
a donne le premier apequ que l'on 'ait publie sur cela. Cet admirab!e 
Ouvrage contient les germea de toutes lea grand- dhuvertes  qui ont 
6tB faitea depuis sur le sysame du monde : l'hbtoire de leur d6veloppe- 

' ment par lea auccesseure de ce grand g&m&tre, serait P la fob le plus 
utile commentaire de son Ouvrage, et le meilleur guide pour arrivor b 



de nouvellea dhuvertes. Voici le paasage de cet Oumage, sur l'objet 
dont il e'agit, tel qu'il se trouve dans la premisre Qdition et  dam lea 
suivantea : 

Laplace then gives a translation of part of the  tenth Proposi- 
tion of Newton's Third Book : see Art. 17. 

I n  referring to  the  operations a t  Schehallien Laplace describes 
Hutton as 

. . .@matre illustre, auquel lea Sciences mathEmatiques sont redeva- 
blea d'aillem d'un grand nombre de recherche importantea. 

With respect to  Cavendish'e experiment Laplace says : 

... En examinant avec une scrupuleuse attention, l'appareil de 
M. Cavendish et toutea ses exp6riences fPitea avec la pdcision et  la 
w i t 6  qui caracGrisent cet excellent physicien, je ne vois aucune 
objection B faire B son rdsultat qui donne 5.48 pour la densitk moyenne 
de la Terre.. . 

The paper concludes thus : 
Ces experiences et ces observations mettent en dvidence l'attraction 

dciproque dea plns petites moldcules de la matisre, en &on dea masses 
divis6es par le cam+ des distances. Newton l'avait conclue du ptincipe de 
1'6galitk de l'action P la fraction, et de sea exp6riences ear h p n t e u r  
dea corps, qu'il trouva, par les oscillrrtions du pendule, proportionelle 
P l e u  maase. MalgrE cette preure, Huyghene, fait plus qu'ancun antm 
contemporain de Newton pour bien l'apprkier, rejete cstta attraction 
de la mntisre, de mol6cule P mol&ule, et l'admit seulement entre les 
oorps dleates ; mais sow ce dernier rapport, il rendit aux d&uvertm 
de Newton la justice qni leur Btait due. Au m t e ,  la gravitation nni- 
vereelle n'avait pas pour lea contemporains de Newton, et pour Newton 
lui-mbe, toute la certitude que lea progrh dea Sciences math6matiques, 
qui lui sont dus principalement, et les obeervations subdquentea lui ont 
domQ ; et l'on peut juetement appliquer P cette dhnverte,  la plus 
grande qu'ait faite l'esprit humain, ces paroles de Cidron : opinkum 
convmcnta delet dim, naturae judicia cwmnat .  



CHAPTER XXXIV. 

FIPTH VOLUME OF THE M ~ C A N I Q U Z  C ~ L E S T E .  

1293. TKE fifth volume of the Mdcanique CdZ& was pub- 
lished in 1825. The volume consists of historical sketches of the 
progreaa of phyaical astronomy, and of various invatigations 
which Laplace had made since the date of his former volumes, 
and had published in the Paris Mdrnoi~m and in the Connaiseance 
deJ3 Terns. 

1294. We are concerned with the Eleventh Book, which is 
entitled De la Figure et & la Rotation de IQ Terre; this extends 
from the beginning of the volume to page 85 : i t  ie divided into 
four Chapters. 

1296. The firat Chapter of the Eleventh Book is entitled 
Notice historipve dm travauz dss g d d t r e s  sur cet objst: this 
occupies pages 2...21 of the volume. About half of the Notice is 
devoted to the period extending to the date of the ~econd volume . . 
of the Mkcanique Ce'lsste; the other half gives an analysis of the 
results which Laplace himself had since obtained in various invea- 
tigations which are reproduced in the following three Chapters of 
the heventh Book. 

1296. In  his papa 11.. .16 Laplace states the results obtained 
by him in the inveatigationa which are reproduced in the second 
Chapter of the Eleventh Book. We may say in general terms 
that Laplace considera the hypotheses involved in his mathema- 
tical theory of the Figure of the Earth to be well confirmed by 
experiment and observation. 
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Some remarks on pages 14 and 15 may be noticed & specially 
interesting Laplace will not admit that there has ever been any 
considerable displacement of the poles of tlie Earth. . H e  refers to 
the elephant which had been found with his flesh well preserved 
in a mass of ice ; and says 

La dkcouverte de cet animal a donc confirm6 ce que la tb6orie math6- 
matique de la Terre nous apprend.. . 

This was a greatly honoured beast, to whom i t  was given to 
corroborate some of the profoundest investigations of the first of 
modern physical astronomers. 

1297. I do not know whether our Geologists and Natural 
Historians will allow themselves to be annexed to the Mathe: 
matical Sciellces as Laplace suggests; he says on his page 11 : 

... En se rapprochant ainvi de la nature, on entrevoit les causes de 
plusieurs ph6nomBnes importans que 1'Histoire naturelle et la GQlogie 
nous offrent ; ce qui pent repandre un grand jour sur ces deux sciences, 
en les rattachant i la thkrie du SystBme du monde. 

1298. 0n his pages 1G ... 18 Laplace states the results ob- 
tained by him in the investigations which axe reproduced in the 
third Chapter of the Eleventh Book. These investigations' relate 
to the axis of rotation of the Earth. The importance of the 
subject is well indicated by the words with which Laplace begins 
the account : 

Toute l'A.stronomie repose sur l'invariabilitd de l'axe de rotation de 
la Terre & la surface du apheroide tei~estrg et sur l'uniformit.4 de cette 
rotation. 

1299. On hiu pages 18 ... 21 Laplace states the results ob- 
tained by him in the investigations which are reproduced in the 
fourth Chapter of the Eleventh Book. These investigations relate 
to the heat of the Earth. 

1300. We now proceed to the next three Chapters which 
involve the mathematical investigations. As no commentary has 
been published on this volume of the J14caniqtte Cdeste, like that 
of Bowditch on the first four volumes, we shall find i t  expedient 
to give occasionally more detail than would otherwise have been 
ncccssary. 



1301. The second Chapter of the  Eleventh Book of the  
Bikcanip Ce'kte is entitled De la figure de la Terre: it occu- 
pies pages 22 ... 56. As we have already stated the Chapter is the  
reproduction of a memoir: see Art. 1286. The title is rather 
vague. W e  shall find that  the  most important subjects discussed 
are the form of the  ocean, and the constitution of the  interior 
of the  Earth. An analysis of the  contents of the  Chapter is given 
b y  Laplace on pages 11.. .16 of the  volume. The  following sum- 
mary occurs a t  the  beginning of the  memoir of 1817, but  is not 
reproduced : 

Lea ghmbtres ont, jusqu'h p&ent, conaid6r6 la te rn  comme un 
aph6roide form6 de couches de densit6s quelconques, et recouvert en 
entier d'un fluide en Bquilibre. 11s ont donne lea expressions de la 
figure de ce fluide, et de la pasrrntenr B an aurface ; nu& ces expressions, 
quoiqne fort 6tendueq ne repdsentent pas exactement la nature. 
L ' O c h  la- B d6muvert une partie du sph6roide terrestre; ce qai 
doit alterer lea r6sultats obtenua dans l'hypotbhe d'une inondation @nC 
~ d e ,  et donner naissance B de nouveaux rksultata. A la v61it.4 la re- 
cherche de la figure de la terre pr&ente alors plus de difficult& ; mais le 
pro@% de l'analyse, sur-tout dans cette partie, fournit le moyen de lea 
vaincre, et  de consid6rer lea continens et les mera, tels que l'observation 
nom lea prkente. C'ent l'objet de l'analyse saivante, qui, compar6e 
aux exp6riencea du pendule, aux lneaurea d a  degr6s et aux obser- 
vations lunaireq conduit B ces 16ultats : 

10 La densitk des couches du spheroide terrestre crolt de la surfaco 
an centre ; 

2' Cea couches sont trb-pen-pr8a rkpdi8rement disposeea autour 
de son centre de gravit6 ; 

3' La surface de ce sph6roide, dont la mer recouvre une partie, a 
nne figure pen diff6rente de celle qu'elle prendrait en vertu dea loix de 
l'+uilibre, si la mer cessant de la recourrir, elle devenait fluide ; 

4' La profo:ldeur de la mer eat une petite fraction de la diffOrence 
des deux axes de la terre ; 

6" Lea irr6gularitds de la terre et lea causes qui troublent sa surface, 
ont peu de profoodeur; 

6' Enfin, la terre entibre a Ct6 primitivement fluide. 
Ces r6sultats de l'analyne, des observations et des experiences, me 

aemblent devoir 6tm plads dane le petit nombre des v6ritks que nous 
offre la gkolngie. 



1802. Let there be a point on the surEace of the sea. Let r 
be ita radiu~ vector, and p the cosine of the angle which the 
radius vedor makes with the axis. Let V be the potential of the 
eolid part, W the potential of the sea' itself, m the angular velocity. 
Then the condition of relative equilibrium is 

Now this equation is to be transformed into the notation 
generally employed by Laplace in these researches. 

1303. The Earth is supposed to consist of nearly spherical 
strata Let a (l + oy) denote the radius vector of a stratum, 
where a is a parameter which particularises the stratum, a is a very 
small constant, and y a function of a and of the usual polar co- 
ordinates. Let p be the density of the stratum, p being a function 
of a. . 

Supposing y expanded in a eeriee of liplace's functions, ao that 

y=  y,+ Y,+ q+ ... 
Then by Arb. 900 and 1074 

Here the upper limit of the integrals denotes the value of a 
at the surface. Laplace uses unity for it. 

Let y denote the value of y a t  the surbm of the solid part, 
and let the radius vector of the surface of the sea be a (l+ay+cu), 
Laplace uses y' for t Suppose that z can be expanded in a series 
of Laplace's functions, so that 

a = zo+z,+z*+ ... 
Then aaz expresses to our order of approximation the depth 

of the sea. Where the land rises above the sea s becomes nega- 
tive, so that - aaz then is what we may call the height above the 
level of the sea: see Laplace's page 39. 

Denote the denaity of the sea by u ; Laplace denotes it by unity. 

Let Wl denote the potential for a homugeneous spheroid of 
density u and radius vector a (1- + a i  + az). Let W* denote the 



potential for a homogeneous spheroid of density a and radius 
vector a (1 + a i ) .  Then 

w= w,- Wa+X, 
where X denot'ee the potential for that part of the dry land which 
is above the level of the sea, and supposed to have the density u ; 
for all this occurs negatively in W1 - W,, and so we must allow 
for it in expreesing W. 

a4Z1 a6Z, Therefore W1 - W, = 4 m u  - + - + - + . . . rr' 3, 5, 
Hence finally (1) becomes 

' d 
+4z*lOp ;i;;~ (a, r, Y) cia 

+ kwu L (a, Y, 2) 

whew L is a functional symbol, such that 

It will be seen that w'?Z differs from a constant by a term of 
the order we reject; and thue we have modified the last term on 
the  left-hand aide of (1) for convenience. 

1304. Let j denote the ratio of the centrifugal force a t  the 
equator to the attraction there ; then 

am* 
4 1  . = j very approximately, -lo p a'do a' 
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We may use this expression for ro' in (2) if we please ; Laplace 
always uses it : but for the sake of simplicity we shall frequently 
retain ro9. 1 

! 

1305. If we differentiate the right-hand side of (2) with 1 
respect to r, and change the sign, we obtain an expression for 
gravity at any point, Laplace's pesanteur. Dex-iote it by p: thus 

This is the value of gravity at the surface of the sea. I 
1306. The preceding equations (2) and (3) are those which ( 

Laplace denotes by the same numbers, with slight differbnces of 
notation. At this point he interposes a discussion of his well- 
known equation ; but we have given sufficient attention to this 
matter in Chapter XXX. 

I 
1 

We will therefore assume with Laplace that I 
I dX 
2 X + a - = 0  ........................ 

dr (4). 

Multiply (2) by - 1 and add to (3). Thus 2a I 
4* 2r 'pasda 1 p = constant + (;-, - z) I0 
d 6 

- e / 0 8 p z ~ ( a , r ,  8 ~ ) d a - 4 a r \ ~ p ~ ~ ~ ( a ,  r, ~h 

I 
2am -- d 

a L (a, r, Z) - IITU L (a, r, Z) 



Now put a (1 + a j  + az) for r ; then to our order of approxi- 
mation we obtain 

p = constant - (4 + 3 j:p a' 

If the Earth is supposed homogeneous we have from (6) 

p = constant - 2awpa @ + s) + 2arpa5 + 2~17r~ra.z + w' p' - - " (3 

And if the density of the sea is then eupposed to be the same 
as that of the land, we have 

5 5 a d  
p=constant +4amsps= P ( l  +- p'). 4P 

where P i s  the value of p at  the equator. 

Thus, by the definition of j in Art. 1304, we get 

1807. I t  is very important to observe that equation (6) of the 
preceding Article, and those which follow from it, hold even when 
we suppose the surface of the dry land to be made irregular by 
elevated plains and mountains. For by reason of these bodies a 
term would be added to (1) expressing their potential, say X'; 
then for X' the equation corresponding to (4) woul'd hold, so that 
X' would not appear in (6). This is a remarkable result of 
lap lace'^ process. 

Here we ellive a t  the end of the second section of the 
Eleventh Book. 

1308. L a p h  says that to determine the figure of the sea 
when that of the Earth is given, the. simplest method consists in 

T. IC A. VOL If. 21 
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arranging the appmximations according to powers of the ratio of 
the density of the sea to the mean density of the Earth ; this ratio 

2 
is about - 

11' 

Take equation (2) and divide by 4w p dda, which we dud 

denote by *(a). Thus 
I: 

1 
constant =-+- a Isp 2 L (a, r, P) 

r 6 (a) 0 da 
au X aut? 

+ - L ( 4 r , z ) + 4 3 3 ) -  - 6 (a) 8 ~ 6  (a) ('I - 3 
We have then to put a (1 + a j  + ac) for r, and reject the 

square of a. Thw 

X + - - i (,*- 3 + constant ......... 
(a) 2a (3. 

Laplace says that he will consider the figure of the aea, neg- 
lecting the ratio just mentioned, that is, supposing the sea to be 
an infinitely rare fluid. ' This, as he allows, would amount to 
neglecting the terms in (7) which involve u. But i d  of 
neglecting these terms in (7), he says in his next sentence that he 
will neglect only the term X; this term of course involves u by 
its de6nition : see. Art. 1303. There is something not quite 
eatieEadory in this process, for thus Laplace retains some terms, 
and neglects others, which may be comparable with theae. We 
may eay that he retains the sea, and neglects the dry land which 
is above the level of the sea, supposed homogeneous and of the 
aame density the a&. 

1309. In equation (7) i e  neglect X and arrange both sides 
in a aeries of Laplace's functions; then we equate to eero the 

'aggregate of the functions of the same order, auppoeing all the 
tern brought to one side. Thus we obtain in general 



This holda for positive integral values of i except i = 2. When 

i = 2 we must add the term - i ($ - i) to the right-hand side. 
2a 

It does not hold when a'= 0 ; for then a constant should be added. 
to one aide. 

- - 
Now observation shews that Y,, Y8, f,, ... are all small when 

compared with ; and that L very approximately -h ps- - , - 3 
where % is a constant. 

Put - h (p' - i) for Y,. Then the equation for determining 

5 is 

bas Cp (a) .- &} (" - t) 
Let h' stand for 

then +-h' (p'- f). 
The equation which defines h' may be put in the form 

and thus it ia seen to agree with what Clairaut had obtained. If 
we m p p e  p constant we have the result given in I L  of Art. 324, 
neglecting there the difference between rl and T ' ;  and if we do not 
suppose p constant, the result may be shewn to coincide with (2) 
of Art, 323. The el of those Articles is equivalent to the a (h' + z), 
of the present Article. 

1310. Laplsce now says that • 

z = 1 -  h'p', 

where 2 ie some constant, The constant I may be supposed ta 
h' 

arise partly from the term - in Z,, and partly from 2, 
3 
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Thus, Laplace in fact takes 2, to be zero, and for thia he 
gives the following wason: the origin of the '&G vector- is 
hpposed to be at the centre of gravity of the terrestrial spheroid, 
which makee and 2, zero. I do not understand this; them 
may be some connexion, though I cannot trace it exactly, ~ t h  
the result established in the Cotwmkmna dss Terns for 1821, 
which ie a h  investigated in the third Chapter of the Eleventh 
Book : see Art. 1281. 

I 
Plana in the ~~ Ndrkhtm, VoL xxxvm. page 236, 1 

makea a remark with reepect to this point which I will reproduce I 

here in the notation of my present Chapter, 

If we take the origin at the centre of gravity of the solid part 
we have 

thus 

But the phenomena of the tides demonstrate that the exisb 
ence of the term aZ, in the depth of the sea is inadmissible; eo 
that we must have = 0, in order that we may have Z, = 0. 

I do not think that this appeal to the phenomena of the tides 
is sstidactory when we are discussing the relative equilibrium of 
the fluid on the Earth's d a c e  ; so that I do not feel satisfied as 
to Plana's development of Laplace's statement. 

1311. Thus Laplace takes for the depth of the sea the ex- 
p e o n  

az (1 - lip'). 

Now he says it is easy to see that h' will be zem if the eeo 
b e i i  anddated  the surface of the spheroid should be in equi- 
librium on becoming fluid. I should prefer to put it thus: if & 
Iba the value which would belong to the earth conaidered sa s 
fluid then we may suppoee h' = 0. Then Laplace aye that if tha 
rurface'is less flattened than in this csse 14' will be positive; and 



if the gnrtaw ia more flattened h' becomes negative. I do not 
quite understand these statements. Consider the equatiohs 

and 

where 0 ia y m e  positive quantity. 

Laplace's remark then would imply that the second equation 
mcemrily requires to be less than the first; but this seem to 
me not the case: for the value of h in terms of a may be eo adjusted 
possibly as to allow a in the second equation to be less than in 
the first. In other words the sign of E does not appear to depend 
solely on the ellipticity of the bounding surface of the solid part, 
but also on the law of ellipticity of the interior strata. It is 
obvious that Laplace does not assume the form of the earth to be 
that which corresponde to original fluidity, for if he did, then h' 
would be zero. * 

1318 It may happen that the volume of the sea ie not suf- 
ficient to cover the entire surface of the earth: in this case, if A' 
be positive the equatorial part is covered, and if h' be negative 
the polar part ie covered. 

1313. We shall now obtain an expression for gravity. 
Take (6) and omit Y, Y,. . . ; thus 

= constant - 



. . 

= constant + --- 
a* 

Thus 

where P denotes the gravity at the equator. And in the emall 

term we may take as unity, so that 

In  like manner we might put the expression for p thua, 

where P now denotes the gravity a t  the poles. 

Laplace gives these two forms, taking the former in the case in 
which h' is positive, and the latter in the case in which h' is nega- 
tive. It is of little importance, but it might seem more natural 
to use the first formula when the sea covers the poles, and the 
second when i t  covers the equator, that is to reverse Laplace's 
allotment. 

5 
Laplace uses the coefficient - in the first formula, but the 

2 
5 6 

coefficient - in the second. In  the national edition - is taken in 
4 4 

6 
both cases. I t  should be - in both cases, ae I give i t ;  and in fact 

2 
it is so in Laplace's original memoir. This example-is 'one of 
many which reflect little credit on. the editors of the national 
edition of Laplace's works. 



1314. Laplace now digresses to some very remarkable inveati- 
gations respecting Legendre's functions 

He gives an expression for the n* function by means of a defi- 
nite integralB namely 

see Laplace's page 33. The investigation involves the uee of 
imaginary symbols. For another investigation see Heine's Hand- 
buJr der KugeIfundonen, pages 11.. .14. 

If .x = 1, the above formula shews that P, = 1. Laplace sap 
that if x is lees than 1, the formula makee P, lese than 1 ; " comme 
il est facile de le prouver." I presume he would adopt some such 
pmxm aa this: 

If x is lem than 1, -me 

a: = k coe qB 
and J(1-x')=ksin$; 

eo that K=ar'+(l-d)C08'+ 
=1-(1-48~s+. 

This expression is always leas than unity; so that P, is I& 

than unity, for Qd+ is less than .rr if Q is aiwaya lees than unity. 
/or 

Laplace deducea from the definite integral for P, the following 
approximate value of P, when n is very large 

where coe 8 = x. 

The investigation is given rather more fully in the original 
memoir than in the MI-* ChWe; in the latter place, inetead 
of the details of the proms, there is a vague reference to the 



-MGmiei (28 CAccrdknw ... for 1783, and to the Thhie  dm Fiobcr- 
bil&. 
. The investigation cannot be considered very satisfacbory, for it 
does not supply us with any estimate of the amount of the error 
made in using this expression illstead of the exact value of P, 
Moreover i t  is obvious that the result does not hold universally ; 
for instance it is not true when 9 = 0, and we can have no confi- 
dence that it is true when 8 h very small. 

Laplace gives another investigation in the supplement to the 
fifth volume of the M h n i q w  CLhte;  this investigation makea 
no use of imaginary quantities, but can be' considered only as rr 
very rude process of approximation. 

Heine does not advert to this approximate value of P,, and I 
do not know whether it hae been discussed by any other writer 
than Laplace himself. 

A misprint a t  the bottom of Laplace's page 33 is reproduced in 
the national edition. 

Also in the investigation in the supplement to the fifth volume 
i t  will be found that in the two fundamental equations on the 

~ o a e  
middle of page 3, we b u s t  put on the right-hand aide - in- 

sm 9 
stead of sin 9. The misprint is important; for if it were nbt cor- 
rected we should be a t  a loss to see why the result cannot be 
relied on when 9 = 0. The misprint is reproduced in the national 
edition. 

1316. Laplace has a few words about a second approximation 
the value of r ; see hia page 36 : but he doea not really work 

9ut his suggestion. Nor doea he make any use of the reaults he 
obtains with respect to Legendre's coe5cienta ; an appsrent ex- 
ception to this statement mum in a paragraph on pages 36 and 37 
relating to the case in which the earth ia supposed to be a figure 
of revolution. This paragraph was not in the original memoir; 
i t  finishes with a formula which can command very little confi- 
dence. 

Here we amve at the end of the third section of the Eleventh 
Book. 



, . 1316. Laplace now proposes to consider the variations of the 
lengths of degrees and of the value of gravity a t  the d a c e  of con- 
tinents and islands; these are the only variations which we can 
observe. I n  order to obtain their analytical expression, imagine 
an atmosphere infinitely rare, of constant density, very little ele- 
vated, but sufficiently so as to cover all the mountains. Let aat 
represent the height above the surface of the terrestrial spheroid ; 
Laplace uses y" for & 

The equation (2) neglecting a' will apply to that part of the 
surface of the atmosphere which is above the sea; we must put,  
a (1 + a j  + a n  for T. But this equation also applies to the surface 
of the sea when we put a (1 + a j  + az) for r. Then if we subtract. 
one of the results thus obtained from the other, we have 

a (at-ae) = constant. 

Therefore all tbe points of the surface of this atmosphere which 
correspond to the surface of the sea are equally elevated above the 
latter surface. . 

Then as to that part of the atmosphere which is above the 
solid ptut of the earth. Here again Laplace makes out that (2) 
holds ; for the potential of the sea will be of the same form 
wbether the point to which it relates be close to the surface of the 
sea, or close to the surface of the dry laid. 

Thus again we obtain 

a (a t -  az) = constant. 

-'Then the constant must be the same in these two equatiom, 
as .we see by considering the case of points just on the, sea shore. 
This constant Laplace denotes by ad.  Therefore 

Thb equation then holda universally at the surface. of the 
imaginary atmosphere. 

1317. In . the pieoeding Article I have given, I think, the 
meaning of Laplace ; but I do not find him altogether clear. The 
surface determined by the radius vector a (1 + a i  + as) is what . 
he ' calls the level' of the sea ; where there is sea this equation 



rep-nta the eurface of the sea Whom the dry land ap-, if 1 
we euppoee broad canah cut clcroes the continents, the water would 
I apprehend h m  his equation still rise to the level determined by 
the above radius vector. But he does not make this remark, 
though it seems to me necessary in order to have a clear con- 1 
ception of his proceee. But he does partially a t e  this in his , 
page 53, or something like it. See also the A n d a  cds Chimi& 
VoL VIU 1818, page 316. 

I 
1318. We have now to find an expreseion for gravity a t  the ~ 

eurface of the supposed atmaphere. The equation (2) may be 
put in the form 

r 0 
L (a, r, Y) c o ~ t = ~ l ' p * ~ + ~ ~ o  p H  

............ + P , - q p * - ; )  

where P, denotea the potential of the sea: We may even suppose, 
for greater generality, that P, includes the potential arising fmm 
the mountains and cavities of the surface of the Earth, observing 
that the part of V, relative to the cavities ie negative. 1 

Hence denoting the gravity by p' we have 1 

I 

Multiply (8) by - - and add to (9); t h u  to our order re ~ 2a 
ob* ae in Art. 1306, 

I 



Now if p" be the gravity a t  the mrface of the spheroid cor- 
responding top' at the eurface of the atmosphere, we have 

- where P may denote the gravity at the equator a t  the level of the 
wa. Hence 

By integrating by parts the terms in the second line we obtain 
1 p" 3 constant + rrPC 

Laplack observes that this expression for p" includes the attrac- 
tion of the mountains, and generally all the effects of attraction 
due to the irregularities j f  the surface, provided that the attracted 
.point ia far removed from them ; for this ditk w neceeevrry to 
f J L d ~ o f t h 6 ~ i o n  

In the words which I have marked with Italics it seem to me 
that Laplace really treats his own much used equation with that 
caution which Ivory would have deaired. See Chapter XXX. , 

1319. Siippose ihe  earth homogeneous, a tb.t 2 is mm ; 

then from (11) we have 



where P now denotes the gravity at the equator at the level of tbe 
1 

sea ; Laplace cab this an e x p r d  rmrquabb : see AIL 1283. 
He draws attention to it as one of his moat interesting resulta on 
his page 1 1. 

Laplace says that this formula may be used to test the hypo- 
thesis of homogeneity. For the atmosphere which we have 
hitherto imagined may be taken to be the real atmoephere 
reduced to its mean density. Then if to the value of p" deter- 

1 mined by the pendulum, we add the value of Pa (1 - g) deter- 3 
mined by the barometer, the value of gravity thus corrected 

5 
should become P (1 + ,jp?. 

5 
Now - j = '0011325. 

4 

Thus the increment of gravity would be .004326Pp'. 
But numerous experiments in both hemispheres agree in 

making this increment about .0054Pp1. Hence Laplace con- 
cludes that the hypothesis of homogeneity is excluded by them 
experiments. 

On his page 1 2  Laplace referred to pendulum experiments, 
and stated the result which is here obtained; and then he 
added on that page 

On voit de p l q  en lea wmparant B l'analpe, que lea denait6e des 
&ohm termdm vont en crokant de la mufaca au o e n h  

But I do not see where Laplace really establishes the state- 
ment thus made. 

Moreover he says that the heterogeneity of the atrata must 
extend from the surface beyond quantities of the order a, in 
order that the quantity in equation (11) 

may be of the order a and become equal to 

P (-0054 - .004325) (,' - @ . 



It seems to me that Laplace should not say that it mud 
become e q d  to this, for it might differ from this by a constant. 

Here we arrive at the end of the fourth section of the Eleventh 
Book. 

1330. Laplace begins his next section thus : "Comparone 
maintenant l'analyse aux obeervations." AB he has just made a 
very important comparison of this kind, he ought to have said: 
"let us p d  with our comparieon of the analysis with obeer- 
vationan 

In this section such comparison is made with respect to four 
different things, namely, pendulum experiments, certain terms in 
the  lunar theory, measures of degrees of the meridian, and pre- 
cession and nutation. 

3 
1831. Multiply (8) by %, reduce it to our order of approx- 

imation and subtract it from (10) ; thus 

1 Developing V, in powera of - and ultimate1 y putting a for r, 
r '  

we obtain an e x p d o n  of this form 

0, + ul+ us+ ... 
where Urn denotes a Laplace's function of the n? order. Then aa 
the term9 arising &om Yo and U, may be included in the con- 
atant, we obtain from (12) 

It follow8 from numerous experiments with the pendulum that ' 
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wbere aq is very nearly equal to W54, and P denotes the gravity 1 
at, the equator, so that ad =jP approximately. 

. Hence it follows that ! 
$ very small relatively to the term apP ; and that the 

i-mution I 

is wry nearly qd to (aq - 2J~ P (# - 1) 
3 ' 

The general expression of the above Laplace's function of the 
second order is 

Hence A,, A,, A,, A, muat be very emall compared with A; 
and we have very app~ximately 

A = (aq-$7 P. 
Now the pendulum experiments make q = '0054 very nearly ; 

i 
and j = - . thue we obtain 

289 ' 
A = -  .00162P ........................ (14). 

I 
1328 Next Laplace takes a certain term in the Lunar 

!Theory, and compares it with observations. i 
Let Q ($- i) denote the part of Us which is independent of ~ 

the angle +. Then he h d a  that 
6 .................... A + & = - -001558P. (15)- 

Laplace obbha Q = - .0001BP from equations (14) and (16); 
but it should be - Q000152P. There is a misprint, but not the 
&me, in the original memoir at this point. I 

A second term in .the Lunar Theory gives also the same result 1 
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The errors of observations and of experiments .would render 
this value very uncertain ; but still we may safely infer that Q is 
very waalL Hence we conclude that the sea is neither very deep 
nor very dense. 

1323. The measures of degrees of the meridian reduced to 
the level of the supposed atmosphere are next considered. 

Equation (8) is put by Laplace in the following form : 

he says that the origin of coordinates is at the common oentre of 
gravity of the sea and of the terrestrial spheroid, &ch makes 
the quantitiee Y, and U, and the other functions of the =me 
nature disappear: see Art 1310. 

The comparison of degrees measured in distant parta of the 
world led Delambm to the result 

a (j + (3 = constant - W324 H' - - ............ ( 3 07). 
When g is supposed expanded in a series of Laplace's functions 

let - Y' (H' - i) be that part of the function of the second order 

which is independent of the angle +, Let - z  (#- 3 be the 

aimilar term in i. Thus 

a(K + V') = -00324 ........................ (18)- 
Laplace has a troublesome misprint aa to this notation a t  the 

top of hie page 46, which is reproduced in the national edition : 
the original memoir is correct. , 

By comparing (17) with (16) we eee that Y,, Y,, ... U,, U,, 
27,, ... are very small ; as appeam also from the pendulum erpe- 
rimente. Then from (16) 



.and from (18) we obtain I 

It is obvious that (19) agrees very closely with (15). I 
liplace says he has suppoeed the degrees measured on the 

surfeoe of the spheroid and reduced to the level of the atmo- 
sphere, ta be the same as the degreea measured at the eurface 
of the skasphere. In  order to justify thia i t  must be ahem / 
that rejecting a' the direction of gravity is the same at  the mrka 
of the spheroid as at the surface of the atmosphere. He proceeds 
to. shew thia briefly. What he seems to make out is, that the 
direction of gravity at the level of the sea is the same as at the 
level of the atmosphere; and this, I presume, is what d y  
ought to be shewn, as the degrees measured on the Earth's 1 
surface are in general referred to the level of the sea. That the 
correspondencq, required between degreea referred to the m&ce 1 
of the sea and to the surface of the atmosphere really existe, 
follows from the fact, that the former surface ie tat a 4 con- 
&mt eltnraCion above ths latter: see Art. 1316. Laplace's re- I 

mqrrke are rather obscure; the real point seema to me to lie in I 
the statement which I have just given in italics. I 

1324. Lastly, Laplace refers to Precession and Nutation. Thie 
however does not yield any very decisive result, as we are obliged 
to make some hypothesis respecting the denaity of the Earth. 

I 
I 

The treatment of thie point in the original memoir and that in 1 
the M i n i q u e  CGhk are rather different But the matter belongs 
p r l y  not to our subject, but to the theory of Precession and I 
Nutation. It will be sufficient to say that in the M h n i p u s  
C?!hk Laplace takes as an hypothesis that the density increases 1 
from the surface to the centre in arithmetical progression; md 
assuming that the mean density at the surface is three times t b t  
of the 0%. he finds that the mean density of the Earth ia 4761 
timae that of the ma. 

I 

Plane has discussed this passage of the Micaniquu t%&& in ; 
the A he ~ a b r i c h . ,  VoL xxxv. pagea 177.. .I94 Plans 
o o m d d z t h e  mean density of the surface m o t  be so great I 



ao Laplace supposed. Plana also discusses this law of density in 
the  Astronomische Nachrichten, Vol. XXXVI. pa es 313.. .334. And 5 
a memoir by Plana in Vol. XXXVIII. of the Astronomische Nachrich- 
ten may be said to go over nearly the same extent of ground as the 

2...5 of Laplace's Eleventh Book. 
Here we arrive at the end of the fifth section of the Eleventh 

Book. 
1328. Laplace's next section is devoted to the diecussion of a 

certain hypothetical law connecting the pressure and the density 
inside the Earth ; namely, the law expressed by the equation 

= 2kp, where II is the pressure, p the density, and k a constant 
dP 
This section comes from the Addition to the original memoir: 
see Art. 1286. This section has now passed substantially into the 
elementary books, and has thus become familiar to us. See 
Airy's Mathawtical Tracts: Pratt's Figure of the Earth, O'Brien's 
Jfathematical Tracts, and Resal's Bait4 IWmentaire de Mdcanique 
CLh&. I shall offer only a few remarks. 

1326. Laplace arrives from his hypothesis at a law of density 
which Legendre had formerly given as an example : see Art. 942. 
Thus Laplace says on his page 51 : 

Je doh observer ici que M. Legendre a d 6 t e i 6 6  l'splstiaaement de 
A 

la Tern, dsns le cas oil la densite des conches eat exprimb par - . sin an. 
4 

But this does not. ascribe to Legendre the idea of the hypo- 
dZI 

thetical law expressed by -= 2kp ; and I conclude that Resal is 
df 

wrong in saying, as he does on his page 227, that this hypothesis 
was imagined and discussed by Legendre. 

1327. Laplace arrives in his discussion at the following dif- 
ferential equation 

d 'v 
- @ + p - ; ) v = o  .............,....... (201, 

where v stands for h p'ada, and p' is such that 

d'p' - +nsp'=O. 
&as 

T. x. A. VOL. 11. 



Laplaca ohwrvee that i t  k easy to txs that the equation for r 
ie wtiefied by ' 

where His  an arbitrary constant. 

Be p' may be supposed equal to A s in  (raa + B), where A and B 
are arbitrary constants, this value of v will involve, as i t  should 
do, two arbitrary constants. Thus in fact we may say that 

For the integration of a general equation which includes (20) 
as a particular caee see Art. 942, and Boole's Difeerential Equdotu, 
third edition, page 424. 

1328. A troublesome misprint occurs on liplace's page 52 

d 
= 39 in the fourth line. Instead of D = 2 we must read - = - 
(PI n= 

This misprint occura in the original Add*, aa well d - i n  the 
des Tems for 1823, and in the national edition of 

Laplace's works. 
A student who nishes to verify Laplace's numerical calculatiom I 

must remember that the radius of the earth is assumed to be 
unity. The results obtained on page 62 should be compared with 
those given in Schmidt's Lehrbuch der M a h U  ulld Phy- 
&hen Oeographie, VoL L page 387. Schmidt makes the mean 
density of the earth 1.814 times the density of the superficial 
stratum, and the mean density of the earth 4.786 times that of 
water. In  Humboldt's Cosmos, VoL I. Note 136, this number 
4.785 is mentioned in connexion with 4.761 given by Laplace on 
his page 47; but there Laplace hsrr a very different law of density, 
and there ie no just ground for the connexion. 

1329. The expression obtained by theory for the Precegsion 
of the Equinoxes involves various Ilstronomid elements, such aa 
the ratio of the Moon's mass to the Earth's, and the ratio of the 
mean motion of the Moon round the Earth to  that of the mean mo- 



tion of the Earth round the Sun. But in connexion with our subject 

/pa4& 
the most important element involved is the fraction -, where 

/pa4& 

p denotes the density of the stratum having the parameter a ; the 
int&rals are taken between the limits zero and the extreme value 
of a. Suppose we calculate the value of this fraction on the 
assumption that p has the form which Laplace is here discussing ; 
then we can make an interesting comparison of the theoretical 
expression with the results of observation. 

Similar remarks apply to the expression for Lunar nutation. 

Such a comparison is made in the three elementary works 
cited in Art. 1325 ; so that I need not enter upon it here. 

I shall therefore only remark that Laplace himself treats on 
this comparison briefly in his original memoirs; see Arts. 1285 
and 1286 : but he doea not reproduce his remarks in the Mhniqus 
CGM.  

1330. Some general observations which form the first seven 
pages of the A d d i t h  are reproduced in substance in the first 
Chapter of the Eleventh Book of the Mhnique CGkste. One 
slight change may be noted. After remarking that geometers had 
not yet introduced in their researches on the figure of the Earth 
the compressibility of the strata Laplace says in the Addition : 

M. Young vient d'appeller lenr attention sur cet objet, par la re- 
marque iqpbieuee, que l'on peut expliquer de cette manihre l'socroisee- 
ment de densit6 dee couches du aphhide te&re. 

This is omitted in  the M i n i q u e  Ct?kste, Vol. v. page 16,and 
we have instead : 

. . .qnoique Daniel Bernoulli, dana se. pihe aur le flux et le reflux 
de la mer, etlt d6jB indiqn6 cette cause de l'aocroiseement de densit4 des 
couchea du aph6roide terrestre. 

The remark of Young is to be found in the Philosqphical !&am- 
acticms for 1819 : see his WwbJ Vol. 11. pages 19, 78, 82. 

22-2 



Some observationn bearing on the subject of this section of 
Laplace by Plana will be found in the fifth volume of De Zach's 
Cmespondunce Astronomique. 

Here we arrive at the end of the sixth section of the Eleventh 
Book. 

1331. Take equations (13) and (16) ; subtract: neglect, U,, 
U* U,,. . .on the ground that the action of the sea is small owing to 
its small density or small depth ; and assume the strata to be 
elliptical so that Y, Y, . . .vanish. Thus 

1 - 
Laplace omits the constant. The coefficients of pa - - in - y 

3 
and - C are supposed to be & and h" respectively. Let aqP be the 
coefficient of this term in y'. Then from the above equation 

This is in fact Claiiut's theorem applied to the supposed at- 
mosphere surrounding the earth. It wil l  be observed that a (x+ A#') 
is the ellipticity of the surface of the atmosphere, and therefore 
of the aea, since one of these surfaces is at a small constant distance 
from the other. 

Let p denote the gravity at the surface of the earth corre- 
sponding to p' ; thus, according to Laplace, 

p=pf+2a( l - r )P .  
1 If then aijP be the coefficient of the term $- - in p we must 
3 

have P = q + W .  

But the correct formulae should be 
p=pt+2aCe q=p-2h". 

The result obtained by Laplace mould give, he remarks, the 
difference aic" of the ellipticities of the atmosphere and of the 
terrestrial spheroid, if we knew by the pendulum experiments the 
values of t j  and q. But he says it follows from the experiments 
which have been made for the most part at the level of the sea 
or a little above it that cJif is very small and almost insensible. 



I presume he means that ij is determined directly by observa- 
tion, and q is deduced by allowing for the difference in elevation, 
which is ascertained by the aid of the barometer. But I find i t  
difficult to catch precisely Laplace's train of thought. The words 
which immediately follow, on his page 64, "La surface de l'atmo- 
sphbre supposde" ... seem to me the commencement of a new 
paragraph, and they should, I think, have been so distinguished 
in printing. Laplace is actually about to investigate the effect of 
a n  elevated plateau, like that on which Quito is situated, on the 
value of gravity. 

1338. Accordingly on his pages 55 and 5G Laplace considers 
the effect of the attraction of a mountain. H e  obtains the com- 
mon result which is now in elementary books ; namely, 2.rrp,k for 
the attraction, where p, i~ the density and k the height of the 
mountain. Laplace applies this to an experiment recorded by 
Bouguer, and infers that the density of the mountains near Quito 
is about one-fifth of the mean density of the Earth, that is about 
the  density of water. Plana hab~ touched on the subject in the 
first of his three memoirs cited in Art. 1324. 

1333. The original memoir by Laplace contains in its pagw 
178 ... 182 matter which is not reproduced in the Mekanique 
Ckhte. This relates principally to the influence of the attraction 
of a mountain on the measure of the degrees of the meridian 
It is interesting and not difficult. 

1334. The memoir terminates with &me remarks on the sta- 
bility of the figure of the Earth ; see the pages 182 ... 184 of the 
memoir. These remarks relate to the subject discussed in the 
third Chapter of the Eleventh Book, namely, thc axis of rotation 
of the Earth. The remarks bear upon the case in which the sea 
is not supposed to cover the whole earth ; they are not reproduced 
in the Me'canique Ckleste, though Laplace alludes to the same 
matter on his page 71. 

1333'. In  leaving Chapter 11. of the Eleventh Book of the 
dfdmnique Ckleste, I may state that there are numerous mis- 
prints ; and most of them are reproduced in the national edition. 

It will be seen from our analysis that the Chapter conbins 
important matter, and that i t  is original. 



1356. The third Chapter of the Eleventh Book of t h e  M&- 
niqccs Ce'tesle is entitled De C a m  de rotation ds la Term : it mu- 
pies pages 57.. .71. 

1337. The pages 57 ... 67 are devoted to the investigation of 
the theorem which we have given in Art. 1282. Aa I have 
already remarked, Laplace's original invedgation is much simpler 
than that which he gives here. 

But it is true he establishes something more here. We know 
that a t  any point of a given mass a system of principal axes can 
be found; Laplace himself gives a demonstration of this in his 
Livre I. 5 27. It might seem at first sight that he is giving again 
a demonstration of this theorem; thus he says on his page 63, 
" L'existence d'un pareil axe est donc toujours possible.. . ." How- 
ever, what he really shews is something different, namely, that if 
we reject the square of the usual small quantity a, the condit.ions 
necessary for the existence of principal axes can be satisfied. But ' 

it  doe^ not seem to me that for his main purpose this result is of 
any importance. 

1338. Let us pase on to his next point, which was not in the 
original memoir. Suppose the Earth covered by the sea to be in 
relative equilibrium, rotating round one of the principal axes 
through the centre of gravity; if i t  be made to rotate round one 1 
of the other principal axes instead of the actual axis the figure of 
the sea would change. The three figures which can thue be 
obtained by taking in succession the three principal axes, haw ~ 
between themselvea some simple relations which are i n t e d  
ing to know. i 

Suppose the whole mass rotating round an axis, which we will I 
call the first principal axis. With the notation of Art. 1303, we 
have for the radius vector of the surface of the sea 

where I is a constant, such that aal expresses the mean deptb I 

of the sea. I 
I 



.If am denote the whole volume of the sea, we have 

.............................. therefore am = h a a l  (21). 

Now we have by Art. 1309, 

except when i=  2, and then we must add a certain term to the 
numerstor on the right-hand side. 

d I:@- 3--, aa 
Hence Z,+ %= a a, ............ (22)~ 

{(2i+l)+(a) - a 1 
except when i = 2 ; and then we have 

d j : ( p - ~ ) ~ ( d ~ ~ d a - %  f (d- i )as+(a)  
z,+Ts= 

{5$ (a) - aau] a' 

Let u denote the sum of the values of the expression on the 
right-hand aide of (22) from i=l  to <=infinity. Then the 
radius vector of the sea becomes 

(d- a+ (a) 
a + a d + a a u -  

6# (a) - a'u 

Now let us suppose that the whole msse turns round the 
second principal axis. What we denoted by p, may now be 
denoted by ~ c , ,  so that we have for the radius vector 

a j  (.:- 3 + w 
a+aal+aau-  64 (a) - a'u 

Laplace says it is clear that a1 and au corresponding to the 
same point of the sea are the same as before. Thia ie obvious 
with respect, to I from equation (21). With respect to u, I s u p  
pose we see them to be the same by the following argument: 



it is obvious that u does not involve the angular velocity, and if 
this angular velocity be zero, the two expressions denoted by u 
must be the same ; hence they must always be'the same. 

In  like manner for the thild principal axis we find that  the 
radius vector of the surface-of the sea will be 

5 
3 aj  (d - f ) + (a) 

a + a d + a t u -  
5+ (a) - aaa I 

Now we know that 

p, '+r, '+p~=l ..................... (23), 

60 that if me take the mean of 'the three values of the radius 
vector me obtain 

a+& t RZU, ~ 
which is independent of the angular velocity of rotation, and is 
the same as the radius vector .of the sea, supposed in equilibrium 
on the earth without any rotation. 

Laplace does not use equation (23)) but proceeds in a less 
simple manner. By a misprint, followed in the national edition, 
he omits the term + (a) in the numerator in the expression for 
the radius vector in the second and third casea 

I shall give some remarks which may perhaps be of service to 
a student of this Chapter of Laplace. The Chapter is original; 
but it does not seem to me very important. 

1339. On page 57, at the beginning, Laplace says that the 
origin is supposed to be at the centre of gravity of the spheroid. 
By spheroid here he mews the solid part of the Earth. But he 
really does not make any use of the supposition that the origin 
is a t  the centre of gravity of the solid part: the origin may 1 
be at any fixed point very near this centre of gravity. 

1340. Let 11, and +, denote the usual angular polar coordi- 
nates. Let there be a fixed radius for which p, is cos 8, and 
4, is a. Let p and + be the polar coordinates referred to this 
Axed radius as a new axis, the angle + being counted from the 
meridian al~ich contains the original axis and the new axis. 



Then Laplace gives, on his page 68, the following formula 
wh ich  connect the old and the new polar coordinates: 

p = cos 8 p, + sin 43 J(1- p,') cos (+, - a ) ,  

J(1- p') sin 4 = d(1  - p,') sin (+, - a ) .  

These are obviaus from spherical Trigonometry. H e  says 
t h e y  lead to 

J(1- p') cos 4 = cos 63 J(1- p t )  cos (4, - a) - sin 63 p,. 

The  truth of this last result may be shewn thus. If we 
square and add our three equations we shall obtain an identity ; 
so  tha t  as the other two are known to hold this must hold. But 
in this  way we are left in doubt whether the sign on the left-hand 
8ide should not be negative. The best way of verifying the 
formula ire to use Spherical Trigonometl-y. If we employ the 
ordinary notation the formula becomes 

-sine cosB=cosa  sinbcos C-s ina  cosb. 

I f  we substitute for cos B and oos C their known values, we 
shall find that this is always true. 

1341. On his page 61 Laplace says : "Pour que le centre de 
gravitd de la Terre soit libre, et  dans I'axe principal de rotation,". . . 
I see no meaning in the words eoit libre. 

1343. On his page 63 Laplace says: "L'existence d'un pareil 
axe est donc toujor~r~  possible ...." These words seem to me pre- 
mature; for i t  is not until page 65 that Laplace discusses the 
equations he has obtained, and shews that they always have a real 
solution. 

1343. On his page 63 Laplace quotes the equation me have 

given in Art. 1338, connecting what we call and Z,. Laplam 

adds "les quantitks Z,, q, Y,, se rapportant ici iz l'axe des p. 
Mais rapportdes 9, l'axe des h, elles restent les mbmes :..." I 
cannot understand what is meant by the last four words I have 
quoted. I t  seems to me that when we change our axes, Z,, 7, 
and Y, do not remain the same; but that they are transforrntd by 
the aid of such formula: ad we have given in Art. 1340. 
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1344. Some troublesome misprints which occur in Laplace's ' 
edition and are preserved in the national edition may be noticed. 

On page 63 in line 4 for H read IT. 
On page 65 at the bottom there is a letter q which carries a 

bar, a dash, and another letter: the dash should be omitted. 

On page 67 Laplace says "on aura = 0." He ought to say 

wonaura ( p - l ) . g  ( a 4 q ~ ) ~ = ~ -  I 
1345. The fourth Chapter of the Eleventh Book of the 

M h i q r r e  C4lat.e is entitled De la WUT de la T m ,  et ds la 
d i m i n d m  de la dur& dec jour par  son r e f r o i d i s s d  ; it o m -  
pies pages 72..  .85. I 

1346. This Chapter belongs rather to the researches on the 
theory of Heat, by Fourier, Poisson, and others, than to our 
proper subject. I do not profess to have verified the numerical 
calculations, but I have gone over the analysis, and shall make a 
few remarks which may be of service to the student. The 
Chapter is substantially reproduced from the Coslnaiwara~e dss 
T m  for 1823; see Art. 1289: but the last page is new. 

1 
1347. Laplace starts with two fundamental equations given 

by Fourier; he says "j'en donnerai la ddmonstration, dam un 
ctutre livre." I do not find that this intention was carried out 

1348. Laplace arrives a t  the differential equation 1 
d'q' s i ( i + l )  - + - --- 
U Y  2 q'= 0, 

and gives a process of solution. 
In the original memoir he omitted the process and referred to 

Legendre's memoir of 1789 : see Art. 942. 

I 
P 
1 

1349. As I have stated in Art. 942, the solution of the equa- 
tion is now known to take the following compact form, 

C di sin ( x d a +  B) - -  
d da6 Ja , 

where unity is to be substituted for a after the differentiation. I 
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Laplace requires the expression to be finite when x is zero; 
this cannot be unless B = 0. 

We shall put y, for - a'' ah --- &, it being supposed that ha Ja 
unity is mbstituted for a after the differentiations. 

Now y, vanishes when x = 0. Suppose x to increase from 
zero, it is important for Laplace to know when y, first vanishes 
after x = 0. 

It is obvious that yo first vanishes when x = w. Laplace mys 
37r that y, h t  vaniehes when x is between 7r and --, that y, first 
2 

37r vanishes when x is between - and 2r,  that y, first vanishes 2 
67r 

when x is between 2 r  and - ''et ainsi du rate":  see his 2 '  
page 76. 

1350. It will be found that 
1 

Y~=-ij (sin x - x cos x), 

and thus Laplace's statements with respect to y, y, and y, may be 
verified. The following formula will be useful : 

Thus y, continually increases numerically as x changes from 
zero to the value for which y,, first vanishes. 



1351. At the bottom of his page 83 Laplace gives a formula 
which reduced to his degree of approximation amounta to this: 1 

But it ought to be stated that if 8 is even, the last term within 
the brackets must be doubled. 

I 
1 

~ h u s ,  for example, r-f sin '!T dr ie not - (I - $) , bat 
o a' a 7r 

1 4 - (l- ) Laplace laeeaeems to have gone wrong here. Thus a 
7r 

coefficient at the top of his page 83, which he makes to be 1 
. This correction will I 

affect some of his numerical results on his page 84. I 
1332. We may observe that Plana, by using a different value 

of the quantity denoted by e, strengthen5 Laplace'e conclusions as 
to the permanence of the length of a day : see the Astrimom* 
NaJLrichten, VoL .xxxv. page 183. I 

1353. There are some misprints in this Chapter which do not 
occur in the original memoir nor in the nationaledition. I 

1354. The contributions made by Laplace to our aubject, 
which are contained in his fifth volume, fall below those of his 
earlier years in interest and importance; .but they are not un- 
worthy of his eminent reputation. Those in the second Chapter 
seem the most remarkable, and may be said to consist of three 
parts. We have the process by which, instead of supposing fluid 
to cover the whole surface of the Earth, an investigation is given 
which may apply to the actual constitution of the Earth and sea ; 
we have the important theorems respecting the .approximate 
values of Laplace's coefficients ; and lastly, there is the discusdon 
of a certain hypothetical law connecting the pressure with the 
density. The later volume seems more obscure than the earlier 
volumes, and i~ certainly more disfigured by misprints; these 
defects may probably be attributed to the infirmity of advancing 
age, and may well be excused in the closing years of a life so full 
of great scientific achievements. 



CHAPTER XXSV. 

POISSON. 

1355. I HAVE undertaken to carry the history of the theories 
of Attraction and of the F i s r e  of the Earth down to the researches 
of Laplace, so that I shall not in general pass beyond the end of 
t h e  first quarter of the present century. But I propose to make 
exceptions with respect to Poisson, Ivory, and Plana, and to give an 
account of all the contributions of these mathematicians to our 
subject. The labours of all three connect themselves closely and 
naturally with the matters we have already discussed; Poisson and 
Plana  especially may be regarded as disciples and successors of 
Laplace, and may be conveniently and justly associated with him 
in mathematical history. 

T h e  present Chapter will be devoted'to Poisson. 

1356. Tho writings of Poisson, arranged chronologically, which 
may be  considefed as belonging to our subject, are the following, 
according to  the l i t  of his works and m e m o i ~  drawn up by him- 
self and published a t  Paris in 1851 : 

I. Lepns  de Mdcrtnique. One volume in 4to. I have never 
seen this. 

11. TraitA de M6canique. First edition in two volumes in 
8 v a  I have not seen this edition, .which appeared I think in 1811. 

111. Mdmoire sur la Distribution de l'dlectricit8 B la surface 
des corps conducteurs. 

Second Mdmoire sur le m&me aujet. 

IV. Extrait d'un MQmoire de M. Yvori sur l'attraction dee 
Ellipsoides homogbnes. 

V. Addition B I'article prdcedent. 

I have already noticed IV. and V.: Ree Art. 1160. 
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VI. Remarques sur nne Equation qui se prdsente dam la 

' 

tlidorie des attractions des sphdro'idea. 

I have already noticed this: see Art. 1237. 

VII. MQmoire eur la distribution de la Chaleur dans les 
corps solides. 

I have already noticed this: see Art. 1223. 

VIII. Observations relatives B un MQmoire de M. Ivory, sur 
1'Equilibre d'une masse fluide. Annales de Chimie.. .l824. 

This criticises an assumption made by Ivory which will be 
noticed hereafter. 

IX. Annonce de mon.YQmoire sur 1'Attraction des sphdroidea. 
Nouveau Bztlletin.. .Philmtique 1826. 

This is a notice, extending to about a dozen pages of the 
memoir numbered X. 

X. Mdmoire s u r  l'Attraction des sphdroides. Cm1uzhnce 
des Terns 1829. 

XI. Note sur une formule relative Bl'Attraction des sphdroides 
Philosophical Magazine 1827. 

XII. Additions au Memoire sur 1'Attraction des sphdroidefi. 
Connaissance des T m  1831. 

XIII. Trait6 de MBcanique. Second edition 1833. 
.. 

XIV. Mdmoire sur YAttraction d'un ellipsoide homog&ne. 
Paris Mdmoires for 1835. 

XV. Note sur l'Attraction d'un ellipsoide hdtArogbne. COk 
nuisance des T m  1837. 

XVI. Note sur un passage de la Mkcutaique dhk. 
I have already noticed this: see Art. 1265. 1 

XVII. Remarques il l'occasion d'un Rapport relatif B 1'Ab 
traction des ellipsoides. Comptes Rendus.. .Vol. n 

Addition 9, ces Remarques. Comptes Rendus.. .VoL VII. 

XVIII. Note sur une Propridtd g4ndrale des formules rela- , 
tives aux attractions des sphdroides. Comptes Rendw.. .Vol. VII. 
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I proceed to give an a m u n t  of such of these writings as have 
not been already noticed ; the first of these is that numbered 111. 

1357. Two memoirs by Poisson entitled Sur la distri* 
ds I'dlecth't4 d Eo surfacs dea corps umducteurs are contained 
in the Mdmoires;..de CInstitut for 1811. The subject of the 
distribution of electricity is connected with that of attraction; but 
it is too extensive and important to be included in the present 
work: I must therefore content myself with expressing the hope 
that it may soon find its own historian. 

Here I will only just notice the proof of Coulomb's theorem 
which was supplied by Laplace to Poisson, and inserted by the 
latter in hia h t  memoir: see pages 5 and 29 of the memoir. 

I have alrehdy explained the theorem in Art. 993. The pre- 
sent proof resembles that, in dividing the film into the two parts 
which I call S and S' ; but differs in another respect. Here it is 
observed that if the film is spherical we have obviously 47rp for 
the joint action of S and 8 at  P'; this is i n d e w  of the radiw 
of the sphere. 

Now whatever be the form of the film we may consider the 
part S cut into elementa by planes which all pass through the 
common nonnal, the ahgle between two consecutive planes being 
infinitesimal. Then we may admit that the action of any ele- 
ment will be the same at P as the action of a spherical element of 
the aame curvature. And in this way we obtain 2wp for the 
whole action of 8. Then as in Coulomb's proof wq obtain 4mp 
for the action of S and S', since the two parts will exert equal 
actions. 

Some remarks for the purpose of rendering the demonstration 
more rigorous are given by Plana in his Mdmoire sur la distri- 
bution ds CdZectricit4. ..Turin, 1M5: see page 23 of the memoir. 

1358. In  the Conmissancs Teme for 1829, published in 
1826, there is a memoir by Poisson entitled Mdmoire rmr Cattm- 
tb &es Sph.t?r&. The memoir occupies pages 329.. .379 of the 
volume. There is an Addition to the memoir in the Connaissaw 
cbss T m  for 1831, published in 1828; this occupies pages 49. ..67 
of the volume. 
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1359. The memoir i~ divided into three sections. The  first 

section is entitled Formules prt?lin~inaares ; i t  occupies p'ages 
329 ... 353. The second section is elltitled Fmules  relatives a u  
attractions des corps quelcmques; i t  occupies pages 354. ..364. The 
tliird section is entitled Fomnules relatives aux $pht?roTdes trh-peu 
difCrens dune spltdre; i t  occupies pages 364 ... 379. The memoir 
may be said to form a new edition, with important improvements, 
of Laplace's researches on the subject. 

I 

1360. The first section constitutes a treatise on Laplace's / 
functions. Poisson discussed these functions in a peculiar manner; 
he seems to have attached great in~portance to his process, and 
repcata i t  in various places. He refers to the Jozlrnul de r&le 1 
Polytechnique, 1 0 k h i e r ,  page 165. Poisson shews that  a func- 
tion of two variables, 8 and +, can be expanded in a series of 
Laplace's coefficients; the expansion holds for values of 8 be twen  I 

0 and T, and of + between 0 and 2a. Exceptions may occur a t  1 

the limiting values of the variables. 
It is unnecessary to enter on Poisson's method here, because 

it is not our principal subject, but belongs rather to the history of 
the theory of Laplace's functions. Moreover it is readily accessi- 
ble; for instacce Poisson repeats i t  in the eighth Chapter of his 1 
Thkon'e M a t ~ ~ i q u e  de la Chuteur. Some account of i t  will be 

' 

found in Pratt's treatise on the Figure of the firth. 1 
1361. Supposing that a function has been expanded in a series 

of Laplace's coefficients, i t  will have to be investigated whether 
we shall continue to obtain equalities if we integrate or differen- 
tiate both members of the equation with respect to either of the 
variables 8 and +. Poisson discusses this important point with 
great care. H e  shews that the formulre obtained by integration 
are subject to no restriction; but those obtained by differentiation 
are liable to exceptions a t  the extreme values of the variables. 
H e  refers on page 337 to researches of his own on the subject 
"dans les dernierv cahiers du Joz~rnul de CEcole Polytechnique,. . ." 

1362. Poisson's second section gives forrnulte for the attrac- 
tion of any body, expreesed by means of the potential function 
arr we call it. 



Let r', 8, $r' be the coordinates of any element of the attracting 
body; let p' be the density at that point. Let .1; 8, + be the co- 
ordinates of the attracted particle. Let P,' be Laplace'n na coe6- 
cient, a function of B and $r'. Let u denote the radius of the 
surface correspondiug to 8' and +'. 

Poiscion uses ah for sin 0' dB d+', so that da, may be conaidered 
to be the element of the surface of a sphere of radius unity 
which is described with the origin as centre. The double inta- 
gration with respect to 8 and +' may .be replaced by a symbol of 
single integration; the integration will extend over the whole or 
wme dani te  part of the spherical surface. 

1363. I t  is almost unnecessary to write down the formula for 
V when T- is greater than any value of u, as i t  has been given 
before. But for convenience we may repeat it. . 

 ere, and throughout, I: denotes summation with respect to n 
from n=O to n=m.  

Next consider such an internal point that r is less than any 
value of u. Then 

v= x [$ ,(,;p'rlm- d i )  P.' &] 

I n  the last place suppose the external or internal point is 
such that r is greater than some values of u, but less than 
other values. Then 

T. I. A. VOL. 11. 23 
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The integral indicated by extends to those directions of i s 
in which u is leas than r ;  and the integrals indicated by 

those directions of r' in which u is greater than r. 

we shall find that this will not affect the differential coe5cienta of 
V of the jirst order. 

In fact we have identically 

The limits of the integrals and relative ta 8. and +' de- 
pend implicitly on the position of the attracted t h a t  is on 
its coordinates r, 8, and +; and it will be necessary to remember 
this when we differentiate V with rwpect to these variables. But 

I : p f r ' 7  dr' = l o r p f r l ~  drf + p i t r n  dr' ; 
I r u  

' 

where the symbol indicates the complete integral extended to I 
all the directions of T'. 

Therefore the last formula for V may be expressed thus : I 

+ P [-& [ (l:plrl". drl) P.' dm] 

Now the differential coefficient of Vwith respect to r, 8, or 
+ will not involve any term arising from the variability of tbe 

limit. in the integrals denoted by r and [. For consider the 
J 

J I 

former integral; a differential coefficient, so far as i t  depends on 
the variability of the limits, will have as a factor the value, at t h y  



2h i t  considered, of p'rIHdr' ; but at this limit by supposition C 
r = u ; and so this factor vanishes. 

1364. Poisson says, and quite correctly, that commonly only 
two formulae for V had been given, namely (1) and (2) ; and i t  
had been assumed that (1) held for aU cxterraal points, and 
(2) for aU internal points. I t  is however obvious that there are 
external points, and there are internal points, for which the 
correct form is (3) or its equivalent (4). For example, if we 
consider a homogeneous ellipsoid, and place the origin at the 
centre, the formula (1) applies onl;y to such external points as 
have the radius vector r greater than the greatest of the three 
semiaxes of the ellipsoid ; and the formula (2) applies only to 
such internal points as have the radius vector r less than the 
least of the three semiaxes. 

1366. The terms in (1) and (2) considered as functions of 6 
and + will be Laplace's functions ; this depznds on the fact that 
the limits of the integrations are independent of 6 and 9. But 
this wiH not be the case with the terms in (3) and (4). 

With respect to an internal particle we may always take the 
origin so that r does not exceed any value of u ; then the formula 
(2) will be applicable. 

Accordingly Poisson makes an application of (2) to establish 
the correction which he had introduced in Laplace's fundamental 
equation for V with respect to an internal particle : see Art. 1237. 

Since P, satisfies the equation 

1 d - sin 8 d8 - (Bin8%)+' sina 6 % = - n ( n + l ) p s ,  dJr' 

we have from (2) 
dV 1 d'V -!- sin 6 d ( B i n ~ ~ ) + ~ ~ ~  dB 
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If we differentiate rV once with respect to 9- w e  shall find 1 

that no term arises from the variability of the limits in the  inte- ~ 
gratione with respect to r'. This result depends on the fact that 1' , 

and 

p being the density at the point corresponding to r, 8, +. I 
Hence .we have simply . 

3z9 dr = - P [s I(IOr$:drw d i )  Pi dr] 

+ t [(n + 1) rnj(,f: ;=) PI dm] . 

But when we differentiate this again with respect to r, we 
shall obtain terms from the variability of the limits. Thue we 
shall have 

+ 2 [n (n + 1) ra j(j: ';"$) P: dm] 

..................... -n (2n + 1) \$pi dm (6)- 

Hence from (5) and (6) we have for an internal particle 1 

Now suppose p' developed in a series of Laplace'a functions; 
so that I 

p'= Q,'+Q,'+Q,'+ ...+ Q,,'+ ... 
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Then, by Arf. 1069, we have 

Therefore the rightchand side of (7) becomes 

- 4 r 4  ZQ,, 

that  is - 4 d p .  

Hence too if V be expressed m a function of the rectangular 
coordinates x, y, z, we shall have for an internal particle 

1366. Poisson on his pages 362 ... 364 determines the value of 
V relative to a sphere for any point external or internal; the 
method which he uses has now passed into the elementary books : 
see Statk8, Art. 240. 

1367. In  his third section Poisson applies his formuls for V 
to the case of spheroids which differ but little from spheres. He 
begins with supposing the body homogeneoua 

The radius of the surface is denoted by a (1 + cy') where a is a 
constant, being the radius of a sphere which differs but little from 
the spheroid, and a is very small ; and the peculiarity of Poisson'e 
investigation is that he does not limit himself to the first power 
of a, but retains in general all the powers of a. 

If r is greater than the greatest value of u we take the for- 
mula (1); we cnn separate the inte,orals relative to r' into two 
parts, one extending from r' = 0 to r' = a, and the other From 
f = a to r' = u. In  the &st part the integrals will be constants ; 
and by reason of the properties of the function P,' we shall have 

Hence the complete value of V will be in this case 



If r is less than the least value of u we take the formula (2). 
Then we have 

k p l Z  z [$ !(/:din* drl) PP.. dm] = y m  

The integrals with respect to r' which are taken between 
rl=r and r' = u we separate into two parts, one extending h m  
r1 = r to r' = a, and the other from r' = a  to r' = u. For the 
first part we shall have 

x [F /(/: $:) P: dm] = 2sp (a* - ?). 

Hence the complete value of V in this case is 

Let y  denote the value of y' when for B and +' we put 8 and 
+ respectively ; and suppose y  and its powers developed in series 
of Laplace's functions. 

Let Y =  yo+ y,+ Y,+ ... + Yn+ ... 
and generally 

Y"" yp+ Y,@+ y,(p+ ... + y>+ ... 
m , ,, m(m- Since I ~ d r ' = a e ' ( a y ' +  %aS' + 

2 . 3 .  ...), 
we shall have 



Hence the preceding valuea of V will preaent themselves as 
series arranged in powen of a ; we shall have from (8) 

and we shall have from (9) 

1368. Poisson says that the formula (10) holds for external 
points, and the formula (11) for internal points, provided the point 
&I not too near the rmrface. It had however been usual to neglect 
this condition, and to apply (10) for any external point, and (11) 
for any internal point. The. matter requires examination, and 
accordingly Poisson proceeds to consider .it, starting from equation 
(4), which has been rigorously demonstrated. As we have stated 
in Art. 843, he d m  not consider it sufficient that the series 
finally obtained are convergent; he holds that the eeries em- 
ployed throughout the investigation should be convergent; see 
his page 366. 

1369. Since the spheroid is supposed homogeneous, the first 
series contained in (4) is reduced to its first term ; and is equal to 

3 .  
Aleo whatever Q' may denote we have identically 

Hence if we eliminate successively each of the partial integrals 

denoted by 1' and I,, and put for abbreviation 
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the equation (4) will take either of the two following equivalent 
forms : 1 

I t  will be sufficient to consider the first of these formulae; 
the reasoning will apply without difficulty to the second. . I 

Let u = r - z', so that i represents a function of 6' and 9: 
the value of which is very small, and of the same order of magni- 
tude as.a, for those values of r which we have to consider. 

If we effect the integrations in U we shall find that 

The integrals denoted by extend only to negative values d a ' ;  
J 4 

but if we denote by c' a discontinuous function of 8' and +', such 
that we have = i, or = 0, according as d is negative or psi- 

tive, we can change into the complete integral 1. 
shall have 

At this stage Poisson limits the approximation to the order a' 
inclusive, by rejecting powers of 5" abcve the third. 

Now suppose and fP are developed in series of Iaphce'e 
functions; and i t  must be observed that discontinuous functions 
may be so developed : let then 

p=Ayo+x,+AY,+... +x,+ ... 
r'=z,+z,+z,+ ...+ z,+ ... 

Then by the known properties of Laplace's functions we shall 
hsvo from (13), 
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a n d  therefore 
4T z ~ ~ ; d o =  27rr--r. - , 3r 

Now by the nature of r this is zero whenever the attracted 
po in t  is outside the spheroid. Thus for all such points the first 
equation (12) reduces to 

This will agree with (8) if we observe that 

and  that the part of the sum denoted by I: which corresponds to 

4xr' 4nu8 t h e  second integral becomes --- - -- 
3 3r ' 

I n  the same manner i t  may be shewn that the sum Z  UP,,'^^ 
which occurs in the second of equations (12) is zero whenever the 
attracted point is within the spheroid; s o  that for all internal 
points we shall have 

This will agree with (9) if we observe that 

niid that the part of the sum denoted by 8 which corresponds 
to the second integral becomes 27raq - 2 ~ 9 .  

1370. Poisson then says that i t  has been shewn that the two 
formule (8) and (9), or the two formul~e (10) and ( l l ) ,  which arc 
the developments of them in convergent series, will apply to all 
positions of the attracted particle, namely (8) and (10) to all exter- 
nal positions, and (9) and (11) to all internal positions. If we 
differentiate the exprcssion for V with respect to r, 0, and .\L. we 
obtain in the usual way expressions for the resolved attraction. 



For example, suppose we require the attraction reeolved along 
the radius. We thus get from (10) 

this holds for external particles. 

And we get from (11) 

t b  holds for internal particles. 

1371. I do not quite understand the view which Poisson 
takes of his results. Both here and in the latter part of his 
memoir he seems to imply that they are true for all powers of a, 
whereas he has only demonstrated them so far as a' inclusive. 
I n  a paper published in the h c e e d i n g ~  of #M Boyd Society, 
VoL xx. 1872, I have extended Poisson's investigation to all 
powers of a. 

1372. When the point considered is on tho surface of the 
~pheroid the values of V ought to coincide, as well as those of 

- We will verify this coincidence as far as the order d 
dr ' 
inclusive. 

We put then r = a (1 + ay). Thus (lo) becomes 



In  the same way (11) bemmes 

Now it  is obvious that in these two values of V the term 
without a is the same in both ; so also the term involving a is the 
same in both. The terms involving a' will agree provided 

this leads to 

that is 
1 Y' g2Ym(l) -ys+P = o ;  

and this is obviously true. 

dV Now let us compare the values of - for a point on the surface. dr 
We put then r = a (1 + ay). Thus (14) becomes 

In the stme way (15) become8 

dV 
Now it is obvious that in these two values of - the term dr 

without a is the eame in both. The terms involving a agree, for 
by equating them we arrive at the identity - Z Y. + y = 0. Tho 
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1374. Let us proceed with Poisson to an application of the  ' 
 formula^ in Art. 1372. I 

term involving as agree, for by equating them we arrive at. t b e  1 
identity - 2 Yn(l) + 2yZ Yn - y' = 0. 

1373. Some of the coefficients which occur in the preceding 
Article admit of transformations which may be occasiondy useful 
Thus the coc!fficient of a' in (16) is transformed by Poisson in the 
following manner : 

1 n + 2  -2- n + l  Y,(l) - y z  -- ys 
2 2n+1  2 n + l  '*+Y 

1 1  
1 n + 2  n+-+- 

= - 2 7 Yaul - y2 a n -  2 2  Yn + Y' 3 
2 Ln+1 

1 n + 2  '-Z7 Y  1 
2  L n + l  

YnG)-lx Y,- Lx- 
2  2 n + 1  

y' Y n + 3  

= - 2 ---- 1 n + 2  yao)-Y.-Z2 - 
6 2  2 n + l Y n  2  2 n + l  

1 E(-- n + 2  -!) ys~)-32- 1 
= 2  2n+1  3 2  2 n + l  Yn 

1. n + 5  - - 1 - - y:1,,?/2- 
6  2 n + l  2  2n + 1 ''' 

dV 
Take the value of V from (16) and the value of - from (18); 

dr  
thus we shall find that 1 

' 

The term involving a disappears ; that involving as hi 
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which may be reduced to 

Poisson does not work out the term a' as it is given here ; and 
I do not know that any previous writer haa put it explicitly in 
t h i s  form. If we neglect the term in a' we arrive a t  Laplace's 
equat ion : see Art. 11!)6. 

1378. Poisson for an application of his formule discusses the 
relative equilibrium of a mass of homogeneous fluid in rotation. 
His method presents some novelty. 

In order that the figure may be nearly spherical, the centrifugal 
force must be s m d  compared with the attraction. Accordingly 
he supposes that a expresses the ratio of the centrifugal force at 
the distance a from the axis to the mean attraction at the same 
distance ; RO taking a aa the radius of a sphere equal in volume to 

tha t  of the fluid, the mean attraction is *, and the centrifugal 3 

force is *. Hence a t  a diitanee. z from the axis of rotation, 
3 

4rpza  the centrifugal force will be -- . Therefore, by the principlw 
3 

of Hydrostatics, the surface of the fluid will be determined by the 
equation 

"p2+ V =  constant . ............ . ... ... 
3 (1 9), 

where V and x relate to the same point of the surface. 

Now Poimn does not assume aa usual that the axis from which 
his 0 is reckoned coincides with the axis of rotation, but only that 
the two straight lines are parallel. Let e denote the distance 
between them. The plane containing these two straight lines is 
the plane from which the angle $r is reckoned. 

Since the distance from the axis of 8 of a point on the surface 
ia a (1 + ay) sin 8,'we see that 

d 3 a' (1 + oy)' sint8 - 2ae (1 + oy) sin B cos $r + 8. ... . .(20). 
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from (1-6) ; then collecting the constant terms, we have 

Since a is the radius of a sphere of equal volume, we have 
ha' 0' //(I + a y ) ' s i n B d e d $ ~ = ~  ............. 

3 (2% 
the integrals being taken for B from 0 to T, and for + from 0 to 2r .  

If we expand y, y', and y' in a series of Laplace's functions, we 
shall obtain by the aid of the fundamental properties of the functions 

where the notation is that of Art. 1367. 

Then in order that nothing may be left undetermined it is 
convenient to fk the position of the origin of coordinates ; let us 
take it at the centre of gravity of the masa Then we have the 
three wnditions 

If (I + ay)* con B sin B dB d+ = 0, 

110 + 

ay)' sin' B sin + dB d+ = 0, 

11 (1 + .y)' siny8 cos + dB d+ = 0. 

Now if we subrctitute in these integrals the expansions of y, y', 
$, and y', all the terms disappear from the integrals except those 
which involve Laplace's coefficients of the first order. Moreover, 
each of these coefficients of the tint order ie of the form 

hcosB+ A'sin B sin ++h"sinBcos+, 

where A, h' and A" are constants. 
Hence the integrations can be completely effected; and by 

adding the results we obtain 
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The equations (23) and (24) shew that Yo and Y, are both of 
the order a, on our hypotheeis as to the value of a and the position 
of t h e  origin ; and as these terms are multiplied by a in the ex- 
pression a(l +ay), they are to be neglected when we neglect 
quantities of the order a'. 

The quantity e is unknown ; but as only whole positive powera 
of a occur in equation (21) we see that e may be represented thus 

where the coefficienta e, e: e' ',... are quantities independent of a, 
which have to be determined. 

1376. Thua we see that the novelties in the process are 
these : Poimon has the accurate equations (23) and (24), of which 
Laplace used the approximate forms. Also Poison does not 
assume that the axis of rotation passes through the centre of 
gravity; but tak& the distance of the centre of gravity from the 
axis of rotation as one of the quantities to be determined. 

1377. Let us proceed with Poisson's solution. Take the 
equation (21) and retain only the first powem of a. Then 

that is, 
a a8 R - 1  

constant = - sin9 8 - - sin 8 cos + - 228 - 2 a 2 n + l  

Equate to zero in the right-hand member the sum of the 
terms which relate to each index n, except n = 0;  then since 

2 
sin' 8 - - is of the nature of YY,, and sin 8 cos + is of the nature 

3 
of Y,, we see that Y. must be zero for every value of n greater 
than 2. And also 

0 = 0, 



a { I + -  541 ( sin"- 31. 
If we wish to proceed to a second approximation we may put I 

and suppose that z is expanded in a series of Laplace's Functions; 
so that r = 22,. 

Neglect in (21) the powers of a above the second. It will be 
easily seen that Zn vanishes if n be greater than 4. Also it d 
be found that e' = 0, and 2, = 0 ; and the values of Z, and 2, will 
be obtained. The values of Zo and 2, must be obtained from (23) 
and (24) ; which will give, to the order of approximation with 
which we are concerned, 

zo = - yc') 
0 '  

and Yil) and Y,(') are known by our first approximation, which 
indeed gives Yaa) = 0, neglecting a aa we may here. 

1378. We will work out the approximation to the  second 
order, which Poisson only sketches, as by comparison with what I 
we gave from Legendre's fonrth memoir, the two processes will 1 
afford mutual verification. I 

The equation (21) gives us to the second .order 

a 
constant - (1 + 2& sin' 9 - '?! (1 + a PA sin 0 coe + 

I 
- 5  a 

where Y, stands for - sin'0 - - :(. 3- 
The transformation of Art. 1373 has been used here. I 

I 
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Thus the equation reduces to 
a'd n - 1  constant = aqYl sins 0 - - sin 0 cos + - 2 2 2  - 
a 5!n+l 2, 

4 2 Now sin' 8 = - Y, + - . Hence 
5 3 

a'e' n - 1  constant = 9 d Y, - - sine cos $ - 2: Z - 
3 a 2n+1  2. 

We may divide by a' which is constant. Since there is no 
term to balance 2, when n is gr&r than 4, we see that then 2, 
must vanish. Also e' = 0, for there is no term of the first order in 
Laplace's functions, except that in which el. occura In  like 
manner Z,= 0. The terms Z, and Yon) may be included in the 
constant. Hence finally 

Therefore 

and 
2 - z4 = Yp). 3 

5 25 But Y, = - - P,, so that (YJ'= - (PJ'; and it will be found 
6 .  36 

that 35 (PJ' = 18P, + 10P, + 7.  See Art. 913. 

Thus 3 5 
ZI=Zj.nP4, 

And from Art. 1377 we find that 

T. M. A. VOL. 11. 
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Hence we obtain for the radiua vedor of the Pnrface 

It will be found that the term involving a' reduces to 

so that the radius vector of the surface becomea 

Let b denote the polar radius ; then 

Substitute for a in terms of b in the expression for the radius 
vedor; and to the seoond order we shall find that the radius 
vector 

We may now compare this with Legendre's result. 

The expression in equation (16) of Brt. 914 becomes, when 
the body is honlogeneous, 

bad 
Now ap being the angular velocity we have Legendre's a = -, Y 

so that and Poieson's a = - 

and therefore 
5 

K = a - - a' approximately. 2 
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IJsing this value of K in tcrms of a we shall find that Lcgendre's 
expression for the radius vector coincides with Poisson's. 

To complete tlie comparison of the two results we may deter- 
m i n e  the ellipticity furnished by Poisson:~ process ; this of course 
will agree with Legendre's. Let the equatorial radius be denoted 
by b (1 + E )  ; then 

hence by division i e  find that to thearder a' 

Now Legendre's value, given in equation (17) of Art. 914, 
h o m e s  when the body in homogeneous 

5 
P u t  a -  -a1 for K, and it will be found that this coincides 

2 
with the value obtained by Poisson's process. 

1379. Poisson concludes his discussion of the problem with 
some remarks ; one passage has been quoted in Art. 1084. 

1380. We mill now return to equations (10) and (11). Sup- 
pose in succession two spheroids of the same matter, very little 
different from the same sphere. Let a (1 + ay) denote the radius 
vector of one, and let a (1 + ay + ae) denote the .radius vector of 
the other. Here z ia supposed to be a given function of B and 9, 
as y is; and we suppose also that z may be developed in a 
series of Laplace's functions, which may be denoted by ZZ,. Let 
AV represent that part of V which arises from the rnnttcr be- 
tween these two surfaces. Then if we neglect powers of a superior 
to the first, we have from (10) and (11) respectively 
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The first formula supposes the attracted particle to be outside 
the outer surface, and the second formula supposes the attracted 
particle to be inside the inner surface. Let R, denote the action 
towards the centre in the first case, and R, that in the second 
case. Then 

If we make r = a  in these formulse we see that 

R, - R, = kpaaXZ, = 4vrpa~ .  

This ehews that if two particles are situated on the same radius, 
one a t  the outer muface of the stratnm and the other at' the inuer 
surEace of the stratnm, the difference of the actions a t  these points 
in the direction of the radius is proportional to the thickness of 
the stratum and is the same as if the atratum were spherical. 

Poisson adds : 
On trouve m e  'd6momhation pth6tique et plus &hale de oette 

meme proposition, dam mon premier M6moire anr l'Electricit6; M. 
Csuchy l'a aussi d6monW d'une autre manih dans le Bulletin de 1. 
Socikte Philomatique. 

The synthetical demonstration is, I presume, more general 
from not assuming the form to be nearly spherical: see Art. 1357. 

1381. The transition is easy and obvious from the form& 
that have been given to those which will apply to a heterogeneous 
body, in which the density is a function of the parameter a by 
which each stratum is determined. 

Let c be the value of a at the surface. Then from (10) we 
see that for an external particle 

1. a. an* Yifi da, 
where Q,(q stands for p 

0 da 
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For an internal partjcle situated on the stratum of which the 
parameter is a, we shall have for V a formula consisting of two 
parts ; one part is derived from (10) applied to the body so far as , 

it is comprined between a = 0, and a = a, ; and the other part is 
derived from (11) eo far as i t  is comprised between a = a, and 
a =c. Thus 

where A,(', stands for 
I;P d . aya Y? 

da, 

and B p  stands for 1 1 ~ d . a Y  da. 

Moreover me must remember that r =ao (1 + ay), so that if we 
substitute this value V will become a function of 8 and +. 

The subscript may be omitted from a, without danger in the 
use we shall make of the foilnula for V. 

1382. Wc shall have to be careful in determining the values 
of the differential coefficients of V for an internal particle. Poisson 

,says that the differential coefficients of V with respect to 8 and + 
are to be taken before the substitution of the vdue of r ;  and 
hence neglecting a' we shall have from the fundamental equation 
of Laplace's functions applied to V, 

sin 8 d8 

It seems to me that Poisson ought also to bave stated that the 
differential coefficients of V with respect to 8 and Jr, are formed on 

dV 
the supposition that r is constant. Hence when we require - -  dB 
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d 
wc must vary a, in sucli a manner thab - a, (1 + GTJ) = 0 : b u t  

dd 
this will not have any influence to the order he lias retained. 

dV 
To find - Poisson substitutes for I.  its value : thus neglecting 

dr 

If we differentiate with respect to a we shall find that t h e  
tcrliis wh1c11 arise from the variation in the limits of tlie integrals 
callccl ; and so wc get 

dV d V d r  dV 
But we have - = - - - 

d  d r d a - & (  
dl' 

putting for - its value, i t  follows that 
du 

4 ~ 0  12 + 1 -- 4lrz , nu" 
a* (2n + 1) am 

A , + - 2 -  
a  212+l B,, ...( 28). 

Poisson says that this is the same result as we should have 
obtained if we had differentiated V before thevalue of r yaw sub- 
stituted, and had  not varied a ;  but we should go wrong if we 

d' v 
formed the value of --- in this other way. 

dr' 

Thc equations (27) and (28) give 



aa Differentiate with respect to a, and multiply by r-, that is 
d r  

byo(I-.a%). Thenweshallget 

after suppressing the terms which vanish since 

dr tdy.  y='Y," and -= & & '  

The formula in (29) includes the term - 4mpas (1 + 2 q )  which 
would not have appeared if we had differentiated twice with re- 
spect to r without ++g a. 

From (26) and (29) we have by addition 

s (r v) 1 d'V r--- 
ar' +sinede 

The right-hand member is - 4~p. ' ,  since we have neglected a'. 
Thus the result agrees with one already found, namely Poisson's 
correction of Laplace's fundamental equation for the case of an 
iuternal particle : see M,. 1365. 

1383. There b nothing inadmissible in the way in which 

Poisson finds the value of for an internal particle; but I 
dr 

prefer another way. I t  seems to be more natural to take equa- 
tion (25) and to put 

where (g) means that r aione varies, and (dg) means that a 

alone varies. Thon after differentiation substitute for r ita value. 
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Thus 

When we develop the expression for (g) we find that 

Thus to our order of approximation 

-- 4ma nu" A,+-P- - -B . .  T' (2n+l)o* a 2n+1  

In like manner 

Now it will be found that to our order 

so that 

so that 

Hc~lce to our order I 

1384. That part of Poisson's ihcmoir which relates to tile 
expansion of a series in terms of Laplace's functions was criticid 

i 
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b y  Ivory in the Philowphiad Magazine for May 1827: I do not 
see any fresh matter of importance. 

Poi~aon replied in a paper inserted in the Philosophical Maga- 
zine for July 1827, entitled Observations rehtives d un Artid% de 
Xr. Ivory, inadrd dam le No. 5. du Philosophical Magazine.. .This is 
numbered XI. in the list of Art. 1386 ; the title there given was 
probably quoted by Poisson from memory, as it is not quite ac- 
curate;  also the paper is assigned to June 1827, instead of to 
J u l y  1827. Poisson's reply seems to me sufficient. He states 
here without demonstration the general theorem in the fimt section 
of the work numbered XII. in Art. 1356, to which we now proceed. 

1385. We have to notice the Addition toPoisson's memoir which 
was published in the Cmnaissance &a Teny for 1831 : see Art. 1338. 

This Addition consists of four Articles, +d i s  mainly occupied 
with the theory of Laplace's functions. 

1.386. In  his first A.rticle, Poisson finds the value, when 1 -a 
is infinitesimal, of the double integral 

*(I-d)of (8: 9') sin 8cWd+' 
8 

where p = cos B cos 6' + sin B sin 8' cos (+ - +I). 

This is a more general process than that in the original memoir, 
where he had confined himself to the' case of c = 1. 

The value of the double integral is found to be f (B, +). 

1387. In  his second Article, Poisson gives a particular case 
of tha general investigation of his first Article; namely that in 
which f (8, +') =p. 

1388. I n  his third Article, Poisson combats the notiom of 
Ivory on Hydmdatics; these notions will come before us in the 
next Chapter. Poisson says on his page 53 : 

. . .M. Ivory a pelsiste dans son opinioq et en a pi% occasion de Is 
dhelopper dana plusiem articles du PhdbqhiaaC Magaxins. Je per- 
eiata &dement dam la mienne, et j'abandonne au jugement des g60- 
rnW lea mot& que j'en ai don& ; je demande toutefois la penninsion 
d'ejouter & la note qui les renferme, une obeem&ion dont j'ai lieu 
d'esp6rer que mon honorable advereeiw eera fray& 



The argument which is thus introduced k given again by 
Poisson in his Trait$ de Mhniqw, VoL 11. page 549, but there he 
does not mention Ivory. 

We may observe that the French writers or printera have been 
very unfortunate in their efforts to spell Ivory's name. P o h m  
has Yvory in the Cmnuiseance dcs  em.' for 1829, and Yvori in 
his T~aitd a% M h n i p w ,  Vol. r. page 194. Laplace haa Ivori in 
the M&anip.us C&te, VoL V. page 10. 

1389. In his fourth Article Poisson treats of the convergence 
of the series obtained when a function is expanded in a series of 
Laplace's functions. This Article is reproduced by Poiason in his 
!&?m'e de la Chaleu~, pages 222 and 223. A few lines at t h e  end 
respecting approximate values of Laplace's coefficients, in which 
Poisson refers to the third page of the Supplement to t h e  fifth 
volume,of the M h n i q u s  CZhte, are not reproduced. 

1390. The second edition of Poisson's Trait4 da bib+ 
was published in 1833 in two octavo volumes. There is nothing 
new in the work with regard to our subject, The first volume 
contains a Chapter on the attraction of bodies, which occupies pages 
169 ... 202 ; and also a calculation of the attraction of a mom- 
tain, on pages 492...496: this arrives at the result which, as we 
stated in Art. 363, was first given by Bouguer. The second volume 
contains, on pages 538 ... 549, a brief account of the problem of 
the Figum of the Earth wnsidered ss a homogeneous fluid 
rotating with uniform angular velocity. 

I 
1391. We pass now to the memoir which is numbered02UV. 

in Art. 1356. 

In the Mdmirsa ... de CInstiEut dc kmcs, Vol. m., published ~ 
in 1835, there is a memoir entitled Mhoire  mr F a t t r h  6m j 
eUip8oTde homogh.  The memoir odcupies pages 49 7... 545 of the 
volume. The memoir was read to the Academy on October 7, 
1833. 

1392. The memoir may be described as consisting essentially 
of a new and easy demonstration of the final result obtained by 
Legendre in his remarkable but most difficult memoir of 1788: 
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Poisson's memoir is a fine specimen of his great mathematical 
powers ; admirable alike for simplicity and profundity. He treats 
of the attraction both on an internal and an external particle; 
b u t  it is only in the treatment of the latter that the novelty of 
the method consists. 

1393. Poisson's introduction is very interesting, giving a brief 
sketch of the labours of preceding writers; I have quoted a pas- 
sage from it in Art. 887. 

1394. The main principle of the memoir is the mode of de- 
composition of the ellipsoid into elements. Poisson decomposes 
the ellipsoid into films bounded by similar, similarly situated, and 
concentric ellipsoids.. He determines the attraction of such a 
film, and demonstratea the remarkable result that the attraction 
it exerts on an external particle is directed along the axis of 
the cone which has its vertex a t  the attracted particle and en- 
velopes the film. An elementary demonstration of thi8 result 
was given. by Steiner in Crelle's J o u r n a l  fitr Mathematik, VoL XII. 

See Statice, Chapter XIII. 

1399. We have in this memoir expressions for the components 
of the attraction of an ellipsoid under a form slightly different 
from that which had been previously given by all the writers on 
the subject, except Rodrigue~ 

Let a, b, c be the semiaxes of an ellipsoid ; let$ g, h be the . 
corresponding coordinates of an attracted particle. Then the re- 
solved attraction parallel to the direction of a is 

where T=(t+d)( t+b' ) ( t+~ ' ) ,  

and T ia found from the equation 

for the case of any exiernal particle. 

For a particle on. tho surface or within the M y  wc put 0 
for r. 
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I 
Poisson's own notation is not symmetrical like this; but his I 

result is subatantially the same. 
The resolved attractions p d e l  to the directions of b and c 

can be immediately deduced by symmetry from the formula 
which has just been given. 

1396. The expression given in the preceding Article may be 
easily obtained from the older form by transformation. In the 
formula of ArL 885 suppose I 

then we arrive a t  the new expression for the case of an external 
particle. 

And conversely from the new expression given by Poisson we 
can pass as he does to the older form. 

The expression given in the preceding Article may also be 
readily obtained from the value of the potential V which is inves- 

. tigated in Art. 1184 ; Rodrigues himself brings out resulta which 
are practically equivalent to Poisson's expression. 

1397. It will be found on examination that Poisson's first 
three'sections contain nothing that is really new, except the pages 
508 and 509, which are used in his fourth section The fourth , 
section which occupies pages 533 ... 545 i~ the important part. 

1398. Poisson has followed Legendre's memoir of 1812 in 
expressing the attractions on an external particle by means of 
elliptic integrals 

Let X, Y, Z be the resolved attractions on the external point, 
g, h ; then Poisson shewe that 

X Y Z  h a b c  -+-+ 
d 

f 9 A - d l ( ~ + ~ ) ( r + ~ * ) ( ~ p c 3 1 '  
where T is the same as in Art. 1395. 

I t  could also be shewn that j 
I I 

X(r+a? + Y(r+h') Z(r+cS)  Imz6~ +-= 
f 9 F" 
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where F(k, +) is a certain elliptic integral of the first kind, and a 
is the least semiaxis and c the greatest. 

These results are due to Legendre : see his memoir of 1813. 

I t  follows that 

See Ark 1157 and 1158 for the case of an internal particle. 

1399. I n  the hpplt?ment au f i w e  V. of hie !l7hrk A d y -  
tique du Syst2m.e du Monde, Pontkcoulant reproduces the sub- 
stance of Poisson's memoir of 1835. Pontkcoulant confines him- 
self to what is new in the memoir, and thus condenses it into 
pages 1.. .20 of his supplement. 

Pontkcoulant makes some changes in the notation which I 
think are not improvements; he has a few misprints, which are 
not serious except on his 20 and 21, where he gives two 
results which were obtained by Legendre in his memoir of 1812. 
The second of these results Pontkoulant states incorrectly both 
for the internal and external point: see Art. 1398. 

1P00. In  the Connaiseancs des Tern for 1837, which was 
published in 1834, there is a note by Poisson entitled Note relative 
d Pattraction Bun eUipoide Mt&oghe. The note occupi& pages 
93 ... 102 of the volume: it was read to the French Academy on 
Nov. 24th, 18%. This note may be considered as an Appendix 
to the memoir in the Mdmoir ea...de tlnetitut for 1835. 

1401. Poisson begins by referring to a letter recently sent by 
Jacobi to the French Academy, in which two results were enunci- 
ated. One w e  what we call Jacobi's theorem, namely that an 
ellipsoid is a possible form of relative equilibrium for rotating 
fluid. The other related to the attraction of a heterogeneous 
ellipsoid ; the components of this attraction might be expressed 
in certain cases in a finite form, by arcs of circles and logarithms, 
without the aid of elliptic functions. Poisson's note relates to 
the second result; Jacobi had not published his demonstration, 
and meanwhile Poisson proposed to shew that the integration 
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could be readily deduced from the formula? which he had given in 
his memoir. I 

1M2. Suppose an ellipsoid to consist of infinitesimally thin 
shells, each shell being bounded by similar, similarly situated, 
and concentric ellipsoids. Let the principal serniaxea of a shell 
be denoted by k, k dm, and k dn ,  where m and n are constant for 
all the shells. Let the deneity of the shells be expressed by a 
function of k. Then Poisson gives formula for determining the 
components of the attraction of the ellipsoid at a given point, 
external or internal. 

1403. Poiwon work8 out fully the particular case in which 
the density varies inversely as k. I n  this case although the 
density is infinite'at the centre, yet the components of the at- 
tion are finite quantities. If the attracted point is within the 
ellipsoid, the components remain constant along a given direction 
from the centre to the surface. . 

. . 

This particular case is also discussed by P o n t h u l a n t  in 
pages 22 ... 26 of the  work named in Art. 1399. PontAcoulant 
follows Poisson closely, though with rather less detail 

Poisson said in his note that it would be difficult to discover 
from the ancient formulre for the attraction of an ellipsoid, when 
the integration could be effected in finite terms ; but Ponhhulant 
does not admit this. In  fact the ancient formulse and those which 
Poisson prefers are connected, as we have seen in Art. 1396, by a 
very simple transformation. Thus practically what could be 
derived from Poisson's formuh could also be derived from the 
ancient fo~muls. 

lW4. 'It will be convenient to notice here the controversy in 
1837 between Poisson &d Poinsot concerning the history of the 
problem of the attraction of an ellipsoid on an external particle. 
See the Comptes Rend us... Vol. YI. pages 808.,.812, 83 7... 8M, 
869.. .872 ; and Vol; YII. pages 1 ... 3, 23 and 24. 

Poisson's share in the controversy forms the articles which are 
numbered XVII.,in the list of Art. 1356. 
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Chasles p r k n t e d  to the Academy a memoir entitled Sookctio,t 
8yntMtique du p r o b b e  de Fattraction a h  el!ipsoides, dana le cm 
gdnkral d'un ellipsoide hit&og&ne, et d'un point M e u r .  The 
memoir was referre'd by the Acalemy to Libri and Poinsot; and 
the  report on the memoir was made by Poinsot. 

1405. I n  this report Poinsot gave no reference to Poisson's 
memoir. Poisson made some remarks on t.he report; in these 
remarks, after stating the nature of Legendre's memoir of 1788, he 
proceeds to his own researches. H e  lays great stress on the fact 
tha t  he had decomposed the ellipsoid into shells indefinitely thin 
and bounded by homothetical surfaoes, and had determined the 
attraction of such a shell on an external particle. H e  does not 
hesitate to say that this is the only mode of decomposition by 
which the double integrals occurring in the problem can be re- 
duced to single integrals H e  thinks that the title of his memoir 
might have been mentioned in the report respecting Chasles's 
memoir, in which the same method of decomposition was in fact. 
adopted. I t  seems to me that Poisson is both just and reasonable 
i n  all he says. 

The following passage from page 839 is of sufficient interest to 
be reproduced : 

Si quelqu'un se fbt a* de differentier les expressions que Laplace 
a donne le premier, des mmpossntes de l'attrsction d'un ellipsoide sur 
nn point exurieur, en f h t  varier les h i s  axes suivant un m&me 
rapport, il aurait vu que Ies intkgrales disparaissent dans le rbultat, et 
que lea compoeantes de l'attraction d'une couche elliptique s'expriment 
sons forme fbie. Cette remarque, que je n'ai faita qu'aprh coup, 
aurait mis sur la voie de la solution direde du probl&me, en monbnt  
que pour Au i re  lea int4gralea doubles B dea inthgralea simples, il 
au5aait de dgterrniner ii priori, en grandeur et en direction, par dea 
considkrationa g60m6triquea ou par l'analyae, l'attrsotion sur un point 
extdrienr d'une couche infinirnent mince, comprise entre deux surfaces 
elliptiquea ~emblables 

lM6. I may observe that Poisson in his remarks $peaks of 
the t h e m  of Laplace; and I am glad to have his authority for 
this title, which I had adopted before I had read this passage, or 
that cited from Ivory in Art. 1142. 
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1407. Poisson draws attention to a slight want of accuracy in 
a phrase used by Poinsot, who spoke in fact of an infinitely thin 
ellipsoidal shell, without explicitly stating that the inner snrfaQ 
was homothetical with the outer. Poisson is right ; b u t  Poinsot 
probably assumed that his context made the matter clear. 

lM8. Poinsot replied to Poisson's remarka I n  the reply 
Poinsot insists strongly that Legendre's solution is a direct solu- 
tion, and the jrst direct solution. H e  also holds that  the merit 
of decomposing the ellipsoid into films in the manner of Poisson's 
memoir belongs to Rodrigues. Poinsot allows on his page €60 
that Maclaurin established a particular case of the theorem which 
I call Laplace's; thus he is more correct than many other 
French writers : see Art. 260. 

1409. Thus far we have been consulting the sixth volume 
of the Contptee Rendus. .. ; the last words on the kubject are 
contained in the seventh volume, which we will reproduce, and 
then add a few remarks. 

1410. The first paper is by Poisson ; i t  occurs on t h e  first 
three pages of the volume: 

Addition o w  Remarqua ins&& duns & Compte radu de & a h c e  
du 18juin; pccr M. Poisson. 

& remarques ayant Qt6 l'objet d'une Note qui fait partie du Compte 
re& de la s h c e  suivante, je me trouve oblige d'y faire une trbconrte 
addition. 

Ainsi que je l'ni dit dans cet article, j'ahndonne mon analyse au 
jigement des gtiom8trea. I1 ne me conviendrait pas d'en &ire moi-mbme 
la cornparaison svm celle de Legendre, ni de tout autre. ~ e '  ferai 
seulement remarquer la difirence esaentielle qoi existe entre la m6- 
thode que j'ai suivie et celle qu'avait employ& cet illustre &m&bre; 
diGrence qui ne rbulte pas des pro@ de I 'analp;  car je n'ai hit 
usage d'aucun proc6d6 de calcul qu'il n'ait pu tigalement employer, et 
meme I ~ g r r m g ,  en 1773, i 1'Bpoque de son premier MBmoire. Pai 
dhmpos6 l'ellipaoide en couches termink par dea surfs~~g elliptiqua 
et nemblables; ce qu'on n'avait pas fnit auparavant, et ce qui m'a con- 
duit B un th6oAme nouvean sur l'attraction d'une pareille couche, qui 
trouve une application immckliate dans la thbrie de 1'6lectricit6. 
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Legendre a divis6 ce corpe en couches coniqnes dpnt le eommet eat an 
point &ti&. Mais B mison de la complication du calcul qui en eat 
Aul t6 ,  il a 6t4 contraint, B la page 480 de son Memoire, de recourir B 
nne  consid6ration partidiere et d'abandonner le p r d d 6  direct d'intk- 
gration qu'il avait suivi jusque 18, et qui n'aurait pu le conduire, comme 
il le dit lui-m&me, preaqw it aucune concI& aprLa d ' a d  lags 
erslcub. 

Souvent il eat &vk qu'une id& trPs simple a fourni la solution 
d'une di5cnla qni avait long-temps arrbth; mais relativement B Irr 
dhmposition des couchea elliptiquea et semblables, je dois dire que 
cette id&, quel que wit le peu d'importance qu'on y veuille a thher ,  ne 
dest pr&ent&e ii moi qu'apds plusieula autres tentativea, et que j'y ai 
B t 6  conduit par la conaid6ration attentive des formules, ainsi qu'on peut 
le voir dane le no 4 de mon M6moire. I1 y a plus ; Legendm dit, B la 
fin du eien, que la dckomposition du apheroide en couches coniques, lui 
parait &tre la seule que l'on puisse. employer ; et il faut observer que ce 
M6moire avait pdcis6ment pour objet g6n6ra1, le choix dea variables le 
plus proprea B la Muction des int6grales doubles, ou en d'autres termea, 
la miniere la plus convenable de d6composer lea corps auxquels ellea se 
rapportent. Legendre ajoute que l'attraction d'une couche codque 
exigeant une int6gl-ation tr&ditF.cile, le problsme est vraisemb!ablement 
audessns des moyene ordinaires de la spntb&se, ce qui serait effective- 
ment vrai en euivant la marche qu'il avait adopt60 ; mais, au contraire, 
1'inGgration relative B une couche elliptique eat assez simple, pour qu'on 
sit pu facilement l'effectuer par dea consid6rations g6om6trique8, d b  que 
le Wultat en a 6 s  COMU. 

Enfin, dans la Note B laquelle je r6pnds, il est dit que M. Rodriguea, 
en eoutenant, il y a vingt am, une 'thhe pour le doctorat, avait employ6 
bien avant moi cette d6composition de l'ellipsoide en couchea inliniment 
minces, pour le c a l d  m&me de l'attraction sur lea points extkrieurs: 
cels n'est aucunement vrai; et il eat m&me Bvident, pour tous ceux qui 
compl.ennent b question, que M. Rodriguea n'aurait point attaint le but 
qu'il se proposait, par b consid6ration de couchea pareilles $ cellea dont 
il slagit. L'erreur oa eat tomb6 l'auteur de Irr Note, vient, sane doute, 
de ce qu'il n'a point eu 6gm-d B la condition de similitude des deux 
surfeces, externe et interne, de chaque couche elliptique, qui en est 
q e n d a n t  le camct2re essentiel. En aucun endroh de aa th* d'ailleurs 
fort remarquable, M. Rodriplea n'a considBr6 l'attraction d'une couche 
elliptique t e m i n b  par d?s surfaces semblablea. Dane l'endroit oh il 
demontre le t h k d m e  de Maclaurin ou de Laplace, il diferentie, rela- 

T. I. A. VOL. 11. 



tivaned4 MUI, tro'ie aise de l'ellipeoide et 'en mppoeant constantea lee 
deux distanca f o d q  le rapport de eon sttrsation P eon volume, a h  do 
hire roir qoe cette diflhmtielle m suit alorn i z b .  S'il eat d i S  
rezrti6, m u  ce point de rug l'attraction m b q  il s d t  &tan= celle 
d ' w  coucbe elliptique dont lea deux wrfaoee ont lea m b e s  5b jars, et, 
par condqaent, ne mnt pee aemblables. h d'int&ahn 
n'aureient pea d i s p  dans son expression, et la oonmdhtion de cette 
foroe n'eQt p a  B I B  plns mmple que d e  de l'attraction de l'ellipsoide 
entier; su  lieu que l'attmction d'une coucbe elliptique, termin& plu 

d m  aurfacee aemblablq derprime eopa forme h i e ;  oe qui, quand om 
a d6tarmid es rirleur if piori, f lu i t  enmite P m e  intggr$s simple, 
l'attraction de l'ellipeoide entier, bomo@ne ou hBte193b. Au mte, h 
d6monstaation qne M. Rodrignee s ropportAe dam sa thh, est celle que 
M. Gauss a donnee en 1813, et qui eat fond& ear  la t d o x m a t i o n  des 
d b l m  employ& par I v q ,  e t  wr une propriW g6ndrale dPs 
d a o m  fermeea 

1411. Next we have Poinaot's reply on pagee 23 and 24 of 
the volume. 

N& M. poinsoi, en it fa* des ~ e m q u a  I 
dad la Compte rendu de la &ma doc 2 juiad. 

Le dissentiment qui eriste entre cet auteur et moi, an snjet de h 
partie historique du problhme de l ' a t t d o n  d'un ellipaoide sur un poink 
extRrieur, mule mr les tmb propositions suivuntes: 

J'd avand : 
lo. Que M. Legendre avoit &olu la question di-, c'est-il-dirq 

sans passer par le thbrkme de Maclanrin. (Cmpta rend*, page 869.) 4 

23 Que M. Rod*, pour !a d6rnonstration du t h h d m e  de 
Maolaurin, auquel il ramhe le cas dea points edrienrs,  a fait mage de 
la conaid6rstion d'um c o d a  infini- mince, c o m ~  mtra d- 
' w f a c ~  d l b l o e  a t r e  &, et eernblQbZee d la wfe da PeHipsoi;ds 
d a n e l a p 5 l b l a m L e e t p r i e s .  

3 O .  Enfin,que la p h  de notre Rapport, oa l'auteur a cm voir nne 
i m i t u d e  (Compk, rendu, page 840), est g i h & r i q t m m d  ef gr r rm~ lo  

ticcclslment exacte, et qu'il n'y a rien B y changer. 
J e  maintiem ces trois propositions. 
J e  lea mumeta ii l'attention drs g b m & t w  et jPeepPre qu'aprb rn ~ 

nonvel examen, l'auteur des Remwpocee lui-m&me se rendra B 1'6viden- 
eans que j'de besoin de lui signaler les erraule sur lesquelles il a fond6 m 
pr6tendue dfutation de l'opinion que j'avais Bmise RU sujet dn trawil de 1 
M. Rodriguea. 
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There are two notes at the foot of the pagea ; one relates to 
the first of Poimot's three propositiom, and the other to the 
second. They stand thw : 

L'auteur, an contraire, mait avanc6 qug "pour le w g6n6rrtl, 
M.. Legendre s'6tait contente de donner une dhonstration du th&&me 
de Lnplace ( l k  de Maclaurin), encore plus compliquh que celle de 
lyautmr ( l h  de Laplace)." ComptA rendu, page 838. 

Voya, tome nr. de la C- d l ~ ~  C B d  Pdyttxhn+, le 
commenoement de la page 367, oh I'on h u v e  cea mots: C W o n e  
Ewelre e8@qw, eta, et voyez ei oette cache n'est pas bien p W m e n b  
celle qu'on vient de d m ,  et ei le consid6ration de cette mame coache 
n'entre pas eaeentiellement dam b d6monstration. 

1413. Let us take the points in the order adopted by Poinsot. 

I. Be to the value of Legendre's solution. Perhaps Poisson 
rather underrates, and Poinsot rather overrates this. Legendre, 
as we see from Brt. 1150, claims for i t  the merit of being direct, 
and Poinsot lays great stress also on this merit. But the term 
direct ought to be carefully defined if so much importance 'is 
attached to it; and i t  does not a p p w  to me that i t  can be 
applied in any very strict sense to the whole of Legendre's pro- 
cess. In the note Poinsot elaborately corrects Poisson's phrase, 
the theorem of Laplace, into the theorem of Maclaurin; it ia of no 
great importance by what name we call the theorem, provided 
we understand what theorem ia meant, but I consider that 
Laplace's name and not Maclaurin's is the proper one. 

11. Aa to what had been accomplished by Rodrigues. Here 
I hold Poieson to be right. It is true that in order to elTect a 
certain integration Rodrigues decomposed the ellipsoid in the 
manner which Poinsot indicates ; but Rodrigues did not deter- 
mine the attraction of one of the infinitesimal shells: and this 
was the important novelty which Poisson claimed, and justly, for 
himself. 

111. As to the charge of inexactnesa The matter ie cd 
- small account, but Poisson was certainly right : see Art. 1447. 

25-2 



1413. We now arrive at the last of Poisson's contributions. 
It is entitled Note mr une prqpnqpn& ghuhds dea formuk r&- 
tivee aua attractions dm sph4ro2"des. This is given in the Corn* 
Rendm... VoL VII. 1838, pages 3. ..5. 

Let there be a sphere in which the density is any function of 
the distance from the centre. Let a, b, c be the coordinates of 
the centre. Let x, y, a be the coordinat,es of any other point; 
and let dm denote the element of mass at that point. Suppose a 
body entirely external to the sphere ; and let dm +, (z, y, s) de- 
note the attraction of this body on dm parallel to the axis of z ; 
similarly let dm +¶ (2, y, z) and dm +, (x, y, e) denote the at&- 
tiom parallel to the axes of y and s respectively. Then will 

I+, (n, Y, 4 dm = PA (a, b, c). 

where p denotes the mass of the sphere, and the integrations ex- 
tend throngbout the sphere. 

Poisson demonstrates the equations thus: let P denote any 
element of the external body. Then the attraction of the sphere on 
P in the same as if the sphere were collected at its centre. Hence 
the attraction of P on the sphere will be the same as if the sphere 
were collected at its centre. Hence the attraction of the whole 
external body on the sphere will be the same in magnitude and 
direction as that of the attraction of this body on a particle of 
'mass p at the centre of the sphere. This result is the transla- 
tion of the three equations which were to be demonstrated. 

Also if dm f (x, y, a) denote the potential of the external body 
on dm we shall have 

jf k Y, 2) dm = p f  (a, b, c). 

Poisson says that this is a remaikable example of the rare 
cases in which simple reasoning, or what may be called the syn- 
thetical method, has a great advantage over analysis; for it would 



be very  cult to demonstrate, in all their generality, the pre- 
ceding equations by mathematical analysis. But Liouville shewed 
that the equations could be easily obtained by analysis; see 
pagea 84.. -86 of the same volume. 

1414. Let us now give Liouville's process. He takes the last 
equation for example. Then expressing dm in the usual polar 
coordinates we have to shew that 

where p is the density, and t the radius of the sphere. 

Denote the lefbhand member by U. 

By the definition of the function f (x, y, E) we have 

where a!, y', d denote the coordinktes of an element p' dx'dy' dd 
of %he external body. - . 

Then 

and as we assume that (x - x')' + (y - 3/)1+ (a - d)' cannot vanish, 
the common methods give 

R= CC 
((a - a)'+ (b - y')' + (c - st)'}' ' 

p' ax' dy' dst 
Hence U= p 

that 33, u= pf (al b, c), 

which waa to be demonstrated. 



This analytical demonstration is founded on priuciplea like 
those whiah M. P o h n  himself employe in the fifth Article of hie 
Memoir Sw la propcrgdion du wmwemmt d m  ks d a b s  dl&+ 
tiqwur. It corresponds exactly to the synthetical demonetration; 
we may say that they substantially coincide ; at leirst they differ 
only in language. 

1415. It will be seen that Poisson holds a distinguished 
place in the history of our subject. The corrmtion which he 
supplied to Laplace's differential equation for the potential, has 
become a permanent part of the theory ; so alao h a  the exten- 
sion of Ivory's theorem to any law of attraction. 

The two great memoirs, which I have numbered X. and XIV. 
in my list, still deserve the careful study of thorn who wish to 
obtain a profound knowledge of the subject ; the latter memoir 
may be justly considered to be the immediate preparation for 
the researches of Chaslea 
' Poiseon himaelf a p p m  to have attached great importance te 
his method of treating the theory of Laplw's functions; for be 
repeated i t  in various places. ~ u t  this method does not seem b 
find favour, with later writers; I doubt whether it is even a q d e d  
to in Heine's work, cited in Brt. 781 

We may well concur with Legendre in thinking that tbe task 
of improving the M&cdnipw Ckk& seemed to devolve naturally 
on Poisson: see Ponkkoulant's Sy&e du Monde, VoL XU. a t  the 
beginning.' 



CHAPTER XXXVI. 

IVORY. 

1116. THE writings of Ivory, &anged chron~lo~ca l ly~  which 
may be considered as connected with our subject are the following : 

I. On the Attractions of Homogeneous Ellipsoids. PhilomphW 
Transactions for 1809. I have noticed this in Chapter XXIX. 

11. On the Qrounds of the Method which Laplace h i  given 
in the second Chapter of the third Book of his M i n i q u a  Ckhts  
fbr computing the Attractions of Spheroids of every Description. 
Phihophical Tramactions for 1812. I have noticed this in Chap  
ter XXX. 

111. On the Attractions of an extensive Claw of Spheroids. 
~ o p h i c a l  ~ran&ctione for 1812. 

IV. On the Expansion in a Series of the Attraction of a 
Spheroid. Philosophicd IFan.sactiolcs for 1822. 

V. On the Figure requisite to maintain the Equilibrium of a 
Homogeneous Fluid Mass that revolves upon an axia Philoso- 
phical T m n s a c h  for 1824. 

VI. The article Attraction for the &;vpptanrent to the E~~ydo- 
pcBdda Xtannica. 

VII. Remarks on the Theory of the Figure of the &rth. 
Philosophical Magazine, May 1824. 

VIIL Investigations connected with the Properties of the 
Oeodetic Line on an Oblatum will be found in the Phihophical 
Magazine for July 18'24, April 1825, April 1826, and May 18 
T~wards the end Ivory compares ~ o m e  results which Be9 6 7  had 
obtained with his own, and expresses himself in a t o n e d  dissatis- 
faction. But the matter belongs rather to Analytical Geometry 
than to our subject, and so I shall not notice it further. 
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IX. On the Theory of the Figure of the Earth. PhtkmphG 
cat Magaaine, April 1825. 

X. On the Variation of Density and Pressure in the interior 
Parts of the Earth.. - Phihophiccll Magazine, November 1825. 

XI. On the Theory of the Figure of the Planets contained 
in the Third Book of the M i n i q w  C W .  Phdbmphhical M i  
aim, December 1825, January 1836, and February 1826. 

XII. Notice relating to the Theory of the Equilibrium of 
Fluids. Philosophical M i ~ A n e ,  June 1826. 

XIII. On the Equilibrium of a Fluid attracted to a fixt 
Centre. Philosophical Magazilte, July 1826. 

XN. Six papers of various titles, but all r ek ing  to pendn- 
lum experiments, are published in the volume of the Phdlosophied 
Jfagazine which extends from July to December 1826. 

XV. Notice respecting the Seconds Pendulum at Port Bowea 
P h i h q p h i d  Magazine, March 1827. 

XVI. Some Remarks on a Memoir by M. Poisson, read to 
the Academy of Sciences at Paris, Nov. 20, 1826, and inserted in 
the Cmn. dea T m ,  1829. Philoso.phical Magazine, May 1827. 

XVII. Six papers of various titles, but all relating to La- 
place's Functions, or to the conditions of fluid equilibrium, are 
published in the volume of the Philosophical Magazine which 
extends from July to December 1827. 

XVIII. Three papers on the Ellipticity of the Earth, as de- 
# .' duced from Experiments with the Pendulum, and two papers on 

the Figure of the Earth, as deduced from Measurements of the 
different Portions of the Meridian, are published in the volume of 
the Philosophical Hagazine which extends from January to June 

XIX. Some Remarks on an Article in the Bulletin des 
- scieices MatUrnatiques Physiques et Chimiques, for March 1828. 

philosophical Ma9.cine, October 1828. 
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XX. Four papers of various titles, but all relating to the 
xneaeurement of an arc perpendicular to the meridian, are pnb- 
lished in the volume of the Philosophical Magazine which extends 
from July to December 1828; and two papers connected with 
these  are published in the volume which extends from January to 
J u n e  1829. 

XXI. Some Arguments tending to prove that the Earth is a 
Solid of Revolution. Philosophical Magm'te, March 1829. 

XXIL Some Remarks on an Article in the "Bulletin dea 
Sciences Mathdmatiques" for June 1829, 5 269. P h h o p h k d  
Nagazine, October 1829. 

XXIII. Letter relating to the Figure of the Earth. Philoso- 
phical MagazineJ April 1830. 

XXIV. On the Figure of the Earth. Philosophical Nagm'm, 
June  1830. 

XXV. Two papers relating to the Shortest Distance between 
Two Points on the Earth's Surface are published in the volume of 
the Philosophical Magazine which extends from July to December 
1830. 

XXVT. On the Equilibrium of Fluids and the Figure of a 
Homogeneous Planet in a Fluid State. Philosophical Fransactions 
for 1831. 

XXVII. On the Equilibrium of a Mass of Homogeneous 
Fluid at liberty. Philosophical Transdm for 1834. 

XXVIII. Of such Ellipsoids consisting of Homogeneous M a t  
ter as are capable of having the Resultant of the Attraction of 
the Mass upon a Particle in the Surface, and a Centrifugal Force 
caused by revolving about one of the Axes, made perpendicular 
to the Surfwe. Phihophical Tranrractions for 1838, with a note 
in the Volume for 1839. 

XXIX. Three papers of various titles, but all relating to the 
subject of fluid equilibrium, are published in the volume of the 
Philosophical Magazine which extends from July to December 
1838. 
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XXX. On the Conditions of Equilibrium of an I n c o m p ~ b 1 e  
Fluid, the Particles of which are acted on by Accelerating Forces 
Philosophdcal Transactiolts for 1839. 

I proceed to give an account of such of these writings aa have 
not been already noticed; the first of these is that numbered IIL 

1417. A memoir entitled On tlrs Attractioras of an extensin 
Class of &herot& ie contained in the P h w I ~ d  Zlwwuih 
for 1812, published in that year. The memoir occupies pab-es 
46. ..82 of the volume; it wae read on November 14, 1811. 

1418. The class of spheroids to which this me& relates 
comista of those which have their d i i  vectorea d o n a 1  integral 
functions of the angular coordinates. 

By a rational integral function Ivory seems ~ mean, at least 
soruetimes, any function which can be expanded in a series of 
rational integral terms: see his page 75, and also pages 43 and W 
of the memoir 11. in the list of Art. 1416. 

Ivory arrives at results equivalent to those given by Laplace 
in his treatment of the problem in the third Book of the Mk- 
niqw Cdleste. Ivory does not use any property of Laplace's func- 
tions, but carries on his process so far as to shew how the requisite 
integrations can be theoretically effected. 

On his page 48 he repeats an objection which he bad given 
on page 33 of his memoir 11.: see Art 1215. 

The memoir seems to me of small importance now ; i t  might 
have been of some service perhaps as establishing various formub 
rigorously, so aa to liberate an early student from any doubts left 
on his mind by Laplace's process. 

1419. A memoir entitled On ths eqmuion in a series of tdrs 
attradipn of a Sphmoid is contained in the Philosophical T r a Q m  
tions for 1822, published in that year. The memoir occupies 
pages 99.. .I12 of the volume ; i t  was read January 17, 1822. 

1420. Ivory has doubts as to the statement that any function 
can be expanded in a series of Laplace's functions, though he 
allows that any Ational integral function of the three rectangular 

. 



coodinah of a point am be ao expanded. He  holdo that tliere 
is a red dbtkction to be made between the case in which the 
function proposed for expansion is an explicit function of the 
three rectangnlar coordinates of a point, and the case in which it 
is not. He says on his page 106 : 

A method of calculation which ia clear, exrrct and elegant, when it 
is confined to the firat case, becornea clouded with obscurity, if not 
zuerely ~ymbolical, when it ia.extended to the other case. To say the 
least, there are certainly great di5icultiea which are not explained ; and 
if there be any geometers who heeitate, and have doubts, they are not 
without their excuse, and ought not to be entirely condemned. 

I have already adverted to one of the topica considered in this 
memoir; see Brf .  1324. I do not attach any importance to the 
memoir. perhapa Ivory is less codfident in his condemnation 
of the  proposition a b u t  the expawion of any function than he 
was ten years earlier. 

1431. A memoir entitled On the figure requsk to maintain 
t b  equilibriwm of a homqmww @id nutse that revolvas upon an 
artie is contained in the Philosophioal T7u~zeutch for 1824, pub-. 
liihed in that year. The memoir occupies pages 88.. .I50 of the 
volume ; it was read December 18,1824. 

1432. This memoir a e m d  a new principle to be mammy 
for fluid equilibrium, namely the following : in order that a mass 
of fluid may be in equilibrium it is necessary that the arrange- 
ment of the strata be snch that the matter comprised between 
any two .level surf- should exercise no attractiw on a particle 
within the inner boundary. Ivory attempts to justify this assump- 
tion ; but hie efforts seem to me quite in vain. 

We shall find that I v q  contiaued to advocate his peculiar 
notions in subsequent memoirs ; he supposed that he modified 
them slightly in the memoirs XXVI. and XXVII., as we shall 
see hereafter. 

Poisson criticised Ivory$ assumption; see. the An& ds 
Chim it?... VoL XXVII. 1824, pages 225. ..236, and the Connaiesancs 
dse Tern for 1831, page 53. Sa also a paper by Robert M i e  
Ellis in the C H g e  ~ a m c a l  Journal, VoL n. pages 18.. .32 
We shall notice some miscellaneous topics in the memoir. . . - 
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1423. On his page 93 Ivory demonatratea the formula ibr 
Legendre's coefficients, which had been previously given by 
Rodrigues: aea Art. 1187. We may infer that Ivory obtained 
the formula independently, as he adds no reference. 

I 
1 

1424. A theorem is given on page 94, which may be repro- 
duced. Let V denote the potential of an attracting mass at 1 
a point of which the radius vector is r, let dm' denote an element , 
of the attracting mass of which the radius vector is r' ; then 

where 7 is the cosine of the angle between the directione of r and 
f. Therefore * I  

I 

I 
Put e for s/(r'-2rf7+r1'); thus 3 -~ '~=s '+ r r ' ~ -P ;  

and 

dV dm' w'y-ra 
Therefore 2V-r-=3/T+I.Tdht. dr 

Now substitute for dm' the usual expression pradp' d+' dr; 
where p denotes the density; thus 

!l!hk may be expressed thus, 

If the body is homogeneous so that p is constant, we obtain 

where r' now represents the radius vector of a point on the surface 
of the body corrwponding to the other polar coordinates p' 
and +I. 
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1425. On his page 99 Ivory says that in a heterogeneoue 
fluid body it is easy to perceive that the densities must decrease 
in approaching the outer surface. His reason for this furnishes a 
good specimen of the vagueness and inconclusiveness of his lan- 
guage ; he says : 

For, in two confignoas at?-ata of different densities, if we take two 
moledea  equal in volume, and placed at the same point of the eepa- 
rating surface; the common gravity acting upon both will produce a 
greater pressnre in the denser molecule. Wherefore, if the deneer 
matter were nearer the outer surface, it would penetrate into the rarer 
matter below it;  which ie contrary to the perfect separation of the 
strata of d i f f m t  d d t i e a .  

1426. Ivory enunciatee on his pages 111 and 112 his first 
Proposition b these words: 

If a homogentmu& fluid body revolving about an axis, be in eqni- 
librio by the attraction of ita particlea in the inverse px&rtion of the 
aquart~ of the distance; any other mass of the same fluid having a similar 
fignre, and revolving with the same rotatory velocity about an a& 
rimilarly placed, will likewise be in equilibria, anppoaing. that ita par- 
ticlee attract one another by the m e  law. 

This he establishes in four pages of general reasoning. 

1437. On his page 115 Ivory enunciates his second Propo- 
sition in these words : 

If a homogeneous fluid mese revolve about an ruig and be in equi- 
librio by the attmtion of ita particlca in the inverse proportion of the 
quare of tbe dietace ; all the level surfhca will be similar to the outer 
one : and any stratum of the fluid contained between two level a- 
d attraot particlea in the inaide with equal force in opposite directions, 

To this he devotes three pagea of general reasoning, but I can- 
not d o w  that it is satisfactory. The propwition asaerted is true 
i n  the caee in which the fluid takes the form of an ellipsoid or of 
an oblatum, as we know from other sources ; but we cannot &rm 
that  it is necessarily true. . 

I 



1438. On Ivory'e pagg 125, combined with hie page 98; we 
have a ourioae m r .  

I 
He hae shewn that if certain radii are in the same proportion 

then K= K, ; and he wants to shew conversely that if K= K, 
these radii are in the same proportion. Now he o b t a k  in fact 
the equation 

i 
where R' and R; are the radii, and C@ is a Laplace's coe5cient 1 
of the second order; the integration is supposed to extend over 
the entire surface. To make this vanish it is not necessary that 

R 
log, should be constunt, as Ivory implies ; i t  may be a Laplace's 4 
coefficient of any order excapt the second. ? ~ 

1429. If a homogeneous stratum be bounded by similar, 
similarly situated, and concentric ellipsoids, It exerts no attrac- 
tion on an internal particle : this is well known. Conversely we 
might take this problem: Given that a homogeneous stratum 4 
bounded by similar, similarly situated, and concentric surfaces , 
exerts no attraction on an internal particle, find the form of the 
surfaces from this condition. Ivory in fact discusses this, though 
he does not formally enunciate it in this way. By using the pro- 
perties of Laplace's coefficients, he comes to the conclusion that 
the aurfaees must be ellipsoids : see his pages 125.. .leg. Ivory I 
repeats this investigation in later memoirs ; see page 512 of the 
memoir XXVII. and page 263 of the memoir XXX. 

1430. Ivory sap on his page 131 : 

We am now to conclude that a homogeneow flnid mass cannot be in 
equilibria by the attraction of ita particlw and a centrifi~gal f o m  of 
'rotation, nnlm it have the figure of an ellipeoid ... 

That is, Ivory claims to have .wived the problem which I have 
called Legendre's in Art 744, even without the limitation to sur- , 
fama of revolution. But it is almost needleas to say that Ivory's : 
.process is unsatisfactory, for i t  is baaed on the principle which he 
unjustifiably assumed : see Art. 1422. 



1431. I n  his pagea 132. ..I39 Ivory gives in effect a eolntion 
of the problem of the attraction of an ellipsoid on an internal 
particle. He exhibits the potential in the form of an expression 
which involvm only single gtegrale. 

1432. On his page 141 Ivory expresses in an interesting form 
the standard equation of Art 581, namely 

this may be written 

Put tan' X = + ; thus we get 

Now if * be expanded in powers of sin + it may be shewn 
tan # 

that the expansion is of the form 

1 where A, = - , and A, = 2 . 4 . 6  ...( 2%-2) ,n ,mr th 
3 3.5 ...( 2n+ 1) 

me DifmenCial Calculus, Art. 3711. 

Hence we find that (1) becomes 

Ivory gives the terms so far with a slight misprint in the last. 
The general term on the right-hand side of (2) ie 

- 2.4 ...(%- 2) .2n-6 
5.7 ... (2n+3)' 2 . 

. sin" +, 
I where n M euppoeed greater than 2. 
I 

? 



The convergent aeries which forms the right-hand side of (2) , 
w I vanishes when + = 0 ; it must also vanish when + = , as we m 1 

by looking a t  the expression in (1)) k m  which it was derived. 
It will be observed that the series presents only one change of 
sign; and if we differentiate with respect to + we obtain the 
product of sin + cos + into a .series which has only one change of 
sign. Hence, by employhg a principle which is explained in the ,! 

Theory of Equations, we infer that as + changes from 0 to - 
2 = I 

the series is always positive, first increases continually from zero 1 
to its maximum value, and then decreases continually h m  its 1 
maximum value to  zero. See Tlieory of E p a t i o n s ,  Art, 22. 

Thus from the form of the second side of (2) we have an evi- 
dent demonstration of the result established in Art. 586. I 

1433. Ivory makes the following remarks on his pages 142 I 

and 143 : 

When the rotatory velocity ie greater than the maximum, the eq& I 
librinm cannot tage place: for, on the one hand, the pro@ r o t a h  
is incormistent with the figure of an ellipsoid ; and, on the other, it bss 
been proved, that a homogeneone 5uid cannot be in equilibria unless it 
have that @re. In this case, therefore, the u i d  would filst extend 

' itself, aud 5atten to a certain degree with a decreasing velocity of P 
tation, and then d a t e  back with an increasing rotatory motion. But 
the tenacity of the particles would gradually diminish, and finally deatmj, 
the millations of the 5uid ; which would therefore ultimataly settle in 
one of the @reg of equilibrium; that is, in an elliptical spheroid of 
revolution having the equatorial diameb~ more bban 271.. times the 
axh of revolution. 

This for the most part is merely assertion on the part of Ivory, 1 
and i t  ie obvious that di5cult problems in  hydrodynamics cannot 
-be solved this rapid manner. 

14341. Ivory admits that the ordinary equation, which we 
denote by (1) in Art. 831, is n e c w r y  for equilibrium ; this is his I 

equation (A). But he asserts that i t  is not strfi&t for eqnili- 
bl-ium ; one reason which he gives for this assertion, on which he [ 
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seems to lay great stress, is quite unintelligible to me;  he says 
on his page 144 : 

M'JLaurin firet proved synthetically that the ellipsoid, whatever be 
the degree of oblatenew, fulfila all the conditioua requisite for main- 
taining the equilibrinm of a homogeneone fluid mass that revolves about 
an axis. If therefore the equation (A) were alone sufficient for the 
quilibrium, the ellipsoid must be deducible from it, not in particular 
suppoRitions and approximately, but generally, and by an accurate pro- - of reasoning. But thie has not been accomplished, nor'even at- 
tempted, by any geometer. 

See also his pages 145 and 150. 

1435. We have next to notice the. article Attraction, which 
Ivory wrote for the Supplement to the Encyclopcedia Bn'tanmica; 
the article occupies pages 627 ... 644 of the volume, published in 
1824, and it forms a good elementary treatise, proceeding as far 
as a complete account of the attraction of homogeneous ellipsoids. 
The following points may be noticed : 

Ivory deduces the attraction of a sphere on an external particle 
from the attraction of a sphere on a particle a t  its surface, by an 
elementary process of the same kind as he used in establishing the 
theorem on the attraction of ellipsoids, which ia called by his name. 

Ivory investigates Laplwe's'theorem which we have given in 
Art. 1046. Ivory adopts the method of expansion which we have 
noticed a t  the end of the Article. H e  says that "Laplace has 
arrived a t  the same conclusion by a different process" : but Ivory's 
process is rather a modification of Laplace's than essentially 
different. 

Towards the end of his article Ivory says : 
I n  the preceding invatigationq we have followed the method of 

Mao1au1-b for pointa situated in the surfkce of a epheroid, or within the 
d i d .  Thia method has alwaya been justly admired; but neither its 
inventor, nor, aa Ear as we know, any other Geometer, has !pplied it, 
excepting to spheroids of revolution ; and it ie here, for the 61nt time, 
extended to ellipsoide. 

But i t  must be obeerved that the extension of Bbaclaurink 
method to ellipsoids in general is so obvioua that i t  does not 
require any formal explanation; D'Alembert for instance, as we 
have seen in Art. 616, took this view. 

T. M. A. VOL. 11. 20 



1436. An article entitled Bemarks on the Theory of the 
Figure of the Earth, occurs on pages 339 ... 348 of the Phaloso- 
phical Miazine for May, 1824. 

This article gives first a good sketch of the history of the 
subject, and then a brief acoount of Ivory's peculiar views on 
fluid equilibrium, with a reference to the memoir Y. for proofs. 

The following passage occurs on the first page: 
To whatever branch of the philosophical system of the universe we 

turn our attention, we are immediately led to the immortal author of 
the true theory founded on the law of universal gravitation. N e w k n  
not only laid down the principles: he, in a great measure, reared the 
superstructure; or, a t  least, he sketched out so accurately the proper 
view to be taken of every part of the subject, that his followers have 
done little else but fill up his original outlines. The rllodern theory of 
the figure of the planets, still imperfect i n  mme respects, coincides in 
the main with the physical ideas of Newton, which the progress of the 
mathematical sciencea has enabled the philosophem of the preaeat day 
to develop and extend. 

1437. An article entitled On the Theory of Figwe of & 
Earth occurs on pages 241.. .249 of the Phihophical Magazodne for 
April, 1826. 

This consists mainly of the two Propositions which we have 
noticed in Arts. 1426 and 1427. ' 

1438. An article entitled On the VariatioP1 of D-ty and 
Bessure in the intenbr Parts of the Earth occurs on pages 321. ..329 
of the Philosophical Aiagananrn for November, 1826. 

Thiu is substantially coincident with the matter contained in the 
Mdcanique Ckleste, Livre xr. 5 6, to which Ivory refers: see Art. 1325. 

1439. We have next to notice an article entitled On th 
Theory of the Figure of the Planeih contained in the Third Book 
of the M&canique Ckleste. This is published in the Phthmphiwl 
Magazine in three parts, which occur respectively on pages 429.. .439 
of the number for December, 1825, on pages 31.. .37 of the number 
for January, 1826, and on pages 81 ... 88 of the number for Feb- 
ruary, 1826. 

The first two parts repeat the objections against Laplace's 
favourite equation, and the consequence which he drew from it :  
we have sufficiently considered the matter in Chapter XXX. 
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The third part is devoted to  Ivory's pculiar views rn fluid 
equilibrium, as developed by him in the memoir nnmbered V. 

The following passage ocaurs a t  the end of bhe m n d  part of 
this series of papers : 

An attentive reader who coneidere the foregoing observations m t  
allow that some material inadvertencies and inaccnmiea have originalky 
elipt into the d y s i e  of Laplace. But the theory having been pub- 
liebed, it haa beeu deemed advisable to repel all objeotione, and Co defend 
it & U ~ & Q M ~ .  

1440. An article entitled ATotice d a t i n g  tO the Theoy of the 
Equilibrium of Fluids occurs on pagea 439 ... 442 of the Philu- 
sophid Magm'ne for June, 1826. 

Ivory repeats the statement of his peculiar opinions on fluid 
.equilibrium. 

1441. An article entitlcd On the equih3rium of a Fluid at 
traded to a jid Centre occurs on .pages 10 and 11 of the Philo- . 
sophid MapztS for July, 1826. 

The equation (2) of Art. 57 represents an ellipse approximately 

when a d -  14: is small. Ivory proceeda to interpret the equation 
' a* 

to a closer order of approximation, which he doea accurately. We 
shall notice the matter hereafter in connexion with a paper pub- 
lished by Dr Thomas Young in 1826. 

1442. The six- papers which we have brought together under 
the number XIV. are not very closely connected with our subject. 
The h t  just touches on our theories. After having stated his 
peculiar opiniorm nn fluid equilibrium, Ivory says on his page 5 : 

The theory we have been explaining has been oppoeed, and hae been 
rejected euperciliouely without exanlination. But it is founded on truth, 
and wil l  ultimately be adopted. No other way h t  by inveatigbting the 
ghpeid properdies df equilibrium, can be sumeaoful in simplifying a very 
diflicnlt subjeot, -and in renderhg it completely aatiaf.otory. 

. Ivory then statee tbat he hpe oanied a aertain proaw of a p  
,proximation 80 far 89 .t,o include the equarm of bbe ellipticities ; 
and accordingly he .gives without demonetration, an equation 
which orresponds to Clairaut's primary equatiou, extended so 
as to include small quantities of the eecond order. 

26-2 
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I have not been encouraged to attempt to verify Ivory's equa- 
tion ; indeed it is not quite intellqible, for it contains a symbol A 
which is described as an "unknown function" of the polar axis 
of a stratum of equal density. We are told however on page 6, 
that A vanishes if the density is constant ; and thus we can test 
one of Ivory's formuh, and indeed his main result. H e  gives an 
expression for the value of gravity which is meant to be true to 
the mcond order of small quantities According to this expression 
the value of Clairuut'sfractwn is 

where a and /3 have the meaning assigned in Art 978. 
Now the fluid being homogeneous, we know that Clairaut'a 

fiwtion is exactly equal to a ; see Art. 922. 
Hence we must have, true to the second order 

therefore 

therefore 

But this does not agree with the last result given in Art. 978; 
ao that we may infer the incorrectness of Ivory's formula. 

1443. The paper which we have numbered XV. occurs on 
pages 170 ... 172 of the Phihvphicd Magazine for March, 1827. 

Ivory draws attention to the discrepancy between an obser- 
vation made by Lieutenant Foster at Port Bowen, and an obser- 
vation made by Captain Sabine at Greenland. 

1444. An article entitled &me Remarks on a Memoir by 
M. Poisson, read to the A d m y  of S c i ~  at Paris, Nov. 20,1836, 
and inserted in Ihs Conn.. dss T m ,  1829, occurs on pages 3%. . .381 
of the PhikmrphQcaL Magan'ne for May, 1837. 

This article relates to the subject of the expansion of functions 
in a series of Laplace's functions; I do not see anything of .im- 
portance in the paper in addition to  what Ivory had already 
given Poisson replied to the criticism: see Art. 1384. 
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Ivory advehq to the paper by Professor Airy read to the Cam- 
bridge Pi~ihophical Society in May, 1826 : see Art. 1227. The 
tone which Ivory adopts in controversy is so confident that i t  may 
be fairly called arrogant. 

The following passage of interest occurs on the last page of the 
article : 

The theory of the figure of the planeta originated with Newton and 
Huygens : it haa been the subject of incpmant discuseion for a cantury : 
it has been attended -4th greater difficulty, and has occasioned a greater 
nuxnber of memoirs, than any other branch of the system of the world. 

1445. A brief notice will suffice of the six papers which we 
have numbered XVII. The titles are the following : 

A letter to Professor Airy, in reply to hM Remarks on some 
Pusages in a Paper by Mr Ivory ; this occurs on pages 16.. .20 of 
the volume. 

Letter to (7. B. Airy, Esq., Luumkn Professor of tha M&- 
d i c s  in the University of Cambridge; this occurs on pages 88. ..92. 

Let& from Mr Ivory to ths Editors of the Philosophical Maga- 
sine and Ann& of Philosophy; this occurs on pages 93 and 94. 

On the Figure of Epuilibrium of a Homogeneow Planet in a 
EZzcid Gtate; in reply to the Observations of M. P&s on.... This 
is in  three parts, which occur respectively on pages 161 ... 168, 
241 ... 247, and 321 ... 326 of the volume. 

There is nothing to call for special remark in these papers, as 
they merely repeat Ivory's known opinions. But it may be of 
interest to observe some acknowledgement, however slight, of 
fallibility. We have on page 17 the words: "...I h d  that I have 
drawn a wrong inference from my analysis ..." and on page 90 
the words: "...I have expressed myself rather unguardedly with 
respect to M. Poisson's theorem :. . ." 

1446. The papers which we have numbered XVIII. consist of 
numerical application. The three which relate to pendulum ex.. 
periments occur respectively on pages 165.. .173, 206.. .210, and 
341 ... 243 of the volume. The two which relate to m e w e d  a m  
occur respectively on pages 343.. ,349 and 431.. .436 of the volume. 
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I 

Ivory considers that the arcs measured in Peru, India, France I 
1 

and Eagland give ;-- for the ellipticity ; and that Svanberg's 
i#)9 

Swedish arc is consistent with this. 
i 
II 

1447. An article entitled Some h a r k s  on m Arh'cEe in the 
Bvlldin des Scignces MatM- Physiques et Chimiquea, jb 

1 

M m k ,  1828, otxars on pages 245.. .248 of blne PbdoqhM ddagck I 

z k  for October, 1828. I 
Ivory assertti the accuracy of his peculiar views on fluid eqni- 

librium ; and says he will address a short work on the subject to 
the Royal Society. 

1448. The titlea of the first four of the set of papem which we 
have numbered XX. are the following : 

On the Latitudes and Difwena of Long&& of Beachy H a d  
and Dunnose in tlce Isle of Wig ht... ; this occurs on pagee 6...11 
of the volume. 

On MtmumrnBnts OR fnB Earth's Surfm perpcn&&r to the 
M d i a n ;  thie occurs on pages 189.. .I94 of the volume. 

On i%a Mlethod e+ysd in t b  TrigonmaebkJ Survey fw 
jirukg th L m g t l b  of ca Degree perptmdicdar to th M e d i a n ;  this 
occurs on pages 241.. .245 of the volume. 

On the M ' o d  in b Trgononwhkt l  Survey fw finding the 
fifwence of Longitude of two rWh v e y  l W  in 

I 

t d ;  this occurs on pages 432.. . 4 5  of the volume. 

The most interesting matter considered in these papers is a 
theorem to which we alluded in Art. 1037. The original investi- I 

gation of the theorem was obscure and un&iafactory ; and Ivory 
was led to the erroneous conclueion that the theorem was inac- 
curate : see page 244 of the volume. He speaks of the method of 
calculation based on the theorem as "the greatest delusion that  1 
hss ever prevailed in practical mathematics"; and he pronounces 

I 

an unfavourable opinioll on a demonstration of the theory pub- 
lished by Dr Tiarks: see page 435 of the volume. 

1448. The titles of the last two of the met of papem which 
we have numbered X& are tho following : 
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On the hiethcd of ded.wqng the Diference of Longitude from 
th% Latitudes and Azimuths of two Stations on the Earth's Surfam; 
this occupjes pages 24.. .28 of the volume. 

On the Method of deduczUCZ~g the Diference of Longitude fvom 
the Azimuths and Latitudes of two Stations; this occupies pages 
106. . . lo9 of the volume. 

Ivory shews in the first paper that the theorem to which we 
have just alluded, is really very approximately true for an obIa- 
turn which is nearly spherical; and in the second paper he ex- 
tends the range of the theorem' to the case of any figure of 
revolution which is nearly spherical. H e  makes no reference to  
the contrary opinion, which, as we have observed iu the preceding 
Article, he had fornlerly held. See also a paper by Dr Tiarks ou 

.pages 52 and 53 of the volume. 

14.50. An article entitled Some Arguments isnding to pmae 
that the Earth is a Solid of Revolution, occurs on pages 205 ... 209 
of the Philosophical dlagazine for March, 1829. Ivory arrives a t  
the conclusion that certain measurements, transverse t,o the meri- 
dian, agreed well with the hypothesis t,hat the Earth is an ellip- 
soid of revolution. 

1451. An article entitled Some Remarks on an Article in ths 
"&ul&in des Sciences Mathdmtiques" for June, 1829, 5 269, 
occurs on pages 272 ... 275 of the Philosophical Magazine for 
October, 1829. Ivory states briefly and obscurely some of his 
peculiar opinions on fluid equilibrium, and on t,he expansion of 
a function in a series of Laplace's functions. Ivory asserts that in 

- Clairaut's theory of the equilibrium of fluids some of the forces 
which act are omitted ; but i t  is needless to say that this asser- 
tion is contrary to the fact. 

1452. An article entitled Letter relating to the Figure of the 
Earth occurs on pages 241.. .244 of the Philosophical Magazine for 

1 April, 1830. Ivory merely states in a controversial tone h i  peculiar 
opinions on fluid equilibrium. H e  says in his first paragraph : 

It is not 111y intention to add anything new on this subject, but 
merely to state briefly what I have contributed to the theory, and to 
assert my claim to my own proper notions. 

i .- 
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1463. An article entitled On the Figure of ths Earth OCCUR 
on pages 412.. .416 of the Philosophical Magaer'1~ for June, 1830. 

Biot had inferred from pendulum experiments that the l e n g t h s  
of the pendulum in different latitudes " are not accurately repre 
sented by the formula usually employed " ; he found that  " tbe 
coefficient of the term proportional to the square of the sine oi 
the latitude, is not an invariable quantity, as usually assumed, 
but a quantity decreasing gradually from the pole to the equator.' 
Ivory does not agree with Biot's opinion. 

1454. o e  titles of the two papers which we have connected 
in number XXV. are the following : 

A direct Method of finding ths shortat Distance between tern 
Points on the Earth's Surface when their Geographicd P085'th 
i s  given; this occurs on pages 30.. .34 of the volume. On b e  
Sirortest Distancs bstween two Pointa on the Earth's Su.fm; this 
occurs on pages 114 ... 117 of .the volume. These two papers 
belong rather to Solid Geometry than to our subject. 

1455. A memoir entitled On the Equilibrium of R u i h ,  cmd 
the Figure of a Homogeneous Biznet in a fiiid State, is contained 
in the Philosophical Transactions for 1831, published in that  
year. The memoir occupies pages 109.. .I45 of the volume ; i t  
was read on January 13 and 20, 1831. 

1456. The memoir seems to me quite destitute of value; i t  
contains nothing that is new, and repeats the errors which Ivory 
had already published in his memoir of 1824. 

I t  will be sufficient to give a few specimens of the statements 
which Ivory  make^, and for which there is no foundation. He 
says on page 121 : 

In  a homogeneous planet in a fluid state, there are f o m  which 
prevail in the interior parta and vanish at the surfuce; and, as Clairant's 
theory noticas no forcea except those in action at the s~dace, it leevee 
out some of the causes tending to change the figure of the fluid, and 
therefore it cannot lead to an exact determination of the equilibrium. 

Let c j  be R U C ~  a function that - and d b  - denote the ah' d y '  de 
accelerating forces parallel to the coneaponding axes ; then Ivory 
says on his page 1 24 : 
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... for 4 must be always positive, and it must increase contiuually 
from the centre of gravity to the surface of the fluid. . 

Ivory asserts on his page 135 that an ellipsoid cannot be a form 
of fluid eq~~ilibrium unless two of the axes are equal. 

l 'he language is often vague and scarcely intelligible. Thus 
on page 111 we have : 

..&m ia the motive force of the cylinder or prism, or the effort it 
makes to move in the direction.. . 

On page 126 we have: 

It may be proper to add that the mass of fluid hns no tendency to 
turn upon an axis. For no motion of this kind can be produced by the 
pressurrs propagated inward from the surfwq the directions of which 
pam through the centre of grarity. Neither can the accelerating forces 
nrging the particles, cause any such motion, these bing wholly employed 
in counteracting the inequality of pressure. 

1457. A memoir entitled On the Equilibrium of a Mas8 of 
Hohogeneoua Fluid at liberty is contained in the Philosophical 
Transactions for 1834, published in that year. The memoir occu- 
pies pages 491.. .530 of the volume ; i t  was r e d  May 29, 1834. 

1458. This memoir also seems to me quite destitute of value ; 
the-old errors are repeated, and statements made without any 
foundation. Thus Ivory asserts on his pages 494 and 498 that 
the forces must be such as to vanish a t  the centre of gravity; 
" for without this condition the equilibrium of the mass of fluid 
would be impossible." 

On his page 501 he has two functions +(x, y, z) and +' (x, y, 8) ; 
be says that +' (x, y, z )  must not contain such terms as Ax, By, 
C z ;  and that as +(x, y, z) coincides with +'(x, y, z)  a t  the sur- 
face, +(x, y, z )  can contain no such term. But this is untenable. 
For suppose u = 1 to be the equation to  the sulface ; and let 

+' (x, y, z)  = f (x, y, z)  + A x  + By + Cz + (u - 1) (Ax + By + Cz), 
and + (x, y, z) = f (x,  y, z) + A x  + By + Cz. 

Then +'(x, y, z) does not contaiu such terms as Ax, By, Cz ; 
while +(x, y, z) does contaiu therll; and yet the t.wo coincide 
at the surface. 
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On page 513 Ivory undertakes to demonstrate t h a t  f i d  in 
the form of an ellipsoid with three unequal axes cannot  be ip 
equilibrium: but we know that his result is untrue. 

1459. We have stated in Art. 1422 the new principle of  fluid 

I 
equilibrium which Ivory assumed. I n  his memoir of 1831 he 
modified his statement; see page 133 of that memoir. I n  the 
present memoir he calls attention to the circumstance t h a t  there 
was aomething exceptionable in the memoir of 1884, but t h a t  the 
memoir of 1831 is not liable to  the same reproach: see pages ! 
628 and 529 of the present memoir. The difference between his , 
two opinions may be thus expressed in modern language ; at firs6 
he assumed that the potential of the fluid bounded by t h e  level 
surfaces would be constant throughout the space enclosed by the ~ 
interior surface, but afterwards he assumed that i t  would be con- 
stant for a11 points on the interior surface. However we now know 
that there is really no difference between the two opinions; for, 
by a theorem due to Gauss, if the potential is constant for all 1 
points of the interior surface, i t  will also be constant for all pointa 
of the space bounded hy that surface ; see Gauss's memoir, AU- 
gemein.e Lehrscitze.. . 1840 ; or the Cambridge and D.dlin Xde- 1 
matical Journal, Vol. IV. page 200. 

1460. A memoir entitled Of such Ellipsoids consisting of 
Homogeneous Jfatter as are capable of having the Resultant of the 
Attraction of the dims upon a Particle in the Surface, and a Cen- 
trifigal Fwce caused by revolving about one of the ax@, ma& 
perpendidar  to the surfuce, is contained in the PhilosophimZ 
Transactions for 1838, published in that year. The memoir occu- 
pies pages 57 ... 66 of the volume ; i t  was read December 11, 1837. 
There is a note connected with the memoir on pages 265 and 266 

1 
of tile succeeding volume of the Philosophical Transactions. 

The memoir disclisses Jacobi's theorem ; i t  contains numerous 

the Proceedings of the Royal S&y, Vol. XIX. 1871. 

I 
important errors, which I have corrected iu a paper published in j 

1 
1461. The titles of the papers which we have numbered 

XXIX. are the following : 
On the Cmtditions of Equilibrium of a Binnogenemu Planet in , 

a Fluid State; this occupies pages 81 and 82 of the volume. 
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A Bemu~kctn an drPicZe ofdf: J'biwode T d d e  h y w  
(Edition 2nd No. 593) ; this mupies psges 2 7 8 .  .96 of the  
volume. 

On a Principle hid down By Clairaut for determining the 
Figwre of Equilibrium of a Fluid, tJre Particles of which are 
urged by meleratbg forcaz . . . ; this occupies pages 321 ,. ,324 
of the  volume. 

These papers are merely repetitions d the peeuliar views 
wh&h Ivory had already frequently pubtibed; perhap they 
are e x p r d  even with more than the usual confidence. The 
follewiag sentences from page 83 may serve as an illustration of 
t h e  style : 

Now the least attention tn the nature of thie equabian will shew 
that the attraction of the matter wiheut the level surfice is entirely 
independent of the rest of the equation. .. < 

Now tliese two equations are the same with those fiiven in a paper 
in the Philosol~hid Transactions for 1824, and in two subsequent papers 
written for the pcirpc#le of obviating aome objection8 (1 had almoat said, * 
frivoions objections) of M. Poiason. . 

1462. A memoir entitled On the Condi th  of Eqt~il&ri~ll~ of 
cm ~ ~ r n p ' a s i b l s  F l d ,  the Particleb of which are aded upon by 
Accsbradiq Form, is contained in the Philosophical Trmaadiona 
for 1839, publiehed in that year. The memoir oceupies pages 
243 ... 264 of the volume ; it was read June 20, 1839. 

1463. This memoir is only a reproduction of the same un- 
satisfactory mrqtter as Ivory had already often published; there 
does not seem to be any improvement, nor even any novelty. Irory 
still bolds to his assumption tbat i t  is necessary for equilibrium 
that the fluid between two level surfaces should exert no tangen- 
tial action on a particle placed on the inner surface ; that is, in 
modern language he assumes that the potential of the stratum is 
constant all over the inner surface. A reference is given on 
page 257 to Poisson, who had recorded his dissent from Ivory's 
opinion ; and i t  is plainly suggested that this dissent arises from 
the want of a " little patience." 
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On page 263 we are told that the true principle of the equili- 
brium of a fluid is that "the level surfaces a t  all depths must 
have determinate figures" : it may be safely said that no valmble 
result could be deduced from such an obvious truism. 

I 
II 
Y 

1464. The writings of Ivory on our subject, disregard&- 
those which were published in the Philosophical Magazine, occupy 
about 300 quarto pages of the Philosophical Tralbsactions; probably 
all which is valuable in the111 could be compressed into a tenth of 
that space. I consider these meritorious investigations to 
of three parts; the demonstration in the first memoir of the 
theorem which is usually called Ivory's, the indication in the 
eecond memoir of a weakness in one of Laplace's demonstrations, 
and some analytical results in the memoir of 1824, relating to , 
Laplace's coefficients: in the last part however Rodriguea had 
anticipated Ivpry ; see Art. 1187. 

But the discussions on fluid equilibrium are unworthy of Ivory, 
and their publication reflects little credit on the state of English 

* mathematics, or on the administration of the Royal Society, at the 
epoch. It might perhaps have been permitted a writer of / 
Ivory's reputation to expound once his peculiar opinions ; though 
even this is doubtful, since these opiniona were opposed to the 
principles received by every scientific authority of the period : 
but even if the appearance of the memoir of 1824 is thus excused, 
there can be no justification for the repetition of the same unsatis- 
factory matter in the memoirs of 1831, 1834, and 1839. 



CHAPTER XXXVII.  

PLANA. 

1465. THE writings of ~ l a n a ,  arranged chronologicallyl which 
belong to our subject are the following : 

I. Sulla teoria dell'attrazione degli sferoidi elittici I have 
already noticed this : see Art. 1147. 

11. MQmoire eur l'attraction des Sphdrofdes Elliptiques Ho- 
mogbnes. Qergonne's Amnulee ds Maturnat+, 1812 and 1813. 

111. A Letter relating to Saturn's Ring occurs in De Zach's 
C o r r q d a n c e  Astrmomique, Vol. I. 1818. We have already 
noticed this letter in Art. 867. 

IV. Solution de diffdrens Problbmes relatifs B la loi de la 
W t a n t e  de l'attraction ... Turin Mmorie, Vol. xxm. 1820. 

V. Note sur la Densitd et la Pression des Couches du 
Sphdrokle Terrestre. De Zach'e Cmespondance Astrmomique, 
Vol. v. 1821. 

VI. Mdmoire eur Diffdrens ProctMBs d'intc?gration, par les- 
quels on obtient l'attraction d'un Ellipsoide Homogbne.. . Crelle's 
Journal f i r .  ..Mathematik, 1840. 

VII. Note sur l'intdgrale - = V.. . . Thii occura in the I drM 
same volume as number VI. 

VIIL Appendix to the memoir number VI. Crelle's Journal 
filr.. .M&matik, 1843. 

IX. Two Notes relating to propositions in Newton's Principia 
occur in the Turin di&, Vol. XI. 1851. 

X. Note aur la densitd moyenne de l'dcorco super6cielle de 
-la Terre. Autronmbchs Kachrichten, Vol. XXXV. 



XI. Note sur la Figure de la Terre et la loi de la Pesantem i 
sa surface d'aprbs l 'hypothh d'Huygens, publide en 1690. A h  
lumzischs Nachrichten, Vol. xxxv. 

XII. Sur la Thdorie mathdmatique de la Figure de la Tm. 

I 
public% par Newton en 1687. Et sur 1'Btat d'dquilibre de l'ellipsoidr 
fluide trois axes indganx. Astronomkhe Nach-, Vol. xxxn 

XIII. Sur la loi des Pressions, et la loi des Ellipticit& deci 

couches terrestres, . . . Aatronomische Ndrichten, Vol. xxxv~ 

XIV. Sur la loi de la Pemnteur B la Surface de la mer, d m  
son B t a t  dquilibre. Astronomische Nachrichten, Vol. XXXPIII. 

I proceed to give an account of such of these writings as have 
not been already noticed ; the firat of these is that numbered IL 

1466. A memoir ,entitled Mimosmosre sur -Z'attracEion dss 
rofdss Ellipdiqm Homogtnes is contained in the third volume of 
Gergonne's Annula ds Maththutiques, which is dated 1812 and 
1813. The memoir occupies hmes 273.. .279 of the volume I 

1467. The memoir may be described as a commentary on r 
passage of bgrmge's Mknique  Adytiqu&, which o c m  on 
pages 113 and 114 of the second edition, and on pages 106. ..I03 
of the third edition. 

Plana investipttes the .general result which is quoted in 
Art. 1004; this he clues by transforming 'the variables in the 
manner of Ivory, to whom he refera The transformation is the 
same as was also used by Qauss : see Art. 1173. 

Plana illustrates the advantage of Lagrange's result in a sub 1 
sequent memoir : see Crelle's Journal fir.. .3iathematik, Vol. xx. 
page 279. 

1468. We now come to a memoir entitled Sol& ds dif- 

EX& sur un point mgtkriel par le cercle, les d a s  c y l i m ,  
et p k p a  adre8 corps qui en ddpendent par la fm de .Lana , 
&mens. 

This memoir is contained in Vol. xx~v. of the Turin 
which was published in 18.20. The memoir occupies pages889 ... 460 
bf the volume. The memoir was read on the 28th of February, 1819. 



1469. The first problem considered is the attraction exerted 
by the perimeter of a circle on a given point which is not necessarily 
i n  the plane of the circle : this occupies pages 394...408 . Plana 
gives expressions for the two components into which the attraction 
may be resolved : the expressions involve complete elliptic integrals. 

14'70. In the particular case in which the given point is situ- 
ated on the straight line drawn through the centre of the circle a t  

27rk.z 
right angles to its plane, the resultant attraction is --- where 

(z* + k3)' 
k is the radius of the given cirdle, and z is the distance of the 
given point from the ceitre of the given circle. Plarla says on 
his pages 403 and 404 : 

Cette expression est remarquable par sa simplicit6, et en ce qu'elle 
nous hit voir, que la lnasse de la eriph6rie du oercle agit comme ei 
elle Btait hute concentde dans un quelconque de ses poiuta. 

This remark seems to me unnecessary: i t  is of course obvious, 
without any calculations, that every element of the circumference 
of th'e circle is at the same distance-from the given point, and also 
exerts the same attraction along the direction of the resultant. 

14'71. Plana's formulre may be applied to the case in which 
the given point is in the plane of the circle. Likewise he obtains 
immediately the attraction which a sphere exerts on a ring which 
is outside it in a plane passing through the centre of the sphere: 
this leads to the remark as to the instability of such a system made 
by Laplace, to whom Plana refers. See Art. 872. 

1472. Plana passes naturally to consider the attraction of a 
shell, supposed to be of uniform infinitesimal thickness, and in 
the form of a surface of revolution, at a given point in the aria 
He  states the definite result for the cam in which the shell is in 
the form of an oblongurn, with the given point at the focus: see 
his page 407. But his re~ul t  is wrong. Let e be the excentricity ; 
then adopting his mode of expression, the result should be 

But instead of the first two terms Plana haa 
h e  1 . 2 ~  ---- 
3 e '  



d ( l + e )  w . 1  Since tan-' - = - + - sin4eJ the result may be expressed 
1 - e) 4 2 

thus : 
h e  " + "d(1 - s7 ,*-Ie. --- 
8 e ex 

This is the attraction from the centre. 

It is shewn in Lhfiential CalcPLlw, Art. 374, that 

Hence the attraction towarda the centre is 
- 

1473. Plana concludes this section of his memoir thus, re- 
ferring to the particular case just considered : 

Ce cae partidier eatisfait pour fdre voir qu'un point mat6riel ne 
saurait demeurer en Bquilibre dans l'inthrienr d'une conche elliptiqua 
d'Bpaieeeur comtmte: il fant ponr cela, qoe l'hp9isseur wit wriaMe , 
aomme I'intervalle comprie entre deux ellipses dont le rapprt des iuea 
eet le m&me. 

He leaves his readers to establish this eta&ment for themselves 
The argument may take the following shape, which holds whether 
the surface be of revolution or not. 

The inner surface of the shell is sssumed to be that of an e l l ip  , 
soid ; if possible let the outer surface be of some other form, and 
not a similar and similarly situated and concentric ellipsoid. Take 
a similar, similarly situated, and concentric ellipsoidal surface j d  
big enough to include the supposed outer surface, and therefore 
touching it at least at  one point, say P. Then we have two shells 
which exert no attraction on an internal particle; namely one 
shell by hypothesis, and another by a known demonstration. 
Hence the difference of these two shells exert, no attraction. Thb 
difference is a shell which is of zero thickness a t  P. Suppose a 
particle very near to P inside the shell ; draw a plane through the 
particle parallel to the tangent plane a t  P. Then of the two parbe 
into which the shell is thus divided, that round P ultimately exer- 
cises no attraction : the ,attraction being in fact 27rp where p ie 



ultimately zero : see Art. 993. Hence the attraction of the other 
part is unbalanced and the particle cannot be in equilibrium. 

Thus the outer boundary of the shell can be nothing but an 
ellipsoid homothetical with the inner boundary. 

1474. I will for an example solve one problem suggested by 
this section of Plana's memoir. 

To find the attraction exerted by the circumference of a circle 
a t  an external point in the plane of the circle. 

Let C be the centre, P the external particle ; let k denote the 
radius, and p the distance CP. 

Draw from P any straight line PQR to cut the circle. Let 
CPQ=B, and CQR=+; let PQ=r,, and PR=r,. 

The attraction of the element of the circumference of the circle 

a t  Q may be denoted by and the attraction of the ele- 
"1 

ment of the circumference at  R by 
r, d0 sec + 

r ,' 
Hence the attraction of the two elements resolved along PC 

- - (r, + r,) sec + cos 0 d0 - 2p cosS 0 sec 4 d0 - 
rlr, p'-h? 

Now k sin # = p sin 0 ; therefore k COB ## = p coe 0d0. Hence 
the whole attraction of the circle 

Thus the whole attraction is expressed aa a complete elliptic 
integral of the second order. 

T. M. A. VOL. II. 27 



Plana's result involvee two complete elliptic integals ; one of 
the fimt order and one of the second order; aee hi page 401 at 
the top. He rather has in view a point within the circle, bu t  the 
requisite slight modification is easily made. His reault can be 
made to agree with that just given by means of the known proper- 
ties of complete elliptic integrals. 

We may put the above expression thus 

As p diminishes, the factor outside the integral sign inrresses ; 
and eo also does the expresslion under the integral sign. ThGs the , 
attraction continually increases as P approaches the circumference ; 
this might probably have been anticiptrted, though the demon- 
stration is not immediately obvious. 

1475. The second problem considered by Plans is the attrso 
tion exerted by a circular lamina on a particle which is not neces- 
sarily in the plane of the circle. 

This occupies pages 408.. .421. Here, as in the first problem, 
the exprewions obtained for the components of the attraction 
involve elliptic in tegrala 

1476. On his page 410, Plana omits p in the second term of 
his espression for an attraction. The error is obvious because it ! 
makes the two terms of his expression of difkrent d i d .  , 
Nevertheless the error is continued on pages 417, 418, and 421. 
There are several instances of this kind of error or misprint in 
the memoir. It is strange that such an elementary consideration 
as the necessity of having the various terms of an expression of the 
same dimension should apparently have been quite disregarded in 
writing the memoir, or in correcting the press. 

1477. On his page 416, Plana says: 
. . .il me semble qu'il conviendrait d'employer ici lee formulee donnh 

par Cotes pour avoir dea valeura approchh dw int8gralee. 
I wippose that Plana here refen to pages 30.. .33 of the Chap  

ter De Methodo Ih'fmeratiali Newtoniana by Cotes. They relate to 
what we should now speak of as the approximate calculation of 
the area of a curve by the method of equidistant onhatea  



1478. On his page 417, Pha says : 

Je pdmime, que B l'aide dm formulea pr&&ientea on pent dhmontrer 
qu'un point p l d  entre lea centres de deux cerclea qni ne ee coupent 
pas doit prendre un mouvement oecillstoire sur la ligne qui joint lea 
centres dea cerules sans pouvoir jamais atteindre la ciroonference du 
plus petit cercle. 

It is not quite clear to me what Plans meana But 1 presume 
that one circle is supposed to fall entirely within the other; or 
we may for facility of conception suppose the two circles parallel, 
but indefinitely close, and the particle to move between them. 

Of course he cannot mean the two-circles to be in the same 
plane, and one quite without the other. For in such a w e  
there is indeed a position of equilibrium for a particle on the line 
joining the centres and between the two circumferences : but the 
equilibrium is unstable, and if the particle is moved towards either 
circle, it will move up to contact with that circle. This follows 
from the fact that if a particle in the plane of a circle, outside the 
circle, move towards the circle, the attraction c o n t i n d y  increases. 
This fact is established by supposing the circle decomposed into 
thin strips at  right angles to the straight line on which the par- 
ticle is supposed to move; for the attraction of a strip varies 
inversely as the distance from the particle, and directly as the 
sine of half the angle subtended by the strip at  the particle: 
hence the attraction of every strip increases as the particle ap-. 
proaches the circle. 

1479. On his pages 418 ... 420 Plana gives some numerical 
calculations as to the attraction of a thin ring, like that of Saturn, 
on a particle near the inuer or outer boundary. He uses his 
results to throw doubts on some remarks made by Laplace 
in his sixth memoir: see Art. 871. 

1480. I will give here a simple investigation of a problem 
connected with this section of Plana's memoir. 

Find the attraction exerted by a circular cylinder on a particle 
placed in contact with the curved surface at  a point equally 
distant from the ends of the cylinder. 

27-2 
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Let 21 be the height of the cylinderiand a the diameter of 
the cylinder. 

Take the origin a t  the point con~idered ; let the axis of x be 
the normal a t  this point, and the axis of s the generating line of 
the cylinder. 

Then the resultant attraction is obviously directed along the 
aJris of x, and is equal to 

the integration extending over the whole cylinder. Integrate 
with respect to e ;  the limits are - h and h :  thus we obtain 

where r' stands for d + y'. 
Transform in the usual way to polar coordinates; thus we 

obtain 

Integrate. with respect to r ; the limits are 0 and a cos 8 ; 
thus we obtain 

a e 1% I .j/ (h' + a' cos' 8) + a. coa 8 
ir dB. 

7r 7r 
Tbe limib for 8 are - - and - Integrate by parts, and 2 2 ' 

the integral reduces to 

We may express this M 

where F and E denote complete elliptic integrals of the tht 
a 

and second order respectively; the modulus being 2/ (A' + a*) 



Thh is exact. If we suppose h very small compared with a, 
we have approximately 

P= log 4 J ( a S + h 7 ,  and ~ - 1 ;  h 
so that finally the attraction approximately 

It will be found that this agrees with a result given by Plana 
on his page 418, after we correct the mistake noticed in Art. 1476. 
We must in his formula suppose p = k, and double the result to 
get the attraction of the whole cylinder. 

1 
For a numerical example suppose h = - and a = 2 ; we get 30 

4 4 ' - (log 244 - 1),  that is - of 4.48064, that is ,59742. This 
30 30 
agrees with the result given by Plana on his page 419 in the 
form 2 x .29871. 

1 14 
For another example suppose h = - and a = - . we get 

30 5 '  
4 4 - (log 336 - l), that is - of 4'81711, that is -64228. This 
30 30 
does not agree with the result given by ~ l a n a '  on his page 419 
in the form 2 x -342933. 

1481. The third problem considered by Plana is the attrac- 
tion of a right cylindrical surface with a circular base on a parti- 
cle in the plane of the base. This occupies pages 423..  .445. As 
before, the expressions obtained involve elliptic integrals. 

1482. In  the particular case in which the height of the 
cylinder is infinite, the attraction on an internal particle resolved 
along the plane of the base is zero. This may be easily verified. 
For suppose the cylinder to extend to infinity both above and 
below the plane in which the particle is situated ; then the attrac- 
tion vanishes, as may be shewn by a process like that of Newton 
for an ellipsoidal shell. Hence, as the attractions of the  part^ 
above and below the plane resolved along the plane are obviously 
equal, each must vanish. In  exactly the same manner, if a 
particle be placed inside an ellipsoidal shell, a t  any point of a 



principal plane, the attraction of each half into which the  prin- 
cipal plane divides the shell resolved along the plane is zero. 

I 
i 

1483. There are numerous misprinte in this section. For  
instance, on page 427 in Plana's formulae (e) and (9, for 2X - 1 
read h This misprint is obvious from the principle of dimen- 
sions to which I have referred in b 1476 ; the misprint extends 
its influence over many of the subsequent formulae. 

1484. On his pages 439...443 Plana investigates the vnlues 
of the following definite integrals: 

I:. - B d a y - 4  &. B J ( * - q h a n d  xtan'-- I:?-' a (q - x) a (a -4  
His process may be much improved. 

( - , then the definite integrals h u m e  with him x = --. 
$ + I  

become 

and Y b' - IVY tan-, I (1 + y?.  BY 
q+a+?t (q-a) '  

After this his process becometi very laborious. A better way 
will be to assume 

this gives M-N=- 2p m - q - a .  
p + a ' q+a'  

2 
thus M+ N -  - J(B+$-a ' } .  

!?+a 
Hence M and N are known. 
Consider the first integral, which Plana denotes by X, so that 

Y ~ Y  x = rllOw (tan-' MY - tan-' ~ y )  -- 
(1 + yX)= ' 

Integrate by parts ; thus 



But 

From (1) and (2) we see that 

Now consider the second integral, which Plana denotea by X'. 
Integrate by parts ; thus 

If we differentiate (2) with respect to k we find that 

From (3) and (4) we see that 

Thus, as Plana says on his page 443, we have 

he adds : " ce qui constitue un thhrbrns a s w  remarquable." 



Let there be an infinite right elliptic cylinder ; let 2a be the 
major axis and 26 the minor axis of the ellipse. Then 4 X e ~  
presses the attraction of the cylinder on a particle situated on the 
axis major produced, and at a di~tance q from the centre. This is 
easily shewn by cutting up the cylinder into infinitesimal rods 
parallel to the generating lines, and summing the attractions of 
the rods which form a slice a t  right angles to the major =is of the 
ellipse. 

1485. The la& problem considered by Plana is thz attraction 
of an infinite right elliptic cylinder on an external particle. This 
occupies pages 445.. .450. 
' 

Let f and g be the coordinates of the attracted particle, esti- 
mated from a fixed point in a plane a t  right angles to the gener- 
ating lines of the cylinder. Let V denote the potential of the 
cylinder. Then we know that V will be a function off  and g 
determined by 

6 V  d'V- - + ---- 0. 
dY' w 

Hence v= + If + 9 1/(- 1)) + $ If -9 1/(- 1))s 
whei-e +.and + denote fimctions at present undetermined. 

dV dV 
The resolved attractions we know axe equal to T~ and 

respectively. Hence we obtain for these resolved attractions ex- 
pressions like that given for V. 

Now Plana obtains these expressions for the resolved attrau 
tions without any use of the potential; and this ie the only 
novelty in his solution : see his page 449. 

1486. In the fifth volume of De Zacb's C m e l l c d  A& 
nomiqw.. ., published in 1821, is a note by Plana entitled, Ndc sur 
la W t t !  et la pression des corlches du spMrofde terrestre; it occu- 
pies pages 68 ... 79 of the volume. 

1487. The note relates to the law of density and the law of 
pressure discussed by Laplace in the Connaissance dm Terns for 
1822 : see Arts. 1285 and 1325. 

Plana calculates the values of the density and of the pressure 
at various depths below the surface of the Earth by L a p l d s  
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formulre; but he adds nothing to the theoretical investigations. 
H e  also makes some comparison of the theory with observations. 

I will notice two or three points which present themselves. 

1488. H i  formula (2) on page 70 involvea some strange mis- 
5 1  1 '  

take or misprint; the term (w6 + w2) is wrong. 

1489. Plana works out in detail the comparison of theory 
with observation, to which Laplace himself gave some attention : 
see Art. 1329. By this comparison Plana arrives at  the result that 
the ratio of the Moon's mass to the Earth's mass is .0122661, which 

1 1 1 
h e  says lies between - and - but it should be between - 

82 83' 82 
1 

and - 
81 ' 

Plana says : 
La masse de la lune -0122661 diffBre seneiblement de la fraction 

1 - que l'on obtient autrement comme l'on wit. Mais m e l d  cela on 
68.5 a 

doit, ce me semble, admettre, que oette loi de la densite dea couches du 
ephhide t e ~ e s t r e  s'accorde aswz bien avec l'ensemble des phbnomBnea 
connua Cela pod, il me paraft certain, que la valeur de 

/pcr*& - = -27216, 

trourke par M. le Baron de fi&u (voyez ~~h6m6ridea de Berlin 
pour 1820, page 211) doit etre trop bloign6e de la v6~itable, puisque la 
thhr ie  pn%dente donne -485967 aveo un degd d'approlrimrttion plus 
plausible. 

An reate, il eat eeaentiel d'observer, que le rapport de ces deux intb- 
palea dkfiuies a Bt6 calculd par M. de Lioldenau B l'aide de la formule 

qui lui a 6 6  communiquh par M. G a w .  
J'ignore dans ce moment le juste degd d'epprorimation de cette for- 

mule ainai que le moyen de la deriver de la oondition de 1'Bquilibre de 
l'oc&n... 



I have expressed the formula given by &us9 in my own nota- 
tion ; e is the Earth's ellipticity and j is, aa usual, the ratio of the 
centrifugal form at the equator to the attraction there. 

I am, like Plana, quite ignorant as to the origin of t h e  form& 
I have no faith in it. It looks to me as if Gauss had intended to 
suppose the Earth to be composed of similar elliptic strata, mr- 

3 
rounded by a film of fluid ; theu the must be cancelled. See 

equation (2) of h t .  323 ; and there suppose E constant. 

1490. Plana bring evidence from a comparison of the  lunar 
theory with observation to c o n k  the value of the moon's masa 
he had obtained, which, as we have seen, mas rather smaller than I 
the value found otherwise. The present received value seem 
still smaller than that adopted by Piana. 

1491. Plana concludes thus : 
I 

Tdee mnt t o u h  lea principolea condquewee qui &rirent i d  
diatement de la loi suppost% pour In dent& dea couches du sphbide tar 
restre. En considerant l'ensemble des ph6nom8nea, l'accord est tellement 
e a t i a f h t ,  que l'on parait autoria6 P regarder cette loi cornme oelle de 
la nature. 

Perhaps this is expressed rather too etrongly. Let us consider ~ 
what is meant by eentzemble dcs ph.ehmhea. 

I 

Taking with Legendre and Laplace, as in Art. 1326, for the I 

sin an 
deusity the expression A - 

a 
, i t  is found that if n is supposed 

ii.lr 
equal to - , the ellipticity of the Earth agrees well with observa- 

6 
tion. But we can hardly say that this gives any evidence in favour 
of the supposed law of density; the coincidence has in fact been 
secured by a proper selection of a certain arbitrary constant. 

j p  ad& 
Thus all that seems to remain is that the value of -, as 

j'P as & 

found by our expression for p, agrees reasonably well with the phe- 
nomena of premsion and nutatioa 



1492. The next memoir by Plana which we have to consider 
is entitled Mimoire mr d i f h m  prod& d'intt?grcrtion, par la- 
quek on obtisnt Cattraction dun ellipso& homogh d04Lt tea trois 
axes smt ddgaux, 8ur un *nt d & r .  This memoir occupies 
pagea 189 ... 270 of Crelle's Journal fiir ... Mathmatik, Vol. xx., 
which was published in 1840. 

1493. Plana begins by alluding to some discussions in the 
Academy of Paris, which we have seen took place towards the 
close of Poisson's career: see Art. 1404. He says that he d r e v  
u p  the memoir principally for his own instruction, after reading 
that  by Poisson in Vol. XIII. of the Memoirs of the Academy of 
Paris. On reflection his memoir seemed to him to gain a greater 
degree of importance by the novelty of the methods employed, 
either to obtain the known results or to illustrate them. 

1494. The memoir is divided into four sections ; each section 
might be considered in certain respects as an independent me- 
moir: but in uniting them they afforded mutual msistance. 

1499. The following sentences from the introduction may 
be noticed as giving Plana's opinion on a point discussed between 
Poisson and Poinsot : 

On verra dam le quatrieme paragraphe quelle est mon opinion et ma 
maniare de wnsiderer la solution donut% par Legendre en 1788. C'est 
un chef-d'auae d'analp; ei par le mot ~ d y 8 6 ,  on veut bien entendre 
une euite de tramformatiom dw formulea primitives dins lesqnelles le 
rnisonnement eet en partie remplac6 par le mecanisme du calcul. Ab- 
atraction faite de la longueur des calculs c'errt, mon avis, la solution la 
plus direate qu'on ait donne de ce problame jusqu'h ce jour. 

Plana proceeds then to explain in what sense he takes the 
word direct, so aa to justify the high commendation he thus pro- 
nounces on Legendre's solution: but the remarks do not alto- 
gether commend themselves to my judgement. 

1496. The memoir is useful as bringing together various 
investigations which were originally published in other places, 
and supplying some explanatory comment, yet it cannot be said 
to contain anything essentially new and important. 
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1497. Suppose we have a given ellipsoid, and we wish 
determine a confocal ellipsoid which shall pass through a 
point: this problem we know occurs in Ivory's mode of 
the attraction of an ellipsoid. The problem l e d  to 
equation. Plana's first section is devoted to the discussion 
this problem: it occupies his pages 193 ... 206. 

1498. The following passage may be noticed : 

. . . .Legendre avait dit (et Mr. DG Pan-nt a fip6tt? d'aprb I u i ,  
1 

voyez p. 354 do second volume de aa Thbrie analytique du s p t h e  dn 
monde) que cetts 4quation n'a qu'une seule mine &lle (voyez p. 543 
du tame 1" de eon Trait6 dea fonctions elliptiques); m a i ~  la rt%Lt& de 
eee tmis racinea eat maintenant horn de douta 

Plana is wrong in his charge so far as relates to Pontdwulant. 
The equation which Ponthxulant takm ia 

this equation has doubtless three roots for k: namely, one positive 
and two negative, but the latter do not make K real : so there is 
but one real value of k'. 

Legendre indeed is incautious; his equation is 

and he says that there is only one real value of F : but the 
context suggests that he means only one real positive value. 

1 
1499. Plana's second section relates to the equation of the 

cone which has ita vertex a t  a given point and circumscribes a 
given ellipsoid; it occupies pages 206 ... 216. He shews how to 
put this equation in its simplest form by changing the axes of co- 
ordinates. The last twelve lines of the section contain some, 
troublesome misprints in formulae which relate to the ci~.cular 
sections of the cone. 

1500. Plana's third section purports to treat of the formule 
for determining the attraction of an indefinitely thin ellipsoidal 
ahell bounded by similar surfaces, on an external particle ; i t  occu- 
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~ies pages 216. ..240. But the title is inadequate, as there are 
nany other formulae in the section besides t.bosp which relate to 
,he attraction of the film bounded by homothetical ellipsoids. 

1 5 0 1 .  In the beginning of this section Plana draws various 
lseful deductions from the known formuls for the attraction of an 
dlipsoid on an extelnal point. We will reproduce some of them ; 
but it will be mfficient for us to codne ourselves to one of the 
three components of the attraction. 

Denote by X the component considered in Art. 885. Then 
with the notation there employed we have 

where K has to be found from an equation there given. 

as as 
P u t  m = a ,  n=- k s = a ' ( l + v ) .  

cs ' 
Then the equation for determining v and K becomes 

and we have 
d& 

dm (1 + v) + (1-2 dn (l+.)+(l-.)d ' 

ax 
Now if we form - dv, we clhall obtain the expression for the 

dv 
component at twtion of a film bounded by homothetical ellipsoids ; 
because by the change of a into a+ da and of v into v + dv, we 
pass from one ellipsoid to a similar, similarly situated, and con- 
centric ellipsoid infinitesimally different &om the former. 

I n  this way we can verify Poiason's theorem aa to the attraction 
of a certain a m :  see Art 1394. Poisson himaelf says that he 
did this: his words are quoted in Art. 1406. If however we 
differentiate with respect to v the value of X in the form in which 
we have left it, the integral sign does not obviously disappear. It 
ie convenient to change the variable. Put 
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I 

then we obtain J 

Therefore 
dX 
-=c 

2nf (1 + v)* 

dv *l(l+mv)(l+nv)' 

dX 
Hence the component a; dv ia expressed free from the  integral 1 

1 

sign. I 
Similarly the other components can be expressed free from the 1 

integral sign. I 

Plana's fo rmul~  give the direction of the resultant attraction ; 
but we do not delay on this point. 

. I 

1502. Put i 

(l+zr)aS=v,', (l+mu)P=v,', ( l + n u ) c t = v ~ .  

Then (1) becomes 1 

This form agrees with that given by Hodriguea; see Art. 1396. [ 
Thus, as Plana observes, Rodriguea had only one step to take 

in order to obtain from his formula3 the attraction of the  film. 
He had in fact only to pass from (3) to (2), and then differentiate 
with respect to v. However Rodrigues did not take this step; 
and the result was first given by Poisson. 

4 

1503. Plana finishes the section with remarks which demand 
some criticism. I 

By a certain transformat.ion of the expression already given I 
for X he obtains a result of the form 

where the limita of the variable e are 0 and JB'. 

Then he says he will interpret this geometrically. Now a 
certain series of cones has presented itself in his investigations, 
determined by a parameter which varies between 0 and 4A'. 



Hence he infers that the resolved attraction of that part of the 
ellipuoid which is contained between the cones corresponding to 
the values o and o + d o  is 47rf (o) do. This is quite unsound. 
We might on the same ground take the expression for X given in 

0 
the beginning of Art. 1501, change x into ---7 so that X becomes 

d A  

say .\l. (o) do, and then assert that .\l. (o) du, represents the attrac- I 
tion of the conical element. In  other words Plana proves fairly that 

+r f (o) ah between the specified limits represents the resolved I 
attraction of the ellipsoid ; but he hrrs no ground whatever for his 
assertion as to the geometrical meaning of 47r f (o) du,. The asser- 
tion is indeed true, for Legendre demonstrated i t ;  but Plana gives 
no demonstration of his assertion. 

1604. The fourth section of Plana's memoir is devoted to the 
demonstration of a certain formula of Legendre's; this section 
occupies pages 240. ..270. The formula is that to which we 
allrided in the preceding Article. 

In  our account of Legendre's third memoir we have stated that 
Legendre supposes a certain series of con- having their common 
vertex at the attracted point. Two consecutive conical surfaces 
will determine a conical tthell; Legendre finds an expression for 
the attraction at the vertex of that part of such a shell which is 
bounded by the attracting ellipsoid. This expression is that of his 
formula (g') in 479 : it is 

where o is a parameter which determines the conical shell, and 
the capital letters denote certain complicated function8 of the 
parameter, the coordinates of the attracted point, and the semi- 
axes of the ellipsoid. 

Legendre devotes his pages 470 ... 479 to the investigation of 
the formula Bs I have said however his procese is rather indi- 
cated than worked out. 



1505. Now Plana givee the operations in detail; and this 
constitutes the business of his thirty pages. He says himeelf on 
his page 2M : 

Les artifices de calcul par lesquels *hgendre at parvenn & nne 
demonstration directe de la formule.. .sent fort inenieux. lldrig il cst 
impossible d'appdcier au just0 le degd de la complication e t  le rnCrite 
de la difticulte vaincue, sans suivre paa il pas lea tnrnsformationa et lea 
Muctions P travers lesquelles on doit paseer pour met- en evidence 
la propri6M caract6istique du a n l t a t  obtenn par le p d e  de mu 
inthgration. Malp-6 les indimtione hi&a par Legendm il n'est paa 
fort aid (du moins pour moi) de retrouver, ni les &ultata internrmc- 
diairea ni le f iu l t a t  final. J e  p e w  qu'il ne sera par, t o u a f s i t  inutile 
d'exposer ici avec detail la marche que j'ai mivie par y parvenir. 

1506. I had myself gone over Legendre's work in his own 
order and with his own notation, before I had seen Plana's 
memoir. I find that the additional developments thus r e q u i d  
will fill about seven quarto pages like Plana's. To a patient 
student such a course would not be more laborious than the study 
of Plana's pages. I 

1507. Legendre effects a certain transformation which a t  first 
sight does not appear to have produced any simplification. Plans 

I 
observes that perhaps it was only after trial justified by the subse- 
quent investigations that he found the advantage of his trans- 
formation Plana adds on his page 248 : 

\ 

U n  l&it naif dea tsrtonnementa de oe genre eerait fort instructif; 
mais, par des mot& di5ciles deviner, il est rare de rencontrer dam ? 
lea &rite dea grands &om&tree dea exemplea comparebles P cenx qni 1 
nons frappent en h a t  lea ouvragea d'Eulsr. 1 

1508. Legendre's formula (g') presents a very complicated 
appearance ; Legendre simplifies i t  by a peculiar process, not by 
direct calculation : see what has been said with respect to this 
p i n t  in Arts. 888 and 889. Plana appears to allude to thie in 
the last paragraph of his memoir; he says : 

Le c a l d  dont now venom de parler (fort pt?nible m h e  dane le us 
particdier oil le point a t t id  eerait place dam le plan d'nne dea trois 
wtions principal@ de 11611ipsoide) eat aana doate celui qae Mr. Poiason 



qualifie d ' i d a b l d :  llnaia la d6momtuation de Legmdr13 ne &lame 
point, ni l 'exhtion effective de ce d o d ,  ni l'appoi d'aocun t h b h  
d6riv6 d'une autre source. Le &br@me qu'il avait en vue, et eon ex- 
pression analytique sous la forme la plm simple, dboulent den prin- 
cipes lee plua rigides du Calcul In'ntBgraL L'6t.t progreaeif de rancrlp 
fait +rer que cette e e p h  de lacune laiib par Lagena!~ sera un jour 
henreusanent remplia I1 eat mbme probable qn'elle le aera par un de 
caa traite de genie qui attestent la force dea principee, et la ditIicult4 de 
eeiair le v&itable mode d'en faire l'application. 

I do not feel quite certain as to Plana's meaning; but I pre- 
aume by le calczLC he means a simplification of Legendre's formula 
@3 by actual algebraical work. When he eays that Legendre's 
demonstration does not require this work, I suppose he means 
that the peculiar pmxw adopted by Legendre is sound ; in this I 
agree with him. Thus Plana, according to my view, ie correct in 
the sense he assigns to Poisson's word l d b ;  the meaning 
being that a t  a certain stage Legendre could not obtain hie de- 
sired result by actual algebraical work, but adopted a peculiar 
pmcem This actual algebraid work Plana deacribee on hie 
last page as " effrayant pour le plus intrdpide alg8brietan 

1509. The next memoir by Plana ie entitled Note eur C i n t l  

dipeoide, divhks rtwped- par h r  &tune6 d un point attird 
Thb occurs in the eame volume as the preceding memoir: it occu- 
pies pagee 371 ... 388 

1610. The memoir inveatigatee a certain expreseion for the 
potential of an ellipsoid which agrees with that given in Art  1184. 
Let the notation be as in Art. 1501 ; then the potential V irr deter- 
mined by 

d' f' + *+-- a'] Ja du . . . . . . (4). 
l + u  l + m  1 + n u  

where U = (1 + u) (1 + mu) (1 + nu). 

For an external point v muet be found by the equation (1) of 
Art. 1501. For an internal point we must put zero for v. 

T. x A. VOL 11. 28 
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Plana coneidem3 the potential for an internal point a& 
in a subsequent memoir. See the Astronomkha Ndrienta, 
VoL xxxvr. page 172, and Art. 1543. 

1 I 
To justify his formula we observe that if we differentiate with 

respect tof, g, or h, we obtain a correct result. Thus, for example, 
i t  gives I 
for no term arises from the variation of v, aince the expreesion I 
under the integral sign vanishes when U=v, by equation (1) of 1 
Brt. 1501. 

dV Non this value of - is mrrect, because - E w e  know is equal 
df df 

to the X of Brt. 1501 ; and eo we see that our result b true by 
(1) of that Article. 

In  like manner, if we differentiate (4) with respect to g or to ' 
h, we obtain a correct result. Hence (4) must be true, provided ~ 
it is true for any special values of 3 9, h ;  that is, we have only 
to shew that no arbitrary constant is required in (4). I 

Plana effecta this comparison by calculating directly the.value ( 
of V for an external particle, and shewing that the expression 
agrees with (4). I 

A simple mode is by shewing that when f, g, and h are infinite, 
the expression for V in (4) vanishes as it should I 

4 
Whenf, g, h are infinite, we have v infinite by (l) of Art. 1501. 

f' +-+- But - mg. nh' is numerically 1- than when 
1 + u  l + m u  1+nu ( 

u = v ; so that it is finite. And J 27 is greater than pl4 */(man); - - - 
hence 1.- -$ vanishes when v is infinite; and so rlso doe3 

~. . 1,- F; if v be any finite quantity. 

1511. Plana shews that his value of V involves a demon- 
&ration of a result originally obtained by Jacobi and investigated 
by Poisson : see Art. 1441. 



1512. If the value of V is required in a series proceeding 
according to inverse powers of the distance of the attracted point 
from the centre of the ellipsoid, Plam considers that the beat 
way would be to combine the methods of Laplace and Lagrange. 
Laplace's method is that which ie contained in the Mhniqw 
Cf!k.&, Livre III. Chapitre 11. Lagrange's method is that to 
which we allude in Art 1467. Plana applies both methods, 

1513. The next memoir by Plana is entitled Appendice au 
MGmoire mr CaltractiOn 0% Fellipsoide hmnogane imprim.4 dans Is 
Y ' m  xx. de ce j o d .  This memoir occupies pages 132.. .I46 
of Crelle's Journal &I-... Matirsmatik, VoL xxvr., which was pub- 
lished in 1843. 

1514. In  this memoir Plana gives in detail the operations 
required in the third Section of Legendre's memoir: see Art. 880. 

Legendre himself left much of the work to be done by the 
reader, A patient student would find i t  perhaps as easy to fill up 
the steps for himself in Legendre's memoir as to read Plana'a 

Plana concludes thus : 
On doit oomprendre maintenant que l ' d p  de Legdre  avoit 

beeoin de ce long d6veloppement, pour pouvoir Daieir plusienre des 
motifa memete qui ont guid6e la marche de son calcd. J'ignom a'il eat 
permia de soutenir, que de tels motifs penvent dtre aieement devinb 
d'apda le taxto de Lcgendrc. 

1815. Two notes by Plans were published in the Turia 
Memorie, Vol. XI. 1851. The first note purports .to relate to 
Newton's Proposition LXXI., and the second note to Newton's 
Propositions LXXX. and LXXXIV. The notes occupy pagea 391. ..406 
of the volume. 

1516. Tbe notes may be said to consist of translations of 
Newton's investigations respecting attractions into analytical 
language. Thus, take Newton's Proposition LXXI. We have 
men in Art. 4, that Newton's inveetigation leads to this result: 

the attraction = ,+ /d~o*p,~ , the integrstion being taken 



4"k@ 1 d . J(d -p3 be- between proper limits. Thus we have - 0' 
tween proper limits. Now J(al -p') is equal to half a certain 
chord in Newton's figure, which he calls HK. Plana anives at 
this expression by a method somewhat different from that  which 
we have used. 

1617. Plana gives what he considers an exposition of Newton's 
mode of establishing his Proposition LXX ; we may however state 
briefly that the exposition is inaccurate. Plana asserts that 
Newton uses the property about the intersecting chords of a circle; 
Euclid 111. 35 is meant. Newton does not use this property: 
he seems to use the equality of angles in the same segment, 

1518. There is nothing important or remarkable in Plana's 
analytical translatiom of Newton's processes ; they are substan- 
tially the same as would occur to any person acquainted with the 
elementa of the Differential and Integral Calculus, and had in 
fact been given by Maupertuis in his memoir of 1732. 

1519. Plana seems to think that Newton adopted geometri- 
cal forms in order to conceal his peculiar methoda Thus he ~ a y s :  

Mab, Newton, qui, probablement, ne wnlsit paa devoiler il ses 
l&w toutee lee reesourcea de ce calcul, dore n h t ,  a imagine 
d6momtratior1, oil, le procede de l'int4ption eat d6guis8.. . 

Again: 
On ne peut Bviter cette traduotion dg6brique sans nuire P la cLrutC, 

et ssne renfomr l'opinion que Newtan ne voulait pea expoeer ees d& 
oouvertes avec cette ing6nn;te qui lea aursit renduea accdblea a m  
hommee douC d'ane mBdioom intelligence. 

1520. The next memoir by Plana ia contained in the Ask.o- 
nomiuche Nachrichten, No. 828, which was published in September 
1852 : this number forms part of Vol. XXXV. of the Journal. 

The memoir consista of three parts, namely a Note and two 
Additions. The memoir is entitled Note sur la densit4 mqenw ds 
Fdcorce superficielle dB la Terre. 

1521. Plana begins thus : 
C'est un fait incontestable, que la densite dea oouabee elliptiqnes dn 

aphBroide terrestre eat cmiseante depais la wrface j&qurau centre. 



loi de cet accroinsement eat inconme; mais comme elle est intimement 
lib P tous les ph6nombea qni dependent du monvement de rotation de 
la Term autour de son centre de gravit.6, on pent faire dea h y p o t h h  
snr son expreeaion alg6brique, et comparer ensuite lea & u h h  qn'dea 
fourniaeent B wux que l'obeervation a fait connaitre avec un prtkhion 
sdhmte.  Je vais examiner, sous ce point de vue, la plus simple de 
toutea lea hypothbes, propo& par Laplaca B la page 46 du cinqui8me 
volume de la Mica;* C&tc. 

1522 Thus Plana's Note relates to the hypothesis proposed 
by Laplace in the page just cited m e  hypothesis ie that the 
density increases from the surface to the centre in Arithmetical 
Progression. The hypothesis is expressed symbotically in the 
following manner. Let (p) denote the density a t  the surface, p 
the density at the distance a from the centre, the mean radius of 
the Earth being taken as unity. Then p = (p) 11 + e - ea}, where 
e is some constant to be determined. 

Taking the density of the sea for unity, Laplace assumed that 
(p) = 3, which is about the density of granite: then he obtained 
e = 2.349. 

1323. Plana considers that 3 3 is large a value for (p). He 
does not assume a value for (p), but considers that it has been 
well established by the experiments of Reich that the mean 
demity of the Earth is 5-44. Taking this for granted, and em- 
ploying certain fo,rmult~ from other parts of the M&&p C-, 
Plana finds that e is about 7-8907. 

1524. The Note contains nothing new in theory; it consista 
entirely of numerical calculation. I have not verified this. In- 
deed there are some difficulties, which though not very serious 
discourage any attempt to go over the work. I will &ate them, 
as some other student may be fortunate enough to explain them. 

(1) I do not eee how the coefficient of p in Plana's equation 
(6) is obtained; apparently i t  should be the product of -120W 
and -0163 ; but it is not qua1 to thia 

(2) In  comparing hie equation6 (6) and (7) the sign of the 
coefficient of p eeems arbitrarily changed trom - to +. 

(3) Having arrived at his equation (17) Plana seems to assert 
that the density a t  the centre is more likely to be greater than 



16.301 than less. I cannot conjecture how he obtained any 
knowledge as to the numerical value of the density a t  the centre. 

(4) Towards the bqpnning of his Note, Plana says that 
16-27 ia the density a t  the centre; but from his equation (17) it 
would appear that this density is greater than 16.301. I cannot 
reconcile these statements. 

(5) Plana says that Legendre's law of density leads to less 
satisfactory results. According to t h k  law, see Art. 1326, 

@) sin an 
p x  =inn- ' 

&Ir If n = - , .Plnna obtains for the density a t  the centre 9.4233 ; 
6 
7lr and if n = - he obtains 12.89. Then I gather that these re- 
8 '  

sulta are unsatisfactory to him, because they do not make the 
density at  the centre great enough. But, as I have already said, I 
cannot conjecture how Plana obtained any knowledge as  to what 
the density at  the centre ought to be. 

(6) Suppose that in the last expression for p we give to n 
a small increment Sn ; then Plana says that p becomes 

( p )  sin an + ( p )  Sn  in (n - an) 
a sin n sins n 

, 
It seems to me that the second term should be 

@> Sn 
a cos an sin n - sin an cos n 

a sinx n 

1625. Laplace obtained for the mean density of the Earth 
4.76. Plana finds that the same value of the mean' density would 
follow from supposing (p) = 1.6, instead of @) = 3 ; and remarks 
that this is rather singular. 

1526. I t  appears from tbe conclusion of the Note that  P l ana  
undertook the discussion at the request of Humboldt. Towards 
the beginning of the Note Plana refers to what. Humboldt bad 
said on the subject in h i s  Kosmoa, Vol. I. page 177, of the 
German edition. See Vol. I. page 159, of Sabine's English trans- 
lation, fifth edition. -. 

1527. In  the first Addition to his Note, Plana adverts to the 
determination of the density of a mountain by the aid of pen- 
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dulum experiments. Laplace had touched on this subject in the 
MZcanique Cbleste, Vol. V. pages 55 and 56. Plana adds nothing 
of importance. 

Plana gives in this Addition the calculation necessary to solve 
the following problem. Suppose a sphere to have the same 
msss as the mountain Schehallien, find at  what distance it must 
be placed from a pendulum, to produce the same amount of devia- 
tion as the mountain Schehallien produced, according to Mas- 
kelyne's observations. 

1528. Plana's second Addition relates to the expreesion of 
the force of gravity a t  various places of the Earth's surface. 

Let P denote the value of gravity a t  the latitude 9, and P' 
1 

that for the latitude sin-' a ; then Plana says that 

This formula is obtained on the supposition that all the strata 
are similar, and that E is the ellipticity. I t  may be easily verified 
from reeults given by Clairaut: see Arts. 336 and 323. With the 
law of density which is under examination Plana obtains a value 
of P, which he says agrees well with observation. 

Plana proceeds to a calculation as to the value of a certain 
term in the expression for the depth of the sea. But the formula 
which he quo& is wrong. I t  amounts in fact to taking the 
expression for h' given in the Mdcanip  Celeste, VoL v. page 30, 
and omitting the denominator. 

Plana himself in a subsequent memoir gives the same formula 
as Laplace : see Astronomieche Nachrichten, No. 861, equation (38). 

1529. The next memoir by Plana is contained in the Astro- 
runniscire Nachrichtm, No. 839, which was published in December 
1852 ; this number forms part of Vol. xxxv. of the Journal. The 
memoir is entitled Note m r  la jgure de la terre et la lea de la 
panteur d. w;c surf-, daprls Fhypoae  d'Huygens, pbliGs en 
1690. 



1530. Plana begins thus: 1 
Quoique cetta hypothh mit d6mentie par I'ensembIe dea t J t s  ob- 

WIT&, il at cnrieux de l'exhumer, et de la pn%mter d6velopp6e avec le 
langage de l'anrrlym modeme, afin de ponvoir jqer si Hcylgsnr, dam 
l'appendice P eg dimstation em la c a m  de la gravit4, a M e m s n t  & 
capable de d6montrer que eon hypothh conduit aux deux I9mltab~ 
qne h p i h  lai attribue dam sa notice historiqne, expo& ven, le o m -  
mencement du x F  lim de ea MBcaniqw CBlata Comme je penm 
que, Hwypm n'Btait pee en peas ion  de principea e u 5 a n t a  pour corn- 
p r e n b  dam mn adyae  la double hypothh de la tome c o b t e  et 
celle de la force variable, Jlai vonlu mettre en 6videnoe par q n d e  espece 
d'heureuae divination, il a pn, B trarere des calcuh born& en conclnro 
le v6ritable rapport entre la pesantenr an pSle et la pemu~taur L I't?qw 
bur, dam le cas, oh, sane admettre l'attraction de mol&ule B molhle ,  
on suppose, que chaque mol&ule dhne masee fluide honn@ne, tomant 
mr un axe, tend vera le centre de gravit.4 de cette mesee, en raimn in- 
verse du c a d  de se distance P ce point. On v e m  que cela tient 
P m e  ertensiw hasardh qne Huy~ane donnait an n k l t a t  o b h ~  
pour le caa de la forae aonatmte. 

Plam maintains that in two points rather more has been , 
ascribed to Huygens than is justly due to him. 

1531. Let us take the first point Laplace says with respect 
to Huygens in the Mkcanique C W ,  VoL V. page 5 : 

I1 n'dmet point l'attraction de mol&ule 1 mol&ule, et il s o p p  ] 
qua chaque mol6cule d'une masee fluide homoggne, tournant m r  un axe, 
tend vera le centre de gravit6 de ceUe masse, en raison inveree dn ' 
de ss diutance B ce point. 

But this is not correct, for Huygens assumes that the central 
force is constant. It b true that the result as to the ellipticity, 
supposed amall, is the same as if the force varies according to any 
law of the distance ; but tbis was not shewn by Huygens, though 
he does indeed make such a statement: see Art  66. 

There is however another matter connected with this which 
has given &asion to error : see Art. 64. 

1632. Now let us take the flecond point. bplace says on 
the page already cited : 
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Il tronve eneuite que la peaanteur croit de 1'Bqdnatednr aux #lea, pro- 
portionnellement nu card ddn einus de la latitude, et de m d r e  que la 
pssmteur Btant suppot& 1 B l'Bquatenr, elle eat 1 + 2+ rrnx pales. 

Laplace's is our j. 

Plana, however, holds that Huygens did not obtain thb defi- 
nite result; but that Laplace has himself given his own extension 
to the theory of Huygens. I do not agree with Plana; I hold 
tha t  Laplace's words fairly represent what Hu~gens  obtained. 
Tlle passage to be examined is page 166 of the &cows ds la 
Cause ds la Pesa7ltszlr. 

1533. The next memoir by Plana is contained in the Aetro- 
nonzische Nachrichtm, Numbers 850 and 851, which were pub- 
lished in March, 1853 ; these numbers form part of VoL xxxv~. 
of the Journal. The memoir is entitled Sur la W o r k  mddnuz- 
tigue ds la Figure de la Terre, publike par Nezoton en 1687. Et sur 
P& d'4quilibre ds l'eUipeokiejluids d tn& axea in&aux. 

Thus it is seen that the memoir consiste of two parts. 

1534. The first part of the memoir consists of the ordinary 
analytical theory of the relative equilibrium of a rotating oblatum 
of fluid: it adds nothing substantially to what we find in the 
Mhnique  Chi%,  Livie 111. Chapitre 111. The object of Plana in . 
reproducing this known theory seeme to have been to point out 
what he considers an important error in Newton's process; in 
Plana's words, un vice i&rent ii son adyse .  But the error 
exists only in Plana's imagination. 

Newton required the value of the attraction of a nearly spheri- 
cal oblatum on a particle a t  the equator. He determined this in- 
directly, by the theorem that this attraction may be considered to 
be a mean proportional between the attraction of a certain sphere 
on a particle at its surface, and the attraction of a certain oblon- 
gum on a particle at its pole. Plana then holde that Newton 
conaidered this theorem to be absolutsly time; there can be no 
doubt that Newton only considered i t  to be appro~matsly true: 
which i t  is. I think that plan; is alone in this untenable opinion 
as to Newton's meaning. See Brt. 22. 



1635. Plana says with reference to his supposed correction 
of Newton : 

... Si je ne me trompe, ceth remarque n'avait pas encore bt.6 fhik 
Elle a 6chapp6 au Commentateur.C&ndrini, au point, qu'il a entrepria 
de d6montrer, que le th&r&me dont je parle Btait vmi sans restriction 
(voyez lea pages 83 et 84 du hisi8me volume des Principia Edition 
de &nave). 

This assertion with regard to Calandrini is in direct contra- 
diction to the fact. The commentator certainly considered the 
theorem as an approximate truth : the words quant prorime occur 
four times in the demonstration. 

1536. Thus it L sufficiently obvious that the first part of 
Plana's memoir was quite unnecesssry, being founded on a miscon- 
ception of his owa Some incidental points may be noticed. 

1537. Plana begins thus : 

Laplace, en imitant les raisonuemens, que Clccirmul avait dBvelopp6a 
dans la premi&re partie de eon Introduotion b l'onvrage dea Principea, 
a expos6 sam l'emploi dm formules al@briqua, cette Thbrie de N&R 
au commencement du XI Livre de la M u q u e  C6lesta 

This rather vague reference to Clairaut is, I presume, intended 
to apply to the translation of the Principia into French by Madame 
du Chastellet, who was assisted by Clairaut. See Art. 560. 

1338. The equation which connects the excentricity of the 
oblatum with the angular velocity is in Laplace's symbols 

Plana gives the approximate solution of the equation for the 
case when h is a small quantity, carried further than Laplace. 
Plana's results are 

from which by reversion of series 

I have not verified the last line. 



It is known that for a given a&ular velocity we h t ~ i e  in 
general two solutions : for example, if the angular velocity is small 
beaidee the solution in which X is a small quantity there is a solu- 
tion in which X is great. Plana says that this second solution was 
first indicated by Laplace; this is wrong, for, as we have remarked, 
Thomas Simpson and D'Alembert preceded him : see Art. 680. 

1539. Plana puts in a convenient form the equation which 
shews that the oblongm is not a possible form of relative equi- 
librium. 

Suppose the equation to the oblongum to be 

Let the attractions of the oblongum resolved parallel to the 
axes at a point (x, y, z)  within i t  or on its surface be denoted 
respectively by 

Axl Afr, Cz. 

Then the values of A and C are well known ; and Plana puts 
them in the form 

4 ~ p  cosy + * sin' x 
sina+ I0 GGG&J 

C= 

where + is such that tan + = 7 ; and p is the density. 

The condition for relative equilibrium is 
A-o'=  C(1+ 4>, 

where tu denotes the angular velocity. 

Put p for 3?f ; then the condition becomes 
4 a p  

3 * sin'x 
q=---  j - (sins.-siny+)&. sin' + 0 cosa x 

This is impossible : for the left-hand member is positive and 
the rightrhand member is negative. 
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1640. We now pass to the second part of the memoir. In 
this Plana demonstrates Jacobi's theorem, that a fluid e l l i p i d  
rotating round its leaet axis map be a form of relative equilibrium. 
The demonstration present8 nothing novel. Plana however em- 
ploys the expressions for the attraction of an ellipsoid by means of 
elliptic integrals, which had been used by Legendre and Poisson : 
see Art. 1398. Hence he calculates certain numerical r d t e  
which give him the dimensions of various ellipsoids which satisfy 
the condition of relative equilibrium. These results are collected 
in the following table. The smallest semiax& is taken for unity, 
this is that about which the body is supposed to rdtate. The largest 
semiaxis is J(l+./) ; the values of this are given in the first 
column. The other semiaxis is J(1 + 7") ; the values of thia 
are given in the second column. The third column contains the 

values of - where r is the angular velocity and p is the 

density. 
'hrf ' 

1.41545 1.41448 .21159 
1.41836 1.41564 -22138 
1.42672 1.42126 -21 545 
1.43524 la424@5 ,20591 
1.52425 1.47261 -225875 
1.66164 1.52340 -260562 
1.83608 1-54643 -27235 
2.09574 1.64976 -380143 
2.13005 1.52015 -27612 
2.20269 1.50573 -27543 
2.28117 1.43210 -263034 
2.45860 1.26100 -220114 
2.79044 1.09766 -1042 
6.24086 1.03561 -21524 

These numbers rest on Plana's authority. The entry -1012 in 
the third column looks suspiciously small ; but he gives it in two 
places, namely his pages 151 and 170. 

1541. There are some misprints in the memoir which will not 
cause serious trouble; except perhaps in Plana's equations (36). 
In  the last of these equations for A read A'. 



1542. On his page 170, Plana speaking with respect to the 
ellipsoid in Jacobi's theorem, says : 

La grande in6galitB entre lea deux aplathmenta d'un tel ellipaoide, 
ne permet pas de le coneidhr comme nn oorpa semblable B la Terre. 

This is wrong. There is not necessarily such a great diffeet- 
ence between the two ellipticities : i t  is sufficient for example to 
look at the first case given in the preceding table. 

For information as to Jacobi's theorem I may refer to my 
paper cited in Art. 1460. 

1543. Plana finds the value of the potential at any internal 
point of an ellipsoid ; this subject he had formerly considered : 
see Art. 1510. He now definitely exprwes the potential by 
means of elliptic integrals. 

Suppose that the attractions a t  the point (Id, y, e) parallel to 
the axes are r q c t i v e l y  

AS By, Cz. 

Let V denote the potential : then 

where H is some constant to be determined. 

It is obvious that H must be equal to  the potential for a point 
a t  the centre of the ellipeoid. 

Take for the equation to the ellipsoid 

Then with the usual polar notation 

We have first to integrate with respect to r from r = 0 to 



sin 9 dB d$ 
Thus sin' c$ ' 8 + sin' 8 r*$ + w) 

1 + 7'' 

Then we integrate with respect to c$ ; the limits are 0 and 2s. 

.We may take 0 and for the limits, and multiply by 4. Thus 

we get 
sin 8 d9 

- sin 8 d9 
= ~ ~ ~ a * ~ ~ ( 1 + 1 ~ ( ~ + 7 ~ 1 ~ ~ ~ ~ ( l + ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ e ) ( ~  + vmmsye)j 

BY assuming cos 0 = t*a we obtain 
7 

where As = 1 - $3 sin'+, and Br 7. r' 
Thus H is expressed by an elliptic function. And A, B, C 

can also be similarly expressed : see Art. 1540. Thus finally V 
can be so expressed. 

1544. Poisson had maintained that for points on thB wrf[urg 

of a body 

but, as we have remarked, this cannot be considered satisfactory: 
see Art. 1253. 

Plana here objects to Poisson's opinion ; but Plana is himself 
equally unsatisfactory. Plans affirms that a t  the surface of a 
homogeneous ellipsoid the right-hand member of the equation 
must be - h p .  Plana's sole argument is, that such is the  value 
for any internal point, and consequently such must be the value 
a t  the surface. I t  is astonishing that Plana did not see the  un- 
soundness of the argument. For we know that for any external 
point the right-hand side of the equation is zero; and go we might 
just as readily assert that i t  must be zero for a point on the surface. 
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1545. On his page 171, Plana referring to Jacobi's theorem, 
speaks of what he calls la formules 0% Jacobi. I do 
not know what this means. I am not aware that Jacobi gave 
any investigation of his theorem, or any formule. 

1546. The next memoir by Plana is contained in the A s h  
m w c h e  Nachrichten, Numbers 860 and 861, which were published 
in May, 1853; these numbers form part of Vol. XXXVI. of the 
JournaL The memoir is entitled Sur la loi des pre8sions, et la 
loi des ellipticitLs dm couches terrmtre.~, en su,pposant leur densit4 
wniformAment croissante &puh la surface de la T m e  jwqu'd son 
centre. 

1547. Assuming that the earth consists of fluid ellipticd 
strata, Clairaut obtained an equation connecting the law of the 
ellipticity with the law of the density : see Art. 341. Plana then 
amumes the law of density given in Art. 1522, and applies 
Clairaut's equation to determine the ellipticity. H e  integrates 
Clahut ' s  differential equation in the form of a convergent series. 

1 
H e  obtains about - for the ellipticity at  the surface. 

320 

Again with the same law of density Plana now takes the 
hypothais that the earth consi~ts of a solid part surroullded by 
a layer of fluid. If this layer is treated as infinitesimal, and the 
solid ~ t r a t a  be assumed to have all the same ellipticity, he finds 

1 
that the ellipticity is about - If the layer is supposed of finite 

308 ' 
but small depth, and the solid strata have a9 before the same 
ellipticity, he finds that the ellipticity of the solid part is about 
1 m; and that of the surface of the fluid about '000044. The 

of the former; in his introductory latter he makes to be , j j  

1 
part he speaks of this as about -- 

100 ' 

The theory is again Clairaut's, being all involved in equation 
(2) of Art. 323. 



15444. The memoir contains nothing new in theory ; i t  may be , 
regarded as a mathematical exercise. But i t  shews I think that 
the law of density which is assumed merits nearly as much atten- 
tion as that which Laplace discussed after Legendre. The English 
elementary treatises of Airy, Pratt, and O'Brien, seem to me to 
attach implicitly a greater importance to this law than Laplace 
himself did ; see his language on page 16 of his Volume V. where 
he explains his object in adopting this law. 

Besides Legendre's law of density, and the present law, a third 
has been considered, namely that by Roche and Rxal:  see the 
!&a&? EUmmtai~e de Miunique C d k t e ,  page 232. 

1549. In  his introductory remarks Plana states his opinion on 
some points connected with the formation of the earth and with 
the temperature of its interior; they seem to me expressed too 
positively as if they involved known facts instead of hypotheses. 

1650. Plana gives at the end of his memoir a theorem for the 
approximate calculation of an integral. He says it is new ; but I 
do not see what is the novelty which is claimed. The main result 
seems to be this 

where the expression on the right hand is to be expanded in 
powers of Ay, and any power as (Ay)" changed to Any. 

But thia cannot be called new. See for instance De Morgan's 
Difermtial a d  Integral Calculus, pages 262 and 265. 

1561. The next memoir by Plana is contained in the Aetro- 
nomiat& Nachrichten, Numbers 903, 904, and 905, which were 
published in May, 1854 : these numbers form part of VoL xxxv~n. 
of the Journal. The memoir is entitled & la Eoi ds la peeardaur 
d la m~face  de la m, dana son dtat d'&uilibre. 

. 
1662. The memoir may be said to go over the same ground 

as Laplace in the Mkcaniqw C&te, Livre XI .  Chapitre u. §$ 2. ..5. 
Plam thus describes what Laplace proposed to effect: 

'C 



Lta loi de la pesnteur h la eurface de la mer, a BtB donnb nu No. 33 
du 38me livre de la M k i q u e  C%leste, en supposant le spheroide ter- 
reatre enti8rement recouvert par une couche tAs-mince d'eau en Bqui- 
libre. La petiteme de la profondeur que Yon nttribue a i d  B la mer, et 
B sa masee totale, permet de nBgliger l'action qu'elle exerce sur sea propres 
molbulea, wit comparativement B celle de la Terre, soit en cornparaison 
de la force centrifuge, (beaucoup plus petite) n b  de ea rotation diurne. 
-, coneidbrant eneuite qae sa thhrie, fond& sur la double hypo- 
t h h  d'une inondation g6nkrale, et de la nullith d'action P l'6gard de la 
masee de la mer, ne pouvait pas repr6senter le caa de la nature, a repria 
la question clans le xri?me livre de Ron ouvrage, pour la tracer avec plus 
de g6nBralit6. 

Accordingly as I have said Plana goes over the same ground aa 
Laplace did in the Mhnique CGbte. Plana's analysis i rather 
more elaborate; but substantially the process is the same ae 
Laplace gave. 

We will notice a few points of detail. 

1653. In Art. 1306 I have given in my own notation the 
equation 

This equation ia much used by Laplace in Chapter IL of his 
Eleventh Book. 

Plana begins by considering this equation. H e  regards 
Laplace's demonstration as insufficient; and subetitutes another 
which rests on the theory of the expansion of functions in a eeriea 
of Laplace's functions. I n  this way he arrives a t  a more general 
form of the theorem. H e  finds that 

where p denotes the density of the matter of which X is the 
potential, and z may be called the elevation above the level of the 
eea Thus z is in fact discontinuous, being zero for any point on 
the surface of the sea, and for any point on a continent expressing 
'the height above the level of the sea This ia the same result as 
Lgmnge  obtained : see Art. 1199. 
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The analyeie ia aimple and interning by which Plana proves 
his equation (9) ; and this may be considered an improvement on 

- Laplace's process. Perhaps Plana overestimate the importance 
of the result. He says it ia indispensable that equation (1) should 
be true exclusively for the part of the earth which is covered by 
the sea. It seems to me that for Laplace's purpose i t  is sufficient 
to know that the equation is true for this part, and it is of scarcely - any interest to know whether the equation is or is not true for 
other park of the earth. 

1664. Plana quotes from Fourier's Thkorie a% 2a Chaleur, 
page 246, the statement that the series 

sin w sin 8 sin 2w sin 28 sin % sin 38 
-=+=SF+ ,?-39@* +."], 

is equal to sine for values of 8 comprised between 0 and a,: it 

should be equal to sin %I. See In tegd  Gblculw, kt. 345. 
Q) 

1556. I have already called attention to a paasage in thie 
memoir : see Brt. 1310. 

1566. Plana deduces from his investigations the form& 
given by C l h t  on bia pagee 217 a d  526 of his work; and 
takea the opportunity of stating that D'Alembert was wrong in 
his objection8 to Clairaut's formula Plana says, with reference 
to Clairaut's equetioll on page 236, 

...Ah% il eat d6monM que ce ih  Bqnrrtion eat conforme b I'hypothh 
dhne profbndeur conefanfe de h mer, admh par Chimu8 ; ce qui hit 
tomber la critique publib par D'Alunb& en 1773, (ap* h mart de 
Ckriraut) dam lee p a p  227.. .230 du s k i h e  vohune de sea Opusculee 
Ma-pea Oe jugement de D'Alsmbsrf p m v e  qu'il n'avmit pee 
senti toute la justmse de la Thbrie de Ckchut. 

I quik concur with the last sentence. I have pointed out 
the paise  point a t  which D'Alembert went wrong in my Art, 634. 

1667. In his equation (49) Plana gives an expression for the 
length of a degree of the meridian. But the signs and the. 



numer id  values of many of the t e rn  in thie e x w o n  eeem te 
me wrong. In his equation (58) he p u b  the expremion into 4 

numerical form; but if I am right hie atpressiaa will be quite 
uneotisfrrcto ry. 

1558. Plana touches on the subject of the Tides in the 
course of his memoir ; I do not however enter on this subject in 
the present work. But oue remark must be made. I n  sections 
v. and xr. of his memoir Plana quotes .and accepts a formula 
given by Laplace in the Mkcaniqwr Ckhte, Vol. u. page 192. But 
in a note to section XI. Plana objects to the formula He sap; 

Mais en emmbant de plw p& lea cialculr par lerqueb oette formule 
a 6t4 d6duita, je viene de reconnaitre qu'elle n'eat pee le vMtable &&at 
fourni par l'in6grrrtion dm h i e  Bquationa ditBrentiellar qui determinent 
lea omillations de I ' O h  

Plana then proceeds to state his own raeultg which he ssya he 
has obtained by an analysie, too long to be exhibited here. He  
concludes his note thus : 

C'est de quoi je donned ailleura une d6monetr&ion, fondk mr l'in- 
Upation dea dquationa qui renferment implicitement, I'explication de 
tous leu ph6nombnea que pr6nente le flux et le d u x  de la mer. 

I do not h d  that the intention thus e x p r d  was &ed 
into effect. 

1559. I n  the last section of his memoir Plana appliee hie 
formulee to the case in which the Earth is euppoeed to be homo- 
geneous and entirely fluid. He obtaina an expreesion for the 
radius vector, and an expreaeion for the value of gravity; then 
from these it follows that the latter varies inversely as the former. 
Plana then say s : 

(Pest en vertu de oette tmdommtioa de la valeur p M e n t e  de p, 
que .iYew&m diaait dana sa Proposition u. du S h e  livre dar Principw 
que "lea poi& deu wrpa dam quelque r@on de b Terre que ce wit, 
mnt fipmquement cornme leu dintancer dcm limx du centre de la 
Terre." 

I do not wish to lay undue stress on the worde; but they 
seem to imply that Newton must have obtained his result in the 
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way Plana verigea i t ;  namely in virtue of a certain transforma- 4 
tion. But it is probable that Newton adopted quite a different 
way ; see ArL 33. The matter is not important; but there are 
other instances in which Plana seems to -me that the course 
which his own analysis takes in verifying Newton's results must 
have been the course by which Newton originally obtained them. 

1560. In  closing the survey of Plana's memoirs on our subject 
it will be obvious that although extensive in quantity they add 
but little to what had been already obtained. The most valuable 
of them are those which we introduce to notice in Arts. 1520, 
1646, and 1561 : these may be considered as forming extensions 
of parte of the second Chapter of Laplace's eleventh Book. 



CHAPTER XXXVIII. 

MISCEUANEOUS INVESTIGATION0 BETWEEN THE 
PEARS 1801 AND 1825. 

1561. THE present Chapter will contain an account of varioua 
miscellaneoue investigations between the years 1801 and 1825. 

The works of La Lande and Reuss, to which allusion is made 
in Arta. 738 and 739, do not afford us guidance beyond the close 
of the eighteenth century; and thus i t  is possible that in the 
present Chapter some books and memoirs which ought to have 
been noticed, may have been omitted from ignorance of their 
existence. 

1562. A memoir entitled Observations on h Figwe of ths 
Earth, by Joseph Clay, is published in the T r a d  of tb 
American PhilosophdcaC So&ty, held at Philadelph h... VoL v. 
1802. The memoir occupiea pagee 312...319 of the volume. 

The memoir commences thue: 

The subject of this paper was mggested to nre by a perusal of the 
L'Studies of Natnre," by Bernardin de St. Pierra The pcmitiv~ manner 
in which that author asserts that the earth is a prolate spheroid, the 
arrogance with which he challengee refutation, and above all the e m  
neoua theoriea which he has built on thie eaeertion, seem to require a11 
donbb to be removed by e mathematical demonstration. 

The error of S t  Pierre was that of Keill and Cassini : see 
ArL 972. It was scarcely necessary to correct this error a t  the 
beginning of the nineteenth century. 

The mathematical investigation of the tnemoir amounts to 
establbhing the following theorem: let A be the extremity of 
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the axis major, and B of the axis minor of an ellipse, P the point 
on the arc AB where the tangent is equally inclined to the axes ; 
then the arc BP is longer than the arc AP. 

The process adopted is rather rude. If a denote the semi- 
axis major, and b the semiasis minor, it is to be shewn that 

where c ia put for J(al+ b3. 
Clay expands the numerator and the denominator of the ex- 

pression to be integrated, divides the former result by the latter, 
then integrates, and thus obtains an infinite serisa We may 
arrive a t  the required result more simply by wumiag x = as in 
the first integral, and y = 6s in the second ; then the integrals 
become respectively 

0 b - a%' + Ve3 b'2' + a%') 
dz and J ( b ' ~ l  - dz. 

Each element of the first integral is greater than the cor- 
responding element of the second, for the values of z within the 
range of the second integral ; moreover the upper limit of the 
first integral is greater than the upper limit of the second : there- 
fore the first integral is the greater. 

But the result follows immediately from the fact that the 
radius of curvature increases continually from A to B, so that it is 
greater through PB than through AP. 

15G3. We may just refer to the work entitled Dr. Bemenberg's 
Vwsuche ilber die Umdrehung der Erde, which was published in 
1804 at Dortmnnd. This is an octavo volume, containing 
xii + 642 pages, and a page of errata; there are seven plates 
besides the frontispiece and the engraved title-page. 

Benzenberg made experiments with the view of determining 
the deviation from the vertical of a body falling through a con- 
aiderable space. Some of the experiments were made from a high 
church-tower, that of St  Michael, in Hamburg; and others 
down the shaft of a 4 - m i n e .  In both cases the mean of the 

.. resulte gave a deviation towards the east; in the former case they 
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gave aZso a deviation towards the south : but there were conm- 
derable discrepancies in the experiments among themselves The 
church-tower still, I believe, a d o m  the city of Hamburg. 

There is also a work which may be regarded as a supplement 
60 the preceding, entitled Verwhe iiber die Umdrehung dsr Erde. 
Aufs ~ i u e  berechnet eon Dr. Bewedmy. DDiieseldorf, 1846. 

Benzenberg's two publications are very interesting and con- 
tain much historical information connected with the subject; 
which is however beyond our limit. The studeht who whhes to 
pursue i t  should consult the Cambridge md Dublin M- 
Journal, Vol. IV. page 97 ; and the d e c t e d  edition of the works 
of Gauss, Vol. v. page 496. 

1564. The first two volumes of the HGcanipuc Ckteds were 
translated into German, and published at Berlin under the title 
Mcchanik dss 19immls am P. 6. Laplace, .. . Aua dma Frawo'i- 
s h  Geroetzt und mdt e r k i u t e r n h z  A w ~ k u n g e n  versehen wn 
J. C. Burckhardt. The first volume ia dated 1800, and the 
second 1802. 

The notes are neither very numerous nor very important; they 
supply the detail of some of the analytical processes which Laplace 
himself treated rather briefly. The most useful note in the part 
of the work with which we are concerned is that to which we 
have already alluded in Art. 1060. 

1666. I t  may be convenient here to notice other publiaatiorur 
of the nature of Burckhardt's ; by some strange accident the like 
character of incompleteness seems to attach to them all. 

A translation of the first book of the Mhnique Ce- with 
n o t e  was published at Nottingham in 1814, by the Rev. John 
Toplia ; this form one octavo volume. 

A translation of the first volume of the dikuniqw Clleets with 
notes was published by the Rev. Henry Harte at Dublin, in two 
quarto parts, the first in 1822 and the second in 1827. 

The tranelation by Bowditch with notes, to which I have 
frequently referred, extenda to the first four volumes of the 
original ; the translation is in four quarto volumes, published at 
M n  in America, between 1829 and 1839. 



Pontdcoulant's Thiorie Analytique du Systkms du blonds con- 
sists .of four octavo volumes, published between 1829 and 1846; 
the subjects with which we are concerned are discussed in the 
eecond volume and an Appendix. The work is still unfinished. 

, A new edition of the first and second volumes appeared in 1856. 
The first and only volume of a work entitled ~ l m z e n t i  di 114s- 

can& Ce2est.e di Fra~celrco Bertelli was published at Bologna in 
1841. The volume is in quarto. It does not treat on our subject 

1666. We now come to a memoir by Playfair, entitled Invm- 
tigatim of certain Theorems relating to the Figure of Ea& 
This memoir appears in Volume v. of the Tran8acth of the 
Royal Society of Edinburgh; it occupies pages 1...30 of the 
vo!ume; the date of publication of the volume is 1805: the 
memoir was read on tbe 6th of February, 1798. 

1867. The memoir relates to the geometry of the subject; 
ipvestigations are given with respect to the lengths of arm of the 
meridiitn, of arcs perpendicular to the meridian, and of arcs paralIel 
to the equator. 

1568. Suppose 2a and 5% the major and minor axes of an 
ellipse; then the radius of curvature at the point where the 
normal is inclined at an angle + to the major axis is known to be 

a'b' . By integrating this with respect to + we 
(d cos' + + b' sin' +)# 
obtain the length of an arc of the meridian. Let b = a (1 - e) ; 
then neglecting powers of e above the second we shall find that 
the length of the arc measured from the equator to the lati- 
tude c$ is 

this will be found to be consistent with Art. 1014, obeerving that 

Playfair applies this formula, neglecting eq to the Peruvian arc 
of 3 7  ll'and the French arc of 8' 20' 2" ; and he abtains for r 

1 
the value - nearly. 

300 



1569. Playfair in like manner gives a formula for the case of 
an arc supposed of small extent, measured perpendicular to the 
meridian ; the arc in this case may be considered to belong to a 
circle which haa for its radius the length of the part of the normal 
intercepted between the point at  which the arc begins and the 
minor axis of the generating ellipse. 

Also finally Playfair gives a formula for the case of an arc of a 
parallel of latitude. 

1570. Thus there are three kinds of arm considered. The 
elements of the Earth'ri figure can be determined either from two 
arcs of different kinds, or from two arcs of the same kind in 
different latitudes. Playfair gives various combinations and dis- 
cusRes the merits of each. But these discuwions are of emall 
importance, because they relate only to the foilns of trigonome- 
trical expressions, and take no account of the relative accuracy 
with which the necessary astronomical and geodetical operations 
can be performed. 

1571. It appears from his pages 28 and 29, that Playfair 
intended to pursue his investigations on what may be called 
spheroidal trigonometry; but the intention does not seem to 
have ever been carried into execution. 

1572. Playfair gives an example on his page 17, taken from 
the degrees of the meridian and perpendicular mensnred in the 
South of England. He refers to the Philosophical Transac th ,  
1795, page 537. In  the separate account of this survey, the cor- 
responding place is Vol. I. page 309 : see Art. 984. The ellipti- 

1 
city deduced is about K8, which is of course far too great. But 

i t  seems "that all the other comparisons of the degrees of the 
meridian, with those of the curve perpendicular to it, made from 
the observations in'the South of England, agree nearly in giving 
the same oblatenew to the terrestrial spheroid." '' The authorcl of 
the Trigonodrical Swwey seem willing, therefore, to give up the 
elliptic figure of the earth." Here Playfair refere to page 527 of 
the above volume of the Philosophical Transactions ; the paEisage 
is in Vol. I. page 303 of the separate work. 
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In the Ph-kd !&amactions the sentence runs thus: i "Now this comparison between the measured and computed , 

degrees, sufficiently proves that the Earth is not an e l l ip id , .  . ." 1 

But in the separate work instead of 1csu5ciently proves" we have 
" seems to prove." 

Playfair thinks that the anomaly may arise from the fact that  
in the part of England where these measures were taken, " the  ~ 
strata are of chalk, and though of great extent, are bordered on 
all the sides that we have access to examine by strata much 
denser and more compact." See his p w  6, 18, and 19. 

I 

1573. The following passage occurs on page 29 : 

... In the mean time, I think it is material to obtlerve, that the prin- 
ciple laid down by Mr D a y ,  viz that in a spheroidal triangle, of which 

I 

the angle at the pole and the two sides are given, the sum of the angles 
at the b m  is the same ae in a epherical triangle, having the eame sides, 1 
and the same vertical angle, is not strictly tme, unless the excentricity 1 
of tho spheroid be infinitely small, or the triangle be very nearly 
ieoacelea" 

.The pages seem to be 524 and 529 which Playfair has in view; 
in the separate work the corresponding places are, Vol. I. pagee 
298 and 302 ; perhaps Mr Dalby intended to limit the principle 
to the caae of a triangle nearly isosceles See Art. 1037. 1 

1574 Playfair offers a brief criticism on a passage in the j 
Philosophical !&a&ions, page 629, which correeponds to VoL L 1 
page 303 of the separate work. He says : 

"This shewe, that the method of ascertaining the figure of the 
earth, proposed by the authom of the Trigonom&ried Survey as a 
subject of future inquiry, is less exact than that which is founded on 
their own observations." 

I 

1575. A work xaa published a t  Stockholm in 1805, entitled ' 

Exposition de.8 op4rations faites en Lappnie, pour la dttmnina- 
tion d'un arc du mt?ridien en 1801, 1802 et 1803; ... ~-edig& par I 

Jons Svanberg. I 

This is an Atavo volume containing xxxi + 196 pages, beside0 
I 

the Title and three Platea. The work gives an account of the 1 



remeasurement of the Lapland arc, as stated in Art. 197; for some 
further information respecting it, I may refer to the memoir 
named in Art 199. 

1576. In  De Zach's Monatliche Cmespondm, Vol. XIII. 1806, 
we have a memoir entitled Ge&nken iibm die Figw der Erds 
v m  d m  ... Anton F r e y h  von &h, The memoir occupiee 
pages 221.. 235 of the volume. 

The *ter was apparently a brother of the editor of the p 
riodical. The memoir is not mathematical, and belongs rather to 
Physical Geogmphy than to our subject; there are indeed eome 
remarks which depend on the priuciplee of mechanics, but they 
exhibit inaccuracy of knowledge or at leaat of expression. 

1577. We will now advert briefly to the work which give8 
an account of the great French measurement commenced towards 
the end of the eighteenth century. 

There are three quarto volumes entitled Base du systkns 
mRrique dhimal,  ou w r s  L l'arc: du mka'dien o o m ~  entre 
l a  de Dunkerque et Barceh,  exhtke a 1792 et 
anndes wivantes, par MM. Mdchain st Delambre. HLdyds par 
M. Delumbre ... 

The first volume was published in 1806, the second in 1807, 
and the third in 1810. 

A fourth volume, also in quarto and connected with thew, 
wss published in 1821 : it is entitled Recueil d'observations g4o- 
dRBipues, aatronomiques et physipzres, ... rkdigd par MH Biot et 
Arago. 

It woi~ld appear from page xxx of the Introduction to this 
volume, that Arago intended to publish in another volume an 
account of some operations which he carried on aloue; but this 
intention does not seem to have been realised. 

There are, however, two memoirs subsequently published by 
Biot, which relate to pendulum  observation^, and may be con- 
sidered as connected with the present work. 

One is entitled Mdmire sur lu Figure de la T m e  ; this was 
rend to the French Academy, on December 5th, 1827, and is p u b  
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lished in Vol. VIIL of the Mhuirea de FAwcl&mis Roy&... & 
F~ancs. 

The other is entitled Mdmoi~v s P b r  la lat&tu.de dc C e x h h i i 4  
australe de I'arc dr idien d.e France et d'Espagne; this was read 
to  the French Academy on May 15th, 1843, and is published in 
Vol. xrx. of the Mkmoires. 

The Introduction to the volume of 1821, and the pages 521.. .541, 
are reprinted in Biot'e AManges ScientifiguRP et Littkrairea, VoL r. 
3858; the reprint is followed by two papers, the fir& of which 
gives a popular account of other operations of the author, bearing 
on the determination of the Figure of the Earth, and the second 
offers suggestions as to future labours. The whole series is 
extremely interesting, and well worthy of Biot's great literary and 
scientific reputation. 

I may observe that on page 119 of Vol. 11. of the'Base du 
systkme ntetrique, we have one of the four formulse which are 
ueually, but improperly, called Qausa'e Theorems, namely 

As this volume is dated July, 1807, the formula may have 
been now printsd for the first time ; Delambre refers to this place 
in the Connais8ance dea Terns for 1809, which is dated April, 1807: 
here the four formulse were Grst published. I have vindicated 
Delambre's claim to the forrnuls in an article in the Philosophid 
Magazine for February, 1873. { 

On page 306 of Vol. 111. of the Base du eyst2ms dtrique,  we 
have the unpretending name of the English mathematician Dalby 
refined into d'Alby. 

The metre, as is well known, was intended to be such that 
10,003,000 metres should be the length of a quadrant of the Earth's 
meridian. On page 158 of the work cited in Art. 100, we have 
a ~uggestion by J. Cassini, that the unit of length might be such 
that 10,000,000 units should be the length of the Enrth's r a d i ~  

1578. Two papers bearing on our subject by Dr Young, were 
published in 1808 in Nichobon's Jortrnal, and are reprinted on 
pages 120. ..I28 of the second ~olume of the MisceUaneoua Wwks 
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of the late Tholnas Young.. . .The first paper is entitled A conci88 
Mdbd of determining ths Figure of a Uravitating Body revolving 
round another. The second paper is entitled C&latiola of ths 
Direct Afiraction of a Spheroid, and Demonstration of Clairaut's 
Theorem. 

These papers are of no importance. The conciseness which ie 
claimed for them is obtained by stating resulta in words instead 
of .dentonstrating them by the aid of symbols. The process would 
not be intelligible to a reader, unless he could supply the usual 
mathematical investigation ; and would be superfluous if he could. 

At  the end of the second paper there is an absurd misprint, 
both in the original and in the reprint; we have upper real dimid 
nottion k&ad of apparent diminution: the misprint is corrected in 
a volume in my possession, containing a copy of the original paper, 
which seems to have formerly belonged to Dr Young himself. 

1579. I n  De Zach's Monatliche C m q d ,  Vol. XXI. 1810, 
we have a memoir entitled Uber D-t4$ der Erde und deren Ein- 
j z '~88  auf geographisch Ortabatimmungen; the memoir occupies 
pages 293.. .310 of the volume. 

No name is mentioned ; but we may safely ascribe the memoir 
to the editor of the periodical himself. We have here a brief 
popular account of the subject, especially of the operations of 
Bouguer a t  Chimborazo, and of Maskelyne at Schehallien. The 
possibiity and actual existence of local attractions are said to be 
put beyond doubt also by more recent observations, due to Schiegg, 
to Mkhain, and to Mudge. The writer urges the advantage which 
will follow from further investigations on the subject, and pointe 
out suitable localities in Germany and elsewhere. 

The following two points may be noticed. 
On page 297, some numerical statements are taken from 

Bougueis Figure de Ict Terre, but not quite accurately ; for in- 
Btance it is said to be possible to approach to within 18 toises of 
the centre of Chimborazo, but it should be 1800 toises. 

After giving an account of the operations at Schehallien, the 
writer points out that the result obtained from them agreed with 
Newton's conjecture that the ratio of the density of water to the 



mean density of the earth might lie between the ratios of 1 to 5 
and 1 to 6. He then adds on his page 307: 

... Die unter verschiedenen Breiten beobachteten Ungen des ein- 
drcben &cuden-Pendeln, gaben nach gehioriger Rechnung jenes Ver- 
h i i l t i  1 : 3.7. 

I do not know what observations and calculation the writer 
here has in view. 

1580. The w n d  edition of the Hdcanique Anul$ique con- 
siata of two volumes, the first of which was published in 1811, 
and the second in 1815. A third edition with notes by Bertrand 

published in 1853 ... 1855. 
A few remarks d a t i n g  to Attraction occur in the first volume, 

on pagea 111...115 of the second edifion, and 105 ... 108 of the 
third edition. These remarks treat very briefly on the value of 
the potential of an ellipsoid at any external point; they are con- 
nected with the memoir by Lagrange in the Berlin bid-rw of 
1792 and 1793: see Art. 1004 The precise relation of these 
remarks to the memoir is however not quite obvioua. 

I n  that memoir Lagrange treated of the value of the potential, 
and shewed that certain terms depending on P,, P,, and P, could 
be expressed as functions of b'- d, and 3- d :  see Art. 1011. 
Now in the present work he substantially asserts that such a 
result will bold universally, that is for the term depending on P,, 
where n is any positive integer. He gives however no demonstra- 
tion of this etatement, except what may be derived fi-om the 
following words : 

M. Lapleoe a doan6, dsna 8s TMoris deu & a C b  & @hi&#, 
une trb-belle formule par laquelle on peot former m e v e m e n t  toas 
lee termes de la eerie,. . . 

J'ai frouv6 qu'en partaxtt de ce M t o t  et f i h t  uaege du &&he 
qae j'ei dorm6 daas lea M 6 m o h  de k l i n  de 1799-3, on porraif 
condidre but d'un coup la &e dont il a'agit ... 

The trh-belle fwm.mule must doubtless be one of those con- 
tained in the MGoanipuB Ct?k&, Lime nI., Chapter I.; but I am 
not oertain which is meant: nor am I certain to which theorem 
in hie own memoir of 1792-3 Lagrange alludes. Moreorec 



Lagrange's words would seem to suggest that the t r l s - b e t l e ~ u l e  
had been given subsequent to 1792-3, and that by combining 
this with a theorem of his own he had been able to arrive at the 
general result. But this is not the case, for all that Laplace 
published on the subject is to be found substantially in his memoir 
of 1782. 

Thus finally it seems that if the entire series could be con- 
structed tout dun coup in 1811, i t  might have been also in 1792 ; 
and Lagrange ought to have explained more fully the statement 
he made in 1811. 

There is a memoir by Plana in the third volume of Gergonne's . 
Annales de blath4maCtaCtp, which forms a comment&y on thirr 
passage of the Mhnique Analytipue; but it does not touch on 
the point I have noticed. See Art. 1466. 

On the whole it seems to me that the case 'may be stated 
thus: In  the memoir of 1792-3, Lagmnge attempted to put the 
series for the potential in mlch a form as to firnish a proof of 
the theorem due to Laplace, usually called by the name of Ivory ; 
but the attempt was attended with only slight succesa In the 
book Lagrange gives up this attempt, and assuming the truth of 
Laplace's theorem, deduces the constitution of the series. 

1381. A few remarks relating to our subjeot occur also in the 
first volume of the Mdcaniqus Analytiqw, on pages 199...204 of 
the  second edition, and 188 ... 193 of the third edition. 

Lagrange had previously investigated the conditions of fluid 
equilibrium ; and he now applies them to the case of fluid sur- 
rounding a solid nucleus, when the nucleus is an ellipsoid, and 
t h e  outer surface of the fluid that of another ellipoid. The two 
ellipsoids have the same centre, and the same directions for their 
axes, and differ but little from spheres. 

The first thing required is the potential of a homogeneous 
ellipsoid at an external particle. Let a, b, c be the semiaxes of 
an ellipsoid ; and suppose that 

b'=aS+/3', 2 = d + y ' ;  

let  M denote tbe mass of the ellipsoid. Then if we confine our- 
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selves to the first powers of @' and y' we have for the potential at I 
the point (x, y, t) 

where r'=x'+y'+zS. 

Lagrange had given this formula in the investigations which 
we have just noticed ; i t  may be easily verified. 

For we have with the usual notation, 

where X stands for 

PP' + d(1 - 4 d l -  P'3 W8 (+ - +'I. 
Now if r,' denote the value of r' at the surface of the ellipsoid 

we have I 

thus to our order of approximation 

f l  cos' +' + ry' sin' +' 

r:=a {I + P cos' +' + y' sin' $' 
and 2a1 

Then in the usual way we obtain 

M The first term of the series here exhibited is - . 
r 

The second term which depends on P, vanishes by the pro- 
perty of Laplace's coefficients. 

I r "  Next rl'dr' = +- ; and to our order this ~ 
2 d (P ~0s'  +' + f sin' +') 
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and to facilitate the i n t e p t i o w  with respect to +' and p' we 
arrange this as 

Moreover Pa = 

Thus the term in Vr' which depends on P, reduces to . 

The limits for +' are 0 and 21r, and the limita for p' are - 1 
and 1. Hence our result 

to our order of approximation. 

Thus the proposed formula is verified. 

Now let u be the density of the eolid, and p  the density of the 
fluid. Then we may consider that we have an ellipsoid of den- 
sity p, and another of the density u - p ,  as in Art. 383. Let 
a,, b,, c, be the semiaxes of the fluid surface ; and let p:= b,'-a,' 

T. M. A. VOL 11. 30 



and y,' = c: - a,'. Then the whole potential a t  the point (x,y, r) 
wi l l  be 

8 ,!+~, ' ,3 le :Y'+~.2) j  
3r 

1 - ------ 
. halblCIP I lo? 1k4 

Let there also be a t  the point (x, y, z) the accelerations fx, 
gy, hg, parallel to the axes of rc, y, s respectively, and directed 
outwarda Then if V denote the whole potential we must have 
for equilibrium 

............... V+ : (fd+g$+ li~) = constant (1). 

But by hypotheaie the surface is an ellipsoid determined by 
the ecluation 

Hence by comparing (1) and (2) we arrive a t  the conditions 
which must hold. 

To obtain these conditions we may substitute in (1) the ap- 
proximate value for T, namely 

Then (1) reduces to 

And to make this agree with (2) we must have 

fa ' h fa,' B + % = g , ,  (I+-=-, 
2 



that is, 

Suppose that the stratum of fluid is very thin ; then our 
equations may be written 

Bs an example suppose that f = 0, and that g = h = co' ; then 
we obtain 

These results, allowing for difference of notation, agree with 
those in Art. 383. 

1582 Lagrange proceeds to the case in which the mass is 
entirely composed of homogeneous fluid rotating with uniform 
angular velocity ; and here some points require to be noticed. 

Let a, 6, c be the semiaxes of an ellipsoid ; x, y, s the cor- 
responding coordinates of any point a t  the surface. Then it is 
known that the  attraction^ at (x, y, a) parallel to the axes are of 
the form M b ,  Mpy, Mvz respectively, where M ie the mars of the 
ellipsoid, and XI p, u are certain constants in the form of definite 
integrals. Lagrange says that hence 

Thb is however inaccurata In  the first place this result 
could not be obtained from the fact that the attractions at the 
crurface teke the specified form, but from the fact that they do so 

80-2 
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throughout t b  body. In the second place there should be a 
constant added to the value of F, although for the object in view 
i t  is not necessary to determine this constant. 

Lagrange then considers whether the rotating ellipsoid can be in 
tv * 

relative equilibrium. If so the equation V + (2 + y') = constant - 
2 y' e' 

must agree with the equation - + - + = 1. This leads to a' b' 2 - .  

the conditions 
b f x + t v a  - Ct Mp+tv' Ct =- -- 

Mu as' Mu -7;ii '  

Lagrange says that these give a = b, because X and p are like 
functions of a, b and b, a. We now know that this inference is 
inaccurate ; it ie not necsssary that a = b : the discovery is due 
to Jacobi. This inaccuracy ie corrected by Bertrand in the third 
edition of the Mhzniqus Adfiiprre. 

1683. We come next to a memoir by Profeaeor Playfair enti- 
tled Of he Solids of &gatest Attraction, or those which, anumg 
all the Solids that lucve cmtuin Prop&, Attract wit% he greatest 
Force in  a given Direction. This is published in the IFan~actions 
of the Royal Sodsty of Edinburgh, Vol. VI. 1812 ; it occupies 
pages 187.,.243 of the volume : i t  was read on January Sth, 1807. 

1584. Playfair first dim- Silvahelle's problem : see Arb. 
531 and 682. Playfair does not use the Calculus of Variations, 
but the easier method which amounts to making the attraction, 
resolved in the given direction, constant at all points of the 
bounding surface of the body. Playfair solves various simple 
exercises connected with the result which he obtains; thus for 
instance he finds the area of the generating curve, and the 
volume of the solid which it generates by revolution: see his 
pages 187 ... 205. 

Playfair does not refer to Silvabelle; but he says that the 
problem had been treated of by Boscovich. But Playfair bad 
never been able to procure a sight of the memoir by Boscovich ; 
nor have I been more fortunate. 

I 



1585. Playfair solves various problems respecting attractions, 
which are examples of the ordinary methoda of maxima and 
minima explained in the Differential Calculus. 

Thus on paga 206 ... 209 he determines the form of a right 
circular cone of given volume, so that the attraction at the vertex 
may be the greatest possible. 

On paga 209.. .214 he discusses the attraction which a right 
circular cylinder exerts at the centre of one of the circular ends ; 
and he determines the ratio of the radius of the base to the 
height, w, that when the volume is given the attraction may be 
the greatest possible. Let u denote the ratio of the radius of the 
base to the height; then to determine the value of u Playfair 
obtains the equation 

.................. (2-u) 1/(1+u') = 2 - 3  (1)- 

By squaring we have 

(2-u)'(l+te') = (2-21'): 

......................... this reduces to 424'-9u+4=0 (2). 

From (2) we obtain 

Playfair haa some trouble in convincing himself and his readers 
that we must take the lower sign in thin expression for u. But 
the fact is very simple : although both expressions satisfy (2), yet 
it is only the expression with the lower sign which satisfies (1) ; 
and (1) is the equation which really must be satisfied. 

1586. On his pages 215 and 216 Playfair determines the 
attraction of a rod of infinitesimal section and of finite length, 
on an 'external point, resolved in the direction perpendicular to 
the rod. Then on his pages 216 ... 218 he appliea this to demon- 
strate a result which he gives elsewhere without demonstration : 
see Art. 731. And on pages 218...220 he proposes " to find the 
figure of a semi-cylinder, given in magnitude, which shall attract 
a particle situated in the centre of its base, with the greatest 
force possible, in the direction of a line bisecting the base : lJ  but 
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the determination of the maximum leads to an equation of con- 
siderable difficulty, and he contenta himself with an approximate 
solution obtained by trial. 

1587. On his pages 220.. .235, Playfair considers the following 
problem: to determine the oblate spheroid of a given solidity 
which shall attract a particle at its pole with the greateat force. 
Here he makes some curious mistakes. 

Let a be the major semiaxis, and b the minor semiaxis of the 
generating ellipse. Suppose the given volume to be denoted by 

en: so that alb =no. Then the attraction of the oblatum at the 
3 

this may be easily deduced from Art. 261. 

Put sin-' e = + ; thus we obtain 

4m-n tan+-+ ........................ 
(cos #): tana + (1). 

When + is very small this becomes approximately 

that is, 

n u s  when e, and therefore +, increases from zero, the attrac- 
tion begins by d n ~ r e ~ n g ;  but from the expression (1) it is 

obvious that the attraction vanishes when + = : hence there 2 

must be a maximum for some value of + between 0 and 5. e 
But Playfair, on the contrary, implicitly denies the existence 

of this maximum, and asserts that there is a maximum when 
+ = 0. This is the more curious, because he obtains correctly the 
equation which determines when (1) is a maximum, namely 

tan 4 (9 + 2 tan1 +) 
+= g + j  .................... (2). 



He seems to have believed that (2) has no solution except 
+ = 0 ; but i t  is clear from what we have said that there must 

'a- be a solution between + = Q and + = % ; . and it is easy to esta- 

blish this statement from considering the equation itself. 

Playfair finishes this section of his memoir with the following 
P==kPph : 

If the oblateness of a spheroid diminish, while its quantity of matter 
remain8 the eame, ita attraction will increase till the oblatenese vanish, 
and the spheroid becomes a sphere, when the attraction at its poles, rre 
we have seen, becomes a maximum. If the polar axis continue to in- 
crease, the spheroid becornea oblong, and the attraction at the poles 
again diminishes. This we may Bafely conclude from the law of con- 
tinuity, though the oblong spheroid haa not been immediately conaidered. 

But the statements are inaccurate ; the attraction will really 
decreaee till the oblateness vanishes; and there is no rnaxiinum 
when the spheroid becomes a sphere : while the axis of revolution 
cont indy  increases, as here supposed, and does not deviate sen- 
sibly from the other axis, the attraction continually decreases. 
This is in fact quite aa consistent with the law of continuity as 
Playfair's erroneous result. 

1588. Playfair on his pages 225 ... 228 finds the attraction of a 
rectangular lamina at  a point which is on the straight line drawn 
a t  right angles to the plane of the lamina through one comer, 
resolved along the direction of this straight line: this is proba- 
bly the first appearance of the result in jn i te  terms. We have 
seen in Art. 1017 that Cavendish failed to obtain i t ;  and Playfair 
on his page 237 adverts to this circumstance 

Playfair makes an easy application of his result to determine 
the attraction which a right pyramid on a square base exerts at 
the vertex; and he finds the form of the pyramid so that the 
attraction may be the greatest possible when the volume is 
given: see his pages 228.. .231. 

1589. Playfair arrives on his page 233 at a general result, 
which we may enunciate thus: suppose a lamina of any shape to 
attract an external particle; then the resolved attraction in the 



direction perpendicular to the lamina is measured by the product 
of the thickness of the lamina into the solid angle subtended by 
the lamina a t  the particle. The solid angle is to be measured in 
the usual way, by the portion of theosurface of a aphere of radius 
unity having its centre a t  the particle, which is determined by a 
straight line from this centre which describes the boundary of the 
lamina 

Playfair demonstrates this by employing the expression which 
be had obtained for the resolved attraction of a rwtangular lamina 
But i t  may be obtained more simply by considering the action of 
an idniteaimal element. Let 6 6  denote an infinitesimal element 
of the lamina, T its distance from the attracted particle, B the 
angle between the direction of r and the perpendicular from the 
particle on the lamina, a the thickness of the lamina Then the - 

. reaolved attraction of the element is 9 cos 6 ; and it is obvious 

that is equal to the element of the spherical surface 

which corresponds to SS. 

1590. On his pages 235 ... 237, Playfair applies the general 
result of the preceding Article to establish a proposition which is 
now given in our elementary books, namely, that "whatever be 
the figure of any body, its attraction will decrease in a ratio that 
approaches continually nearer to the inverse ratio of the squares 
of the distances, as the distances themselves are greater." He  
considem that this proposition is usually taken for granted without 
any other proof than "some indistinct perception of what is re- 
quired by the law of continuity." 

1591. On his pages 239.. .243 Playfair investigates the attrac- 
tion of a rectangular parallelepiped resolved parallel to an edge 
at a point on the edge produced. This is an easy deduction 
from the result he had obtained as to a rectangular lamina: see 
Art. 1588. Playfaif s formula on his page 242 must. have its sign 
changed if the attraction is to be a positive quantity. 

1592. It will be seen from our account that the main contri- 
butions of the memoir to our subject are the resolved attraction 

L 
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of a rectangular lamina given in Art. 1588, and the general result 
of Art. 1689. 

1593. The next memoir which we have to notice is entitled 
Of ths Attraction of such Solids acl a r e  terminated by Planes; and 
of Solids of greatat Attraction. By Thomas Knight. 

This memoir is contained in the Philosophacal lhcmactwm for 
1812, published in that year ; it occupies pages 247 ... 309 of the 
volume. The memoir was read on March 19th, 1812. 

1694. The memoir begins thus : 

Mathematicians, in treating of the attraotion of bodies, have con- 
fined their aftention, almost entirely, to those solids which are bounded 
by continuous curve surfaose ; and Mr. P l a y f ~ r ,  if I do not mistake, is 
the only writer, who has given any example of that kind of iuquiry, 
which k the chief object of the present paper. Thir, learned mathe 
matician has fourid expreaaions for the action of a parallelepiped ; and 
of an isoeceles pyramid, with a rectangular base, on a point at ita 
vertex ; and observes, on &on of the first mentioned problem, that 
what he h.e there done, "gives some hopes of being able to determine 
generally the attraotion of solide bounded by m y  plan- whatever." 

It is thie general problem, that I venture to attempt the solution of, 
in what follows :. . . 

1695. Thus it appears that Knight's memoir was suggested by 
Playfair's ; but, as we shall soon see, proceeded somewhat farther. 

Let OFQ be a right-angled triangle, having the right angle 
at P; through 0 draw a straight line at right angles to the plane 
of the triangle; then Knight determines the componenta of the 
attraction which a lamina of infhitesimal thickness in the shape 
of the triangle exerts at any point of the straight line. Playfair 
took a rectangle instead of a triangle, and confined himself to 
estimating the value of the component which is along the straight 
line : thus his investigations are more restricted than Knight's. 

It may be said that the problem thus enunciated is the basis 
of nearly the whole of Knight's memoir. 

1596. Let N denote the point in the straight line; let NO = a, 
OP=b, P&=c. 
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Let X denote the component of the attraction along NO, let Y , 
denote the component parallel to OP, and Z the component par- 
allel to PQ. Take 0 as the origin, OP as the axis of y, and a 
straight liie through 0 parallel to PQ as the axis of a. Let J 

and e be the coordinates of any point of the triangle. 

Then 

where p represents the infinitesimal thickness of the lamina, and a 
stands for d(a' + yg + 2). The integrations must extend over the 
whole area of the triangle. 

1597. It is easy to effect the integrations; we will not follow 
Knight extremely closely. I 

the limits of s are 0 and ty, where t denotes the tangent of POQ ; 
C I 

so that t = - Thus b ' I 

Assume a' + y' (1 + t') = u' ; then we find that 

dv 
, 

v 
~=pat/~---=pt.." + fa* atq - 

h d  taking this between the appropriate limita we obtain 
finally 

x=, JIa'+P P+Ql -tan-l - 
at :}a 

I 
Similarly by effecting the integration with respect to s we 

, 

obtain 
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The first term is immediately integrable ; and to integrate the 

second assume v = so that 
%'(aY + fl' 

a'dy dv 
(a9 +A J(aa+9'+ ey3 =1 J(1  + fv?' 

Hence finally by taking the integrals between the appropriate 
limits we get 

bd(1 +f)+zl{as+b'(l +e)] - p log bt ------ +zl(a'+bq(l+t)} - . 
&'+ b3 a 

adz 1 
And 

Thus 

and integrating between the appropriate limits we get 

1598. By decomposing any rectilinear lamina into triangles, 
Knight can estimate the compopent attractions which i t  exerts a t  
any point. Then for any solid which can be decomposed into such 
laminz the component attractions may always be reduced to the 
form of single integrals ; and for various examples he actually 
works out the integration. 

Four out of the five sections of the memoir are devoted to 
these subjects; and the last section to the problem of Solids of 
greatest Attraction 

The mathematical processes are sound and satisfactory, though 
sometimes the results might be obtained with greater ease and 
elegance by special methods instead of the general process which 
Knight uniformly employe. I will offer a few remarks on some 
miscellaneous pointa. 

1599. T h a m h  section commences thus : 

The subject of this section haa occupied the attention of Mr. Playfair, 
in the same paper I havo before noticed ; it had previously been treated 
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of by Silvabelle. Ebi alao, in the third volume of his works, givea 
a aolotion of the anme problem u that rhioh is first considered by 1 
Mr. Playfair, but hie result is an erroneons one. None of these writers 1, 

have pursued the matter any further than what relatea to the f&m 
of a homogeneous d i d  of revolution. 

I t  does not appear to me that the eolution given by Frisi is 
wrong : see Art. 683. 

The extension which Knight undertaka to supply to the 
problem ia twofold. Instead of confining himself to the case of a 
body which can be cut up into circular slices, he considers also 
various bodies which can be cut up into rectilinear slices. And 
instead of confining himself to a homogeneous body he considers 
some cases of varying density. 

1600. In the case of a eolid of revolution Knight shews that 
the result obtained by Silvabelle and Playfair for the homogeneous 
body is aleo true when the density is any function of two assigned 1 
variables, namely the distance from the axis of revolution, and the 
distance of the plane of the circular slice from the origin. Knight 
usee the formal Calculus of Variations, and not the simple principle 1 
adopted by Playfair after Silvabelle, that the bounding surface 1 
must be one of equal reaolved a;ttraction. The extension which , 
Knight obtains can be immediately deduced also by Playfair's 
principle. It will be observed that under euch a law of density as i 
Knight supposes the resultant attraction is along the axis of 
revolution. 

1601. Suppose however that we modlfy the problem, and 
allow the density to be any function of the three coordinates of a 
point ; then if we require, not the maximum resultant attraction 
but, the maximum value of the component along the axis of revo- 
lution, we shall still obtain the form assigned by Silvabelle and 
Playfair. This is also an immediate deduction from the principle 
ad~pted by Playfair; but is less clearly obvious according to 
Knight's method. Knight may have seen it but he does not 
make any mention of it. Let us apply his method. 

1602. Take the attracted particle as the origin of coordinates, 
and the axis of x as that of revolution. Let s stand for 
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J(x' + y'+ 4, and 4 (8) for the law of attraction ; then if p be 
' the density a t  the point (x, y, a) the resolved attraction of an 

element  is dy dzx' . Transform by putting r cos 8 for y, 
8 

and r sin 8 for z ;  then the resolved attraction of an element 

becomes plzrdrdOx ' , where p is some function of x, r, and 8. 
0 

Suppose we integrate with respect to 0 from 0 to 27r ; the result 
will be some function of r and x which we may denote by f (r), 
for it is not necessary to allude explicitly to x. Then integrate 
f (r)  with respect to r from 0 to y, where y now denotes the ex- 
t reme value of r, that is the ordinate to the generating curve of the 
solid ; denote the result by .\lr (y) .  Thus finally the resolved attrac- 

Then this is to be a maximum while the mass is constant. The 

mass may be denoted by (y) dx, where Q stands for I 
By the usual principles we must make the expression 

f i + ~ +  cx01d. 
a maximum, where C is some constant. 

This leads in the usual way to 

9' (Y) + ext (y) = 0, 
that  ii to 

tha t  is to 

that  is to 
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Hence *' + C= 0. I n  this equation we have a = J(2 + y?; 
8 

and thus the equation expresses the fact that the resolved attrac- 
tion is to be constant over the surface of the solid. Thus we hare 
the same form as we should obtain when the body is homogeneous 

1603.  A formula in the Integral Calculus occurs on page 293, 
which may deserve notice, namely 

The mode of demonstration will indicate more distinctly the 
form of the last term, which must be supplied when n is not an 
even positive integer. 

IEa: 1 n + l = \  1 & d d ( a  ," + 2) dz 
(a' + x~T an (a' + d)e 

dab 1 -- 
(as + xs)# 

- 1 - -- z8 ......... 3ax "-1 + 3ai - has +tI) - j -  (2). n+l dx 
(a' + 2) 

Substitute from (2) in (I), thus 

- 
" - + I -  

s n - 2  x8 +- "-1 3a4 ' n-1 

(a2 + x*) a- a"aa + x')T (a' + a?)T 

( n -  2)(n - 4 )  ................. 
+ 3a4 (3)- 

The process may be continued by putting the last integral 
in (3) in the following form : 
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1604. One of Knight's examples may be of sufficient interest 
to be reproduced here; we shall however a d ~ p t  a method which is 
simpler than his. 

Suppose that the law of attraction is that of the inverse nm 
power of the distance: find an expression for the attraction of a 
prism of infinitesimal section, but of infinite length both ways, a t  
an external point. 

Let x denote the perpendicular distance of the point from the 
prism; let any other straight line drawn from the point to the 
prism make an angle 9 with the perpendicular distance ; let p be 
the  area of a section of the prism. Then the volume of an element - 

of the prism will be 4.  x tan 9, that is PXdg -- Hence the cosP 9 ' 

resultant attraction is /(5C,"C",l,, zf:, that is cos 9 do. ' I 
Ir The limits of B are - - and T ;  so that the attraction becomes 
2 2 

Al, - where A is a function of n alone. The value of A can be 

determined immediately if n is a positive integer ; but we do not 
require this value for the application we have in view. 

Required the form of an infinitely long cylinder so that the 
attraction may be a maximum at an external point. 

C 
It will follow by the use of the principle which Playfair 

r adopted that the resolved attraction must be constant through- 
out the curve formed by a section of the cylinder by a plane at 
right angles to the generating lines and passing through the ex- 
ternal point. Let r be the distance from the external point to an 
element of the curve formed by this section of the cylin 'er. Let 8 
be the angle between the direction of r and that of the 

A constant ; there- d t a n t  attraction. Then we must have T, 

fore %f must be mnstant. The result is considered remarkable 
9- 

by Knight: see his page 301. 
If n = 2 the equation is that of a circle, which passes through 

the  attracted point. 
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1605. A treatise ie published in 1814 by De Zach entitled 
UAttraction dss Montagnes d ses efets. The work is in octavo ; it 
contains xix + 715 pages, and three platea. De Zach made 
observations on a mountain a few miles to the north-west of 
Marseilles, and also on an island a few miles to the southeast 
He found on the whole that the mountain produced a deviation of 
very nearly two seconds in the direction of the plumb-line. But it 
has been doubted by the most competent judgea whether the small 
repeating circle which De Zach used was adequate to such a 
delicate operation. See Arago's muws C o v n p h ,  VoL XL 
pages 149.. .164, and the article Figure of the &rth in the 
Encyclopcedia Metrqpolitana, page 173. There are no theoretical 
investigations to engage our attention : I have alluded to the work 
in Art,. 727, and will merely notice a few points here. 

1606. A preliminary discourse which occupies pages 1. ..28 of 
De Zach's work gives a history of the attempts made to ascertain 
the attraction of mountains 

De Zach observes that it is not necessary to have great moun- 
tains in order to cause a deviation in the direction of the plumb-line ; 
for a defect of homogeneity in the internal strata of the earth near 
the point of observation would produce the same effect, comm 
Ni ton  ra prouvd To justify these words a reference is given to 
Lib. 111. Prop. 20 gf the Principia Newton makes indeed such a 
remark in this place, but cannot be said to prove anything. 

De Zach refers to the Chimborazo operations; see Art. 363. 
Here it was not possible to make observations both on the north 
and south sides of the mountain; so that one observation was 
made at the foot of the mountain at the south side, and another 
at a second station about a league and a half to the east of the 
first. Then in a note De Zach says : 

Un Auteur ii&-ill- en rapportant mtte eerience, e'eat tromp4 ; 
il a cru et sup@ que oea Aaddmiciens avoient obeerd an Nord et sn 
Sud de la montagne, ce qui n 'h i t  paa le cas, wmme on voit. 

I do not know who ia meant by this passage; it might have 
been supposed perhaps that De Zach waa alluding to some recent 
or contemporary author, but the note had really been published 
about 60 years previously. It occurs on page 149 of the work 
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which we have designated aa XVIU in Art 352; and De Zach 
ought to have given a reference. 

1607. Maskelyne makes this remark in the Pkilosophical 
Tramactions for 1775, pages 502 and 503: 

Fortunately, however, Perthshire afforded ne a remarkable hill, 
nearly in the centre of Scotland, of sufticient height, tolerably detached 
from other hills, and considerably lsrger from East to West than from 
North to South, called by the people of the low country Maiden-pap, 
but by the neighbouring inhabitants Schehallien; which, I have since 
been informed, aignifie~ in the Erae language, Constant Storm: a name 
well adapted to the appearance which it ao frequently exhlbits to those 
who live near it, by the clouds and mists which usually crown its munmit. 

This must I presume be the place from which De Each 
obtained the philological information which he thus curiously 
distorte on his page 21 : 

... il tronva tontea la conditions requiem rduniea dam4 le S c M M n ,  
mantape appeiBe dam le pap, en langue Erae, MiaidarrPap, qni vent 
dire arcsga pappiluel. 

A similar remark occurs on page 304 of the memoir which we 
have noticed in Art. 1579. 

1608. A work entitled Quotidiam Term convemio deaio colc 
porum m demonstrata. Auctvre A. Tadino was published a t  
Milan; the date given is Anno lo ab m c t o  Bonaparta, which 
I presume is about 1814 

The work consists of 125 pages in octavo, with very large 
margins. 

The author refere to some theoretical investigation of tho 
deviation of falling bodies, which he had published in 1786, 
~ b u a  E p ~ ~ .  He gives an account of the experi- 
ments he made from a tower at Bergomi, about 100 feet high. 
The mean r d t  of 143 trials was an easterly deviation, agreeing 
cloeely with what had been calculated from theory. 

The work seem to be little known; it is not referred to by 
the authorities cited in Art. 1663. 

T. BL A. VOL. 11. 31 



1609. On pages 53. ..56 of the B W ' n  dea l3ienawp&r b 
So&U Philorrtatique de Paris, 1815, we have an article by Cauchy I 
entitled De la difft?kmx &re la attractions exerckes par une 
couche infiniment minc8 sur dew points trhmppr0ch.h Fun de 
Fautre, s i t 4  run d Cingrieur, Z'autre d e&'rieur de cetk m4me 
m h e  ; par A. L. Cauchy, iotghieur des po9lts d chaw&. 

The object of the article is to deduce from the general formula? 
of attraction the theorem given in Poisson'~ h t  memoir on elec- 
tricity : see Arts. 1357 and 1380. There is nothing in Cauchys 
analysis which is specially interesting; it does not even seem so 
convincing as the synthetical investigation contained in Poisson's 
memoir on electricity, which we know is due to Laplace. 

1610. An academical dissertation entitled Diss- Acade- 
mica de Figura T e l h  ope Pendubmm detemzinunda now pre- 
sents itself to our notice. This seems to have consisted of various 
parts; but I have seen only Part 5 and Part 6. Part 5 is by 
Johannes Magnus a Tengstrom, and is dated 27th May, 1816. 
Part 6 is by Johannes Gabriel Bonsdorff, and is dated 27th June, 
1815. Both parts mere published at Abo. 

I presume the entire dissertation contained a full account of 
the observations which had been made in various places with 
pendulums. 

Parts 5 and 6 each consist of 10 pages. 

Part 5 begins by adverting to some 0bt3e~ati0nS made by a 
Spanish navigator named Ciscar ; a reference is given to an article 
by Oltmanns in De Zach's Mmatliche Correspondenz, 1812, 
page 468, &c. 

Let E denote the length of the seconds pendulum at  the 
equator, p the length at the latitude I ; then we learn from theory 
that p = E+ x sina I, where x is some quantity which does not 
vary with the latitude. Hence if we know the length of the 
seconds pendulum at two different latitudes we can determine E 
and x. Let P= E+ x, so that P is the length of the seconds 
pendulum at the pole. The values of P obtained from a large 
number of binary combinations of observations are given ; and as 
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an average of these combinations P ia found to be 441.4033, ex- 
pressed in Paris linea. 

I n  Part 6 the values of E and x are calculated from a Large 
number of observations by the method of least squarea This 
gives x = 2.29695 and E= 439.2393. 

Then by Clairaut'a theorem the ellipticity of the Earth is 
5 1  x - - _ .  
2'289 E' and with the above values of x and E this becomes 

1 - 
292.3 ' 

But from theoretical grounde, for which reference is made to 
the work of Svanberg noticed in Art. 1575, it is considered that 
1 - is the correct value of the ellipticity. Then it is stated that 

305 
by omitting some of the pendulum observ&ions, which appear to 
differ too much from the rest, a m u l t  can be obtained from the rest 

1 
which d m  not deviate much from the fraction m. Thus if the 

observations at Kola, Mulgrave, Melita, Megasaki, Umatog, Rio 
Janeiro, and St  Helena are omitted, the values found are 

1 
x = 2'32941, E= 449.20943, and the ellipticity is 2m. 

Then the author says: 

Hac mtione plum inetituimna cornparationes, aliia d i e  omieeia 
observationibq quarum fidea minor visa est, et pmbuit nobii hio cal- 

l l cdna valorea ellipticitat& - - - - , qui omnea aperte 
312.6' 309%' 303.7' 301.4 

oatendunt, vernm valorem ellipticitatis terrae ex observationibtu penduli 
derivatum, utpote intra a l l a h  hos limites medium, valori aliunde invento 
non modo non repugnrre, sed potius optime ita convenire, ut, si ex diver- 
sissimis aimiliter sitis loois haberentur observationes penduli q u e  carb, 
nullum ease videatur dubium, quin' hm etiam ellipticitatem indicent 

1 
= - uti maxime yrobabilem. 306 * 

Finally the author assumes I for the ellipticity; and he 305 
considers the length of the pendulum at  Paris accurately known ; 
thus he obtains the formula p = 439'2221 + 23696 sin' I. 

31-2 
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1611. We may bridy advert to the h y s  on T;ihewy of 
th% lxd%8, th% MI-6 of th8 &&, th8 Atvmioat ~ ~ h y ,  and 
th8 MM*~ &b& By J-h h&#& 

Thia work was published at London in 1817 ; it is in a small 
quarto size, and consists of a Title-page, a Preface on iv pages, 
the Text on 96 pagee, and five Platea The Essay on the Figure 
of the Earth oaxpiea page8 23 ... 47 of the volume ; it is a foolish 
production by an ignorant writer: he rejeds what is usually 
called the centrifngal force, and denits that the Earth is elevated 
at the equator. 

We may give a specimen of the work. The writer finds cor- 
rectly, that if we take the Earth as a sphere of 8000 miles 
diameter, we have corresponding to a distance of one mile on the 
surface, a deviation of about 8 inchea h m  a straight line. Then 
he proceeda thus on his page 41 : 

... But euppoee a canal to be dug upon a meridian, f'rom the pole to the 
equator; the corntion between the te l~~copio  and the true level would 
be gmedy erroneom: the engineer who should have the temerity to work 
according to the mle, would h d  the bengs of hie canal at the equtor 
184 miles deep 1 But the engineer happens to be right; and the rule 
will m e  him in cutting his canal ~ t ,  west, north or south; no matter 
what direction it may take; ooneequently the m e r i k  are circle0 
equally with the @& of latitude, and here ia a demomtmtion that 
the eqnatoriel regions are not elevated above the natural level, o t h e h  
there mud, be one rule for working eset and weet, and another d e  for 
working north and south; but whioh rule haa never yet bean a deside 
mtum, and which haa never yet been heard of. 

1612. We next notice a memoir entitled Invedg& of fh 
Fipwe of the Earth, and of the h v i t y  in didwent Liztitudes. By 
Robert Adrain. This ie publiehed in the T m e  of Us 
Anzen'cccrc Philosophical Socidy. ..Vol. I. New Series. Philadelphia, 
1818. The memoir occupies pages 119. ..I35 of the volume : it 
was read October 7th, 1817. 

We have seen in Art. 1108 that Laplaca deduced, by two 
methods, a general expression for the length of the seconds 
pendulum from &en observed lengths. Aclrain takers the same 
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fifteen observations, and treata them by tEie method of Leaat 
Squares instead of by either of Laplace'e methods. 

In  Laplace'e deduction of the most probable ellipse fiom the 
pendulum observations he made two mistakes of calculation; 
Adraii points them out and gives the correct work: the mi+ 
takes are the laet two out of the four to which we allude in 
Art. 1110, and it is curious that Bowditch makea no refernee to 
Adrain. But the brief account of the origin of Laplace's fourth 
mistake, which Adrain gives on his page 131, ie not intelligible. 

On his page 127 Adrain proposes an exp&on for tbe force 
of gravity, when the place of observation is above the level of the 
sea Thus if R is the mean radine of the Earth, h the height of 
the place above the level of the sea, and g the force of gravity 

for the force of gravity at the level of the sea, he takes - 
(B + h)' 

at the place of observation. ~ u t ' t h i s  &kes no allowance for the 
attraction of the matter which ie between the place of observation 
and the level of the sea 

It may be observed that Adrain claim the method of Least 
Squares ae his own discovey ; he begins thus : " Having in the 
year 1808 discovered a general method of resolving several useful 
problems, by amertahing the highest degree of probability where 
certainty cannot be found; ..." The principles on which he 
established the method are explained by him elsewhere; and 
they have been examined by Mr Glaisher in the M8m0s0r8 of th8 
Royd AstrmwmicaC khkty, Vol. xxxrx. pages 75 ... 81. 

1613. The volume which contains the preceding memoir by 
Adrain contains also another by him, entitled Research wnwming 
ths Mean Diameter of ths Earth. Thie occupies pagee 353 ... 366; 
it waa read Nov. 7th, 1817. 

The memoir consists of simple investigations relating to an 
oblatum which is nearly spherical. 

Let a and b denote the major and minor semiaxes of the 
generating ellipse; and suppose it required to find the radius 
of the sphere which has the same volume as the oblatum. Let r 
denote the radius of the sphere: then we must have r8=a'b. 



If the difference bbtween a and b is small we obtain a@ 
2 a + b  rnately r = - 
3 -  

Now Adrain shews that the same approximate value is also 
obtained from the solution of various other problems; as for 
instance if we require that the surface of the sphere shall be 
equal to the surface of the oblatum; or if we require that the 
curvature of the sphere shall be equal to the mean curvature 
of the oblatum, with a suitable definition of mean curvature. 

1614. On pages 486 ... 517 of the B ~ h h i d  lhmactions 
for 1818, published in that year, there is a memoir entitled, An 
abstract of the r d t s  d e d d  frinn the mecssurenmt of an arc on 
the meridian, extending from latitud6 8' 9' 38".4, to latdtuds 
18' 3' 2r .6 ,  N. By Lieut. Colonel William Lambton .... The 
memoir was read on May elst, 1818. 

The memoir gives a short account of the operations on the 
great Indian arc, with references for details to volumes of the 
Asiatic Recrearch. Lambton, by comparing his results.with the 
lengths of arcs in France and Sweden, arrives at an ellipticity 

t 

of about 3+o. 

In  some formula which occur on pages 497 and 499, Lambton 
gives values for radii of curvature which are halves of what they 
should be ; but as he only uses the values in the form of ratios, 
this does not lead to any final error. For a correction aa to 
another point, see the article on the Figure of the Earth in the 

I Encyclopcedia Metropotitam, page 210. 
A note connected with the memoir will be found on pages 

27 ... 33 of the Philosophical Transactions for 1823. 
For the later history of the progress of the measurement of 

the Indian arc the reader must consult the works published by 
the late Sir Ckorge Everest: see the Proceedings of the Royal 
Society, Vol. XVL pages xi.. .xiv. 

1615. We have next to notice a publication entitled & p a  
l'identitd delC attraeione mlecolare colt aatrmomioa Opera del Ca- 
valiers Leopo l .  Nobila'. . .Moden4 1818. 
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This consists of &E quarto pages, with 4 plates. It is divided 
into two parts. The first part is a memoir which had been pub- 
lished in the Giorn& di Fisica.. .Pa&, 1817 ; and the second 
part is a supplement to enforce the doctrine of the memoir. 

The author holds that the law of attraction according to the 
inverse square of the distance will su6ce for the explanation of 
the phenomena of molecular action, as well as for the phenomena 
of astronomy. He treats of adhesion, cohesion, and capillary at- 
traction; and has scarcely anything which falls within our subject. 

He  investigates the formula for the attraction of an indefinitely 
thin spherical shell on any particle; but he does not use any 
symbol to represent the thickness of the shell : thus for example, 
if the particle is just on the outAide of the shell he obtains 41r for 
the resultant attraction. Then, as in Art. 993, this attraction 
may be divided into two equal parts, one arising from the part of 
the shell which is close to the particle, and the other from the 
rest of the shell. Thus he gets the jinite value 21r for the attrac- 
tion of a particle on an adjacent particle. I f  he had explicitly 
introduced the thickness of the shell this apparently finite result 
would have been really infinitesimal. This omission would be of 
no consequence for many purposes ; but with regard to the special 
object which Nobili has in view it constitutes a fatal objection to 
almost the whole of the work. 

Some illustration of the result obtained by considering attrac- 
tion like an emanation from a centre is given on pages 27.. .30 : 
it aeems to me altogether unsatisfactory. 

Two resulta, which are correct when we supply a factor to 
represent the thickness of the shell, are obtained which may be 
noticed. 

Let r denote the radius of the shell, 6r the thickness ; suppose 
a particle inside the shell at the distance c from the centre ; then 
if the shell be divided into two parts by a plane through the 

at right angles to the radius on which it is Bituated thc 
resultant attraction of each part is 



Suppose such a shell aa before, but let the law of attraction be 
that of the inverse cube of the distance ; then the resultant at- 
traction on an external particle a t  the distance c from the centre 

2 d 6 r  m6r c + r  +-log-. 
( 8 -  8 o - r  

See pagea 13 and 18 of the work. 

1616. A memoir by Dr Young is next to be noticed, whi& 
occupies pages 70 ... 95 of the Philosqhical I ) . a d  for 1819: 
it is entitled Remarks on Me P r o W h  of Error i n  Physkd 
O b d ,  and on the D d y  of the Earth. The memoir is 
reprinted in the M ' n e o u e  Wmb of the latS Thomae Young. 
Vol. 11. pegee 8. ..28. 

We are concerned with only two aections of the memoir, 
namely one entitled On the rnean dmdty of the earth, and another 
entitled On the irrwri~ of Me earth's m f m .  

1617. The section On tirs mean density of tht~ earth ie im- 
portant. Laplsce in the M h n ~ w  Wle~te, Livre XL Chapitre n. 

d n  discussed the hypothesis involved in the relation - = 2kp ; thia 
dp 

discussion was apparently suggested by the remarks made by 
Dr Young in the present section : see Art. 1330. Young's hy- 
pothesis, however, is not the eame aa that which Laplace adopted, 
but the more pimple one which belongs to elaetic fluids, namely 

6II that involved in the relation - = k. 
np 

If x denotes the distance from the centre of the Earth supposed 
spherical we have from the ordinary principles of Hydrostatics 

thus 

Young in fact proposes to obtain from this equation a value 
of p in the form of a series in powers of x;  and he gives some 
numerical calculations. He considers the hypothesis adequate to 
meet the facts of the subject. 
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I do not know what he meam by "the experiment on the 
sound of ice": the language is strange if he is referring to an 
experimental determination of the velocity of sound transmitted 
through ice. 

1618. The section On tha irregularities of the earth's surf- 
treats of the effect produced on the pendulum by " the attraction 
of a circumscribed mass, situated a t  a moderate depth below the 
earth's surface." The word circt~nscribed seems here strange and 
unnecessary. Some correct results are obtained, but the process 
is neither clear nor interesting: we will reproduce one of these 
results, 

The earth is supposed fluid and nearly spherical; take its 
radius for the unit of length, and its maas for the unit of masa 
Suppose there is an additional mase a at the depth c below what 
would be the spherical d a c e  if there were no irregularity. Let R 
denote the distance of a point in the surface of the fluid horn the 
centre of the sphere, and r the distance of the point from the 
centre of the additional mass, then the surface will be determined 
by the equation 

1 a - + - = a constant. R r 
Let a denote the elevation produced by the disturbing maes ; 

then by applying the above general equation to the top .of the 
elevation, and also to the point diametrically opposite, we obtain 

1 - a l a  +-=-+- 
l + a  C+B 1 2-C' 

If c is supposed small we have from this approximately 

Thie result is the same as Dr Young's, but the process seem 
to me much more natural than his, which begins thus: "the 
fluxion of the elevation is as the fluxion of the arc and aa the 
deviation.. .conjointly ;. . .* 

We have at the end of the section some remarks as to the 
value of the earth's attraction at the summit of a mountain ; them 
embody what i s  now usually called Dr Young's Rule. Thie Rule 
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coincides with the formula originally given by Bouguer, and re- 
produced by D'Alembert ; see Art. 593 : Dr Young does not 
refer to any preceding writer. He takes the demity of the moun- 

24 tain as - of the mean density of the earth. Then if x be the 
5 4 

height of the mountain, r the radius of the earth, and g the value 
of the attraction at the surface of the earth, the value of the 
attraction at the summit of the mountain by Bouguer'e formula is 

that is 

22 Thus the correction would be - if we paid no regard to the 
r 

29 66 
attraction of the mountain; but becomes a of $, that is - 100 

22 of - , when we allow for this. 
. 

T 

1619. A paper waa published by Dr Young in B r a d s  
Qw;crterly Journd for 1820, and reprinted in the KwceUQolcous 
Work of the late Thomas Young, Vol. 11. pages 78 ... 83, entitled 
Remarks on Laplace's latest Cmptat ion of ths Density of the 
Earth. 

The paper begins with a very just remark : 
It  cannot but be highly flattering to any native of this country, to 

have his suggestions on an mtronomical subject admitted and adopted 
by the Marquis de Laplace :. . . 

& we have stated in Art. 1617, Dr Young proposed the hypo- 
dll dr I  

thesis - = k, while Laplace adopted the hypothesis - = %p 
dP dP 

In the present paper Dr Young states his objections' against 
Laplace's hypothesis. There are no theoretical investigations, 
but Dr Young gives a table which assigns the value of the el l ip 
ticity corresponding to various values of the superficial density of 
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the earth, the mean density being taken as 6.4. I am at  a loas to 
understand how the table was calculated ; Dr Young says : 

I n  theae calculations, it hse not been necessary to have recame to . 
any foreign authority or aesistance whatever. ..Tho geographical elements 
of the problem have been supplied by the experiments and obeervatioxle 
of h k e l y n e  and Cavendiah, compared with those of General Mudge, 
Colonel Lambtan, and Cap& Kater. 

A J ~  Dr Young  disclaim^ all foreign assistance he did not 
calculate the ellipticity by the theory of Clairaut and Laplace ; 
and I cannot conjecture' what he substituted. Nor do I know 
what are the geographkl elements which he obtained from his 
five countrymen. 

Dr Young hishes thus : 

It is unnecessary to enter into any inquiry reepecting the p d o n  
and nutation, aa connected with the earth's density, since them effecta 
are known to depend on tho ellipticity of the spheroid and of its etrata 
alone, without any regard to the manner in which the density is distri- . 
bnted among them. 

I do not understand this ; on the contrary it seems to me thak 
the calculation of precession and nutation cannot be completed 
until the law of density is assumed. 

1620. Two other papers by Dr Young may be conveniently 
noticed, although they fall beyond the date which we have fixed 
as the limit of our survey. To these we proceed. 

1621. A contribution by Dr Young to our subject is entitled 
Estimate of the Effect of the Terms involving the Square of the 
Disturbing Force on the Determination of the Figure of the Earth. 
In a Letter to (2. B. Airy, Esq. This was published in Brande's 
Quarterly Journal for 1826, and is reprinted in the Mbcellaneous 
Works of the late Thomas Young, Vol. 11. pages 87 and 88. 

The paper discusses only a very simple case of the general 
problem implied in the title ; namely the case " of a fluid supposed 
to be without weight, and surrounding a spherical nucleus." By 
the strange phrase 'cwithout'weight" is meant I believe that the 



attraction of the fluid itself is to be neglected. The problem is 
thus purely speculative, and is treated in Young's usual obscure 
and repulsive manner ; the result, naturally enough, is wrong. It 
may be useful to give a correct and intelligible solution. 

Let cr, be the angular velocity, r the radius vector of any point 
in the surface of the fluid, and B the inclination of r to the plane 
of the equator. The attraction tends accurately to the  centre of 

the spherical nucleus, and mag be denoted by 5 .  Then resolving 

along the tangent to the meridian, we must have for relative 
equilibrium 

$sin+= ruacosBsin (B+ $1, 

where 

Let a be the equatorial semiaxis ; then we assume 
r=a( l -ss inYB+u) ,  

where e is a mal l  quantity, and u is small compared with e. 

Put j for my ..t f ; then our fundamental equation becomes 

jcosBsinB+jcosaB tan+= (1 -ssinaB+u)-'tan*, 
du 2esinBcosB-- 

where tan+= 
dB 

1 -esinaB+u ' 

Substitute the value of tan + : thus 

By comparing the terms of the first order we obtain 
j = 2e. 

Then by comparing the terms of the second order we obtain 

du. 25i cos8 B sin B = 8en sina 8 cos 0 - - 
dB' 

therefore u = 2eq sin4 B + sy cosi 0 + constant. 



The constant must be determined so aa to leave r =  a when 
8 = 0 ; hence finally 

u =  28sin48 +e'm46-6'. 

Dr Young makes u = cs sin4 8 + e' cos4 8. 

We may also obtain the correct result by the aid of equation 
(2) of Alt. 57. 

h m e  r = a (1 - e sin' 8 + u) ; thus the equation becomes 

By comparing the terms of the first order we obtain 

so that 

Then by comparing the terms of the second order we obtain 

es sin4 8 - u - 26% sins 8 cos' 8 = 0, 

therefore u = 2 sin4 8 - 22 sin' 8 cos'8 

It follows that the polar semi-&s is equal to a (1 - e + 8) to 
the second order. Dr Young maintained in fact the erroneous 
opinion that the ditrerence of the two semiaxes would not involve 
a term in 2. Ivory, as we have said, treated the problem correctly 
at about the same date : see Art. 1441. 

1622. The other paper by Ilr Young is entitled Detemnination 
of the Figure of the Earth fimn a single tangent: this was first 
published in the Life of Thomas .Young, 1856, pages 511.. .til4. 

The title does not give any idea of the contents of the paper. 
The problem discussed is this : given the difference of latitude and 
the difference of longitude of two adjacent places, and also the 
azimuth of each as seen from the other, to determine the ellipticity 
of the earth. 

The investigation is rather obscure, and there is a misprint of 



1 1 
cos - (a + a') for sin - (a+ a') throughout the third paragraph. 

2 2 
1 Also, a and d denoting the two azimuths, (a-  a') is very Z 

strangely called the mean azimuth on page 513. 
I t  is stated in the note that, "The preliminary propositiorw 

are involved in the method proposed by Dalby for determining 
arcs of parallel" I do not know what this means: Dr Young's 
'preliminary propositions involve only Plane Trigonometry. 

1623. The great and deserved reputation of Dr Young renders 
it necessary to state that his mathematical writings are dangerous 
for students, and should not be. consulted by them except under 
sound professional advice. Speaking generally the processes will 
be found unintelligible except to persons well acquainted with the 
subject discussed, and then they are superfluous. 

One obscure and abstruse work bears the singularly inappro- 
priate title of Elemtary IUzlstratwns of the Celestiral Mtxhank 
of Laplace; if this fell into the hands of a begmner, who had not 1 
been warned of its character, he might be alienated permanently 
from the study of Physical Astronomy. . q 

The absurd opinions which Dr Young expresses in his life of 1 
l&gmnge prove that he was quite incapable even of appreciating 
the highest mathematical genius; they have drawn forth a just 
protest from Dr Peacock : see the Miscellaneous W m b  of tlrs latG 
Thomas Young, Vol. IL page 579. 

1624. We may briefly notice a strange work entitled Addresa 
of M. Hoene W ~ m k i ,  to the British Board of Longitude, upon the 
actual state of the M a t ~ c s ,  their reform, and upon the new 
Celestial Mechanics, giving the definitive Solution of the A.oble?n of 
Longitude. Translated from the wagid in French by W. Clradiw, 
London, 1820. 

This is a duodecimo volume containing xii + 127 pages. 

Wronski came to England with the hope of inducing the 
Board of Longitude to reward his mathematical labours, on the 
ground of their scientific value, and especially of their use with 
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respect to the practical problem of determining the longitude ; but 
he  seems to have received no encouragement. From page xii we 
learn that he submitted to thg Board a manuscript consisting on 
the whole of 930 quarto pages, which contained a new theory of 
Celestial Mechanics, and a comparison of it with the old theory. 

The work is almost unintelligible, and it is obvious that 
the translator was an incompetent person, but the original French 
was probably very obscure : the chief peculiarity which strikes 
a reader is the perpetual reference to the Absolute, without any 
adequate explanation of the mysterious term. 

The pages 35. ..66 have some relation to the Figure of the 
Earth, or as Wronski styles it, " the problem of the formation 
of the celestial globes." We have a sketch of the history of the 
subject, and then a statement of the main results of the new 
theory of the author, which are five in number. I do not profess 
to understand them ; but as the fifth is the shortest I will quote 
that  as a specimen. It occurs on page 63 : 

At  last, the iifth result of this theory of the construction of celestial 
g l o b  ie, that by this known form of the earth, regular or irregular, 
simple or complex, we can discover immediately the distribution itaelf 
of the masses in the interior of our globe, that is to say, the interior 
strudure of the earth-Th~ae, we shall, with an astonishing facility, 
penetrate into these myatarious retreats, where, distant from light, the 
plaistic mother, in her chambera of eilence and obscurity, prepares in 
great meaww the generation of all that animates this our globe; and 
into which the most unbridled imagination has not dared to enter, but 
with fear and trembling to shadow her firnciful chimeras. 

For an opinion on Wronski see the Miscellaneous w&ks of 
Dr Thomas Young, Vol. 11. page 66. 

1625. In  the second volume of the Transactions of the Cam- 
bridge Philosophical Society, which is dated 1827, we have a 
memoir entitled On tha Figure aasumed by a Fluid Homogeneous 
Mi, whose Particles are acted on by their mutwll Attraction, 
and by m l l  extraneous Forces. By Q. B. Airy . . . 

The memoir occupies pages 203 ... 216 of the volume ; i t  wae 
read March 15. 1824. 



The memoir commences thus : 

The principel di5culty in the aolution of this problem, conaiata in 
the invedgation of the attraction of any spheroid (differing little from 
a aphem) upon a p in t  in its eurface. This has been found by laplace, 
in a manner so general, and by an analpis ao pwerfbl, that any new 
invdigations might seem entirely unneoesssry. But the abstruse natnre 
of that analyeie, it must be acknowledged, ia such as to make a mom 
eimple investigation desirable: and the obscurities which have led 
L a p b  himself into error, serve to shew tho value of a process which 
involve6 nothing more difEcult than the common applications of the 
differential calculus. 

I am not certain what error of Laplace's is here alluded to ; 
but perhaps i t  is that which is discussed by the author in some 
subsequent pages of the volume : see Art. 1230. It does not 
however appear to me that Laplace himself was really wrong. 

1626. The memoir then makes no use of Laplace's coeffici- 
ents, but does use the proposition which reduces the determina- 
tion of the attraction in any direction to the invest.igation of a 
single function, which we now call the potential. It may be said 
to occupy a position intermediate between Laplace's 6rst three 
memoirs and his subsequent researches. General form& are 
investigated by the aid of expansions according to Taylor's the& 
rem ; and they are applied to the complete discussion of a 
problem which we may enunciate thus : Suppose a nearly sphe- 
r i d  mass of fluid in the form of a figure of revolution; let r 
denote the ordinate of any point measured parallel to the axis of 
figure from the centre of the spheroid as origin: then the form 
for equilibrium is determined, when besides the attraction of the 
mass there is a small force represented by A+Bd+Dz'+ET+ Fd, 
where A, B, . . . are constants. The nunlerid work is laborious, 
but it is correct. 

1627. An application is made to the w e  of Saturn and his 
ring. Suppose that Saturn consists of homogeneous rotating 
fluid; then consider the iduence which the ring exerts on the 
figure of Saturn. We will reproduce some of the investigation, 
though not with the original notation. 
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The ring is treated as if it were the perimeter of a circle. Let 
H denote the radius of this circle, and p the mass of the ring. 
Take the centre of the ring as the origin, and the plane of the 
ring as that of (x, y). Then the potential of the ring a t  the 
point (x ,  y, z) being denoted by V, we have 

BW dB 

d{ (R  cost)-x)'+ (R sin 8-Y)'+ dj ' 
Since the planet is supposed to be a figure of revolution, we 

may without loss of generality, put y = 0 .  We shall also assume 
that xs+ .2= r', so that for a first approximation the planet is 
keated as a aphere of radius r. 

Thus dB 

'The expression under the integral sign may be expanded in .a 
convergent series ; thus putting x for d(R + 9) we see that the 
general term of V is 

If s is an odd number this vanishes ; if 8 is an even number 
it is equal to 

Let p denote the density of Saturn, so that the mass is 
4 - r r ~ ' ~  -. 

3 , and suppose that the mass of the ring is of that of 

47rr'p 
Saturn : then p = --- 

3n ' 
Thus 

l S . 3 4 2 R '  ' 1 * . 3 ~ . 5 . 7  16x4R'+ v=A"'p(l+---- 
3nX '1 2'. 4 X4 + m . 6 . 8  -x8- ...I. 

Let the coefficient of & in this expression be denoted by 

Here e,, e,, e,, ... are abstract numbers independent of the 
unit of length. 

T. M. A, VOL TI. 32 



1628. At this stage a step is taken which may 'be eeid to be l 
one of the special characteristics of the investigation; we put 1 
f - d for 2, and then rearrange in powers of s. Thns if we 
etop a t  the term in d we obtain 

v= v,+ 
8' 

~ { - ( e l + 2 r s + % s + h ~ s * + ( e s + 3 6 , + 6 e ~ F - ( e a + h ~  3n 

where V, is the value of V when P = 0, which is not required for 
the investigation. 

R 
For numerid  calculation put - = 2 ; then according ta the r 

memoir 

I am however unable to verify these numerical values. It 
seems to me tlmt we have the following e d  reaulte: 

and thus instead of the preceding expression we get 

1629. But besides this difference there is another point of 
importance, namely, that in order to have the coefficient of any 
power of eP correct to five places of decimals it is not sufficient to 
stop at 8, ; we must take in some of the following t e r m  e,, e, ... 
We shall find for instance that 
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ee 
Therefore the coefficient of - instead of being only e, ought to 

r6 
6 

be e,+5e6+l5e,+ ... ; and the term 5e, alone is greater than -e,. 2 
Thus if the coefficients are calculated accurately to five places 

of decimals, the values will differ decidedly from those which rare 
given in the memoir. I have in consequence not carried my nu- 
merical verification of the memoir beyond this point. 

I may remark that on the last page .I85 seems to be given &s 
the  ellipticity of an ellipse, of which the semiaxes are respectiv-ely 
1 and d(l.415) : I am then not certain as to the exact meaniug 
of the word ellipticity here. 

1630. The conclusion obtained in the memoir is that the 
action of the ring tends to give such a form to Saturn, that the 
generating curve would fall &thin an ellipse having the same 
axes. Then i t  is stated : 

... It is remarkable, that this deviation from the elliptic form, is 
exactly the opposite to that given by the observations of Dr Herschel. 
This accurate observer, in the Philosophical Transactions for 1805 and 
1806, has given a great number of his observations, which shew that 
Saturn is protuberant between the poles and the equator,.and that hia 
longest diameter makes an angle of 43" with the plane of his equator, 
Here then is a complete discordance between theory end observation; 
nor ie it easy, with our present knowledge of the planet, to suggeet my- 
thing by which they can be reconciled. 

1631. Some extensive trigonometrical operations were carried 
on in Piedmont and Savoy, which are detailed in a work pub- 
lished a t  Milan in 182.5, entitled Opkrations g&od&ques et mtro- 
m m i q w  pour In mesure dun arc du parall2le moyen, . . . 

I have not seen this work, which appeara to consist of two 
quarto volumes, with a folio volume of plates. The dperations 
involved a new determination of Beccaria's arc, to which allusioll 
was made in Art. 717. See the article Figure of the Earth in the 
E n c y c w d a  Metmpolitana, pages 208 and 212. 

1632. I may notice an interesting article entitled Modem 
Astronomy, published in the North Americrrn Review for April, 
1825 ; this w a ~  written by Bowditch. It is a brief sketch of the 
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I 
history of Bs t ronow during the century preceding the date; , 

and i t  is very valuable on account of the great learning and 
ability of the author. 

A sentence which relates to our subject may be quoted. 
After saying that the geodetical measures indicated an el l ip 

1 1 ticity between --- and - i t  is added: 
300 310 

1 
I t  may also be observed, that this oblateness being lees than 230' 1 

proves by Clairaut's theorem, beforementioned, that the earth increasee 
in density from &e surface towmds the centre, confirming the proof 
deduced before from other sources 

I 

This seems to me to ascribe more to Clairaut's theorem than 
it really contains ; from the fact that the ellipticity is less than 

- i t  follows by the theorem that Clairaut's fraction is greater 
230 

1 
than -: but then i t  does not follow necessarily that  the 

230 I 
density increases from the surface to the centre. Moreover by 
the "proof deduced before from other sources," it seems me  1 
p u s t  u n d e r s b d  such results as those of the Schehallien experi- 
ments, which shew that the mean density is much greater than 
the superficial density: but this is not quite the same as we 
usually understand 'by the statement that the density increases 1 
from the surface to the centre. See Arti~. 485 and 1319. 
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